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Reaction network is a promising framework for representing complex systems of diverse and even interdisciplinary types. In this
approach, complex systems appear as self-maintaining structures emerging from a multitude of interactions, similar to proposed
scenarios for the origin of life out of autocatalytic networks. )e formalism of chemical organization theory (COT) mathe-
matically specifies under which conditions a reaction network is stable enough to be observed as a whole complex system. Such
conditions specify the notion of organization, crucial in COT. In this paper, we show that the structure and operation of
organizations can be advanced towards a formal framework of resilience in complex systems. )at is, we show that there exist
three fundamental types of change (state, process, and structural) defined for reaction networks, and that these perturbations not
only provide a general representation of perturbations in the context of resilience but also pave the ground to formalize different
forms of resilient responses. In particular, we show that decomposing the network’s operational structure into dynamically
decoupled modules allows to formalize what is the impact of a perturbation and to what extent any potential compensation to that
perturbation will be successful. We illustrate our approach with a toy model of a farm that operates in a sustainable way producing
milk, eggs, and/or grains from other resources. With the help of simulations, we analyze the different types of perturbations and
responses that the farm can undergo and how that affects its sustainable operation.

1. Introduction

An important challenge of our century is to understand the
structural conditions under which systems become sus-
tainable and resilient. Complex system literature seeks for
conditions that can provide an answer independent of the
nature of the system in question. Sustainable systems are
conceived as being capable of sustaining indefinitely, making
efficient use of critical resources and recycling whatever is
possible. When a system not only self-maintains but also
grows in a mutually constructive relationship with its milieu,
it fulfills the ideal of sustainable development [1, 2]. Eco-
systems normally develop in a sustainable way with an
approximately constant level of resource income [3]. Eco-
nomic systems, on the other hand, although they self-

maintain and grow, are often unsustainable: they consume
more of certain resources than they produce.)erefore, they
are likely to collapse when the resource reserve is eventually
exhausted. For example, the Middle East and North Africa’s
(MENA) economy is largely relying for its energy on oil and
other fossil fuels that are in limited supply and cannot be
renewed [4]. On the other hand, when an unsustainable
economic system persists and is deemed too big to fail
irrespective of the imbalance it brings about, it becomes
destructive. Creating a sustainable economy means shifting
to resources that are renewable, either through a dependable
external input (e.g., wind energy) or through recycling
within the network (e.g., biofuel derived from plants grown
and harvested by the system) [5]. While it is best known for
physical resources, the challenge of sustainability applies to
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all systems, including social and informational. Each human
organization, large or small, in instituting a boundary be-
tween itself and its respective milieu engages with this very
question: can it develop in a simultaneously self-constructive
and non-exploitative manner?

Complex systems should not just be able to maintain
themselves in ideal circumstances; they should also be able to
return to self-maintenance when pushed away from this
desired state by external challenges. Such capacity for a
system to recover efficiently from stressful circumstances is
called resilience [6–8]. Resilient systems should be able to
return to their preferred configuration even when con-
fronted with serious perturbations that destroy or change
some of their components, thus making them deviate from
this configuration. )us, dependably resilient systems can be
seen as goal-directed in the cybernetic sense, withmaintenance
of their essential organization as the implicit goal that they will
defend against internal and external perturbations [9, 10].)at
is necessary to make them impervious to dangers such as the
error catastrophe and the lack of critical resources that
threaten the survival of autocatalytic networks in common
scenarios for the origin of life. As the range of circumstances
with which the system has to deal expands, its strategies will
need to become more complex. )us, as it evolves and learns
to cope with increasingly diverse and complex perturbations,
its behavior will appear increasingly intelligent [11] and di-
rected at increasingly more difficult to reach goals. To un-
derstand how such resilient systems could have evolved out of
non-directed causal processes, we need to analyze, first, the
precise features that determine resilience and, then, the steps
by which these features could have been acquired.

)e sustainability and resilience of a complex system
should be seen as two sides of the same coin, since both are
necessary for the system to thrive. However, conceptual and
mathematical modeling of both aspects simultaneously re-
mains difficult because of lack of integration between various
theoretical constructs and available formalisms. Reaction
networks (RNs) have been proposed as a general language
for modeling complex systems [12–15]. In particular, by
applying an analytical framework for reaction networks
called chemical organization theory (COT), it is possible to
compute the set of possible observable systems within a
reaction network universe, i.e., systems that persist suffi-
ciently long so that they can be identified and observed.
)ese sufficiently stable systems are called organizations.
)ey correspond to structurally closed and self-maintaining
sub-networks of the reaction network [16, 17]. Such oper-
ational closures maintained by the otherwise interconnected
and interdependent systems are captured by the concept of
autopoiesis. Autopoiesis (“self-production”) refers to self-
maintaining dynamics that can be observed in systems as
diverse as individual organisms, populations, ecosystems,
economies, cities, cultures, institutions, legal frameworks,
information systems, and so on. Since the sustainability of a
complex system depends on the interplay between such
formations operating at different levels or scales, a formal
language capable of modeling sustainability must be ap-
plicable to each of their respective heterogeneous dynamics,
as well as their mutual dependencies.

While the COTformalism elegantly describes what makes
a reaction network sustainable, it does not yet explain what
wouldmake it resilient, i.e., able to cope with perturbations. In
this paper, we first elaborate on a deeper view of what a
perturbation means by reviewing the different kinds of
perturbations that exist, next we review structural results on
COT which allow to link the different kinds of perturbations
to the structure and stability of the reaction network, and then
we elaborate a qualitative dynamical analysis based on
computational simulations of the perturbations and the dy-
namical responses of a toy-model reaction network. Namely,
we show that the resilience of a reaction network do not only
depends on its structure but also on how it is operated. )is
operation is described by the processes applied to the reaction
network, and that certain non-intuitive behaviors can happen.
)is last aspect opens important questions towards the de-
velopment of a formal framework for resilience in complex
systems. Regarding the deeper understanding of perturba-
tions, we show that reaction networks can be subjected to
three fundamentally different types of environmental per-
turbations: change of state, meaning variation in the values of
the defining variables (quantity of the different “species”);
change of process, meaning variation in the way the network
operates; and change of structure, meaning addition or
elimination of reactions and species. Regarding the review of
structural results, we review the decomposition theorem for
reaction networks and explain how it helps to identify the
impact of, and the potential responses to, perturbations of the
different kinds. Regarding the qualitative analysis, we develop
a toy-example reaction network that models the productive
processes of a farm involving use of resources such as grass
and water, production of goods such as milk and eggs, and
operative actions such as selling goods or investing in in-
frastructure that can sustainably operate in different ways, for
example, either seeking for optimizing profit or optimizing
sustainable growth. We then study the effects of the different
kinds of perturbations on the farm depending on the way it
operates. )is leads us to a formal framework for developing
and assessing the success of potential mitigation strategies,
represented as state, process, or structural counter-
perturbations.

2. Resilience: A Brief Review of the Literature

Resilience is a highly elusive concept with over 150 definitions
ranging from ecology, engineering, economics, organizations,
and psychology and adjacent terminologies such as vulner-
ability, coping capacity, adaptive capacity and robustness, and
so on which can be found in the literature [7].

)e term resilience stems from a Latin root, resilire, to
leap back or to rebound. An important definition was given
by Holling inspired by ecological systems [18]. Resilience
according to Holling “indicates the persistence of rela-
tionships within a system and is a measure of the ability of
these systems to absorb changes of state variables, driving
variables, and parameters, and still persist. In this definition
resilience is the property of the system and persistence or
probability of extinction is the result. Resilience is the ability
of a system to absorb external stresses.”
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In Holling’s approach, resilience is intricately linked to
“external shocks” that provoke changes within the “internal
ecosystem” of the system of interest. )e latter reflects an
important characteristic about the nature and complexity of
homeostatic processes in an ecosystem. In this version of
resilience, homeostatic processes are considered to be an
umbrella term for Holling’s “changes of state variables,
driving variables, and parameters.”

Resilience according to Holling has two distinct end
points: (a) persistence as a function of “ability to absorb
changes of state variables, driving variables, and parame-
ters,” and (b) probability of extinction (i.e., which opens
space for alternative methods that have “persistence in-
tention” or “transformative intentions” at heart). One im-
portant feature to reach these resilient conditions is
anticipating a system’s recovery response by sole mea-
surement of its ability to throw off the impact of shocks on its
growth path or by its potential to throw it off its growth [19].

In [6], resilience is defined as “the capacity of a system to
absorb shocks and reorganise while undergoing change so as
to still retain essentially the same function, structure,
identity, and feedback.” In this classic paper, resilience as a
collective variable is characterized by four different di-
mensions, namely, latitude, resistance, precariousness, and
cross-scale dynamics.)ese aspects have beenmodeled from
the perspective of dynamical systems by elaborating on the
notion of attractor and its surrounding basin of attraction
[20]. Latitude measures the room that perturbations have to
push the system away from its present attractor but without
leaving the basin. As long as it stays within the basin, the
dynamics will anyway bring the system back to the attractor,
thus automatically absorbing the perturbation. For example,
the presence of high biodiversity in an ecosystem makes it
possible for the replacement of lost species if and when
perturbations occur, providing more latitude for manoeu-
vring in the overall system.

Resistance represents the effort needed or difficulty for a
perturbation to change the state of the system. In contrast to
latitude, resistance is mostly related to the kinds of negative
feedback mechanisms that a system has developed in the
course of its history in order to suppress perturbation.
Precariousness refers to the closeness of the current system’s
state to a limit or threshold (typically the boundary sepa-
rating the present basin from one leading to a different
attractor) beyond which it would no longer be able to
operate. For example, the human body is precarious in the
sense that if its internal temperature would be increased with
just a few degrees, it would not be able to survive. Yet, it is a
highly resistant system because it has evolved a very effective
mechanism of temperature regulation to suppress such
temperature changes. Finally, cross-scale dynamics refer to a
system’s dependence at a particular focal scale on the in-
fluences of states at scales above and below. Cross-scale
relations also refer to the ways latitude, resistance, and
precariousness are influenced by the states and dynamics of
the (sub) systems at scales above and below the scale of
interest [6].

Resilience has also been measured and defined as a
measure of complementary stress [21], as the pull strength of

a basin of attraction in behavioral development literature
[22], and as the width of a basin of attraction [23]. Scheffer in
[23] elaborates on the latter form as follows: “the width of the
basin of attractor indicates resilience of a system and is the
magnitude of change that can be accommodated before the
system undergoes a quantitative change marked by a critical
transition to a different and undesirable state.”

To avoid a presumably common mistake of equating
resilience with robustness/resistance and to encourage
adaptive management of resources versus common com-
mand and control methods, a further distinction is made
between ecological resilience and engineering resilience.

Engineering resilience is focused on the near-equilib-
rium steady states, where “resistance to disturbance” and
“speed of return” to the equilibrium are measures of resil-
ience. While the engineering resilience definition is highly
focused on constancy and structural robustness of the
system, ecological resilience is focused on the magnitude of
disturbances that can be absorbed before the system changes
its structure by changing the variables and processes that
control its behavior [24, 25].

While most literature makes a sharp distinction between
these two forms of resilience, one can see that both defi-
nitions are concerned with the system’s continuity in a time
of change. Studying a four-case scenario, including high-
risk/low-resilience, high-risk/high-resilience, low-risk/low-
resilience, and low-risk/high-resilience profiles, it has been
shown that there is a significant difference between risk
management and resilience management: “risk management
helps the system prepare and plan for adverse events,
whereas resilience management goes further by integrating
the temporal capacity of a system to absorb and recover from
adverse events and then adapt” [26].

Further, attempts to create an offshoot of the resilience
concept such as “adaptive resilience,” “static resilience,”
“specific resilience,” and “general resilience,” have been
proposed [8].

As discussed by Scheffer in [23], attention to the memory
of a system shifts the discourse of resilience towards
adaptability, which is the capacity of people in a social-
ecological system to manage resilience through collective
action, transformability, which refers to a fundamental al-
teration of the nature of a system once the current ecological,
social, or economic condition becomes untenable or un-
desirable [6], and probability of extinction [18]. Trans-
formability means the ability to create and define a new
attractor that directs the development of the system by
introducing new components and ways of making a living,
thereby changing the state variables and often the scales of
key cycles that define the system.

In conclusion, the literature on resilience proposes a wide
range of notions that can help us to better understand what
resilience is and how it can be formalized but does not as yet
propose an integrated theory. Our work intends to advance
towards such a theory by providing novel formalizations of
the state, process and structure of self-sustaining systems, the
corresponding types of perturbations, the effect of these
perturbations on the system’s self-maintenance, and the
potential responses to safeguard that self-maintenance.
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3. Chemical Organization Theory

Chemical organization theory (COT) was developed in the
mid-2000s in order to model complex dynamical production
systems (such as chemical systems) where new components,
so called “species,” can appear and disappear [16]. )e
central element of COT is a structure called “organization,”
which is defined as a closed and self-maintaining sub-net-
work of reactions that consume and produce species. COT
leverages from the fact that there are three increasingly
precise, but complex, ways to represent a reaction network.
In the simplest relational description of a reaction network,
reactions only describe which species are transformed by
which reactions. )is level focuses on the connectivity
properties of the reaction network using set-theoretical
structures, while ignoring the quantitative aspects. In the
stoichiometric description of a reaction network, the
quantity of each species consumed and produced by a
reaction is included. At this level, properties about the
dynamical operation of the reaction network within a fixed
time span, described by linear-algebraic structures, are of
interest. However, there is no information about general
time evolution. In the kinetic description of a reaction
network, the state of the reaction network is specified by the
concentration of each species and is subject to rules to
update both the state of the reaction network and the
occurrence of reactions over time. )is allows determining
the time evolution of the system. However, this requires
solving a potentially large system of differential or differ-
ence equations, implying heavy numerical computation.
)erefore, COTaims to derive the most important dynamic
properties of a reaction network, such as stationary states,
attractors, and responses to perturbations, from the de-
scription at the stoichiometric and relational levels, where
properties can be computed in terms of simpler mathe-
matical structures at a much lower computational cost than
in the kinetic level where the actual dynamics occur. For a
comprehensive introduction to COT, we refer the readers
to [14, 16].

3.1.ReactionNetworks. Let M � s1, . . . , sm  be a finite set of
m species reacting with each other according to a finite set
R � r1, . . . , rn  of n reactions. )e set of species and re-
actions is called the reaction network (M, R). A reaction ri is
represented by

ri � ai1s1 + . . . aimsm⟶ bi1s1 + . . . bimsm, (1)

with aij, bij ∈ N0, for i � 1, . . . , n.
Reactions describe which collections of species trans-

form into which new collections. For a given reaction ri ∈ R,
the species sj to be transformed, i.e., such that aij > 0, are
called reactants of r, and the species to be created, such that
bij > 0, are called products.

In COT, we focus on the properties of subsets of species
X⊆M. Note that for all X, there is a unique maximal set of
reactions RX ⊆R defined as the set of all reactions whose
reactants are in X. )us, each set X induces a sub-network
(X, RX).

As an example of how reaction networks can be used to
model non-biochemical systems, consider a farm where
farmers have different productive processes based on the
available resources, which can be obtained from the envi-
ronment (water) or grown withing the farm (cows and grass)
or obtained as a result of the functioning of the farm (milk
and dung) and infrastructure (infrstr), and that the farm
acquires money by selling products of such functional
processes (milk) to grow more infrastructure. )erefore, we
might model the latter narrative as a reaction network with
the set of species water, grass, cows, infrstr, farmer,
milk, dung} and the following reactions (see Table 1).

3.2. Closure, Connectivity, and Semi-Self-Maintenance. In
order to trace the formation, persistence, and dissolution of a
sustainable reaction network, we first need a formal indi-
cation of what is the extent at which it can operate. We
introduce the notion of closed set of species to encode the
reaction sub-networks (X, RX) that do not produce species
outside X.

Definition 1. X is closed iff the products of every reaction in
RX are in X [14].

Another interesting property for reaction networks is
connectivity. Connected species in X can be seen as po-
tentially co-dependent species in the reaction network be-
cause the consumption of one of them might affect the
production of all the species connected to it. In general, X

can be decomposed into connectedmodules whose reactions
are independent.

Definition 2. Two species sj, sk ∈ X are directly connected in
X if and only if there exists a reaction ri ∈ RX such that both
species are active in the reaction, i.e., sj and sk are reactants
or products of ri. We say sj and sk are connected in X if and
only if there exists a sequence of species s0, . . . , sp ∈ X such
that s0 � sj, sp � sk and for all l � 0, . . . , p − 1, we have that
sl and sl+1 are directly connected in X.

It is worth to notice that a closed set might be composed
by various disconnected smaller closed sets. In that case, the
dynamic operation of the complete reaction network can be
understood as the dynamics of independent smaller systems.
For example, consider X � a, b, c, d{ } and the reactions
a⟶ b, b⟶ a, c⟶ d, d⟶ c{ }. )e connected com-
ponents of X are a, b{ } and c, d{ }. Indeed, identifying in-
dependent behavioral modules of a reaction network is
useful from both computational and mathematical per-
spectives because it provides resources for an algorithmic
divide-and-conquer strategy and also can deepen the un-
derstanding of the structure of the reaction network.

While the notion of closure in Definition 1 corresponds
to the notion of a closed system in general system theory,
there is another form of operational closure, meaning that
the system can self-maintain while also accepting envi-
ronmental inputs and releasing outputs. Such operational
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closure, native to the autopoietic system literature [27], can
be represented as semi-self-maintenance.

Definition 3. X is semi-self-maintaining if and only if for
each reactant s ∈ X of a reaction r ∈ RX, there is a reaction
r ∈ RX such that s is a product of r.

A set of species that is semi-self-maintaining can pro-
duce all the species consumed by its associated set of re-
actions. However, such recreation might not be
quantitatively balanced. As an example, consider the reac-
tions a⟶ b, 2b⟶ a{ }. In the example, the set a, b{ } is
semi-self-maintaining but cannot self-maintain quantita-
tively because every time b is produced from a, 2b are re-
quired to compensate such production. In order to clarify
how balanced production can occur in a reaction network,
we need to formalize how it operates.

3.3. Operational Processes. )e dynamics of the reaction
network in a given time interval are determined by how
much each reaction occurs in the time frame. Indeed, the
more a reaction happens, the more their reactants and
products will be consumed and produced, respectively.)us,
the relative frequencies among reactions determine the
productive features of the reaction network. A particular
specification of the occurrence of reactions within a time
interval is called operational process, or simply process, and
we denote it by v. In traditional reaction network modeling,
v is directly determined by the state of the system and known
as flux vector [12]. )e notion of process is more general
than that of flux vector. Since reactions in our framework are
not only of chemical nature, the processes determining the
state changes of the reaction network could be not only
determined by the state of the system but also driven by
decisions of agents or by other external influences such as
control systems. Moreover, the time unit at which the
process occurs is not necessarily fixed as in traditional re-
action network modeling. )us, a process corresponds to a
non-negative vector v � (v[1], . . . , v[n]), where v[i] spec-
ifies the extent at which reaction ri is happening in the time
interval in consideration, i � 1, . . . , n.

We say a process v can be applied to X if all the reactions
in the process can be triggered by the species in the set X.
Hence, v can be applied to X only if v[i]> 0 implies ri ∈ RX,
for i � 1, . . . , n.

In order to represent how species are globally trans-
formed in the reaction network by the application of a
process, let us represent the state of a reaction network by a
vector x of non-negative coordinates such that x[j] corre-
sponds to the number (or concentration) of species of type sj

in the reaction network, j � 1, . . . , m. In addition, note that
the numbers aij and bij in (1) can be used to encode the way
in which species are consumed and produced by the reac-
tions. )us, we can build a stoichiometric matrix S ∈ Nm×n

such that S[j, i] � bij − aij.
From here, we can compute the new state xv of the

reaction network associated to a state x and a process v by
the following equation:

xv � x + Sv. (2)

In the case of discrete dynamics, Sv represents the
variation in amount of species over the time interval at
which the process occurred. For continuous dynamics, Sv
represents the derivative of x with respect to time.

3.4. Process Space and Self-Maintenance. Note that when a
process v assigns a non-negative rate to reactions contained
in RX only, it can be applied to X. However, v might not be
feasible for the dynamical constraints that rule the reaction
network. For example, it might be that the current state x
does not have enough species to trigger the particular
amount of times that a certain reaction is required by the
process (lack of reactants) or that some dynamical constrains
lead some processes unfeasible [28].

As a simple example, suppose we have a system with two
reactions that require the same reactant and produce dif-
ferent products: r1 � money⟶ food and
r2 � money⟶ clothes, that the state of the system is only
one unit of the species money, thus x � (1, 0, 0), and that
reactions can only occur in discrete numbers. )us, the
process (1, 1) is unfeasible. Indeed, the only feasible pro-
cesses under the constrains that rule the dynamics of this
situation are v � (1, 0) and (0, 1).

In order to formalize what processes can be successfully
applied to the reaction network, we introduce a set of feasible
processes Π(RX) that can be applied to X and call it the
process space. Notably, the process space in most chemical
systems is determined by the mass-action kinetic law, which
states that the rate λ(r)i of reaction ri is given by

λ ri, x(  � kiΠ
n
j�1x[j](t)

aij , (3)

where ki is the intrinsic reaction rate of ri, x[j](t) is the
concentration of species sj at time t, and aij is the amount of
reactants of type sj required to trigger ri (as defined in (1)).
To illustrate this concept, consider the reaction
r � 2s1 + s2⟶ s3. )e rate of this reaction is given by
λ(r, x) � kx[1](t)2x[2](t), where k is the intrinsic rate of r.

Note that for the case of mass-action kinetics, the process
space is a function of x and defined by

Table 1: Examples of reactions and their meaning according to the simple narrative of how a milk-based farm works.

Reaction Meaning
∅⟶ water Access to water
grass + cows + infrstr + water⟶ milk + cows + dung + infrstr Producing milk
milk + farmer⟶ money + farmer Selling milk
infrstr⟶∅ Infrstr degrades
money + farmer + infrstr⟶ farmer + 2infrstr Reinvesting
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Π RX, x(  � vs.tv[i] � λ ri, x( , (4)

with λ(ri, x) as in (3).
)us, the notion of process space generalizes the notion

of kinetic law because Π(RX) allows for specifications of
what processes are feasible that might or might not depend
on the state of the system, time, control systems, external
agents, etc.

)is formulation of the process space can be used to
formalize the notion of operational closure, in the sense of
autopoietic systems [27], leading to the concept of self-
maintaining processes for reaction networks.

Definition 4. X is self-maintaining if and only if there exists
v ∈ Π(RX) such that ri ∈ RX implies v[i]> 0 and
xv[j]≥ x[j], for j � 1, . . . , m.

A set of species that is self-maintaining encounters
processes in its process space such that all the reactions of a
reaction network into consideration have a positive rate and,
when applied, all the consumed species of the set are pro-
duced in equal or larger amount. )is implies that a self-
maintaining set of species is able to operate activating all the
reactions in RX without decreasing and possibly increasing
their concentration.

3.5. Organizations and Autopoietic Systems. With both the
structural and processual dimensions of sustainability rep-
resented in the formalism by closure and self-maintenance,
respectively, we can see how the language of the COTallows
us to identify complex systems at different stages of their
formation with variable degrees of closure towards the status
of a full organization.

Definition 5. Let X⊆M, and X is an organization if and only
if X is structurally closed and self-maintaining.

Because organizations are closed, meaning they do not
generate novel species, and self-maintaining, meaning they
can fully operate without decreasing the species concen-
tration, they represent an abstraction of the persistent dy-
namical behaviors such as fixed points, periodic orbits, and
limit cycles of a reaction network [16, 17].

)erefore, the ability to unambiguously identify stable
systems as organizations is one of the core features of this
framework. Indeed, an organization can be attributed an
identity and associated to an emergent behavioral unit be-
cause it is stable enough in time to be observed as such, and
this stability is the consequence of a self-maintaining process
available in its process space repertoire (also known as
cognitive domain as introduced by Varela [29]). )e latter
idea establishes a formal equivalency between the organi-
zations understood as stable unities and autopoietic systems
[30, 31]. )e representability of the persistence of identity in
time makes the reaction network formalism suitable as a
language for modeling systems, as the set of organizations of
a reaction network can be said to capture all systems ob-
servable in the reaction network universe [14].

Most interestingly, the reaction network formalism al-
lows us not only to identify all complete organizations that
co-exist at the particular moment in time but also to
asynchronously trace their emergence at all stages of de-
velopment towards self-maintenance and structural closure,
as well as their subsequent decomposition into functional
units. )erefore, systems modeling in the reaction network
framework does not require that we begin with a pre-
existing, pre-defined system. Instead, we begin from a
collection of reactions playing the role of fundamental
processes, whose reactants and products can be of any nature
(chemical, biological, cognitive, semiotic, and so on). Hence,
a reaction network can represent a universe whose evolution
is driven by the ways in which combinations of entities
transform into other combinations. Notably, (i) systems are
thought to be stable enough in time so they can be observed
and (ii) systems hold certain properties that define their
qualitative identity. )us, in the reaction network frame-
work, we define a system as a sub-network (X, RX) of (M,R)

such that X is an organization. )e latter entails a dynamic
notion of qualitative identity: a system is continuously
changing its inner components and sub-processes, but the
identity and unity persist as long as the reaction network is
structurally closed and its processes are self-maintaining.
)erefore, the reaction network (M,R) plays the role of the
universe of interactions, while the organizations play the role
of potentially observable systems in this universe.

)is feature of the COTmodeling language is crucial for
the simultaneous study of resilience and sustainability. By
modeling systems as temporary, perishable formations
within a much wider “primordial” universe, we can, first,
simulate and test the durability of our pre-existing systems of
interest in their response to various configurations of
stressors and, second, gauge the environmental impact of
our systems’ functioning. )is includes the formative pro-
cesses that will be mobilized in the environment as a result.

It is important to mention that the approach to auto-
poiesis and stability in reaction networks given by COT
provides a complementary framework to several other ap-
proaches that aim at linking the structure and dynamics of
reaction networks. For example, deficiency theory [32, 33]
incorporates the idea of complex dynamics as collections of
reacting species and derives structural conditions for the
existence of equilibrium states. )e relation between COT
and deficiency theory has been discussed in [34]. Similarly,
the relation between COTand MR systems and RAF sets has
been discussed in [35]. )e relation between COT and Petri
net analysis [36, 37] has been discussed in [38]. )erefore,
COT can be integrated with these other formal analysis
methods in biochemistry [39] in order to formalize the more
intuitive notions of resilience existing in the literature.

3.6. Reaction Network Toy Example: A Farm. We now il-
lustrate the application of COT to a concrete situation.
Consider a farm that operates applying a number of pro-
cesses (reactions).)e basic goal of the farm is to survive, i.e.,
not running out of resources so that it goes bankrupt, and
the secondary goal is to grow, i.e., increasing the amount of
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resources that it produces, most concretely food and money.
)e set of species we consider to model the farm is the
following:

M � water, grass, cows, infrstr,milk, dung,worms, fertilizer, chickens, eggs, grain, straw,money, farmer . (5)

Infrastructure here is everything needed to let the farm
run: buildings, milking machines, tractors, laborers, land,
etc. )e farmer is the manager of the farm, who invests
money from the farm proceeds to keep the infrastructure
running and developing.

We now introduce the set of reactions R describing the
different basic processes that can possibly happen in our
model:

R �

r1: ∅⟶ water(external input from rain or river)

r2: grass + cows + infrstr + water⟶ milk + cows + dung + infrstr

r3: dung⟶ worms + fertilizer

r4: grass + worms + chickens + infrstr⟶ chickens + eggs + fertilizer + infrstr

r5: grain + chickens + infrstr⟶ chickens + eggs + fertilizer + infrstr

r6: water + fertilizer + grass⟶ 2grass

r7: eggs + grass + worms + infrstr⟶ chickens + fertilizer + infrstr

r8: fertilizer + water + grain + infrstr⟶ 10grain + straw + infrstr

r9: straw + cows + water + infrstr⟶ milk + cows + infrstr

r10: eggs + farmer⟶ money + farmer(eggs are sold)

r11: milk + farmer⟶ money + farmer(milk is sold)

r12: grain + farmer⟶ money + farmer(grain is sold)

r13: straw + farmer⟶ money + farmer(straw is sold)

r14: chickens + farmer⟶ money + farmer(chickens are sold)

r15: worms⟶∅(worms escape)

r16: infrstr⟶∅(infrastructure runs out)

r17: money + farmer + infrstr⟶ farmer + 2infrstr(reinvesting into infrastructure)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

. (6)

Note that every subset of species of M can be interpreted
as a possible situation of the farm. For example, if we consider
the reactants of the reaction r2 only, i.e., the set
grass, cows, infrstr,water , we refer to a situation such as the
farmer is operating the farm with cows and infrastructure
only, and, for example, no chickens are available. Note that for
such set of starting species, the reactions r1, r2, and r16 are
active. Since the operation of starting a farmwill producemilk
and dung (products of r2 ), reactions r3 and r11 will activate.
In turn, the products of r3 will activate reactions r15 and r6
and the products of r11 will activate reaction r17. At that stage,
nothing else can be activated, and thus the operation of the
farm starting from the set grass, cows, infrstr,water  reaches
a closed set representing a grainless and chickenless farmGCL
�{grass, cows, milk, dung, fertilizer, worms, water, infra-
structure, farmer, money}.

Interestingly, GCL is self-maintaining for a process v
holding the following conditions:

(a) v[1] at a larger or equal rate than v[2] + v[6] (water
is not depleted).

(b) v[2] occurs at a larger or equal rate than v[3] (dung
is not depleted).

(c) v[3] occurs at a larger or equal rate than v[6]

(fertilizer is not depleted).
(d) v[6] occurs at a larger or equal rate than v[2] (grass is

not depleted).

(e) v[2] occurs at a larger or equal rate than v[11] (milk
is not depleted).

(f ) v[11] occurs at a larger or equal rate than v[17]

(money is not depleted).
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(g) v[17] occurs at a larger or equal rate than v[16]

(infrastructure is not depleted).

For example, suppose that v reflects the monthly op-
eration of the farm, and that the units of all species are
adapted accordingly. Note that the process where v[1] �

2, v[2] � 1, v[3] � 1, v[6] � 1, v[11] � 1, v[16] � 1, v[17] �

1 holds the above conditions and thus proves the self-
maintenance of GCL. However, that very same process with
v[3] � 2 is not self-maintaining because dung is consumed
more than what is produced. )us, GCL requires for being
an organization that some processes in Π(RGCL) hold the
above conditions (a)–(g).

Additionally, note that certain closed sets cannot be
self-maintaining for any process. For example, {water,
infrastructure, worms, dung, fertilizer} cannot be self-
maintaining because infrastructure and dung cannot be
produced by any of the reactions that can be activated by
such set. Interestingly, this set is compatible with a situ-
ation where the farmer left the farm and took his animals
and productive resources, leaving the infrastructure with
no productive capacity. In COT, we say the set {water,
infrastructure, worms, dung, fertilizer} is not semi-self-
maintaining (see Definition 3). )erefore, closed sets X⊆M
that are not semi-self-maintaining cannot be self-main-
taining, independent on how Π(RX) is defined, because
semi-self-maintenance is a necessary condition for self-
maintenance [16].

By using a software to compute organizations [40], we
obtain that the organizations of this reaction network are the
following:

(i) water{ } (no farm).

(ii) GCL (grainless and chickenless farm)
� M − chickens, eggs, grain, straw  �{grass, cows,
milk, dung, fertilizer, worms, water, infrastructure,
farmer, money}

(iii) CL (chickenless farm) � M − chickens, eggs  �

{grass, cows, milk, dung, fertilizer, worms, grain,
straw, water, infrastructure, farmer, money}.

(iv) GL (grainless farm) � M − grain, straw  �{grass,
cows, milk, dung, fertilizer, worms, chickens, eggs,
water, infrastructure, farmer, money}.

(v) M (fully functional farm).

)ese organizations form a partial ordered set as it can be
seen in Figure 1.

)e latter analysis shows that COT is useful to com-
prehend what are the crucial sets of species in our model that
can operate in a closed and self-maintaining way, i.e., as
organizations. Moreover, it allows us to identify the kinds of
processes that will operate the farm in a sustainable way.)e
latter is a much more efficient analytical strategy than
simulating the reaction network under a variety of cir-
cumstances, especially for large reaction networks. Indeed,
the number of sub-networks at which a reaction network
could converge is exponential with the number of species,
while the number of organizations of several reaction net-
works analyzed in previous research has been shown to grow

at a much smaller rate (nearly linear) with respect to the
number of species [41, 42].

From here, it is important to understand what are the
potential impacts in the organization’s operation for a given
unexpected perturbation.

4. A Systemic Framework for Perturbations
and Responses

4.1. Perturbations and Structural Changes. In traditional
dynamical systems, perturbations correspond to either a
change in the (initial) state of the system or a change in the
parameters that rule its evolution.)e former case is applied,
for example, to perform stability analysis, while the latter is
applied to bifurcation and other parametric analyses [20].

When a system is represented by a reaction network, the
first type of change corresponds to a change in the state x,
exactly in the same way as in traditional dynamical systems.
)e second type of change corresponds to a change in the
process space Π(RX), i.e., a modification of what reaction
rates are allowed for the processes that can be applied to the
reaction network. In addition to these two types of change,
for complex systems, there is a third type of change which is
highly relevant but can hardly be represented using tradi-
tional dynamical systems. )is change corresponds to
adding or removing entities or interactions. In dynamical
systems, this will modify the structure of the dynamical
equations before and after perturbation, so measuring
change for such types of changes is far from simple. For
complex systems represented by means of graphs or agent-
based models, this is represented by the addition of a vertex
or edge and agent or rule, respectively, but there is no clear
way to link the dynamics of the new network to this
structural change [43]. For a system represented by a re-
action network, the structural change is similar to the one
obtained for a graph. )us, a structural perturbation cor-
responds to the addition of a new reaction, which might or
might not include new species. However, different to the
network and agent-based model approach, the structural
change can be tackled by COT.

)at is, the addition of a reaction by a structural per-
turbation changes the process vectors available and even-
tually the species set as well, implying the emergence of a
new organizational structure. Indeed, an added, or elimi-
nated, reaction will add a new dimension to, or set to zero
the value of, the process vector, respectively. )erefore,
structural perturbations of eliminating nature might be
equivalent to process perturbations (when a reaction is

M

CLGL

GCL

{water}

Figure 1: Organization ordering.
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eliminated) or to a state perturbation (when a species is
eliminated). However, structural perturbations of con-
structive nature do not have a counterpart as state or process
perturbations because they increase the dimension of the
state or process vector (respectively).

As an example of the latter concepts, consider the farm
model in equation (6) and the entire farm M as our or-
ganization. An example of state perturbation is the acci-
dental death of one or more cows. )is perturbation will
reduce the number of cows, which in turn could reduce the
capacity of the farm to producemilk by reactions r2 and r9. If
that occurs, some processes where v[2], v[9], or both are too
large will not be feasible anymore. )us, the state pertur-
bation might be able in some cases to modify the process
space Π(R). Indeed, if the perturbation is too large (too
many cows die), this could modify the process space so that
M can no longer operate in a self-maintaining manner. For
an example of a process perturbation, consider climate
change affecting the input of water by r1 represented by the
value v[1], so that it remains smaller than a certain critical
value wmax reflecting the scarcity of water available to run the
farm. Under such perturbation, processes that require too
much water would not be possible any longer, so the po-
tential ways of operating the farm are modified, again
threatening the possibility of M to operate in a self-main-
taining way. An example of a structural perturbation is the
arrival of mice that eat the grains produced by reaction r8 in
equation (6). Such perturbation would appear as a reaction

rmouse � mouse + grain⟶ 2mouse. (7)

)is structural perturbation induces a process space
perturbation, as the number of reactions is increased and
thus the dimension of the process vector. It is likely that
under the new processes, we will observe a reduction of the
amount of grain produced by the normal operation of the
farm, threatening of course its self-maintenance.

In Table 2, we summarize the types of perturbations that
a reaction network can be subjected to.

We now turn to a more detailed description of the inner
structure of the operation of a reaction network, which will
help us to better understand how perturbations threaten the
self-maintenance of organizations.

4.2. Catalysts, Overproducible, and Fragile Components.
)e study of reaction networks has developed several
structural notions that help to link structure and dynamics
[32, 39]. In this section, we will introduce some elements that
advance our understanding on the impact that the different
kinds of perturbations explained in the previous section
might have on an organization [44].

Definition 6. A species sj ∈ X is a catalyst w.r.t X if and only
if ri ∈ RX implies aij � bij, for i � 1, . . . , n.

Note that the catalysts of a set X are not affected by the
choice of the process v ∈ Π(RX) because they are equally
consumed and produced by every reaction. )is implies that
a state perturbation will only have effect on the concentration

of a catalyst if the perturbation is on the catalyst itself. Ad-
ditionally, we can infer that a process space perturbation will
not have an effect on the catalyst concentration. Interestingly, a
structural perturbation which eliminates reactions will not
modify the defining feature of catalysts, and they will still be
produced and consumed at equal amount by all available
reactions. However, the addition of new reactions might
change the status of catalysts in case one of the new reactions
consumes a catalyst in a different amount to what produces it.
)e maximal set of catalysts w.r.t X is always unique, will be
called the catalyst component of X, and will be denoted by EX.
For example, in the farmmodel given by equation (6), we have
that EM � farmer, cows{ }.

Definition 7. A species sj ∈ X is overproducible w.r.t X if
and only if there exists a process v ∈ Π(RX) such that for xv
in equation (2), we have xv[j]> x[j] and xv ≥ x.

An overproducible species is such that specific processes
are able to produce it without decreasing the amount of any
of the species. For this reason, overproducible species can
grow indefinitely in principle. )is, on the one hand, is
useful to the system as overproducible species can be
considered as infinite resources, but it could also be prob-
lematic to the system when their growth negatively affects
other productive processes, and there is no way to control
such indefinite growth. Let us consider, for example, the
organization GCL, and let us assume that the process space is
such that v[i] can take any non-negative value for ri ∈ RGCL,
and zero else.

An example of an overproducible species in the farm
model is water. )is is trivially shown by a process vector
where the only non-zero value is v[1]. Since v[1] can take
any positive value, for any choice of the values of v[i] where
ri ∈ RGCL, we can increase v[1] to be large enough so there is
more water than what is required to trigger the other re-
actions specified by v. )is in turn can be applied to
overproduce other species as the following examples show:

(i) Overproducing milk: v1 such that v1[1] � 2, v1[2] �

1, v1[3] � 1, v1[5] � 1, v1[15] � 1.
(ii) Overproducing money: v2 such that v2[1] � 2, v2

[2] � 1, v2[3] � 1, v2[5] � 1, v2[15] � 1, v2[11] � 1.
(iii) Overproducing milk and money: v3 such that

v � v1 + v2.

)e latter shows that a process v � v1 + v2, where v1
overproduce a species s1 and v2 overproduces s2, overpro-
duces s1, s2 . )us, the maximal set of overproducible
species w.r.t X is always unique, will be called the over-
producible component of X, and will be denoted by FX.

FX is sensitive to the structure of the process space and
thus to process space perturbations. )at is, if the process
vectors v ∈ Π(RX) that can overproduce species in FX are no
longer possible after the perturbation, some species will not
belong to FX and thus FX will become smaller. In such case,
X might still be an organization, but constrained to having a
maximal production zero for species that were over-
produced prior the perturbation.
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Interestingly, in the absence of process space pertur-
bations, if s is overproducible in X, then s is overproducible
in every X′X. )is means that structural perturbations which
add reactions or species will not alter the overproducibility
of s. However, structural perturbations which eliminate
species or reactions can modify the overproducibility of
some species.

Note that having defined EX and FX, we have that X −

(EX ∪FX) entails the part of X which might be most
problematic for self-maintenance.

Definition 8. Let CX � X − (EX ∪FX). We call CX the
fragile component of X.

Note that for a species s in CX, we can infer that (i) its
maximal overproduction is zero (s ∉ FX) and (ii) it cannot
be equally consumed and produced in all of the reactions,
and it participates in (s ∉ EX). )erefore, s must be con-
sumed more than produced by at least one reaction. Hence,
if s is not produced more than consumed by another re-
action, then X is not semi-self-maintaining, and thus X is
not self-maintaining. In Table 3, we summarize the com-
ponents of the reaction network that can be affected by a
perturbation of different kind.

4.3. =e Inner Structure of the Fragile Component.
Analyzing the inner structure of the fragile component
reveals extremely interesting features about the inner
working of an organization. )at is, if X is self-maintaining,
it can be shown that for any two species s1, s2 ∈ CX, we have
that either both species are needed to produce each other,
meaning they belong to the same co-dependent productive
cycle, or there are two sets of reactions R1,R2⊆X, one
associated to s1 and the other associated to s2, such that the
reactions inR1 ∩R2 do not contain reactants or products in
CX, meaning that their self-maintenance depends on in-
dependent productive cycles [44].

Definition 9. Two species s and s in X are dynamically
connected in X if and only if there exists a sequence of
species s0, . . . , sp ∈ CX such that s0 � s, sp � s and for all
k � 0, . . . , p − 1, we have that sk and sk+1 are directly con-
nected in X (see Definition 2).

Dynamical connection entails connection through re-
actions which have reactants in CX. Note that only species in
CX can be dynamically connected, and that dynamical
connectivity depends both on the reaction network and the
process space (because overproducible species depend on
the process space).

It is easy to show that dynamical connectivity is an
equivalence relation for CX [45]. )is implies that every
species in CX is dynamically connected to itself (reflexivity),
that if s1 is directly connected to s2 then s2 is dynamically
connected to s1 (symmetry), and that if s1 is connected to s2
and s2 is dynamically connected to s3, then s1 is dynamically
connected to s3 (transitivity). )e latter implies that CX can
be partitioned into equivalence classes C1

X, . . . , Cd
X , i.e.,

Ci
X ∩C

j
X � ∅ for i≠ j. )e number d of equivalent classes

reflects how many parts CX can be partitioned into.
)e latter result has been used to develop a decompo-

sition theorem for the fragile component. )e proof of the
theorem requires a number of non-trivial steps. We refer the
readers to [44] for details.

Theorem 1. Let FX and EX be the maximal overproducible
and catalyst components of X for a given process space
Π(RX), and let CX � ∪ d

j�1C
j
X be the partition of the fragile

component dynamically decomposed into connected sets.

)en, X is self-maintaining if and only if C
j

X ∪FX ∪EX is
self-maintaining for j � 1, . . . , d.

)eorem 1 shows that the self-maintenance of a reaction
network can be decomposed into independent components,
and such components depend on the structure of the net-
work, which defines the catalysts and the process space,
which specifies the species that can be overproduced.)at is,
the overproducible and catalyst components determine the
way in which the fragile component CX is maximally
decomposed into d parts, and from there the self-mainte-
nance of each part C

j
X is independent of the other parts, for

j � 1, . . . , d. Interestingly, the self-maintenance of each
fragile component part might require the support of FX and
EX for its self-maintenance, but since the non-negative
production of both FX and EX is ensured inΠ(RX), they can
be safely employed as resources for the non-negative pro-
duction of C

j
X. Indeed, FX ∪EX act as a border that separates

various parts of the fragile component.

4.4. Decomposition of the Reaction Network: Towards Resil-
ience Response Mechanisms. )ere are important conse-
quences that can be obtained from )eorem 1 in relation to
the response mechanisms that could explain resilience in the
context of reaction networks. First, it is important to re-
member that state perturbations affect the self-maintenance
of a reaction network only when they modify the process
space Π(RX). )us, since our aim is to understand whether
an organization X will remain so after a perturbation, this
can be analyzed by looking at process perturbations.

Second, process perturbations that do not affect FX and
EX will not modify the decomposition of the fragile

Table 2: Types of perturbations and description of how they affect the organizations of a reaction network.

Type/feature Perturbations Example Closure Self-maintenance
State x Cows die No change Might change
Process Π(RX) Dry year No change Might change
Structural RX Mouse arrival Might change Might change
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component CX. )us, in this case, the self-maintenance of X

depends on the conservation of the processes which self-
maintain the fragile components C

j
X in the new process

space. )e latter implies that a resilient mechanism to
counteract this perturbation needs to provide the conditions
for the self-maintenance of the fragile components C

j
X af-

fected by the perturbation.
)ird, suppose that a process perturbation changes FX to

FX
′ ⊂ FX; then, there will be a new fragile component and

thus a new decomposition. However, the new decomposi-
tion might conserve some of the parts of the previous fragile
component decomposition.)us, if the process perturbation
does not change the self-maintaining processes of the parts
of the fragile component that remained after the pertur-
bation, the effect of the perturbation, and all mitigation
strategies to compensate potential problems, can be targeted
specifically to the parts of the fragile component which have
been modified by the perturbation. Similarly, a structural
perturbation might modify FX or EX, which in turn might
change CX, or it might leave FX and EX equal, but modify
CX only. Again, by applying )eorem 1, we are able to
identify the parts of the network whose self-maintenance is
going to be affected by the perturbation and perform actions,
either to adapt the process space or by incorporating new
reactions, to compensate the potential loss of self-mainte-
nance of the affected parts.

An additional, and perhaps the most interesting, im-
plication of )eorem 1 is that in case the perturbation
cannot be compensated, we have that the organization will
evolve to a new organization, where the overproduced
species, catalysts, and parts of the fragile component which
are not affected by the perturbation will remain self-
maintaining. In this sense, we are not only capable of
knowing the required actions to sustain a perturbed orga-
nization but also able to elucidate the evolution of an or-
ganization after a perturbation that cannot be mitigated.

Notably, perturbations can, depending on the case, be
counteracted either by a modification of the process space or
by a structural perturbation. A counteraction by modifying
the state can only work if it leads to a change in the process
space where self-maintenance is feasible. For example,
consider a farm which overproduces milk and money while
having a water shortage due to climate change. )is is a
process space perturbation, but it can be compensated by
modifying the operation of the farm, for example, not
overproducing milk but only money or by reducing in-
vestment in infrastructure. Both choices do not perform a
structural change on the farm but modify the choice of the

process defining the adapted process space. However, it is
also possible to include a new reaction, which specifies a
more water-efficient way to produce milk. In such case, we
compensate the water shortage by a structural perturbation
which might still allow the overproduction of milk, not
possible for the other mitigation strategies.

It is important to analyze in more detail the interplay
between structure and operation of the organization after a
perturbation. We will therefore provide some examples of
perturbations, effects, and possible responses to compensate
the effects in our farm model.

5. Perturbation Response Analysis of the
Farm Example

In this section, we will elaborate on some cases that illustrate
how different ways of operating the farm lead to different
decompositions of the reaction network, and each decom-
position responds differently to perturbations, so some ways
of operating the farm can be understood as more resilient
than others.

5.1. Two Different Ways to Operate the Farm. We will con-
sider two different ways to operate the production of the
farm in a self-maintaining way and refer to them as Op1(M)

and Op2(M), such that they overproduce different sets of
species, thus implying different decompositions according to
)eorem 1. For the case ofOp1(M), the farm is operated in a
way that only money is overproduced. )is represents the
idea of spending the least possible resources and focusing on
the production of money only. For Op2(M), the farm is
operated in a way that overproduces not only money but also
{grass, infrastructure, dung, fertilizer, grain}, representing
the idea of a farm that seeks to build up a buffer of critical
resources, while desiring to increase its productive capac-
ities. )at would be an example of sustainable growth.
)erefore, in operating the farm by Op1(M), represented by
the process v1 in equation (8), the two fragile components
are C1,1 �{water, grass, milk, dung, worms, fertilizer,
chickens, eggs, grain, straw} and C2,1 �{ infrastructure} . In
the second way of operating the farm, represented by v2 in
equation (8), the fragile components are C2,1 �{water, milk,
straw} and C2,2 �{worms, chicken, eggs}. Hence, while
Op1(M) and Op2(M) have two fragile components each,
these two components are different.

)e resulting decompositions for Op1(M) and Op2(M)

are shown in Figure 2.

Table 3: Types of perturbations and description of how they affect the catalysts and overproducible components of a reaction network.

Type of perturbation Perturbation vs prior EX FX

State x′ > x No change No change
State x′ < x No change Might change
Process Π′(RX) ⊂ Π(RX) No change Might change
Process Π′(RX)Π(RX) No change No change
Structural RX

′ ⊂ RX No change Might change
Structural RX

′ RX Might change No change
Note that if the perturbation changes FX or EX, there is a change in CX.
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In order to have a way to compare the response of two
ways of operating the farm under different kinds of per-
turbations, the initial state of the farm, denoted by x1(t) for
Op1(M) and by x2(t) for Op1(M) are equal. Additionally,
the initial states are defined such that they have enough
species to apply the processes required for the respective

operation of the farm, and such that they overproduce the
same amount of money. )e process vectors in each case are
obtained using a software which finds a self-maintaining
process which additionally overproduces a chosen set of
overproduced species.

v1(0) � (5.3, 1.4, 1.4, 0.5, 1.0, 2.4, 0.5, 1.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.9, 7.7, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5)

v2(0) � (14.0, 4.0, 3.0, 1.0, 5.0, 7.0, 1.0, 2.0, 1.0, 5.0, 5.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 2.0).
(8)

)e initial conditions, initial productions, and decom-
position role of the species are shown in Table 4.

5.2.=eProcess Space. Note that a process vector v specifies a
total amount of reactants to be used by the process, which we
will denote by T(v). For a species sj, T(v) is calculated by
T(v, j) � iv[i]aij, with aij defined in equation (1).

)us, a given state x might or might not have enough
reactants for a process v to be feasible. )us, our process
space Π(R)(x) must be such that v holds x[j]≥T(v, j) for
all j.

Clearly, the two ways of operating the farm, specified by
the processes v1(0) and v2(0), are feasible for x1(0) and
x2(0), respectively. However, it is important to notice that
T(v1, j)<T(v2, j) for certain values of j. For example, for
the species cows, with j � 3, we have that
T(v1(0), 3) � v1[2] + v1[9] � 1.9, while T(v2(0), 3) � v2
[2] + v2[9] � 5. )erefore, we need to specify how to update

the subsequent processes that are going to be applied to
operate the farm.

In order to represent the evolution of the two ways of
operating the farm, we define the operation of the farm at
time t by the process vi(t) such that it is a function of xi(t),
for i � 1, 2. )erefore, we specify the process space for
operating the farm by establishing a kinetic law [32].

)e process vector is built by comparing the state of the
system at a given time t with the corresponding default
process vector obtained using the COT software (see
equation (8)). )e update in the process vector attempts to
find the most similar process vector to the default process,
constrained to the fact that it is feasible and that positive
variations in the amounts of resources imply an increase in
the coordinates of the process vector. We will use this
method to identify the process vector that is applied to the
system when a perturbation occurs.

)e specification of such process requires introducing
the following function:
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Figure 2: Different ways to operate the farm and their respective decompositions. Green species are overproduced, yellow species are
catalysts, cyan and magenta species belong to different parts of the fragile component. Both reaction network can be decomposed in two
fragile cycles, but in (a) figure the one fragile component has many more species that the (b).
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d(x(t), j) �

minm
i�1

x(t)[i]

T(v(0), i)
 , for si reactant of rj,

1, if there are no reactants in rj,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

where d(x(t), j) identifies the species at the current state
x(t) that has decreased the most with respect to the use of
resources needed for the default operation of the farm,
specified by T(v(0)), and for the case that none of the
species have decreased with respect T(v(0)), i.e., all re-
actants have maintained or grown with respect to the
starting state, it identifies the minimal of such growth. )e
function d(x(t), j) can thus be applied to modulate the
variation of the process vector in time from the starting
process vector when the process is not feasible or if all the
species have increased enough so the process vector,
which is defined to be self-maintaining, overproduces the
species.

)us, when a species required to trigger a reaction has
decreased, the process vector is going to decrease propor-
tionally to the maximal decrease, and if all reactants have
grown, the increase will be proportional to the minimum of
such growth. We define the process vector at time t as
follows:

vi[j](t) � d(x(t), j)vi[j](0). (10)

For example, consider a farm starting at state x(0) and
the operation of the farm by a certain process vector v(0)

such that it has increased the amount of grass in 3 units,
reduced the amount of water in 2 units, and maintained
equal the amount of cows and infrastructure. Since this
process has only reduced water and all other resources have
increased or have been maintained equal, the process to be
applied at time 1, for the second coordinate vi[2](1) rep-
resenting r2, will be decreased to a factor
d(x(1), 2) � (x[1](1)/T(v(0),

1)) � (x[1](0) − 2/T(v(0), 1)), which represents the fact
that less water is available. In Figure 3, we show that the
dynamics defined in this way leave invariant the dynamic
roles in Op1(M) and Op2(M). Indeed the process vector
remains constant over time in both cases.

5.3. Simulating Perturbations and Measuring Role Changes.
In order to compare the impact of perturbations, we defined
perturbations to the reference initial conditions specified in
Table 4 as follows:

(i) State perturbation: random change of initial state of
1%, 2%, 4%, 8%, and 16% with respect to the vector’s
length.

(ii) Process perturbation: random change of initial
process of 1%, 2%, 4%, 8%, and 16% with respect to
the vector’s length.

Additionally, we consider a structural perturbation
consisting of adding the reaction specified in equation (7) to
the reaction network and consider the initial value of the
new last coordinate of the state vector, corresponding to the
species “mouse,” equal to 10 (see Table 4). For estimating the
impact of state and process perturbations with and without
structural perturbations, we run 1000 state and process
perturbations for the two different ways of operating the
farm. Each simulation runs for 3000 time steps, which is the
time we observed to find dynamical convergence of the state
vector.

Since the two ways to operating the farm imply different
decompositions, that is, different sets of overproduced

Table 4: )e initial conditions, initial productions, and decomposition role of the species.

x(0) Sv1(0) Decomp Op1(M) Sv2(0) Decomp Op2(M)

Water 14 0 C1,1 0 C2,1
Grass 13 0 C1,1 1 F2
Cows 5 0 E1 0 E2
Infrstr 17 0 C1,2 1 F2
Milk 5 0 C1,1 0 C2,1
Dung 3 0 C1,1 1 F2
Worms 3 0 C1,1 0 C2,2
Fertilizer 9 0 C1,1 1 F2
Chickens 7 0 C1,1 0 C2,2
Eggs 6 0 C1,1 0 C2,2
Grain 10 0 C1,1 12 F1
Straw 2 0 C1,1 0 C2,1
Money 2 11 F1 11 F2
Farmer 15 0 E1 0 E2
Mouse 0/10 0 -/perturbation 0 -/perturbation
)e first column shows the initial state, and the second and fourth columns show the initial production, specified by the production vector at time zero.
Positive values in the second and fourth columns represent overproduction. Zero values in the second and fourth columns represent that the species is either a
catalyst or belongs to a fragile circuit. )e third and fifth columns identify the specific decomposition role in each of the two ways of operating the farm,
respectively. )e last row represents the initial value without and with structural perturbation, as explained in Section 5.3
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species and different fragile circuits, we analyze the impact
of the perturbation by measuring the changes in the
decomposition roles with respect to the reference dy-
namics in Table 4. To do so, note first that the perturbed
dynamics might reach concentration zero for some spe-
cies during the simulation. )erefore, for each simulation
at a given time t, the reaction network has an active part
which might not be the entire reaction network, but
eventually a smaller one. )erefore, at each time t, we
consider first an optimal production regime for the active
part of the network. )is optimal production regime is
identified by computing the maximal number of over-
produced species and obtaining the decomposition shown
in )eorem 1. Such decomposition identifies over-
produced species (labelled by o), species in the fragile
circuits (labelled by f), catalysts (labelled by cc), and non-

active species (labelled by np). Next, we contrast such
ideal productivity regime with the actual productivity rate
of each species at time t, either positive (labelled by p),
zero (labelled by m), or negative (labelled by d). )ere is
another role which is non-reactive (nr) which is reached
when the species is still present, but it cannot react be-
cause the species it reacts with are in np role.

)us, at each time t, we can identify the possible roles
(see Table 5).

We will refer to the roles by pairs of ideal and actual
labels. For example, a species with role om is a species which
is ideally overproducible, but within the current dynamics
(at time t), its production is zero. Similarly, f d is a species
whose ideal role is being part of the fragile circuit, but in the
current dynamics, its production is smaller than its con-
sumption, so its concentration is decreasing.
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Figure 3: Histogram for different species roles overall time, according to Table 5, for Op1(M) and Op2(M).
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A perturbation induces a role change which might affect
the ideal and/or actual roles. For example, a perturbation
which reduces a certain amount of a particular kind of
species might change the role of op to om, as with the current
amount of species, it is not possible overproduce the species,
but only maintain its value. A structural change enabling the
overproduction of a species which belong to a fragile circuit
before the perturbation, but where such overproduction
reaction pathway is not feasible, might change fm to om.

We will focus on the dynamics of role changes to obtain a
qualitative view of the dynamical changes induced by
perturbations.

5.4.AverageRoleChanges. As a first analysis of the responses
for the two ways of operating the farm under the three
different types of perturbations, we measure the aggregate
change of role as explained in the previous section. We
simply count the proportion of species that have a role
change at time t in the dynamics and average over the 1000
simulations run for each kind of perturbation.

In Figures 4 and 5, we see the change of species roles for
the case of state and process perturbations. It can be noted
first that the state perturbations show an impact that man-
ifests mostly in the beginning of the simulation, while the
impact of the process perturbation is incremental with a long-
term asymptotic value, and that impact increases with the
perturbation size for both kinds of perturbation. Moreover,
we observe that the extent of the state process impact is higher
on Op2(M) than in Op1(M), and that the situation reverses
for process perturbations.)e latter is consistent with the fact
that the way the process vector is actualized in equation (10)
aims at operating the farm in themost efficiently possible way,
and in this case, this favours keeping the structure of Op1(M)

over the structure of Op2(M). Indeed, for case of pertur-
bations that increase species, Op1(M) can quickly return
from overproduced to fragile (return from fp to fm in
Table 5), while a species that becomes overproduced in
Op2(M) might remain overproduced (staying in fp from
fm). For perturbations that decrease species however, both
Op1(M) and Op2(M) can return, for example, from f d to
fm or from om to op.

For process perturbations, we observe that the pertur-
bation changes the roles of a significant proportion of species

in the beginning of the simulation, and there is a recovery of
some species roles shortly after, but later this recovery in-
stead of driving to stabilization triggers a sustained increase
of role changes with an asymptotic behavior above the role
change observed at the beginning. )e initial impact and the
asymptotic role change are much higher in Op1(M) than in
Op2(M). )e explanation of this phenomena is not trivial as
it involves different tendencies for changing roles depending
on the role of the species and the effect of the perturbation.
For this reason, in the next section, we develop a more
detailed analysis of the effects and propagation of the per-
turbations at each of the decomposition modules.

Regarding structural perturbations, in Figures 6 and 7,
we see the change of species roles for the case of state and
process perturbations when the structural perturbation in
equation (7) is included. Interestingly, we observe that the
impact on the two ways of operating the farm qualitatively
looks the same as in the case without structural perturbation,
but quantitatively the impact is different for Op1(M)

depending on the type of perturbation considered, while for
Op2(M), the impact does not change significantly with or
without structural perturbation. Indeed, for Op1(M), we
observe that the state perturbation impact is amplified and
the process space impact is reduced. )e latter is explained
by the fact that the structural perturbation implies the rapid
disappearance of various species in Op1(M) (for both state
and process perturbations, even for the default dynamics),
which in turn derive in the convergence of the dynamics into
a new and smaller organization, which is indeed stable, even
in the presence of the structural perturbation. )erefore,
since we compare the ideal and actual states for the existing
species in the dynamics, we conclude that the structural
perturbation changes the structure of the network, but
within this new structure, the impact of the state and process
perturbations is less strong than in the case of Op1(M)

without the structural perturbation.
In order to illustrate the impact of the structural per-

turbation on the two ways of operating the farm, we show
the most common structure that remains stable after a
structural perturbation for Op1(M) and Op2(M) consid-
ering state perturbations, i.e., multiple initial conditions, in
Figure 8. Note that while Op2(M) keeps the whole farm
active, Op1(M) � GCL, indicating that the chicken-based
and grain-based productive processes are inactivated by the
structural perturbation (see Figure 1).

We now turn to a more detailed analysis to observe the
specific changes of roles under different types of pertur-
bations in the specific parts of the organizations’
decomposition.

5.5. Perturbation Responses within the Decomposition.
)e average role change analysis shows that the two orga-
nizations have qualitatively different responses to the state
and process perturbations, and that the structural pertur-
bationmight amplify or reduce the effect of state and process
perturbations. )erefore, since the way in which role
changes occur is not clear from such aggregated analysis, we
now observe in more detail what are the responses to

Table 5: Species roles interplay between ideal and actual dynamics.

Ideal role Actual role Meaning
o p Overproducible that is produced
o m Overproducible that is maintained
o d Overproducible that is consumed
f p Fragile circuit that is produced
f m Fragile circuit that is maintained
f d Fragile circuit that is consumed
cc — Catalyst (maintained by default)
np m Not present (maintained)
nr m Non-reactive (maintained)
First column indicates the “ideal” dynamical roles that are obtained for each
species from the maximal decomposition, the second column indicates the
“actual” dynamical role observed in the actual dynamics, and the third
column expresses the meaning of the interplay between the two roles from a
dynamical perspective.
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perturbations within the specific decompositionmodules for
different ways of operating the farm.

5.5.1. State Perturbation. In Figures 9 and 10, we observe
the specific response of each species to the state

perturbations. It becomes clear that the role change is
concentrated in the fragile circuits and that the change is
more common for species whose ideal role is over-
produced and they undergo from om to op, hence going
towards their ideal role from their actual zero production
role.
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Figure 4: Average role change over time for state perturbations. (a) Op1(M). (b) Op2(M).
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Figure 5: Average role change over time for process perturbations. (a) Op1(M). (b) Op2(M).
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Moreover, we note that the fragile circuits in Op2(M)

have a higher tendency to undergo the om to op change than
Op1(M) because perturbations that decrease the production
of species in F (overproduced) will not harm the dynamics,

and hence there are more chances that perturbations that
increase species in C (fragile circuits) become sustained as
overproduction, simply because Op2(M) has more over-
produced species. )is can be seen, for example, in
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Figure 6: Average role change over time for state perturbation and structural perturbation. (a) Op1(M). (b) Op2(M).
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Figure 7: Average role change over time for process perturbation and structural perturbation. (a) Op1(M). (b) Op2(M).
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Figures 9(b) and 10(b) where water, milk, and straw become
overproduced in a much larger proportion of cases in the
latter than in the former case.

When we include the structural perturbation (Figures 11
and 12), for Op1(M), simulations show that the set
grass, fertilizer, dung,milk  survives the perturbation in a
very stable way, and that all other species in the fragile
circuits become inactive. )us, in this case, Op1(M) � GCL.
WithinGCL, the dynamics of Op1(M) remain very stable, as
no other role changes are observed in the histograms.

For Op2(M), simulations show that the effect of the
structural perturbation does not inactivate the species in any
of the modules as it happens for Op1(M). Indeed, it is very
interesting to notice that the fragile circuit
C2,2 � chicken, eggs,worms  in the absence of structural
perturbation becomes generally overproduced after state
perturbations, and in the presence of the structural per-
turbation, it remains as a fragile circuit for the majority of
state perturbations. )is is explained by the fact that since
mouse eat grain, then there is not enough grain to over-
produce the fragile circuit where chickens are part of. Note
that, however, C2,1 � water, straw,milk{ } does not have an
impact in its dynamics, as it is dynamically disconnected
from the structural perturbation, due to the overproductive
dynamics that separate the fragile circuits (which was not the
case in Op1(M) and thus driven to a much heavier collapse).

)e conclusion in this section is an example of using
decomposition)eorem 1 to predict the impact of structural
perturbations in the qualitative dynamics by studying
changes in the ideal and actual roles of the species.

5.5.2. Process Perturbation. In Figures 13 and 14, we observe
the responses to process perturbations in each of the de-
composition modules for Op1(M) and Op2(M), respec-
tively. In this case, we note that all role changes are possible,
implying that the different types of process perturbations can
produce different patterns of role change. Instead of analyzing
the specific conditions that drive each kind of change, we keep
our analysis at a qualitative level and compare the structural
responses of Op1(M) and Op2(M). )e most important
change for Op1(M) is that the species in the bigger fragile
circuitC1,1 go to npm role, and thusC1,1 becomes inactive in a
large proportion of cases, implying that Op1(M) becomes the
organization {water, infrstr} together with the species {money,
farmer, cows, infrstr} that tend to a non-reactive (nrm) state.
)is implies that the farm goes bankrupt because its pro-
ductive processes cease happening.

For Op2(M), we also observe that in a significant
proportion of cases, fragile circuits become inactive. In those
cases, as for Op1(M), we have that Op2(M) becomes the
organization {water} plus some non-reactive species.
However, the fragile circuits can also become overproduced
or can be maintained in a relatively similar proportion of
cases. Indeed, as the perturbation size grows, the tendency of
species to transit to npm role increases, indicating that for
processes that start operating the farm in a far-from-sus-
tainable way, it is less likely that the dynamics will stabilize in
a fully sustainable way. Indeed, in such cases, the tendency is
that fragile circuits become inactive and only overproduced
species remain active. It is not clear from this analysis if the
two fragile circuits become inactive for the same kind of
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Figure 8: Different ways to operate the farm when the structural perturbation is added, and their most common respective decompositions
obtained in the state-perturbation analysis. Op1(M) and Op2(M) � M are in the (a) and (b) figures respectively. Green species are
overproduced, yellow species are catalysts, orange non-reactive species, grey non-present species, cyan and magenta species represent the
two fragile circuits of the decomposition.
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process perturbations or in some cases one of the fragile
circuits inactivates while the other remains active. We
speculate that this is the case because if the fragile circuit
{chickens, eggs, worms} becomes inactive, it is likely that
Op2(M) becomes the organization CL, and if additionally
grain changes role to npm, it might be that Op2(M) be-
comes the organization GCL.

When a structural perturbation is added, the effect of
process perturbations changes for Op1(M) in a non-trivial
way. Indeed, the process perturbation analysis in the absence
of structural perturbation inactivates the entire fragile circuit
C1,1, implying that Op1(M) becomes inactive. Hence, we
would expect the same in the presence of the structural
perturbation, as it was shown that structural perturbations
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Figure 9: Histogram for different species roles according to Table 5 for Op1(M) for state perturbations. (a) F1. (b) C1,1. (c) C1,2. (d) E1.
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tend to inactivate species as seen in the state perturbation
analysis (Figure 11). However, when structural and process
perturbations combine, we observe that in a significant
proportion of cases, the dynamics evolve from M towards
the organization GCL (see Figure 1) and remain stable. )is
is a consequence that a process perturbation changes the way
the farm is operated, and thus the response to the structural
perturbation might be similar to the way in which Op2(M)

is operated in respect to how worms,water{ } becomes

overproduced, thus helping to sustain the set of species
dung, fert., grass,milk .

)e structural and process perturbation on Op2(M)

instead is able to inactivate the whole operation of the
farm, especially when the perturbation is of a high value.
)is is different to the case when no structural pertur-
bation was in place for Op2(M) as it was in most cases
able to continue operating. )is is because a process
perturbation might modify the overproductive capacities
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Figure 10: Histogram for different species roles according to Table 5 for Op2(M) for state perturbations. (a) F2. (b) C2,1. (c) C2,2. (d) E2.
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Figure 11: Histogram for different species roles according to Table 5 for Op1(M) for structural and state perturbations. (a) F1. (b) C1,1.
(c) C1,2. (d) E1.
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of some species, such as dung, fertilizer, or grass (see
Figure 15(a)), leading them for a short time on the o d

state to end up in npm state. )e lack of those species
propagates to the fragile circuits, as seen in Figures 15(b)
and 15(c), where the species go from om to o d and then
to npm.

Interestingly, for small-sized process perturbations, the
operation of the farm in many cases might go to a different

change, similar to the perturbation case without structural
perturbation where the fragile circuits become over-
productive (compare Figures 15 and 16 for small pertur-
bation values). )erefore, the structural and process
perturbation might drive to overproductive regimes in case
of small perturbations, and when the perturbations become
larger, it might become harmful, disabling the operation of
the fragile circuits.
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Figure 12: Histogram for different species roles according to Table 5 for Op2(M) for structural and state perturbations. (a) F2. (b) C2,1.
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Figure 13: Histogram for different species roles according to Table 5 for Op1(M) for process perturbations. (a) F1. (b) C1,1. (c) C1,2. (d) E1.
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Figure 14: Histogram for different species roles according to Table 5 for Op2(M) for process perturbations. (a) F2. (b) C2,1. (c) C2,2. (d) E2.
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Figure 15: Histogram for different species roles according to Table 5 for Op2(M) for structural and process perturbations. (a) F2. (b) C2,1.
(c) C2,2. (d) E2.
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6. Conclusion

Ensuring the sustainability and resilience of complex sys-
tems such as ecosystems, organizations, and organisms is a
crucial issue for the future of humanity. However, present
approaches to this question lack a clear theoretical

framework, in part because of the difficulty of formalizing
the complex network of interactions that determine whether
a system will be able to maintain itself in the face of a wide
range of perturbations.

We approached this problem by advancing on the
representation of systems as reaction networks [14]. In this
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Figure 16: Histogram for different species roles according to Table 5 for Op1(M) for structural and process perturbations. (a) F1. (b) C1,1.
(c) C1,2. (d) E1.
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approach, reactions consume combinations of species while
producing new combinations of species. Chemical organi-
zation theory (COT) makes possible to identify organiza-
tions within such a network. Such organizations are by
definition self-maintaining and therefore sustainable systems
because every species must be produced at least as much as it
is consumed by other reactions in the network.

However, COT does not specify which of these orga-
nizations would be resilient, i.e., able to safeguard or recover
their self-maintenance when perturbed. To advance on this
issue, we reviewed three fundamental types of perturbations
that can occur within a reaction network [44]: (1) state
perturbations change the quantity of a species as presently
available in the system; (2) process perturbations change the
rate of reactions that produce or consume species; (3)
structural perturbations introduce or remove species or
reactions in the network. )is last type of qualitative per-
turbations, which change the state space and its dynamics, is
difficult to analyze in traditional dynamic systems models,
but we showed how combining structural analysis with
simulations allows to represent the dynamical stability at a
qualitative level.

To do so, we first explained how organizations can be
decomposed into dynamical modules that have different
productive roles, and that such modules are dynamically
independent, and thus perturbations in many cases will not
affect the whole network but only the module where the
perturbation is impacting on.

To illustrate and test this analysis of reaction networks,
we proposed a toy model representing the operation of a
sustainable farm. )is farm can produce resources such as
milk, eggs, and grains from resources such as water, grass,
cows, chickens, and grains. We analyzed this network with
the help of the COT software we developed [40]. )is
allowed us first to distinguish the different self-maintaining
organizations possible within the given network of reactions
(see Figure 1).

We then considered two different ways of operating the
farm, one which only overproduces money and uses the
minimum of resources (Op1(M)), and another which
overproduces most of the basic resources needed for op-
erating the farm, as an example of sustainable growth
(Op2(M)), and analyzed the responses of the two farm
operations by analyzing how it reacts to the three types of
perturbation. )at is, we developed a statistical analysis
considering multiple perturbations to the initial state and
process, and then we introduced a structural perturbation
(see equation (7)) which harms the productive capacities
associated to the use of grain and repeated such analysis, so
we could compare the impact of all types of perturbations on
each of the ways of operating the farm.

We demonstrated that the different types of perturba-
tions have completely different kinds of impact depending
on how the organization is operating. In the absence of a
structural perturbation, we find that Op1(M) is more
sensitive to state and process perturbations than Op2(M), a
result which is reasonable considering that Op2(M) buffers
more resources than Op1(M), and thus in the absence of
structural perturbations, we can conclude that sustainable

growth is more resilient than optimization of profit. )is
result is also obtained when structural and state perturba-
tions are considered.

However, when structural and process perturbations are
taken into consideration, we found that some not intuitive
behaviors, such as stabilization of Op1(M) in the smaller
organization GCL, the overproduction of C2,1 but not
overproduction of C2,2, or the very inactivation of the whole
network (leading to bankruptcy), can occur when process
perturbations are considered. )erefore, we conclude that
the impact of structural and process perturbations, which in
common jargon mean the inclusion of new players and
changing the ways the decisions are made, can be in some
cases disastrous for the sustainable development of a system.
We make a particular remark in this respect because, for
example, major political changes regarding global warming
such as creating new decision-making structures and new
forms of interaction are examples of this kind of combined
perturbation.

While inspiring, this particular toymodel and its analysis
are not yet sufficient to completely understand the notion of
resilient organizations. )erefore, we conclude that in order
to develop a systemic and formal notion of resilience, it is
necessary to continue advancing further classifications of
how different kinds of perturbations produce different kinds
of responses in the operation of a system. Particularly,
process and structural perturbations are linked to the
productive decomposition of the reaction network, and thus
the parts of the reaction network that are affected require a
deeper classification of its connectivity structure, and we also
consider it highly necessary to develop a taxonomy of
structural responses, for example, the response of our farm
model to the arrival of mouses (structural perturbation in
equation (7)) in our case was only resisted by the very
productive capacities of the farm (enough grain is produced
to sustain the productive capacities even in the presence of
mouses), but also other mechanisms, such as fencing the
grain storage, bringing mouse predators such as cats, or
installing mouse traps in the farm, are also possible ways to
counteract the decrease in grain production. Since each of
these solutions in turn activates other interactions (for ex-
ample, cats might eat chickens or mouse traps might harm
cows), it is necessary to extend our analysis to understand
the mechanisms by which the different productive roles
change, so counteracting structural perturbations can be
designed.

To do so, we plan as future research applying the links
between the dynamics of the reaction system, not only with
the structural decomposition applied here but also with
other frameworks that link structure and dynamics such as
deficiency theory [32, 33], Petri net analysis [36, 37], and
other frameworks in system biology [39]. We hope to in-
tegrate this kind of formal analysis with the more intuitive
notions of resilience existing in the literature, with the aim of
defining a general and multidimensional measure of resil-
ience for reaction networks. We also hope to extend this
analysis to examples in different fields, including metabolic,
nuclear, economic, ecological, and political networks and
systems [14].
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We further see self-maintenance and resilience as pri-
mary characteristics of goal-directed systems, i.e., systems
that will systematically counteract perturbations so as to
reach or return to their preferred configuration. To un-
derstand this better, we will need to analyze under which
conditions organizations exhibit a negative feedback that
automatically suppresses deviations from their goal con-
figuration (state or process). Overproduction seems to be a
dependable way in which an organization can compensate
for losses in resources (e.g., cows dying) or reductions in
processes (e.g., less rain because of global warming or less
production of grain because of mice eating it). On the other
hand, overproduction is limited by the requirement of
sustainability: not more can be produced than allowed by the
overall capacity of the system. )erefore, a “judicious al-
location” of overproduction over the different components
of the process vector may be an effective control mechanism
to keep the system on track towards its preferred mode of
operation even when confronted with perturbations.

We hypothesize that the evolution of complex systems,
such as living organisms, will provide them with such
control mechanisms. )e reason is that systems lacking such
mechanism will not be sufficiently resilient to survive
common perturbations and thus will be eliminated by
natural selection. We hope that our simulations and further
theoretical investigations will elaborate such hypotheses into
a general scenario for the emergence of sustainable, resilient,
and goal-directed systems.
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Endosymbiosis is a type of symbiosis where one species of microscopic scale inhabits the cell of another species of a larger scale,
such that the exchange of metabolic byproducts produces mutual benefit.+ese benefits can occur at different biological levels. For
example, endosymbiosis promotes efficiency of the cell metabolism, cell replication, and the generation of a macroscopic layer that
protects the organism from its predators. +erefore, modeling endosymbiosis requires a complex-systems and multilevel ap-
proach. We propose a model of endosymbiosis based on reaction networks, where species of the reaction network represent either
ecological species, resources, or conditions for the ecological interactions to happen, and the endosymbiotic interaction
mechanisms are represented by different sequences of reactions (processes) in the reaction network. As an example, we develop a
toy model of the coral endosymbiotic interaction. +e model considers two reaction networks, representing biochemical traffic
and cellular proliferation levels, respectively. In addition, the model incorporates top-down and bottom-up regulation mech-
anisms that stabilizes the endosymbiotic interaction.

1. Introduction

Endosymbiosis is a particular kind of symbiosis which oc-
curs when an organism (endosymbiont) lives within another
(host) in a mutualistic relationship.+is relationship is given
by the coupling of the host’s and endosymbiont’s metabo-
lisms through exchange of useful metabolites [1, 2]. +e
endosymbiotic concept was proposed by Lynn Margulis,
who developed Serial Endosymbiosis1eory (SET) to explain
the origin of plastids and mitochondria as organelles in the
eukaryotic cell, promoting the emergence of eukaryotic cell
complexity [3]. Endosymbiosis is recognized as a widespread
mechanism in nature and is taking relevance as an evolu-
tionary mechanism in different lineages [4]. Symbiotic in-
teractions allow alternative ways of evolution, for example,
through natural selection, in evolving complexity for a
population of individuals. Endosymbiosis implies the cou-
pling of two or more species in an intimate relationship.

Such relation leads to an increase of phenotypic complexity
at the genomic, physiological, and morphological levels.
+erefore, endosymbiosis enables ecological expansion into
different and new niches. As Darwin said in his book 1e
Origin of Species: “Natural Selection cannot possibly produce
any modification in a species exclusively for the good of
another species; although throughout nature one species in-
cessantly takes advantage of, and profits by, the structures of
other” [5].

One of the examples of endosymbiosis corresponds to
the relationship between corals (Cnidaria, Anthozoa) and a
photosynthetic algae of the genus Symbiodinium or Zoo-
xanthellae [6], in which the latter lives within the gastro-
dermis coral cells. +is relationship is typical when the
environmental food is scarce [7, 8], and they (the Symbio-
dinium and the coral) can feed back through their metab-
olisms, by the nutrient acquisition via the cycling of organic
compounds which supplies extra energy to both
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endosymbiont and host. +e latter provides an ecological
advantage and thus promotes survival because the metabolic
coupling between coral cells and Symbiodinium promotes
cellular proliferation implying coral’s growth. Interestingly,
such growth process is regulated by the release of an in-
hibition factors by the endosymbiont. Namely, when certain
byproducts of the energy generation process that might
harm the cells surpass a threshold, inhibition factors are
released, stopping the growth process [9, 10]. +us, endo-
symbiosis is a multilevel and self-regulated process.

+e establishment of endosymbiosis gives rise to new
structural and morphological properties and thus to new
evolutionary competences. However, the experimental study
of endosymbiotic systems is extremely complicated, and it
cannot be properly achieved by analyzing the interacting
species separately [1]. For this reason, a modeling framework
for the establishment of the endosymbiosis relationship is of
crucial importance from an ecological perspective [11].

Such modeling framework of endosymbiosis should
incorporate both the multiple levels at which the interaction
takes place as well as bottom-up and top-down regulation
mechanisms. Interestingly, these features are relevant not
only for endosymbiosis but also for embryonic development
[12], ecological trophic networks [13], and also during
evolutionary processes [14, 15]. For this reason we aim at
proposing a process-based and multilevel approach to the
representation of endosymbiosis.

Reaction networks, and equivalent languages such as
Petri Nets [16], are the main representational languages in
systems biology [17, 18]. +ey allow for a description of the
dynamical properties of complex biochemical reaction
system of multilevel nature, using methods that exploit both
the structure and stoichiometry of the network [19, 20].
Reaction networks can also describe processes whose entities
are not only biochemical [21]. Indeed, reaction networks
have been applied to model the exchange of economic goods
[22], the influence of political decisions [23], the evolution of
cooperation [24], and other game-theoretical settings [25].
+erefore, reaction networks can not only be applied outside
biochemical settings, but also have the potential to become
an intuitive language to describe and study problems of
multidisciplinary nature from a systemic perspective
[26, 27]. +e latter can have novel and powerful applications
particularly in the modeling of ecological interactions [28].

In the present study, we provide a simple mathematical
model of the interaction between anthozoan corals and
symbiont algae of the genus Symbiodinium by representing
the mechanisms of their endosymbiotic interaction using
reaction networks. In particular, we propose two reaction
networks modeling endosymbiosis at a biochemical traffic
(lower level) and cellular proliferation (upper level). We
point to how endosymbiosis occurs at each level and focus
on representing the multilevel regulatory mechanisms that
are known to happen in this two-layer interaction process.

+e paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review
in detail the endosymbiotic mechanisms known up to date.
In Section 3, we introduce the basics of ecological modeling
using reaction networks. In Section 4, we propose a toy
model of the endosymbiotic as well as of the multilevel

regulatory mechanisms of the Symbiodinium. We comple-
ment the latter with a discussion of how we could scale up to
more realistic models of the interaction, and we end with a
conclusion.

2. Endosymbiotic Mechanisms and Their
Levels of Interaction

Corals are ancestral animals formed by only four epithelial
layers: oral ectoderm, oral endoderm, aboral endoderm,
and calcidodermis (Figure 1). In conditions of food limi-
tations, corals (Cnidaria) can engulf photosynthetic di-
noflagellates (algae) of the genus Symbiodinium from the
surrounding water. Symbiodinium cells engulfed by the
coral are hosted gastrodermis layer of the coral that sur-
rounds the gastric cavity (oral endoderm), where they can
still perform photosynthesis. Namely, the Symbiodinium
acquires nutrients and metabolic residual compounds from
the host and produces organic compounds. +ese organic
compounds that are product of the photosynthesis not only
foster the growth and respiration of endosymbionts, but
also are used to produce nearly up to 95% of the host’s
energy demand [29].

+e latter phenomenon occurs in the oral endoderm
(yellow layer) within a membrane called symbiosome (white
layer), produced by both the host and the Symbiodinium
(green layer) in Figure 1.

+e endosymbiotic interaction occurs in various phases:
(1) initial contact; (2) engulfment; (3) sorting; (4) prolifer-
ation; (5) dynamic stability; and (6) dysfunction (Figure 2).
+e initial contact phase is characterized by the compati-
bility recognition between the host and the symbiont
(Figure 2(a)). Namely, each coral lineage is compatible with
one or more Symbiodinium lineages [31]. When compatible,
the coral engulfs the algae (Figure 2(b)). After successful
engulfment, the symbiosome membrane is developed pro-
moting the stabilization and persistence of the symbiont
within the cells of the coral [32]. Next, the persistence of the
symbiont depends on the balance between host cell growth
and proliferation of the symbiont population. +e latter
balance can be achieved by a series of sorting and prolif-
eration steps, reaching the dynamic stability phase
(Figure 2(c)).+is last stage is characterized by the metabolic
exchange and nutrient trafficking, where the products
generated by dinoflagellate support coral metabolism,
growth, reproduction, and survival and also promote the
conservation and recycling of essential nutrients. In this
phase, the typical calcium deposition of coral reef takes
place. +is phenomenon is strongly promoted by the en-
dosymbiosis [33]. +is calcium matrix deposition protects
the coral against predators and decreases mechanical erosion
of the marine environment, further promoting its persis-
tence and growth [34] (Figure 2). +e last phase of the
endosymbiotic interaction is dysfunction, related to the
bleaching of the calcium layer, which is explained by the
Symbiodinium expulsion by exocytosis and coral mortality,
and by host cell detachment or host cell apoptosis, generally
due by the production of reactive oxygen species or cellular
signaling [35]. Coral reef bleaching is increasingly
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threatened by recent changes in salinity, higher solar radi-
ation, increased sedimentation or pollutants, elevated sea
surface temperatures, and global warming [36].

In the dynamic stability phase, coral and algae metab-
olisms couple controlling each other’s growth, promoting
functional efficiency [37, 38]. Typically, coral gastrodermis
regulate their density to maintain up to two Symbiodinium
per cell [39, 40]. Such regulation incorporates various
mechanisms, such as the expulsion and degradation of
Symbiodinium, signaling factors affecting the cellular cycle
such as a host release factors (HRFs) [9, 10], and other
processes and biochemical factors that act as inhibitory
factors (IFs) released by the host, hindering the growth of

symbionts [41–43]. +e release of IFs depends on the
concentration of photosynthetic byproducts in the meta-
bolism of the endosymbiont. +us, this factor is relevant to
achieve a steady growth and nutrient traffic state.

In steady state, Symbiodinium is benefited by acquisition
of inorganic carbon, inorganic nitrogen, and inorganic
phosphate by the coral, which gives the Symbiodinium greater
availability of these nutrients for its own growth. In turn, as a
product of the photosynthesis of Symbiodinium, diverse
compounds are generated that nourish the coral, such as
glycerol, amino acids, glucose, maltose, Krebs cyclemolecules,
pyruvate, zooxanthellamine, and zooxanthellatoxins [44]. In
this way, the coral develops mechanisms and processes that

Sea water
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Figure 1: Metabolic interactions and calcification processes. DIC: dissolved inorganic carbon uptake; DOM: dissolved organic matter;
POM: particulate organic matter; DIN: dissolved inorganic nitrogen.
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benefit endosymbiont and vice versa. +ese mechanisms can
affect other processes occurring at other cellular layers of the
host. For example, in the carbon metabolism, coral actively
transports carbon from outside to gastrodermis cells and
concentrates CO2 near the endosymbiont from the enzyme
carbonic anhydrase (CA) located around the symbiosome,
fostering the algae photosynthetic process. Another example
is in the nitrogen metabolism, which is necessary to the algae
in the form of ammonium (NH+

3 ) and nitrate (NO−
3 ), to form

amino acids, and which are also a resource to the coral be-
cause they are transported back to the host as a nutrient.
Calcification also is promoted as a consequence of the
metabolic coupling of both organisms, since dissolved in-
organic carbon necessary for photosynthesis by Symbiodi-
nium is also necessary to produce calcium skeleton, which is
mainly composed of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) crystallized
in an organic matrix. Calcification is enhanced by light in
presence of Symbiodinium, and this affects the balance of
dissolved inorganic carbon, taking CO2 for photosynthesis
reactions, which directly promotes the precipitation of

CaCO3. In addition, organic products of photosynthesis are
precursors of the synthesis of organic matrix, and energy and
oxygen supplementation to the host increases its metabolism
and promotes faster calcification [33,45]. Moreover, corals
presenting Symbiodinium are capable of living in clear and
shallow waters, where they are constantly threatened by high
intensity solar radiation. Despite the fact that light levels are
harmful, symbionts produce UV-absorbing sunscreen com-
pounds, like mycosporine amino acids (MAAs), which act as
light-harvesting pigments and free radical scavengers [46].

In summary, there are both metabolic coupling and
regulation between Symbiodinium and host cells. +e latter
promotes their growth, reproduction, and survival at different
organizational levels. We organize the levels of interaction of
the endosymbiotic interaction as follows (see Table 1):

(1) Biochemical traffic level: related to the bio-
chemical relationship and nutrient traffic inside the
cells of the coral, and between the coral and Sym-
biodinium cells.

1) Initial contact

(a)

(c) (b)

Symbiont Host Cell

2) Engulfment

3) Sorting

4) Proliferation

5) Dynamic stability

6) Dysfunction

Coral host

Symbiodinium sp.

Figure 2: Phases of endosymbiosis establishment and persistence in cnidarian-Symbiodinium interaction (modified from [30]).
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(2) Cellular proliferation level: related to the cellular
reproduction to achieve the dynamic stability state
between the cells biomass of both partners.
(3) Organismic level: related to the growth of the coral
and the protection from biological and mechanical
erosion due to the calcidodermis production generated
in lower levels.

+erefore, when the endosymbiotic interaction is
established, the above explained processes at these three
levels intertwine benefiting the persistence of
endosymbiosis.

3. Reaction Network Modeling of
Ecological Interactions

A reaction network is defined by a pair (M, R), where M �

a, b, c, . . .{ } is a set of molecular species, and R⊆Pm(M) ×

Pm(M) is a set of reactions, where Pm(M) denotes the set
of multisets of M. For example, consider

M � a, b, c{ },

R � r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6 ,with,

r1 � a⟶ 2a,

r2 � a + c⟶ c,

r3 � b + c⟶ b + 2c,

r4 � a⟶∅,

r5 � c⟶∅,

r6 � b + a⟶∅.

(1)

Note that reaction r1 � a⟶ 2a represents a self-re-
production process of species a, reaction r2 � a + c⟶ c

represents the destruction of species a out of the interaction
of species a and c, and r3 � b + c⟶ b + 2c represents the
reproduction of species c catalyzed by b. Similarly, the de-
struction and disappearance of a and c are represented by r4
and r5, respectively, and the mutual destruction of a and b is
represented by r6.

+e dynamics of a reaction network can be modeled using
difference, stochastic, or differential equations [47], and a vast
amount of literature is devoted to complement these ap-
proaches with structural analysis of the network [18–20].

Recently, reaction networks have been proposed to
represent ecological interactions and ecosystems [28, 48]. In
particular, contrary to traditional network approaches,
which represent different ecological interactions by different
types of links, reaction networks characterize types of
ecological interactions by the way in which combinations of

inputs produce combinations of outputs. +is opens up an
exponentially wider range of interacting processes. Typical
ecological interactions such as depredation, cooperation,
and parasitism are easily expressed by means of reaction
networks. For example, reaction r3 � a + c⟶ c of the
reaction network equation (1) corresponds to an amensal-
istic interaction, since a is destroyed in the presence of c

without altering c. Likewise, r4 � b + c⟶ b + 2c is a
commensalistic relation, because c benefits from its inter-
action with b without altering b. In Table 1, we represent
ecological interactions using minimal reaction networks.

Interestingly, when one is interested in representing an
ecological interaction in more detail, the model of the in-
teraction is made by a collection of reactions representing
the interaction mechanism. Since the interaction mecha-
nisms of different interaction might share some species at
both resource and product levels, an ecological system is
modeled by a large reaction network composed by the
coupling of multiple subnetworks, each of these subnet-
works representing one of the ecological interactions of the
ecosystem [28].

In addition to the structural transformational relation
specified by a reaction, there is usually a parameter which
indicates its likelihood to happen. +is value, known as
kinetic parameter or kinetic rate, is indicated above the
arrow which specifies the reaction. For example, in the case
of competition, the reactions r1 � x + y⟶kx x, r2 � x +

y⟶ky y constrained to kx < ky would indicate that y has a
competitive advantage over x, as reaction r2 is more likely to
happen than r1.

Moreover, the empty set symbol ∅ represents the en-
vironment, i.e., what is not part of the system under study.
For this reason, reactions ∅⟶k a and a⟶k ∅ indicate
the inflow (born, entrance, spontaneous formation) of a in
the system while indicates the outflow (death, exit, decay) of
a from the system.

4. Multilevel Reaction Network Model of
Endosymbiotic Interactions

In this section, we develop a reaction network model of the
biochemical traffic and cellular proliferation levels of the
endosymbiotic interaction depicted in Table 2. Next, we
explain how to represent the regulation mechanisms oc-
curring between these two levels. +is model extends pre-
vious work [49].

4.1. Biochemical Traffic Level. At this level, endosymbiosis is
characterized by the possibility to metabolize elements that
coral cells alone cannot metabolize, and by the increase of

Table 1: Representing ecological interactions using reaction networks.

Interaction Positive Neutral Negative Reaction
Amensalism — x y x + y⟶ x

Antagonism x — y x + y⟶ 2x

Mutualism x, y — — x + y⟶ 2x + 2y

Commensalism y x — x + y⟶ x + 2y

Competition x, y — x, y x + y⟶ x and x + y⟶ y
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calcium production, which leads to a macroscopic calcium
layer that protects the macroscopic coral from predators and
erosion. +e following reaction network represents in a
simplified way the endosymbiotic interaction at the bio-
chemical traffic level:

Species set:

RH: host cell resource

E: energy
RC: resource to form calcium layer
RC: resource that is product of the calcium formation
reaction
CalC: calcium

+e reactions of a cell without Symbiodinium in it are

rt1
� ∅⟶

k1
RH: inflow of resource for the host cell,

rt2
� ∅⟶

k2
RC: inflow of resource for calcium formation,

rt3
� ∅⟶

k3
RC: inflow of resource for Symbiodinium (not useful without endosymbiosis),

rt4
� RH⟶

k4
E: energy generation by host cell,

rt5
� E + RC⟶

k5
RC + Cal : calcium formation reaction,

rt6
� E⟶

kEloss ∅: energy consumption.

(2)

Note that in the model given by equation (2) there is an
energy generation pathway given by the reaction sequence
(rt1

, rt4
), which in turns activate the calcium formation

pathway (rt2
, rt5

). For simplicity, the energy consumption
pathway is represented by rt6

. Note that if k1 is too small,
meaning that there is not enough RH available in the

environment, the energy generation process driven by rt4
might not compensate for the energy consumption repre-
sented by rt6

.
When the Symbiodinium is present in the cell, we add the

following reaction to the model:

rt7
� RC⟶

k7
E + x: energy and by − product generation by Symbiodinium, (3)

meaning that Symbiodinium is capable of generating energy
for the cell from the resource RC and creating x, which
correspond to photosynthetic byproducts of algae meta-
bolism, that can be sensed by the host. +is last reaction
activates a new energy generation pathway (rt3

, rt7
) by using

up the byproduct RC of rt5
, and hence metabolizing RC to

produce more Cal. +e latter modifies the chemical equi-
librium between RC and RC by taking up more RC for its
photosynthetic metabolism, which directly favors the pre-
cipitation of Cal by Le Chatelier’s principle [33].

Table 2: Levels of interaction and processes that are enhanced by endosymbiosis at each level.

Level of interaction Processes driven by endosymbiosis

Biochemical traffic

Biochemical interrelationship, nutrient traffic, energy flow,
and calcidodermis biochemical production.

Cellular proliferation
Cellular reproduction and death of Symbiodinium and host cells.

Organismic Coral growth and protection against predators and other physical threats
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4.2. Cellular Proliferation Level. At the cellular proliferation
level, we identify three types of cells:

H: host
S: Symbiodinium
HS: symbiont (host and Symbiodinium interacting in
endosymbiosis)

Similar to the previous case, we will keep the model very
simple, so we introduce reactions that account for the most
basic interactions between cells, cell proliferation, and en-
dosymbiosis. Other aspects such as the multiple manners in
which the cells can die, or the environmental conditions that
foster their reproduction, are not included.

rp1
� H⟶

k
rep
H 2H: (H reproduces),

rp2
� S⟶

k
rep
S 2S: (S reproduces),

rp3
� H + S⟶

k
form
HS HS: (HS is formed),

rp4
� HS⟶

k
rep
HS 2HS: (HS reproduces),

rp5
� H⟶

k
die
H ∅: (H dies),

rp6
� S⟶

k
die
S ∅: (S dies),

rp7
� HS⟶

k
die
HS ∅: (H Sdies).

(4)

Under appropriate internal cell proliferation conditions
k
rep
HS > k

rep
S , and k

rep
HS > k

rep
H .+is is because the Symbiodinium is

supposed to have more energy due to its more efficient
metabolic activity. Similarly, kdie

HS < kdie
S , kdie

HS < kdie
H because HS

has a larger calcium layer, which protects it best from
predators, and becauseHS has amore diversemetabolism.On
the other hand, under cell proliferation conditions that be-
come harmful to the coral we expect k

rep
HS < k

rep
S , and k

rep
HS < k

rep
H

because the organism releases inhibitory factors that reduce
its tendency to reproduce, and kdie

HS > kdie
S , and kdie

HS > kdie
H due to

Symbiodinium cell expulsion or degradation of HS.

4.3. Levels of Association and Regulation: An Example. As
seen in Section 2, it is possible to identify variables in one
level that constrain or promote the activity at other levels. In
this model, we consider only one top-down constraint, and
one bottom-up promoter, by modifying the kinetic pa-
rameter k

rep
HS as an example of how to represent the multilevel

control mechanisms.
For the bottom-up control mechanism, we have that the

nutrient traffic level reactions rt4
and rt7

produce energy, and

that such energy is consumed by reactions rt5
and rt6

for
metabolic survival. +erefore, when the production of en-
ergy is not enough to compensate its consumption, the cell
HS will not reproduce, so rp4

becomes inactive. Analogously,
when the production of energy surpasses its consumption,
rp4

becomes active. Hence, we consider a threshold of total
energy production in the lower level E∗, and when the
energy in the nutrient traffic level surpasses this threshold,
the kinetic parameter k

rep
HS activates.

For the top-down direction, we consider a signaling
species that is known to regulate the proliferation of the
Symbiodinium according to its sensitivity to some photo-
synthetic byproducts. +e photosynthetic product is in this
case represented by the species x at the nutrient traffic level
(see rt7

in equation (2)). Let the signaling species be Finh,
representing the factor that is released when the endo-
symbiont’s byproducts x surpass a threshold x∗, and that is
sensed by the host, deactivating the reaction rt7

.
In order to provide a formal specification of the bottom-

up and top-down regulatory mechanism of HS reproduction,
we introduce the following reactions at the organismic level:

rp8
� HS⟶

kp8 HS + Finh: inhibition factor released by the host,

rp9
� Finh⟶

kp9 ∅: natural degradation of the inhibition factor,
(5)

where kp8
� h(x − x∗), with h(x − x∗) being the known

Heaviside-step function, which is zero if x − x∗ ≤ 0 and a
reference value (one for simplicity) if x − x∗ > 0. Hence,

reaction rp8
is inactive when the concentration of x is

below the threshold x∗ and once the concentration x

surpasses the threshold x∗ the inhibition factor is released,

Complexity 7



while kp9
is a constant rate controlling the degradation of

Finh.
Next, the kinetic parameters kt7

becomes explicitly de-
pendent on Finh to control the extra production of energy
and x:

kt7
� h Finh − F

∗
inh( , (6)

where F∗inh is the Finh tolerance threshold that once sur-
passed the production of extra energy is inhibited.

Finally, we modify k
rep
HS , making it dependent on E as

follows:

k
rep
HS � h E − E

∗
( . (7)

+erefore, when the nutrient traffic is intensified by
the presence of the Symbiodinium, the extra energy
produced regulates in a bottom-up manner the kinetic
parameter k

rep
HS of the endosymbiotic interaction at the

cellular proliferation level, activating its proliferation.
Conversely, when proliferation of Symbiodinium sur-
passes the amount of the byproducts required for oper-
ating its metabolism, Finh is released, inhibiting in a top-
down manner the kinetic parameter kt7

. We represent

S

HS

HS 2HS

2 HS

S

E
E > E∗

X > X∗

F inh >
 F

∗ inh

X

Kt7

Keloss
Finh

Krep
HS

Krep
HS

(a)

HS 2HS

E

Finh

Krep
HS

Krep
H

Krep
S

(b)

0

1

0
X

1

0

1

Kt7

Kp8

F∗

inh Finh X∗ EE∗

Krep
HS

Kt7

Kp8

Krep
HS

(c)

Figure 3: Schema of the regulation of species through two levels of interaction. (a) Representation of the interaction between the host (H in
orange) and the Symbiodinium (S in green) in the reaction rp4

, and how E, x, and Finh affect the kinetic parameter k
rep
HS . Dotted lines represent

ways of regulation of k
rep
HS , occurring when E>E∗, x>x∗, and Finh >F∗inh. Blue dotted line represents the release of inhibition factors by coral

cells. (b) Regulation of k
rep
HS , by Finh and E, showing the indirect regulation of k

rep
S and k

rep
H in dotted lines. (c) Dependency of kt7

, kp8
, and k

rep
HS

on Finh, x, and E, respectively.
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these interrelationships in Figure 3, specifically the reg-
ulation for k

rep
HS .

5. Discussion

A key concept in biological complexity is the emergence of
properties that coregulate the persistence of processes oc-
curring at different levels, and which are needed for or-
ganisms to live and reproduce. In this sense, the
representation of biological phenomena as a hierarchy of
intertwined dynamical processes is an important challenge
to advance our understanding of biological complexity.

Coral endosymbiosis presents an interesting opportunity
to study this issue. First, there is a concrete evidence of the
microscopic interaction between the Symbiodinium and the
coral host cell as well as evidence of the micro- and mac-
roscopic consequences of such interaction. Secondly, levels

of interaction can be clearly delineated. Namely, in our
model we considered a nutrient traffic and cellular prolif-
eration levels, where the former is undoubtedly nested in the
other.+irdly, as explained in Section 4.3, even in our simple
two-levels model, bottom-up and top-down regulatory
mechanisms occur. +erefore, the coral-Symbiodinium en-
dosymbiotic interaction exhibits structural features allowing
a simple but explicative model of its mechanism.

Reaction network-like models of biological interactions
have only recently been investigated [28, 48, 49], but seem to
provide the necessary versatility to incorporate multilevel
regulatory mechanisms in a sensible way. However, this
approach is in its infancy and requires extensions.

We propose two ways in which our model can be ex-
tended. +e first is to give a more detailed account of what
occurs at each level, and the second is to incorporate more
levels. For the former case, a more detailed account of the

LESS CALCIO-
DERMIS LAYER

LESS NUTRIENT
TRAFFIC

SLOW GROWTH

WITHOUT ENDOSYMBIOSIS

SYMBOLOGY

CALCIODERMIS LAYER

SUBSTRATE

METABOLIC LAYER WITHOUT
SYMBIODINIUM
METABOLIC LAYER WITH
SYMBIODINIUM

(a)

MORE GROWTH

MORE NUTRIENT
TRAFFIC

MORE CALCIO-
DERMIS LAYER

ENDOSYMBIOSIS

SYMBOLOGY

CALCIODERMIS LAYER

SUBSTRATE

METABOLIC LAYER WITHOUT
SYMBIODINIUM
METABOLIC LAYER WITH
SYMBIODINIUM

(b)

Figure 4: Organismal system processes, showing in a comparative scenario how different processes as calcidodermis production, nutrient
traffic, and coral growth are enhanced by the endosymbiosis interaction (b) with respect to the coral without Symbiodinium (a).
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reproduction of the symbionts within the endosymbiont
could be developed. For example, we can introduce a new
species HS2 meaning that the host has two endosymbionts in
it, and incorporate the reactions HS⟶ HS2 and
HS2⟶ 2HS to represent the replication process of the
endosymbiont. Analogously, it is possible to incorporate
other necessary steps to provide a more realistic account of
the phenomena such as regulation at the recognition level
[50], symbiosome maturation [51], and regulation of
symbiont biomass by symbiont expulsion and degradation
[32, 52]. For the latter case, we can incorporate the mac-
roscopic organismic level in our model, involving the
coral’s growth and survival. +e simplest model of the
endosymbiotic organismic activity lies at comparing the
coral’s ability to grow, with and without Symbiodinium
(named S and C, respectively) under mechanical and bi-
ological erosion (Er), and its ability to reproduce. +e
coral’s ability to grow is directly related to nutrient traffic
and calcidodermis strengthening as depicted in Figure 4.
For simplicity, we will provide an example focusing on the
growth of C, in the presence of S, and erosion Er. Other
aspects such as the reproduction of erosion factors (e.g.,
fish that predates the coral), or natural death of the S and C,
are not incorporated.

ro1
� S + Er⟶

k
dep
S Er: (Er destroys S),

ro2
� C + Er⟶

k
dep
C Er: (Er destroysC),

ro3
� S⟶

k
rep
S 2S: (S growth),

ro4
� C⟶

k
rep
C 2C: (C growth).

(8)

+e values k
dep
S , k

dep
C and k

rep
S , k

rep
C are the mechanical and

biological erosion and growth rates of S and C, respectively.
Note that in this case the interactions that C and S have

with the other species are equal. +erefore, the parameters
k
dep
S , k

dep
C modulate their susceptibility to be destroyed by

environmental phenomena or by predation, while k
rep
S , k

rep
C

modulate their growth rate. For a more precise model of the
general organismal situation, it is necessary to relate the
organismal level to parameters of the lower levels such as
the rate of production of the calcium layer (rt5

), the free
internal metabolic energy (related to the increase of the
biochemical traffic), and the rate of proliferation of the
cells.

On a more technical note, future models should apply
reaction networks nested in compartments [53,54] instead of
traditional reaction networks. Such models should be more
realistic, but also grow in size and complexity. +us, it will
become necessary to apply pathway analysis methods such as
flux-balance analysis [55] and chemical organization theory
[19] to identify dynamical features that can be linked to the
properties of the interactions, and to study how structural
perturbations to the system such as the addition of new
biochemical components, or newmacroscopic species, affect
the stability landscape of the system.

6. Conclusion

+e complexity of biological processes is related to the in-
tegration of the different levels at which they occur and to
the emergent properties that characterize the gaps between
such levels. To address this, it is necessary to model not only
the different levels at which interactions manifest, but also
the interaction between these levels through multilevel
regulation mechanisms. We developed a simple mechanistic
model for the endosymbiotic interaction between corals and
the algae (Symbiodinium) using reaction networks.

In our model, which complements a reaction network
model of endosymbiosis between corals and dinoflagellates
of the genus Symbiodinium [49], we incorporate biochemical
species (RH,RC,RC, Cal, and x), thermodynamic species (E),
cellular species (H, S, and HS), and a regulatory factor (Finh).
In addition, we incorporated a bilevel regulatory mechanism
for the proliferation of the endosymbiotic cell HS which is
fostered by the increase of its energy (occurring at the
nutrient traffic level) but also regulated by the release of Finh
when the byproduct x of the energy production surpasses a
threshold (occurring at the cellular proliferation level). +is
mechanism promotes the controlled organism’s reproduc-
tion and is coherent with the knowledge of this interaction
[11, 56].

+e idea of developing multilevel interaction models for
ecological interactions is relatively new in theoretical biol-
ogy, as there are not many works that modulate kinetic
parameters from the concentration of the system species at
different levels [17]. +e major innovation of this work is to
consider that kinetic parameters at one level can be mod-
ulated by the presence of species (biotic or abiotic) at other
levels, and thus providing a first approach to generate an
integrative view of the multilevel nature of the endosym-
biotic relationship.

As a final remark, we consider that this approach has the
potential to describe the complexity of not only endosym-
biosis, but also other complex multilevel biological inter-
actions such as physiological approach in multiscale system
biology [57, 58], cancer biology [59], and multiscale eco-
logical approaches [60, 61].
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Over the years, the field of artificial life has attempted to capture significant properties of life in artificial systems. By measuring
quantities within such complex systems, the hope is to capture the reasons for the explosion of complexity in living systems. A
major effort has been in discrete dynamical systems such as cellular automata, where very few rules lead to high levels of
complexity. In this paper, for every elementary cellular automaton, we count the number of ways a finite region can transform an
enclosed finite region. We discuss the relation of this count to existing notions of controllability, physical universality, and
constructor theory. Numerically, we find that particular sizes of surrounding regions have preferred sizes of enclosed regions on
which they can induce more transformations. We also find three particularly powerful rules (90, 105, 150) from this perspective.

1. Introduction

1.1. Artificial Life. Artificial life studies “life as it could be”
[1]. One approach to this is to start at the level of physics and
look at artificial systems—usually dynamical systems—as
artificial universes and study properties of life within them.
(is approach still faces fundamental problems including
the lack of a formal definition of life for such systems.
However, numerous metrics have been proposed in order to
identify artificial universes that for one reason or another
may be more suitable for life than others. Examples include
measures of complexity and computational capabilities.

First restricting ourselves to discrete dynamical systems such
as cellular automata, along the line of von Neumann’s work on
self-reproducing automata [2], builds a ladder for tackling the
intricacy of living systems (see, for example, Beer [3] and Adams
et al. [4]). As pointed out by Janzing [5], it also makes the
problem more accessible to the computer science community
and honors the lesson learned from quantum information
theory that translating physics into computer scientific language
can provide a new perspective and new paradigms.

Since life—and in particular evolution—is often seen as a
creative force, one relevant property might be the number of
ways that things can be turned into other things within a given
system. More specifically, we are interested in the number of
different ways in which configurations of one region of space
can alter the future consequences of another region of space.
We anticipate that systems where this number is high may
guarantee a combinatorial explosion of context-dependent
possibilities, increasing the probability of life.

In this preliminary investigation, we look at a quantifi-
cation of this notion for the set of elementary cellular
automata (ECA). Next, we explain our quantification in more
detail and justify design choices. We then discuss the relation
of our quantification to existing ideas in the literature.

1.2. Approach: Number of Functions. We use the following
notation for cellular automata. (e setX is the alphabet and
XZ is the set of configurations, i.e., bi-infinite binary se-
quences. If we look at a region R ⊂ Z, we write xR ∈ X

R for
its configuration.
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One of the main properties of our quantification is that
it looks at the local dynamics within a cellular automaton.
We consider a finite region E called the environment,
which can be of any shape in general, and another region
V called the volume. We then want to see in how many
ways the environment can influence the future of the
volume. In other words, how many transforming func-
tions on the cells in the volume V the cells in the envi-
ronment E induce. (e future of the volume is its future
light cone in the space-time diagram of the cellular au-
tomaton. (is future light cone is also influenced by cells
outside the environment and volume itself. Without fixing
these external cells, what will happen in the future light
cone is undetermined.

Even if we were to fix the external configuration,
computing the influence on the entire future light cone is
intractable. We therefore pick a ball (in the appropriate way
for the dimensionality of the CA) C � E∪V and only
compute the configurations of all cells in the inverse light
cone (IL(C)) which is the subset of the space-time diagram
future cells that are completely determined by the config-
uration of C (see Figure 1 for an illustration of the inverse
light cone for a 1D cellular automaton).

We also arbitrarily choose the environment region to be
the surrounding sphere around the volume region V.
Clearly, this environment and volume combination is not
the only interesting one. One other possibility would be to
choose the environment adjacent to but not enclosing the
volume. If we see the environment as a machine that
transforms the volume, then this would simplify the use of
such a machine.

Each environment E then induces a function from the set
of initial volume configurations to the configurations of the
future light cone of the volume V that is within the inverse
light cone of C. It would be possible to then count the
number of different functions of this kind. However, we do
not want to count two such functions as different if their
difference cannot escape the inverse light cone. Intuitively,
such differences only have an ephemeral effect that does not
make a lasting difference. (is means we only count
functions as different if their effect could (at least in prin-
ciple) last forever. We therefore count only the different
functions from volume configurations to those cells whose
effect can escape the inverse light cone. We call those cells
the output cells O.

To summarize, we can say that we count the number of
not provably ephemeral (i.e., possibly eternal) transforma-
tions that different environments can achieve on the volume.

(ere are two relevant limits of the number of functions
we propose to compute.(e first is the maximum number of
functions that an environment E of width |E| cells can
induce. Since there are only |X||E| configurations of such an
environment, there can never be more than |X||E| such
functions (here we have |X| � 2). As we will see there are
ECAs where the number of functions that environments of
various sizes can induce exhausts this limit.

(e second is the number of functions from the volume
to the output cells.(is number is (XO)X

V

. An environment
that could compute all of those functions could be called

transformationally complete for the volume V. However,
since the output cells we consider here grow with the en-
vironment sizes, this is impossible for |V|> 1 or |E|> 1. A
different choice of output cells, e.g., choosing the same cells
as the (initial) volume cells at a later timestep like in the
theory of physical universality [5], however, could be in-
teresting as well. In that case, there may be transforma-
tionally complete finite environments.

2. Background

2.1. Constructor+eory. Constructor theory [6] conceives of
physical laws as statements that rule out the possibility of
particular kinds of transformations. Our investigation here
then investigates physical laws that hold not for constructors
in general but for the transformations that particular kinds
of finite constructors can achieve in finite time on finite
substrates.(e (finite) environments we are investigating are
the constructors and the (also finite) volumes are the sub-
strate. We compute all possible transformations that an
environment can induce on a volume. Any transformations
that we do not find are therefore impossible.(ismeans each
such impossible transformation corresponds to a resource
constrained physical law in the sense of constructor theory.

2.2. Controllability. Note that we are not computing the
amount of (open or closed loop) control the environment
has over the future light cone of the volume.

Open-loop controllability would mean to compute how
many different configurations xO of the output cells O the
different environment configurations xE can achieve or induce.
Formally, this can be expressed as the following set cardinality:

xO ∈ X
O

: ∃xE ∈ X
E s.t.∀xV ∈ X

V
, fCA xE, xV( ( O � xO 



.

(1)

E V E

t = 1

t = [(2n + m)/2]

t = 0

Figure 1: Diagram displaying an example of the inverted light cone
IL(C) of the input set of cells C. (e input includes volume V (in
red) and environment E (in light green). (e output O (in orange)
contains the cells within the future light cone of C that are in the
Moore neighborhood of a cell outside of IL(C). (e combination of
yellow and orange cells denotes the future light cone of volume V

within IL(C). (e red line shows the border between the envi-
ronment's inverted light cone and the future lightcone of the
volume. (e vertical dashed lines show the future of the volume,
and the horizontal dashed line shows the limit of computation
considered at some time t, in Janzing’s approach [5].
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Here fCA(xE, xV) is the function (induced by the par-
ticular cellular automaton rule) mapping a pair of envi-
ronment configuration xE and volume configuration xV to
their inverse light cone. (fCA(xE, xV))O then denotes the
restriction of the inverse light cone to the output cells. At
most there are 2|O| such output cell configurations. Unlike
for our measure, for open-loop control, it is not important
how many different functions can be induced by the envi-
ronment configurations since multiple functions can be used
to achieve the same output configuration. For example, take
three environment configurations, where the function in-
duced by the first maps all volume states to output state xO,
the function of the second maps all output states to yO, and
the function of the third maps some of the states to xO and
some of the states to yO. So, the third environment con-
figuration does not add any new achievable output con-
figurations to those achievable by the other two
environments and should not contribute positively to a
measure of control. However, in our measure, since the third
function is different from the other two, it does so. We count
the amount of possible transformations, i.e., the trans-
formability, of regions by other regions.

In closed-loop control, the environment is “allowed to
know” the volume state xV. In this case, what counts is how
many different input-output pairs can be induced if the
environment can be chosen for a given volume (this is not
the same as the number of input-output relations that a set of
environments induces since we can use a different envi-
ronment for each given input to induce functions that are
not induced by a single environment). Formally, this can be
expressed as the following set cardinality:

xV, xO(  ∈ XV
× X

O
: ∃xE ∈ X

E s.t. fCA xE, xV( ( O � xO 


.

(2)

(en, any set of environment functions which contains
for every input-output pair one environment pair that maps
the input to the output is sufficient. So, we would need at
most as many functions as there are input output pairs, i.e.,
in our case, 2|O| ∗ 2|V| functions. To see this, note that for
each pair, we never need more than one function to map
input to output. We also always need at least one, but one
function can possibly be reused for other transitions. (e
example we used for the open-loop case also applies for the
closed-loop one. (e third function can be induced by
selecting either the first or second appropriately for each
input so that it does not contribute positively to the closed-
loop controllability either.

2.3. Physical Universality. Physical universality is defined by
Janzing [5].

Definition (universal induction of bijections): A CA is
said to allow for universal induction of bijections if for every
finite region V ⊂ C and every bijective map π: XR⟶ XR

there is a configuration xC\R ∈ X
C\R of the complement of R

and a time t such that (ft
CA(xR))R � π(xR)∀xR ∈ X

R.
As noted by Janzing [7], dropping bijectivity from this

definition does not lead to a stronger notion of (general)

universality since for every non-bijective function on a re-
gion R, there is a bijective function on a larger region R∪R

which induces the non-bijective function on R. However, if
we are interested in a resource-constrained notion of
physical universality (e.g., for a given rule do environments
of finite size n exhaust their control capacities on finite
volumes of size m within finite time intervals Δt), then a rule
that allows the induction of all bijective functions on the
finite volume will not necessarily allow the induction of all
functions on this finite volume.

We therefore should consider the set of all functions for a
resource-constrained version of physical universality. For a
degree of universality of control of a finite environment on a
finite volume within a finite time, we could then compute the
fraction of all functions on the finite volume that is induced
within a finite time interval.

Note that the number of functions on a finite volume V

of |V| cells is (2|V|)2
|V|

. If an environment E can induce all of
these functions within time Δt on V, we could say that this
environment is physically universal for V within Δt.

(e number of functions on a finite volume grows faster
with |V| than the capacity of the environment to induce
different functions within time interval Δt grows with |E|.
(e latter is Δt2|E|. To see this, note that for a fixed number
|E| of cells of an environment, there are 2|E| environment
states. For a fixed time t and set Ot of output cells, there is
then only one function that each environment state can
induce. (is means that for Δt output times, we get at most
Δt2|E| functions that environments of this size can ever
induce within Δt. If we find a set of cells that in fact induce
this many functions on some volume V, then we say that E

exhausts its control capacity on V.

2.4. Perception. We can also take the perspective of the
volume rather than that of the environment. Consider the
output cells as the future state of the volume. We can then
see the number of functions as the number of equivalence
classes on the set of environment configurationsXE created
by the equivalence relation:

xE ∼ yE

⇔∀xV ∈ X
V

: f
IL
CA xE, xV(  

O
� f

IL
CA yE, xV(  

O
.

(3)

(is considers environment configurations as equivalent
if they have the same influence on the transitions from
volume configuration to output cell configuration. (e
number of such equivalence classes is identical to the
number of functions we count here. (is construction of
equivalence classes has been used to capture perception of a
stochastic process agent model in [8]. Note however that it is
not clear in how far the output cells can be seen as the future
state of an agent whose current state is the volume state. So,
while the construction is in some sense the same, the
purpose and interpretations are different. Note that the same
construction of equivalence classes can also be found in [9]
where it is used to coarse-grain the influence form one
random variable on the transition between two others.
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3. Methods

3.1. Cellular Automata. We use the reduction of the 256
ECA rules to the 88 non-equivalent ones as defined in ([10];
Table 1) and apply them to a finite and contiguous set of
cells. We only consider the part of the future that is de-
termined by the initial cells, i.e., the inverse light cone as
shown in Figure 1.

We write C � 1, . . . , 2n + m{ } for the index set of the
initial cells where n ∈ N is called the environment thickness
and m ∈ N is the volume size. For computational reasons, we
only look at 0< n, m≤ 7.(e setXC withX � 0, 1{ } is the set
of initial configurations and an initial configuration
xC ∈ X

C is a binary vector of length |C|. (e set E ∈ C is the
subset of cells belonging to the environment and we write
xE ∈ X

E for (initial) environment configurations. (e set
V � C\E is the set of (initial) volume cells and xV ∈ X

V is a
volume. For any set C of initial cells, we write IL(C) ⊂ N × N

for the set of indices of the cells in the inverse light cone of C.
An index (t, j) ∈ IL(C) then refers to the cell j ∈ C after t

applications of the ECA dynamics. (e output cells
O ⊂ IL(C) are defined as the cells within the future light
cone of the volume cells C that are in the Moore neigh-
borhood of a cell that is not in IL(C). We then write
xO ∈ X

O for an output configuration (see Figure 1). Starting
from an initial configuration xC � (xE, xV), we write
fCA(xE, xV) for the configuration of the cells within the
IL(C) that result from the application of the ECA rule to xC.
Note that we write (xE, xV) for an initial configuration even
though the environment cells enclose the volume cells so
that (xEl

, xV, xEr
) with El, Er the cells on the left and right

respectively would be more accurate. We also write
fIL

CA(xC) � fIL
CA(xE, xV) for the spatiotemporal configura-

tion of the entire inverse light cone (including time t � 0)
resulting from applying fCA iteratively to xC � (xE, xV).
(is lets us write (fIL

CA(xE, xV))O for the configuration of the
output cells when the initial configuration is (xE, xV).

Our algorithm then counts for each (n, m) the number of
different functions from the set XV of initial volume con-
figurations to the set of output cell configurationsXO, i.e., it
computes the number of functions

g: X
V⟶ X

O
: ∃xE ∈ X

E s.t. f
IL
CA xE, xV(  

O
� g xV(  



.

(4)

See Algorithm 1 for how this can be computed.

4. Results

Here, we summarize the results from the runs of the method
previously described.

We start by visualizing all function numbers calculated
with Algorithm 1. (e plot in Figure 2 displays the count for
those number of functions, for each volume size and en-
vironment thickness. Each color only identifies one distinct
rule and does not bear any additional meaning.

Figure 3 shows the integral of the function plotted in
Figure 2, i.e., the volume under the number of functions
curve. (is volume corresponds, for each rule, to the total

number of functions accumulated over all computed volume
and environment sizes.

We identify four distinct classes from the aspect of the
curves in Figure 2, as summarized in Table 1.

4.1. Class A: “Quasi-Constant”. For 31 rules, the number of
functions only increases with environment thickness and the
controlled volume size does not influence the number of
functions anymore if it contains more than 2 cells. Figure 4
shows a plot of the number of functions as in Figure 2, but
only with the rules that satisfy the following two conditions:
firstly the number of functions for a fixed environment
thickness increases from volume size 1 to volume size 2, and
secondly it then remains constant for the rest of the volume
sizes.

4.2. Class B: “Monotonic”. 43 rules increase monotonically
and are not constant, even for volume size other than 1 or 2.
We note that they do not have local maxima either—this was
true for Class A as well. We note that no rules at all are
strictly monotonic for all environment thicknesses. (ere
are some rules that are strictly monotonic for specific en-
vironment thicknesses, e.g., 13, 14, 28. Figure 5 plots all rules
for which the number of functions induced by a fixed en-
vironment thickness increases not only from volume size 1
to 2, and never decreases when volume size increases.

4.3. Class C: “Local Maxima”. For 14 rules, we find local
maxima of number of functions with respect to volume sizes.
(is means that for some fixed environment thickness, the
number of functions drops after an increase, as volume size
increases. In Figure 6, we show the high number of maxima
on a plot of the number of functions over environment
thicknesses and volume sizes for rule 128.

4.4. Class D: “Exceptional Rules”. For some rules among
those with local maxima, we find that the maximum possible
number of functions that a given environment size can
induce is achieved for volume sizes larger than 2. We call
these rules exceptional. In Figure 7, we show the number of
functions normalized by the number of environment states
for the corresponding environment thickness. A value of 1 in
this graph shows that each environment configuration in-
duces a different function. In Figure 8, we show the special
case of rule 90, where we can observe a pronounced max-
imum for environment thickness 7 and volume size 6. In
Figure 9, we show the fraction of environment configura-
tions that induce different functions on the volumes, for
variable values of environment thicknesses and volume sizes
from 1 to 7.

4.4.1. Comparison with Other Classifications. We compared
the classification described above with all classifications
presented in Martinez [10], numbering the classification as
in the paper. (e results are shown in Figure 10. For each
classification, we compare each of our classes with each of its
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classes, by taking the ratio of the number of rules in in-
tersection of the classes to the number of rules in the union
of the classes. (is gives a number between 0 and 1 which is
represented by gray scale here where black is equal to one. A
ratio of one indicates that two classes contain exactly the
same rules and thus the other classification identifies exactly
the same set of rules as a single class. A value of zero means
that no rule is in both classes. Note that rules 11, 12, and 16
contain classes that coincide with our class of exceptional
rules. Also note that classification 11b is not formally a
classification.

(is includes the four classes identified byWolfram [11],
as summarized in Table 2. Within Wolfram Class 4 (WC 4)
rules, none has any local maximum. All four rules in Class 4
belong to our Class A: monotonic and mostly constant

function numbers. We note that all of the exceptional rules
(Class D) are in Class 3. Interestingly, although the three
rules in Class D (90, 105, 150) all have local maxima, no
other Class 3 rule does.

5. Discussion

Our results indicate that the amount of functions that en-
vironments induce on volume differs strongly among the
ECA rules.

Table 1: Classification of the rules into four classes, corresponding to the analysis of our results.

Type Number Rules
Class A (monotonic and quasi-
constant) 31 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 19, 29, 30, 32, 34, 37, 41, 42, 50, 51, 54, 62, 76, 106, 108, 110,

132, 138, 170, 200, 204
Class B (monotonic and not quasi-
constant) 43 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 28, 33, 35, 36, 38, 43, 44, 45, 46, 58, 60, 72, 73, 77, 78, 94,

104, 122, 126, 134, 136, 140, 142, 146, 152, 154, 156, 164, 168, 172, 178, 184, 232
Class C (exhibit local maxima and not
exceptional) 14 6, 26, 27, 40, 56, 57, 74, 128, 130, 160, 162

Class D (exceptional) 3 90, 105, 150
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Figure 2: Number of functions induced by environments on
enclosed volumes for environment thicknesses and volume sizes
from 1 to 7. All 88 unique rules.
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Figure 3: Total number of functions for each of the 88 rules. (e
ordered list of rules in the plot is as follows: {0, 8, 32, 128, 4, 12, 136,
200, 2, 72, 51, 204, 34, 1, 3, 19, 76, 15, 170, 140, 160, 46, 29, 132, 36,
10, 13, 162, 5, 138, 35, 27, 40, 42, 44, 50, 7, 24, 38, 23, 77, 178, 232,
172, 108, 28, 130, 78, 33, 168, 11, 156, 57, 56, 14, 58, 152, 9, 60, 102,
184, 6, 62, 18, 25, 110, 54, 43, 142, 126, 73, 74, 104, 164, 154, 146,
134, 45, 122, 94, 37, 106, 41, 26, 30, 22, 90, 105, 150}.

Data: CA dimension d, CA alphabet X � 0, 1{ }, finite region indices C ⊂ Nd, volume cell indices V ⊂ C, environment cell indices
E ⊂ C such that E∩V � ∅, E∪V � C, spatiotemporal inverse light cone indices IL(C)⊆N × C, spatiotemporal output cell indices
O ⊂ IL(C), and CA induced inverse light cone function fIL

CA: XC⟶ XO.
Result: number r of functions g induced
initialize G← empty set of maps g: XV⟶ XO

foreach initial environment state xE0
∈ XE do

initialize gxE0
: XV⟶ XO

foreach initial volume state xV0
∈ XV0 do

gxE0
[xV0

]←fCA(xE0
, xV0

)

end
G←G∪ gxE0

 ; //only add gxE0
to G if it is different from all previous ones

end
return |G|

ALGORITHM 1: Calculation of the number of functions from volume configurations to output cells.
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Within the range of variables investigated, increasing the
environment size appears to always increase the number of
induced functions. To see that this is not trivially obvious
consider the following argument. For a fixed volume size m,
every environment configuration xE1

at a given environment
thickness n1 will be a partial environment configuration at
any larger environment thickness n2. (is also means that

any function f1: X
V⟶ XO1 induced by E1 is still

implemented by the partial environment. However, for the
larger environment thickness n2, we count function from V

to the output cells O2 ≠O1 which have moved further
outward in the future light cone. (is means that two
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Figure 5: All rules for which the number of functions induced by a
fixed environment thickness increases not only from volume size 1
to 2 and never decreases with increasing volume size.
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Figure 4: Number of functions as in Figure 2. Here we display only
rules for which the number of functions for a fixed environment
thickness increases from volume size 1 to volume size 2 and then
remains constant for the rest of the volume sizes.
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Figure 6: Number of functions over environment thicknesses and
volume sizes for rule 128 (Class C). Note the many local maxima.
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Figure 7: Fraction of the number of environment configurations
that induce different functions on the volumes for environment
thicknesses and volume sizes form 1 to 7. Note that under some
rules, each environment induces a unique function for all volume
sizes from 1 to 7.
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Figure 8: Number of functions over environment thicknesses and
volume sizes for rule 90 (Class D).(is is also one of the exceptional
rules. Note the pronounced maximum at environment thickness 7
and volume size 6.
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Figure 9: Fraction of the number of environment configurations
that induce different functions as in Figure 7 for rule 90 (Class D).
Note the repetitive structure.
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different induced functions f1, g1: X
V⟶ XO that differ

for a smaller environment thickness do not guarantee the
existence of two different functions f2, g2: V⟶ XO2 for
the larger environment thickness n2.

(e existence of local maxima shows that, in general,
certain environments can transform volumes of particular
sizes in more ways than others. (is indicates a preferred
relation between the scales of environment and volume. (e
exceptional rules show that it is possible for environments to
exhaust their transformational capacity for nontrivial

volume sizes of close to half the environment size (envi-
ronment size is double the environment thickness). Note
that the exceptional rules all show local maxima/preferred
scales as well. On the other hand, it is compatible with our
results that there is a minimal volume size (increasing with
environment thickness) after which a given environment
exhausts its transformational capacity (e.g., Figure 8, which
also shows a repetitive pattern). (e fact that only 3 rules are
exceptional is itself interesting. (ese rules more than others
allow the environments to transform volumes in many ways.
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Classification 14

(o)

Classification 15

(p)

Classification 16

(q)

Classification 17

(r)

Figure 10: Comparison to known classifications of ECA rules. For each classification, we compare each of our four classes (rows A–D downward)
with each of the classes inMartinez [10], by taking the ratio of the number of rules in intersection of the classes to the number of rules in the union
of the classes.(is gives a number between 0 and 1 which is represented by gray scale here where black is equal to one. A ratio of one indicates that
two classes contain exactly the same rules and thus the other classification identifies exactly the same set of rules as a single class. A value of zero
means that no rule is in both classes. Note that rules 11, 12, and 16 contain classes that coincide with our class of exceptional rules.

Table 2: Comparison of classes described above (Classes A to D, in rows) with the Wolfram classes (WC 1 to 4, in columns).

WC 1 WC 2 WC 3 WC 4
Class
A 0, 8, 32 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 12, 15, 19, 29, 34, 37, 42, 50, 51, 62, 76, 108, 132, 138, 170, 200, 204 30 41, 54, 106,

110
Class
B 136, 168 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 23, 24, 25, 28, 33, 35, 36, 38, 43, 44, 46, 58, 72, 73, 77, 78, 94, 104, 134,

140, 142, 152, 154, 156, 164, 172, 178, 184, 232
18, 22, 45, 60, 122,

126, 146 —

Class
C

40, 128,
160 6, 26, 27, 56, 57, 74, 130, 162 — —

Class
D — — 90, 105, 150 —
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We do not however reach a conclusive explanation for
the number of functions in dependence on environment
thickness and volume sizes presented in Results Section.

(e preferred relation between scales of environment
and volume is itself an interesting effect, which may bear
significance on the nature of complexity growth in the study
of living systems. Under certain conditions, environments
may rapidly exhaust their transformational capacity over
volumes they enclose, in turn limiting the realm of possi-
bilities to implement functions connected to the living state.
In later studies, this approach may need to be extended to
study how different volume shapes and contact surfaces
between environments and volumes can affect the number of
induced functions.

Note that in case we made the choice to limit the
number of functions by not counting functions which do
not allow an additional input-output pair, i.e., pair of
volume cells to output cells configuration, to be realized,
the number of functions would come to capture a measure
of controllability. In that case, the drop of induced
functions for the exceptional rules would signify a loss of
control from the environment, in spite of the device’s
volume increasing in size. (is relates to the trade-off
between stability and controllability that Janzing [5] calls
lower bound of entropy influx. (is means that the ability
of environment cells to control degrees of freedom of a
given volume conflicts with the ability to isolate the target
control region. In future work, we would like to pursue
this way further to tackle questions of control, control-
lability, and thermodynamics.
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We propose a model of evolving protection against systemic risk related to recovery. Using the failure potential in network-agent
dynamics, we present a process-based simulation that provides insights into alternative interventions and their mechanical
uniqueness. ,e fundamental operating principle of this model is that computation allows greater emphasis on optimizing the
recovery within the general regularity of random network dynamics. ,e rules and processes that are used here could be regarded
as useful techniques in systemic risk measurement relative to numerical failure reduction analyses.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background. Various contemporary studies have argued
that systemic risk and abrupt failure events are related to the
highly interconnected systems and networked structures
created by agents [1]. Based on a simple set of properties,
observations derived from several models indicate that the
proportion of protection between nodes in the network can
be described as a probability. ,is is related to how systemic
risk should be coped with rather than simply predicting it
based on the probability of failure (e.g., a failed bank in a
financial system, asymptomatic transmission of a disease,
and cognitive bias in decision-making). ,e risk of propa-
gation is higher than that of independent failure events,
extending to interdependent ones, which we refer to as
cascading failures among system components [2]. Many
scenarios that arise in simulations should be regarded not as
indicating uncertainty or mistakes but rather as the con-
sequences of inappropriate settings and interactions. In
particular, proper protection against systemic risk with
system components can be evolved heuristically through
strategy dynamics (social learning and exploration) as a
potential means of limiting failure. ,e present model ex-
pands this concept to investigate nonlinear randomness
effects due to delayed responses, which may result in

sensitivity to small changes that are difficult to prepare or
manage [3]. To assess the profound implications that this
approach may have for our understanding of dynamic be-
havior, including protection processes, this study investi-
gates the influence of the necessary heuristics through which
a proper response could mediate risk diffusion before a
system completely fails [4], as discussed below.

1.2. Literature Review. By investigating how the complexity
of networked structures underpins real-world systemic
phenomena, various simulation studies have identified
implications for individual robustness, the propagation of
systemic risk, protection flow, and collective behavior across
networks [5]. A distinguishing feature of such phenomena is
that they emerge from the complex interactions among
individual elements in a system or from their associations
with each other [3].,e effect of context-varying mechanical
flux on a system’s risk is highly complex. ,e possibility of
quantifying such a risk needs to be evaluated in consider-
ation of the distortions and patterns of such effects [4]. ,e
investigations involve a variety of information, e.g., social
contacts that are favored as the infection and spreading
route, which in turn can be used to infer the characteristics
of the underlying networks [6]. As demonstrated by the
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existence history (e.g., the financial crisis in 2008, the
outbreak of COVID-19 in 2019), a reproduction (i.e., failure,
bias, or virus) varies greatly from individual to individual,
which is generally believed to affect the spreading dynamics
significantly [7]. Whether such individual inhomogeneity
aggravates the outbreak is a challenging question, and the
answer depends on the specific model [8, 9]. In particular,
the connectivity patterns of individuals are key to under-
standing [10] how networks are structured and communi-
cated with each other [11]. Other network properties that
have been investigated include the concept of evolutionary
dynamics, which helps characterize and understand the
architecture of artificial systems in relation to the network
properties [12]. As most tools for laying out networks are
variants of an algorithm, it is difficult to use them to explore
how the conditions of a network affect the network’s dy-
namics [13]. ,e assessment process can be used to make
macroscale observations for input performance, while ap-
proaches for microscale evaluations to simultaneously ob-
tain more detailed insights must be treated within the
structure of the network itself [14]. Several studies have
reported such structures in terms of both microscale (e.g.,
individual incentives and relative gain versus effort) and
macroscale (e.g., institutional competition and central in-
tervention) behavior. For example, evolutionary explana-
tions of systemic risk demonstrate how optimal decision
makers are constrained when creating biased estimates of
their capability and show how individuals alter their strat-
egies in response to perceptions of resource value [15].
Standard evolutionary models in complex environments
show that potentially different biases in decision-making
expose different experimental groups at different transition
probabilities [16]. A recent study found that by employing
strong mitigation (i.e., social distancing and isolation of
confirmed cases as guided by risk diffusion testing) related to
the different response strategies, an outbreak can be sup-
pressed to levels below the normal critical care capacity [10].
Although a triggered cascade can evolve over a certain time
scale (i.e., days), it can be mitigated with intervention by the
central system [17]. Evidence from many nowcasting and
forecasting estimates indicates that in the absence of pre-
vention and control measures other than simply isolating the
risk cases, the probability of continued transmission with the
projected trajectory remains high (exponential growth of the
number of infections) [7, 8]. ,us, there is an urgent need to
reduce propagation rates and control the growth of this risk
to reduce not only the peak demand on the system but also
the total number of eventually affected individuals [18].

1.3. Gap Statement. ,e computational modeling technique
shows no bridge between the dynamics of agent nodes (with
the vertex as a fundamental element) and the emergent
properties of failure in recovery [19] (note that “recovery” in
the context of financial systemic risk often refers to the
fraction of a loan that is recovered after the default of the
counterparty; here, it refers to a different quantity called
“recovery time delay” similar to the concept of intervention).
Most tools for laying out networks are variants of an

algorithm and hence cannot easily be used to explore how
the conditions affect the dynamics of the network [20] owing
to the following factors: (1) Many of them take the form of a
theoretical explanatory insight constructed in response to a
hypothetical assumption. (2) ,e type and number of in-
dividuals are arbitrary or left undefined. (3) Validation with
respect to stylized mechanical parameters cannot explain
their potential over-parameterization. (4) ,ere is an ex-
tended transient or burn-in phase that is discarded before
analysis [21]. (5) Most importantly, the time units for many
of these models may have no clear interpretation. To address
these issues, we extend the model to fit an estimation of
macro-/microscale variables, such as protections and in-
terventions. ,e assessment process can be used to make
macro- or microscale observations of input performance,
while approaches for improving the recovery delay and
obtaining more detailed insights should be investigated in
the structure of the network itself [22]. ,is requires the
combination of large repositories to construct representa-
tions of trajectories that can be analyzed at different scales
and from different perspectives [23]. Indeed, the mecha-
nisms and serial algorithms that underpin our under-
standing of systemic risk in networked agents must be
evaluated through various means. Accordingly, we can es-
tablish a common ground for the integration of knowledge
and methodologies with consistent definitions and reconcile
the approaches for studying networks from various fields,
which will intuitively enable us to face all the difficulties and
pitfalls that are inherent in interdisciplinary work.

1.4. Purpose. ,is study develops a modeling framework
that can account for quantitative measurement in agented
networks, allowing us to explore how the recovery time delay
affects the risk potential in both macro- and microscale
cases. To regard agent dynamics as a random network, this
model follows the standard approach in agent-network
modeling, where by default, a small event (agent n is hit by a
shock at time t) can trigger the initial passage in a risk
diffusion process. ,e mechanism tests the clear implica-
tions for different values of the interaction, including in-
terruption, and how protection may be related to a set of
interconnectedness with mitigation entities against failure
potential, rather than solely focusing on cascading events.

1.5. Value. With the objectives of better risk assessment and
effective risk reduction, this model will enable us to not only
directly observe the spread of failure in agented network
industries but also better understand how protection can be
accomplished through intervention. ,is work is related to
themainstream of research that contributes to the discussion
of systemic robustness.

2. Model (Process-Based Methodology)

,e concept of network generation in this study is based on
random processes, such as those described in graph theory
[24]. Although an arbitrary construction cannot fully cap-
ture the local characteristics of individuals observed in real-
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world networks, everyone in the world is connected to ev-
eryone else through a chain of mutual acquaintances or even
stronger relationships [25]. To examine the systemic risks that
may result from failures originating and cascading on such
contact networks, together with how the networked agentsmay
be expected to protect themselves against failure cascades, we
consider an agent-based systematic-risk model with evolving
protection strategies that had been developed by Ulf Die-
ckmann at the International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis (IIASA). ,is model enables agent-based simulations
[26], beginning with the simple assumption that pairs of nodes
can be randomly connected by an edge with a given connection
probability (Table 1). Using a parameter to evaluate the impact
of risk on the networked agents, we can estimate the influence
of primary risk along the structure as a general failure property
[27]. ,rough scaling for the different evolutionary (Table 2)
and nonevolutionary components (Table 3), each step com-
putes a new entity and generates a new proportion in relation
to the intervention [3] (Table 4).

2.1. Operating Principles. First, each agent is characterized by
two values: capital and strategy. An agent that has lost all of its
capital is regarded as failed. Initially, only one agent is given as
failed. Each agent is assigned to a node of the network, which is
given with a number n of nodes, a connection probability pd,
and a resultant adjacency matrix A. Second, at each time step,
units of payoff (c) are added to each agent’s capital, of which
fractions fm and fp are spent on maintenance and protection.
,eupdated capital is expressed as 1 + (1 − fm − fp)c.,ird, a
failure potential can originate at each node with probability pn

and can propagate through each link with probability pl. ,e
systemmay reach one of the two states after the appearance of a
random probability (initially failed node of pn through the link
ofpl ) and before the second probability occurs. Each failed node
with a failure potential becomes a failed nodewith probabilitypr

according to the equation below. A failed node losses its capital
and remains in a failed state for one time step
pp � pp,max/(1 + cp,1/2/(fpc)). We can measure capital in
units of cp,1/2 to obtain pp � pp,max/(1 + 1/(fpc)). Fourth,
each agent’s strategy values, namely, fp0 and fp1, are updated
through social learning and exploration. Social learning rep-
resents the process of choosing a random role model with
probability p and imitating the role model’s strategy. ,e
probability of imitation is pi � 1/(1+ exp(− sΔc)), where Δc is
the difference between the role model’s capital and the focal
agent’s capital and s is the selection intensity. ,en, exploration
is performed by altering a randomly chosen strategy with
probability pe with a random value chosen from a normal
distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation
σe [f(x|μ, σ2)]. ,e protection level for each agent is deter-
mined according to the heuristicsfp � fp0 + fp1C, where C is
the eigenvector centrality of the graph, which is a measure of
the influence of a node in a network. If A denotes the ad-
jacency matrix of the graph, the eigenvector centrality or x

must satisfy the equation Ax � λx, where the vector is
normalized to 1. We can normalize this vector to a maximum

value, which brings the vector components closer to 1; here,
fp1 is important for the measurement of fp (note that we did
not explicitly demonstrate this because it has been shown in a
previous study [1]). ,e value for fp must be truncated to the
interval (0, 1 − fm). Finally, the failure potential, which lasts for
only one time step (r t � 1), is controlled by another variable,
which we refer to as the recovery time delay (t r ∈ [0,∞]).
,e details of these process-based mechanisms are presented
below.

2.2. Process 1. Basic Properties of Created Networks.
Individuals in this model are considered as vertices (nodes),
and sets of two elements are drawn as a line (edge) con-
necting two vertices. Data are stored in the nodes, and the
edges represent the connections between them, although
they can also store data. ,e edges between the nodes can
describe any connection (adjacency) between them
(Figure 1(a)).,e nodes can contain any amount of data that
is assigned to them, and the edges include the data of the
strength of the connection they represent.

Connectivity is another essential property of this struc-
ture. A disconnected network has some vertices that cannot
be reached by the edges from any other vertex (Figure 1(b)).

A disconnected networkmight have one vertex connected
to no edges at all, or it might have two connected networks
that have no connection between them. Similarly, a connected
network has no disconnected vertices; thus, a metric called
connectivity is used to describe a network as a whole, and it
depends on the information being presented, usually iden-
tified by (n, d[p])]. Networks also have additional properties,
i.e., edges can have a direction, such that a relationship

Table 3: Nonevolutionary part (five parameters).

Maintenance fm ∈ (0, 1)
Propagation probability for
each node pn ∈ (0, 1)

Propagation probability through
each link pl ∈ (0, 1)

Protection maximum pp,max ∈ (0, 1)
Reference point cp,1/2 ∈ (0, 1)

Table 2: Evolutionary part (four parameters).

Imitation probability pr ∈ (0, 1)
Selection intensity s ∈ (0, 1)
Exploration probability pe ∈ (0, 1)
Normally distributed increment σ ∈ (0, 1)

Table 1: Network property (two parameters).
Number of individuals (nodes) n ∈ (1, ∞)
Connection probability (degrees) d(p) ∈ (0, 1)

Table 4: Time-dependent part (four parameters).
Time periods t 1∼∞
Recovery rate r t 1
Recovery time delay t r 1∼10
Realization tt 1∼100
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between two nodes is only one-way and not reciprocal.
However, in the present model, we used an undirected
network, the edges of which have no direction, because in our
case, edges are drawn between two individual nodes who have
met; hence, all relationships being represented are reciprocal.
,us, the relationship created (network) is undirected and
begins with edges randomly drawn between one pair of nodes
at a time. For example, four nodes may have edges between
them, as shown in Figure 2.

By contrast, if we take an adjacency matrix, we may
consider the rows and columns of the matrix to be labeled by
the vertices (nodes), giving us one, two, three, or four
vertices here. We may use any actual labeling; here, we
denote our adjacency matrix by A. ,e definition of our
matrix is that an entry in rowm and column n is equal to 1 if
there is an edge between m and n, and 0 otherwise:

1

2

3

4

1 2 3 4

Am × n = A = if mn ∈ edge,
otherwise.

1,
0,

(1)

Note that the adjacency matrix of a network contains all
the information contained in that network. Similarly, note
that the presented network is given a random appearance
because of the way the computer generates the visuals. If the
program was to run a second time, a different picture would
be generated; however, regardless of how it is run, the same
relationship holds between the vertices (nodes) and the
edges (line), resulting in the same degrees:

1

2

3

4

1 2 3 4
0 1

1 0

0 0

1 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

1 0

A = , deg(v2m) = 3, deg(v2n) = 3,

a11 a12

a21 a22

... a1n

1 a2n

... ...

am1 am2

... ...

... amn

A = . (2)

,e resulting m × n matrix is obtained as
[A � G(n, p[d])], and any node (n) can be randomly linked
to any other node. Because the collection of nodes influences
the connection probability [p[d] ∈ (0, 1)], the model in-
vestigates the distribution of the connection in the network
(probability of degree) (Figure 3).

Figure 4 is based on the standard representation in
network theory. Note that the vertices have degree d
[A � G(n, d)]. ,is d-regular network has degree d for all
vertices, and the resulting matrix can be compared to an-
other well-known random network called the Erdös–Rényi
network [28], obtained from [A � G(n, p)], shown in Fig-
ure 5, where any node (n) can be randomly exposed to any
other nodes, creating random connections.

Technically, with respect to the collection of nodes
influenced by the connection probability [p ∈ (0, 1)], it can
be observed that both cases with a higher degree (on the
right-hand side of the plots) show a higher probability of
being connected to an agent. However, for simplicity, the
model presents a random regular structure owing to the
connection degree [d ∈ (0, n − 1)] because the network has

all vertices of a certain degree (the same connection prob-
ability). In general, various network types (e.g., institutions,
firms, banks, food distributors, and supply chains) have
ambiguous effects in relation to individual ties because they
allow for different ways of diversifying risk; this is particularly
true as they influence each other in the same procedure of
originating strategies and distributing security [18]. ,is is
considered in the literature to provide strong empirical ev-
idence for a technical approach for comparison with another
network (note the lattice and calculation of eigenvector_-
centrality (Table 5)) to obtain a simple numerical solution
(Figure 6).

In the following section, analyses are conducted for the
case of a random regular network such that agents within the
strategy have the same level of diversification [17].

2.3. Process 2. Primary Risk Influence. Next, to observe the
propagation process, the model uses an array (vector) to
represent the probability of failure [p ∈ (0, 1)] with given
initially influenced nodes (1≤ j≤N) denoted merely by

Nodes (vertices) Lines (edges) 

(a)

Disconnected Connected

(b)

Figure 1: Schematic representation of nodes and lines (a) and connectivity (b).
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(p j). Each node can be in one of the two states: not failed or
failed. All nodes are initially without failure.

Extending the above output, given the failure dynamics,
the following is obtained:

A �

a11 a12

a21 a22

. . . a1n

. . . a2n

. . . . . .

am1 am2

. . . . . .

. . . amn

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

a
→

1

a
→

2

. . .

a
→

n

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

�

a11 a
→

1 + a12 a
→

2 +

a21 a
→

1 + a22 a
→

2 +

. . . a1n a
→

n

. . . a2n a
→

n

. . . . . .

am1 a
→

1 + am2 a
→

2
+

. . . . . .

. . . amn a
→

n

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
� B a

→
�

B a
→

1
B a

→
2

. . .

B a
→

n

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (3)

,at is, the states matrix:

Edge list (2D)

[[0, 1], [1, 2]
[1, 3], [2, 3]]

(a)

0 3
1

2

Adjacency list (2D)

0 = (0, 1), 1 = (1, 2),
2 = (1, 3), 3 = (2, 3)

(b)

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the edge list (a) and the adjacency list (b).

Figure 3: Code book: generating the graph and a random regular d-graph.
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i.e., States Matrix
[[ 1., 1., 1., 1., 0., 0., 1., 1., 1., 1.],
[ 0., 0., 0., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1.],
[ 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.],
[ 0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 1., 1., 1., 0., 0.],
[ 0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1.],
[ 0., 0., 0., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 0.],
[ 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.],
[ 0., 0., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1., 1.],
[ 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1.],
[ 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1., 1., 1., 1.]]

(4)

Erdős–Rényi network Adjacency matrix
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

513

12

3

67 11 0
98

1
14

2

10
15

4

ER_G (n = 16, p = 0.25 [d≈4])

(a)

Erdős–Rényi network Adjacency matrix
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Figure 5: Prototype of a random network with its properties. ,e number of nodes n� 16; connection probability p � 0.937 (b) and
p � 0.25 (a).,e plot on the left-hand side of each half of the figure shows the random (Erdös–Rényi) network that was created. Each node is
represented by a circle, with an arbitrarily assigned label from 0 to 15, and each line represents a link.,e plot on the right-hand side of each
section shows the adjacency matrix with entries in row m and column n (either 1 (black) or 0 (white)).

Table 5: Numerical result for eigenvector_centrality [Ax � λx].

Node(i) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
d� 4 [p≈0.25] 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
p � 0.25 [d≈4] 0.33 0.237 0.165 0.207 0.320 0.223 0.150 0.171 0.212 0.100 0.353 0.227 0.382 0.231 0.110 0.339
d� random regular property obtained from Figure 4(a); p � random property obtained from Figure 5(a).
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Figure 4: Prototype of a random regular network with its properties. ,e number of nodes n� 4 ∗ 4; connection degree (probability) d� 15
(b) and d� 4 (a). For each section, the plots of the left-hand side show the random (regular) network that was created. ,e circles represent
nodes with an arbitrarily assigned label from 0 to 15, and each line represents a link.,e plot on the right-hand side of each section shows the
adjacency matrix with entries in row m and column n (either 1 (black) or 0 (white)).
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Note that the matrix is denoted by B a
→ instead of A

because it no longer represents the adjacency matrix. B a
→ is

continued to be labeled as rows and columns with values of 1
and 0; the key difference is the possibility of showing the
state of each node (m: 1� failure and 0� absence of failure)
according to the time step (n) (Figure 7).

In relation to the fundamental characteristic of the
model, we stipulate that an individual (node) can fail if one
of its neighbors is infected with failure through a network
(Figure 8). An elementary level of risk (or cascades of failure)

depends on the co-occurrence of i and j of the nodes. ,is
implies that individuals are more biased against other in-
dividuals that are highly linked in their network.

Next, the probability of failure can be determined by the
number of links from the node of the specification scaled by
R/S. If we retain the individual characteristics as constant
(K), R/S is equal to the risk (failure probability: p ∈ (0, 1)) as
a function of the connectivity created by the connections
(λx), and R is set to K/S. Nodes at lower (higher) links can be
expected to have a lower (higher) connectivity to their risk.

Figure 6: Code book: create centrality.

Figure 7: Code book: risk influence.
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In other words, if we remove nodes from the network, the
bias is reduced where the links are lower, even if they retain
their individual characteristics throughout the process.

2.4. Process 3. Impose Protection against Systemic Risk.
Along with the basic intuitions mentioned above, protection
dynamics is also implemented. First, we divide the program
into the subdynamics (payoff, failure, and strategy). ,en,
the result of each subdynamics is saved. ,ese subdynamics
are trivial problems that add complexity to the dynamics. To
implement each of these, we use simple equations. ,ese
equations combine the previously computed variables with
the newly added or computed variables, for example,
a⟶ store in the table, b⟶ store in the table,
a+ b� c⟶ lookup a, b⟶ compute c, d⟶ store in the

table, a+ d� e⟶ lookup a, and d⟶ compute e. In the
example given in Figure 9, we use the values already stored in
the table to compute new variables. ,is technique is often
referred to as memorization (Figure 9).

2.4.1. Payoff Dynamics. An agent is associated with each
node and is characterized by its capital and strategy as
follows: for each time step, each agent receives one unit of
payoff, which is added to that agent’s capital c, of which
fractions fm and fp are spent on maintenance and
protection, respectively; thus, the capital value is updated
as 1 + (1 − fm − fp)c. We used an elementwise
computation with arrays for vectorization ( v

→) instead of a
loop:

fp � v
→

i �

v
→

i1

v
→

i2

. . .

v
→

in

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, fm � v
→

ii

v
→

ii1

v
→

ii2

. . .

v
→

iin

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, v
→

ii +(− ) v
→

i �

v
→

ii1 + − v
→

i1( 

v
→

ii2 + − v
→

i2( 

. . .

v
→

v
→

iin + − v
→

in( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
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�

v
→

iii1

v
→

iii2

. . .

v
→

iiin
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, c

v
→

iii1

v
→

iii2

. . .

v
→

iiin
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�

c v
→

iii1

c v
→

iii2

. . .

c v
→

iiin
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�

v
→

1

v
→

2

. . .

v
→

n
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. (5)

,e previous initial random network property is as
follows:
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Figure 8: Schematic description of failure with distribution. (a),e upper left-hand side plot represents the cumulative number of absences
of failure (success) nodes from the initial (blue bar) and final (red bar) cases, and (b) the upper right-hand side plot represents the increasing
number of failure nodes from the initial and final cases. ,e lower plots represent the probability distribution between the initial failure
(blue) and the final failure (red), with the likelihood as the transitivity (yellow bar). Note that the influences of these failures are computed as
the frequencies of the failure nodes in their initial and final states, i.e., as relative frequencies [fj � hj/N, hj � k�1,...,N;X(k)�j1], where hj is
the frequency of the failure state (j), and the proportion (percentage) of occurrences of failure in the statistical ensemble corresponds to the
relative frequency.
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A

a11 a12

a21 a22

. . . a1n

. . . a2n

. . . . . .

am1 am2

. . . . . .

. . . amn

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
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+ kA

ka11 ka12

ka21 ka22

. . . ka1n

. . . ka2n

. . . . . .
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. . . . . .

. . . kamn
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⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

� B, k ∈ [0, 1]. (6)

,us, the applied output given the payoff dynamics
becomes

B �

b11 b12

b21 b22

. . . b1n

. . . b2n

. . . . . .

bm1 bm2

. . . . . .

. . . bmn
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v
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1

v
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v
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n
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b11 v
→

1 + b12 v
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2 + . . . b1n v
→

n

b21 v
→

1 + b22 v
→

2 + . . . b2n v
→

n

. . . . . . . . . · · · . . . . . .

bm1 v
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n
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, (7)

where the vector ( v
→

� payoff_dynamics) components are
equal to matrix B. ,is product is equal to B v

→ (Figure 10).

2.4.2. Failure Dynamics. ,e failure potential can originate
at each node with probability pn ∈ [0, 1], and it also
propagates along each link with probability pl ∈ [0, 1] at
each time step. ,e failure potential turns into failure with
probability 1 − pp depending on the agent’s investment in
protection: a possible choice is [pp � pp,max/(1+

cp,1/2/(fpc))], where protection (pp) is equal to the applied
(saturation) function. Here, pp,max is a designated protection
maximum, cp,1/2 denotes an allocated reference point, and

fpc represents an evolutionary protection level multiplied
by the updated capital:

pp � u
→

i �

u
→

i1

u
→

i2

. . .

w
→

in
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, fpc � c

c v
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c v
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i2

. . .

c v
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in
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. (8)

,e applied output given the failure dynamics is as
follows:

B �
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· · · b1n

· · · b2n

· · · · · ·
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· · · · · ·

· · · bmn
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, (9)

Figure 9: Code book: initial parameters.
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where the vector ( u
→

� failure_dynamics) components are
equal to matrix B. ,is product is equal to B u

→. In this
section, a prewritten function (regular) is used to create a
short iterate 1 �D array for vectorization ( u

→) instead of
using the adjacency matrix directly. ,is substitution
shortens the loop. ,e failure lasts for one time step
(default) and results in the loss of an agent’s capital
(Figure 11).

2.4.3. Strategy Dynamics. Each agent chooses its protection
level according to the heuristics fp � fp0 + fp1C truncated
to the interval (0, 1 − fm):

v
→⟶ f

→
⟶ f( v

→
),

f( v
→

) �
0< f( v

→
)< 0.9, fm � 0.9,

0< f( v
→

)< 0.1, fm � 0.1,

⎧⎨

⎩ v
→

|fp�fp0+fp1C.

(10)

Figure 10: Code book: payoff dynamics.

Figure 11: Code book: protection potential.
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For initialization of the strategy values, two arrays are
added for vectorization ((fp0 � w i), (fp1C � Cw i)):

fp0 � w
→

�

w
→

1

w
→

2

. . .

w
→

n

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, fp1C � Cw
→

Cw
→

1

Cw
→

2

. . .

Cw
→

n

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, C ∈ [0, 1],

(11)

where w
→

i1 is a vectorization as the designated strategy of fp0
and w

→
ii is a vectorization as the designated strategy of fp1,

multiplied by the eigenvector centrality from the random
graph (C), which is a measure of the centrality of the agent’s
node, normalized to the interval (0, 1):

fp0 � w
→

i �

w
→

i1

w
→

i2

. . .

w
→

in

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, fp1C � Cw
→

i

Cw
→

i1

Cw
→

i2

. . .

Cw
→

in

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, w
→

i + Cw
→

i �

w
→

i1 + Cw
→

i1

w
→

i2 + Cw
→

i2

. . .

w
→

in + Cw
→

in

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

� fp �

v
→

i1

v
→

i2

. . .

v
→

in

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (12)

,e eigenvector centrality for node I is Ax � λx, where
A is the matrix of the network with eigenvalue λ.,e strategy
values fp0 and fp1 evolve through social learning and
strategy exploration as follows: at each time step, each agent
randomly chooses another agent as a role model with
probability pr ∈ [0, 1] and imitates that agent’s strategy
values with the following probability:

pi � 1 + e
− ωΔπ

 
− 1

, πr − πf � Δπ|πr�rolemodel, (13)

where pI is the probability of acceptance of the role model
for imitation, πf is the capital of the focal individual, πr is the
capital of the role individual, e denotes the exponential, and
ω is the intensity of the selection (ω< 1�weak selection;
ω∞� strong selection). ,e focal individual imitates the
strategy of the nearby role individual, comparing its new
capital (large Δπ � large capital difference; small Δπ � small
capital difference); then, the focal individual chooses to
imitate the strategy of the role individual. In relation to this
imitation, a temporarymatrix is employed to avoid changing
and using one matrix in the loop (Figure 12).

Finally, at each time step, each agent with probability
pe ∈ [0, 1] randomly chooses one of its two strategy
values and alters it with a normally distributed
increment with mean 0 and the following standard devi-
ation (Figure 13):

f x/μ, σ2  �
1

����
2πσ2

 exp− (x− μ)2/2σ2
|x � individual capital,

μ ∈ R � mean(location), σ2 > 0 � variance(squared scale).
(14)

2.5. Process 4. Reset Failure (and/or Protection) Potential.
A failure lasts for one time step and results in the loss of an
agent’s capital, according to the reset failure potential and/or
failure, as follows:

random(n)< r t � 1⟶ 1 − pp � 0, (15)

where random(n)< rec � 1 denotes randomly chosen in-
dividuals with a certain probability [random(n)], and the
failure potential of any individual is (1 − pp), which is
chosen according to a certain probability that approaches 0:

t r< 1 � strong intervention,

t r⟶∞ � weak intervention, t r ∈ [0,∞],
(16)

By default, this recovery rate is implemented by resetting
the failure potential after every r t � 1 time step. At the same
time, to control this intervention, we allowed the number of
time steps to be controlled by another parameter
(t r ∈ [0,∞]), which represents the recovery time delay
(Figure 14).

2.6. Mechanical Insight of the Programming. ,e broader
objective of this step-by-step procedure is to show the
computerized process underlying the fundamental mecha-
nisms that are used. ,e Tables 1–5 and matrix mentioned
above account for the details of the rules and procedures (see
Appendix 6 for details on the coding). In relation to the
technical insights of the implementation, we present the
details in Figure 15 that may interest program developers
(Figure 15).

,e versions on the left- and right-hand sides in Fig-
ure 15 represent vectorization using a loop and an array,
respectively. Both versions are used in the development of
our programming, as can be seen in the code book, which
presents simple calculations. Specifically, following the step-
by-step procedures of the operation, the version on the left-
hand side can be recommended in general; however, it
requires more time to simulate many individuals across time
steps (see Output in Figure 15). ,us, in some dynamics
implementations of models, we used the version on the
right-hand side owing to its efficiency.
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3. Performance (Results)

Given the set of features in relation to the dynamics pre-
sented according to the model description, the results of the
simulation show the fundamental characteristics of risk
diffusion in a randomly networked system and present a
framework that enables us to examine the assumptions
efficiently while imposing realistic protections against fail-
ure. In particular, the simulation characterizes the role of the
recovery time delay from the observations of applied dy-
namics over time to indicate how failure spreads.

First, individuals in the model are considered as vertices,
and a set of two elements is drawn as edges connecting two
vertices in relation to the information given in the graph.
,is representation involves two parameters: the number of
nodes (n) and the probability that an edge is present (d). In
network analysis, indicators of centrality identify the most
important vertices within a graph, and their applications

include the identification of the most influential node(s) in a
network. ,e eigenvector centrality of a node is defined as
Ax � λx, where A represents the adjacency matrix of the
network with eigenvalue λ. ,e principal has an entry for
each of the n vertices.,e larger the entry for each vertex, the
higher it’s the ranking with respect to the eigenvector
centrality (Figure 16).

Figure 16(a) represents the influences of failures,
computed as the frequency of failure nodes in relation to
their initial and final states, with the computed relative
frequencies fj � hj/N, hj � k�1,...,N;X(k)�j1, where hj is the
frequency of the failure state (j) and the percentage
of occurrences of that failure outcome in the statistical
ensemble corresponds to the relative frequency fj.
Figure 16(b) is created to be run in a number of such
simulations according to the time step, as one could spread
the failure through the network P(X ∈ [a, b]; t) � 1/N
k�1,...,N;X(k)(t)∈[a,b]1, with a time series of the number of

Figure 12: Code book: imitation.

Figure 13: Code book: exploration.
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Figure 14: Code book: recovery delay.

With for_loop

vs.

With vector_array

# for initial parameters
B = np.zeros((n,4))
pe = 0.5
mu = 0.0
sigma = 0.01

for i in range(n):
R = np.random.random()
if R ≤ pe:
choose = np.random.randint(1,3)
norInc = np.random.normal(mu, sigma, size = None)
B[i, choose] = B[i, choose] + norInc

# for initial parameters
B = np.zeros((n,4))
pe = 0.5
mu = 0.0
sigma = 0.01

temp =B[:,1:3] R = np.random.random(size =
[n, 2]) ≤ (0.5 ∗ pe) 
temp[R] += np.random.normal(mu, sigma, size =
[n,2])[R] 
B[:,1:3 ] = temp

(Output)

R is: 0.15185496744882165
choose is: 2
0.0104693604787
R is: 0.7683043808698666
R is: 0.13780958929673937
choose is: 1
–0.0147493833134
R is: 0.3237906283769204
choose is: 2
–0.00149137311491
R is: 0.47586950300136266
choose is: 2
–0.00348010349487
R is: 0.3097678759688134
choose is: 2
–0.000587484956137
R is: 0.07287711142245623
choose is: 2
–0.00493456667833
R is: 0.12517600508302607
choose is: 1
–0.00438073778316
R is: 0.04830857294798152
choose is: 1
–0.00497596487175
R is: 0.5264128287834354
[[ 0.

[ 0.
[ 0.
[ 0.
[ 0.
[ 0.
[ 0.
[ 0.

(Output)

[[True True]
[True False]
[True True]
[False False]
[True False]
[False False]
[False False]
[False True]
[False False]
[False False]]

0.00938266
–0.01086615[

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

0.01279481
0.00011118
0.00566594

–0.00104304
–0.00413213

0.00614522
–0.00086985
–0.01461356

0. 0.01046936 0. ]
[ 0. 0.

–0.01474938
0.
0.
0.
0.

–0.00438074
–0.00497596

0.
0.

–0.00149137
–0.0034801
–0.00058748
–0.00493457

0.
0.

0. ]
0. ]
0. ]
0. ]
0. ]
0. ]
0. ]
0. ]

[ 0.

[[ 0.

[ 0.
[ 0.
[ 0.
[ 0.
[ 0.
[ 0.
[ 0.

[ 0.

[ 0.

0. 0. 0. ]]

]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

–0.00177942
0.

–0.00112887
0.
0.
0.
0.

–0.00477365
0.
0.

0.00938266
–0.01086615

0.01279481
0.
0.00566594
0.
0.
0.
0.
0. ]]

–0.00177942]
0.00553024]

–0.00112887]
–0.00223817]

0.00394121]
0.01093303]
0.00267854]

–0.00477365]
 –0.00050924]

0.01471215]]

[[ 

Figure 15: Numerical results using a loop (left side) and an array (right side).
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failures for 100 realizations (black lines) until the number
of failed nodes is stabilized. ,is implies that the greater the
propagation from a higher rank (with respect to degree or
centrality), the greater the area drawn between the failed
nodes (red) and the nonfailed nodes (blue). ,is result
intuitively implies that, primarily, higher-degree agents
have greater exposure to cascading failure risk than lower-
degree agents; this increases the potential for cascading
failure [29].

3.1. Protection against Failure (Imposing Realistic Dynamics).
In line with our proposition, protection dynamics was ap-
plied in reference to the risk of failure. ,is model allows an
agent to make a large investment in protection. Note that we
assume that the failure potential from the dynamics becomes
failure with probability 1 − pp depending on the agent’s
investment in protection; pp � pp,max/(1 + cp,1/2/ (fpc))

when a failure lasts for one time step (Figure 17). ,e
probabilities of these scenarios can be proven as follows.

First, scenario A’s failure potential 1 − pp is 0.527 be-
cause the investment in protection pp is 0.473, based on the

possible choice pp: pp,max/(1 + cp,1/2/(fpc)) �

1/(1 + 1/(0.9∗1)), for certain parameter values (pp,max � 1,
cp,1/2 � 1, pr, pe � 0.9, C � 1). Second, scenario B’s failure
potential 1 − pp becomes 0.953 because the investment in
protection pp is 0.047 based on the possible choice pp:
pp,max/(1 + cp,1/2/ (fpc)) � 0.1/(1 + 1/(0.9∗1)), for certain
parameter values (pp,max � 0.1, cp,1/2 � 1, pr, pe � 0.9, C �

1). As can be seen from the set on the left-hand side of the
plot, this scenario has a better result than the set on the right-
hand side, corresponding to the coexistence of failure and
the absence of the 20 eurist with time. ,e results imply that
contagion and systemic risk are likely to be intensified by the
parameter setting (i.e., pp,max, cp,1/2, and fp), resulting in a
significant failure cost [30]. Note that the failure potential
1 − pp also changes in relation to the choice of strategy
values fp0 and fp1 based on social learning (pr ∈ [0, 1]) and
exploration (pe ∈ [0, 1]) because these probabilities can lead
to different levels of protection in fp [1].

3.2. Role of Recovery (Imposing Recovery Time Delay).
Here, we present a specific characterization to determine
whether an alternative intervention could affect the failure
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Figure 16: Visualization of the propagation of failure over time. (a) ,e individuals’ state from the absence of failure (⟶blue) to failure
(⟶red). (b) ,e time series of the number of failures for 100 realizations (black lines) until the number of failed nodes is stabilized. ,e
horizontal axis represents the time step, and the vertical axis represents the proportion of failed nodes (the red dots denote the averages, and
the yellow error bars denote the standard deviations). ,e histogram in the inset on the left-hand side shows the numerical distributions
(failure probabilities), and the plot in the inset on the right-hand side shows the potential of failure corresponding to the time length.
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trends observed in coexistence scenario A (pp,max � 1,
cp,1/2 � 1, pr, pe � 0.9, C � 1). ,e model shown in
Figure 18 implies that contagion and systemic risk are also
likely to be intensified with the recovery time delay, resulting
in a significant failure cost. We observe that immediate or
delayed intervention is associated with microscale propa-
gation criteria for each node (Figure 18).

In Figure 18, the individuals can be distinguished clearly.
Obviously, nodes that have immediate recovery (plots on
the left-hand side) appear to have the potential to protect
against the propagation of failure; on the contrary, nodes
with a malfunction (plots on the right-hand side) do not
have such potential. ,e simulation consisted of repeated
trials, and each trial had two possible outcomes: failure (�
red) and absence of failure (� blue).,e probability of failure
is the same for every trial, as in flipping a coin n times, based
on the binomial variable that we defined in the model’s basic
structure. ,e probability of failure in each trial is given
by P(X) � n!/r!(n − r)!pr(1 − p)n− r � C(n, r)pr(1 − p)n− r,
where n is the total number of trials, r is the total number of
failure events, and p is the probability of failure in a single
trial.

In the plots on the left-hand side in Figure 18, the
probability of absence of failure is approximately 0.6, and the
probability of failure is 0.4 (the case probability for Scenario

A is calculated by the number of failures from the time steps:
fj � hj/N, hj � k�1,...,N;X(k)�j1). We assume a random
variable X, which is equal to the number of failures after a
certain number of time steps. One of the first conditions of
this result is that it consists of a finite number of independent
trials. ,is means that the probability of obtaining failure or
absence of failure in each trial is independent of whether we
obtained failure in a previous trial. ,us, in the case of the
plots on the left-hand side with recovery at every time step
(immediate intervention), the results of the simulation show
independent trials. Another condition is that each trial
clearly has one of the two discrete outcomes in which the
variable X should be clearly classified as showing either
failure or absence of failure with a given fixed number of
trials. ,en, the final condition of the probability of failure
and absence of failure for each trail is constant, as we have
already obtained measurements for each trial from the cases
of Scenarios A and B.

Proof of the role of the recovery rate. We now examine the
frequency of failed agents observed on the left-hand side in
Figure 18. Suppose that at a given time, there are failed nodes
(Nf) and nonfailed nodes (N − Nf). ,e number of failed
nodes at t + 1 is given by
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High Lowpp,max

pp = pp,max/(1 + cp,1/2/(fpc)), pp,max = 1, cp,1/2 = 1, pr = 0.9, pe = 0.9
Scenario A: large pp,max, large fp, and large cp,1/2 → enough

protection → coexistence

pp = pp,max/(1 + cp,1/2/(fpc)), pp,max = 0.1, cp,1/2 = 1, pr = 0.9, pe = 0.9
Scenario B: small pp,max, large fp, and large cp,1/2 →

low protection → all failure

Figure 17: Protection dynamics against systemic risk. In each section, the plot on the left-hand side shows a matrix (horizontal axis� time
step from 1 to 16; vertical axis� individuals [16]; color of the matrix� failure state: failure [red] and absence of failure [blue]).,e plot in the
middle shows each individual’s parameter values at a given time step (t �16: orange: fp_0� strategy [1]; cyan: fp_1� strategy [2]; red:
fail� failure; green: pro � protection potential [pp]). ,e plot on the right-hand side represents individuals’ dynamics within a random
network; node number� random label for each node, line width� eigenvector centrality, and node color� states (failure [red]←⟶ [blue]
absence of failure; green� protection potential; yellow� initial structure of the state without failure and protection). ,e initialized pa-
rameters of the simulations are as follows: nodes n � 10, connection d � 0.9 (%� 5.5), pp,max � 1, fp0 � 0.4, fp1 � 0.5, fm � 0.1, s � 1, μ � 0.0,
σ � 0.1, pn � 0.1, pl � 0.3, and t � 10 (see Appendixes 1 and 2 for the results of the entire simulation).
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pA(n) � Nf � 0.731 � Nf + pp N − Nf 

� 0.731 + 0.5(1 − 0.731) � 0.865 � NNof ,
(17)

where pp denotes the protection probability (arbitrarily
designated as 0.5 only for this numerical calculation);
conversely, the number of failed nodes is

1 − pp  N − Nf  � (1 − 0.5)(1 − 0.731) � 0.135 � Nf.

(18)

Failure is propagated through an existing link with
probability pl; at the same time, a link exists with a certain
probability through the created network (pRR, RR � random
regular graph). ,erefore, if we impose the condition that
the failure potential can propagate through each link, and
the propagation probability pl is less than 1 (when the
original probability pn � constant), this equation can be
modified simply by replacing pp with

pp
′ � 1 − 1 − pp  1 − 1 − plpRR( ( 

Nf . (19)

For example, when we arbitrarily consider the protection
pp � 0.5 and failure propagation (pl) through a random

network (pRR) to be sufficiently high (plpRR � 0.9), the
protection influenced by the failure propagation pp

′ becomes
small because 1 − (1 − 0.5)(1 − (1 − 0.9))Nf � 0.09. On the
contrary, if a weak failure propagation occurs, such as
plpRR � 0.1, the protection influenced by the failure prop-
agation pp

′ increases because

1 − (1 − 0.5)(1 − (1 − 0.1))
Nf � 0.95. (20)

However, in the plots on the right-hand side in Figure 18,
the probability is no longer the same but changes from trial to
trial. We have the variable X(pl), which is equal to the
number of failures from a designated population. It seems to
represent the same operation because, with it, each trial can be
classified as either a failure or an absence of failure over a fixed
number of trials (t� 16). At the same time, there is the
probability that the variable plpRR is not constant for each
trial owing to the recovery time delay, which does not consist
of independent trials. ,e probability of failure or absence of
failure in the first trial would be equal to the total number of
individuals between the two simulation cases:

plpRR k on 1st trial  � 0.1. (21)
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pp = pp,max/(1 + cp,1/2/(fpc)), pp,max = 1, cp,1/2 = 1, pr = 0.9, pe = 0.9
Scenario A: large pp,max, large fp, and large cp,1/2 → enough

protection → coexistence
pp = pp,max/(1 + cp,1/2/(fpc)), pp,max = 1, cp,1/2 = 1, pr = 0.9, pe = 0.9
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Figure 18: Dynamics of protection against systemic risk with recovery time delay. Using the same initial parameter values
(pp,max � 1, cp,1/2 � 1, pr � 0.1, pe � 0.1, C � 1), this set of the plots represents the time delay case (left-hand side: r_t� 1; right-hand side:
r_t� 5). In each section, the plot on the left-hand side shows the matrix (horizontal axis� time step from 1 to 16; vertical axis� individuals
from 1 to 16; color of the matrix� failure state: failure [red] and absence of failure [blue]) corresponding to each individual’s parameter
values at the given time step (t� 16: orange: fp_0� strategy [1]; cyan: fp_1� strategy [2]; red: fail� failure; green: pro � protection potential
[pp]).,e graph on the right-hand side represents the dynamics in a random regular network, such that the node number� random label for
each node and the node color� state (failure� red, absence of failure� blue) (see Appendix 3 for the results of the entire simulation).
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However, the probability of the second trial (and the
following trial) would not be the same because the simu-
lation of the right-hand side case depends on what happened
in the first (previous) trial:

plpRR k on 2nd trial ≠ constant. (22)

In other words, each trial is carried out without re-
placement, which results in an exponentially large difference
between the two cases. ,us, this result does not meet the
independent condition: the probability present in the fol-
lowing trial depends on what happened in the previous one.
Because replacement does not take place, the probability of
failure for each trail is also not constant, unlike the simu-
lation on the left-hand side, where the probability of failure
is constant:

plpRR k on 2nd trial  � constant. (23)

Inspired by the plausible scenarios included in the re-
covery delay for cases A and C in Figure 18, we focus on the
comparison of the parameter pp,max (when recovery delay
constant� 1) withmore time steps (t�100).,is is because of
the applied function pp [� pp,max/(1 + cp,1/2/(fpc))] for this
application, which will primarily be decided by pp,max when
we consider cp,1/2/(fpc) and the recovery time as constants
(Figure 19). ,is refers to the individual for control by
interventions to be protected against the risk of failure when
the failure propagation mechanism influences agents’ de-
cisions as they are generated.

Figure 19 shows a scatter plot constructed using pp,max
(Figure 19(a)) with a clear negative correlation between
failure and capital. Although it is constructed by the
recovery time delay (Figure 19(b)), strong power law
relationships are still obeyed in cascading failure, even if
the capital values remain strong (see the averaged values
for the failure and capital in the lower part of Figure 10).
In the following results, this trend (failure and capital) is
determined by two parameters (pp,max, rec t); however,
their influences do not have the same weight. Here, we
should note that intervention applied to recovery can
persist for a short period of time, which we could cite as a
bias or rationality.

3.3. Generalize with Stationarity. Let us assume that the
system has evolved and reaches stationarity, which implies
that all variables have nearly constant fluctuation around
their mean values. In stationarity, the state of the system can
be considered independently of the initial conditions. It is
useful to obtain a relationship among the variables in sta-
tionarity. First, we denote the number and fraction of failed
agents by Nf and f, respectively. For stationarity, the av-
erage number of failed agents remains constant. Consider
the two successive steps t and t + 1. Suppose that at time t,
there are Nf and N − Nf failed and nonfailed nodes, re-
spectively. ,erefore, the number of nonfailed nodes at t + 1
is Nf + pp(N − Nf), and the number of failed nodes is
(1 − pp)(N − Nf). Stationarity means that the number of
failed (or nonfailed) nodes remain constant (on average),
i.e.,

Nf � 1 − pp  N − Nf , Nf �

pp ≈ 0.9, Nf � ↓,

pp ≈ 0.1, Nf � ↑,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

f �
1 − pp

2 − pp

�
1 − pp,max fpc + 1

2 − pp,max fpc + 2
, f �

2 − pp,max  ≈ ↑, f � ↓,

2 − pp,max  ≈ ↓, f � ↑.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

(24)

Let us define qp � 1 − pp. ,e above formula for f can
be written as f � qp/(1 + qp), which is simple. Here, pp is
the average probability of protection among the nonfailed
nodes. Note that the protection probability for the failed
nodes is zero because they have no capital. In other words,
pp �  pp(i)/N − Nf, where pp(i) represents the protec-
tion probability for node i. In the second equality, fp and c

are defined similarly.
,is relationship shows that the stationary value for f is

bounded in the interval [0, 1] and is a decreasing function of
pp. ,e limiting values seem promising. For pp � 1, i.e., full
protection, there is no failed agent. For pp � 0, i.e., no
protection, there is a failed agent. Note that at the end of each
time step, all the failed agents recover (as an initial setting). If
the propagation probability plpRR is less than 1, this
equation should be modified by replacing pp as follows:

pp
′ � 1 − 1 − pp  1 − 1 − plpRR( 

Nf ,

pp
′ �

plpRR ≈ 0.9, pp
′ � ↓,

plpRR ≈ 0.1, pp
′ � ↑.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(25)

Again, by defining qp
′ � 1 − pp

′, we implicitly obtain f.
To check the validity of these formulae with a simulation, we
increase the total simulation time (t� 1,000); for smaller
plpRR < 1, a longer time is required to reach stationarity
(Figure 20).

Proof of the stationary state. we calculate the average value
of the capital in the stationary state to prove the long-term
role of the recovery time delay. First, consider the
case plpRR � 1. It can be easily seen that the average value of
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the capital in the stationary state satisfies the following
equation:

cin + pp 1 − fp − fm c � c,

c �
pp ≈ 0.9, c � ↑,

pp ≈ 0.1, c � ↓,

⎧⎨

⎩

c �
fp ≈ ↑, c � ↓,

fp ≈ ↓, c � ↑,

⎧⎨

⎩

(26)

where c is the average value of the capital among nonfailed
individuals. Combining the above equations, we can obtain c

and fp as a function of f in the stationary state. However, it
is easier to obtain c as a function of pp, such that the
protection probability should be replaced by pp

′ � 1 − (1 −

pp)(1 − (1 − plpRR)Nf ) when plpRR < 1. ,erefore, we

obtain the following (note that in the simulation, we use a
truncation of fp to constrain it to the interval [0, 1 − fm]
[see code book]):

c �
pppp
′ − cin pp,max − pp 

pp,max − pp  pp
′ 1 − fm(  − 1 

,

fp �
pp pp
′ 1 − fm(  − 1 

pppp
′ − cin pp,max − pp 

. (27)

According to the trajectories (upper part of Figure 20),
the outcomes such as failure (or capital) reach a stationary
state even if the trajectories from the strategies continue to
evolve and exhibit different behaviors (see the inset of the
upper plots). ,erefore, the presence of the detailed dy-
namic features of the system (capital and failure) indicates
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the possibility of stationarity in the coevolutionary pro-
cess. ,is observation can enable us to gain a sense of the
qualitatively different nature of propagation (compared to
pp,max) within systems, such that failure is not limited to
protection or strategy but is due to regulation over time.
In other words, there is another rate that continues to

increase the bias as the length of the delay causes the
cascading failure, even where the individuals still have
potential (Figure 21).

As indicated by the protection (Figure 21; bottom,
marker of green, nodes that are controlled by pp,max � 0.1
(left-hand side) seem to lose their ability to protect, owing
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to the propagation of failure. On the contrary, nodes that
are controlled by t r � 2 (right-hand plots) seem to
maintain their potential, even if they all feature cascading
failure. We noted that the different levels of potential
(between the two parameters [pp,max, t r]) came from
their capital, as marked in blue in Figure 20 (see bottom
plots of the figure).

,us, to reduce the potential ramifications (pp
′) of such

additional losses to others, an immediate recovery in-
tervention may not only be preferred to the potential
damage (1 − pp

′) from individual failures but also guar-
antee that it is strategically possible for even large in-
solvent individuals to recover losses to uninsured
connectors. Before the potential for failure can advance
the propagation value, it must be identified, and the re-
covery value of the individual protection potential (i.e.,
capital) must be estimated.

4. Discussion

We presented a simple general model to quantify the pro-
tection for mitigating systemic risk, with the recovery time
delay as the result. Using a simple set of properties, the

observations from this model indicate how probability de-
scribes the proportion of protection that can be charac-
terized by how systemic risk should be coped with rather
than being predicted by the probability of failure [31].

4.1. Summary of the Model. We proposed the following
process-based steps (1–4) to create a model. First, network-
agent propertieswere established: when the basic data structure
was constructed, the functionalities of the mechanism began
with a specific undirected relationship between agents through
agent-based simulations, in a coexisting macroscale structure
with individuals interconnected at the microscale level in the
network. Next, the primary risk influence was established using
a parameter to evaluate the impact of risk on the networked
agents; the influence of primary risk was estimated along the
structure as a general failure property.,en, it was necessary to
implement protection against systemic risk by embedding
protection dynamics that emphasizes the roles of payoff,
failure, and strategy dynamics. Finally, recoverywas considered
through scaling for the different evolutionary and nonevolu-
tionary components; this is crucial to the way this system
functions, where each step computes a new entity and
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generates a new proportion in relation to the intervention. ,e
implications of this model are as follows.

4.2. Ceoretical Implications. A suite of plausible dynamics
and decentralized bottom-up mechanisms was constructed
by establishing appropriate rules for the interaction, within
which the system components can self-organize, including
mechanisms for ensuring rule compliance (vectorized
microscale implementation). ,is evolutionary heuristic
promotes balance with respect to the interactions [32]. For
example, when investment in protection is weak (low in-
vestment), a pattern of strong systemic risk emerges in the
form of agent failure in networked conditions. By contrast,
when investment in protection is strong (high investment),
a pattern of protection emerges, with little diversification
against all challenges (Figure 17). ,e simulation also re-
flected a clear correlation between a set of parameter values
(between those for capital and failure and between those for
the strategies of fp0 and fp1). ,us, the strategy of social
learning could be another crucial factor in resource pro-
vision that violates expectations and leads to novel trends
with high impact. ,ese results shed light on the propa-
gation modes. ,e observed contagion and persistence
patterns can be regarded not as a direct causal link but in
relation to an accumulated rational driven by intercon-
nectedness [33].

More importantly, in this study, the failure potential also
reflects the time delay after the official failure of an indi-
vidual [34]. Newly damaged individuals may affect others or
may recover from the next time step onwards (recovery
occurs with the rate tr). ,e potential needed for recovery is
related to the number of healthy individuals n(t), and if
individuals recover at time tr � 1, the protection potential
changes as follows:

c(t + 1) � c(t) + n(t) − [1 − pp(t)]. (28)

Once the capital is exhausted, the systemic risk increases
rapidly. ,is is based on suitable real-time intervention
related to short-term anticipation of risk flows [35]. How-
ever, because regulation occurs over time, another rate itself
increases the failure potential even if the capital is still
exhausted (note that the recovery rate mainly influences
failure and does not have the same weight for capital). From
our observations, we assume that the protection (or ro-
bustness) of an agent πi decreases (or increases) by an
amount proportional to the relative exposure of risk sharing
ηij. Consistent with the network of dynamics described
above, the dynamics, including the recovery time delay (in
time series), can be formalized as follows:

πi � πi(0) −
a

k


j

ηijχj(τ),

πi �

τ ≈ ↑, πi � ↓,

τ ≈ ↓, πi � ↑.

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(29)

For convenience, with respect to the results, k substitutes
the protection potential, defined by c(t + 1) � c(t)+

n(t) − [1 − pp(t)], such that the function a determines the
extent of the loss caused by the default χj(τ) when we fix risk
sharing ηij. ,is indicates that the agent has defaulted at a
previous time, denoted by the time variable τ. In the simu-
lations, there was no delay during the development of the
cascade (τ ≈ 0, τ � t2 − t1). However, this dynamic differs
across the default of the recovery [36]. If the system delays the
intervention, the cascade tends to bemuch larger (following the
power law) because the defaults of the neighbors of a given
agent are statistically dependent on j, such that their default is
more likely to cause the default of others:

f′(x) �
k

x
  + c, x � rt(+1), c � 1. (30)

In Table 6, such a range [f′(x)] will be determined by
failure propagation through each link in the random regular
network (plpRR), which was determined by the recovery
time delay. We simply proved that this numerical trend of
the protection probability defined by pp

′ � 1 − (1 − pp)(1 −

(1 − plpER)Nf ) could not be the same as that of pp max
[when plpER � constant (Figure 20)]. ,us, the failure in-
fluences in these simulations are not identical, as pp max
changes according to these parameters, including where
increases or decreases occur following a nonlinear curvature
[37].

4.3. Practical Implications. We propose a modified version
of the protection model against systemic risk in terms of its
failure recovery mechanics, as demonstrated above. ,e
mechanisms here are based on a few simple basic rules: a
node fails at a time with a probability of failure if its failure
potential is greater than or equal to that of its nearest
neighbors [1], and it fails owing to the interconnected po-
tential, although it spontaneously recovers at an external
recovery or according to an intervention probability [3]. ,e
consequences of the damage are crucial for systemic risk and
controllability; however, they have not been explored sys-
tematically thus far [38]. We show how the process of
embedding and the related recovery times impact the dy-
namics of failure processes in a network (see the section on
the proof of the role of the recovery time delay). ,erefore,
we propose that the extent of the intervention regime in the
system can be a source of evolutionary (in)stability, wherein
the immediate recovery of components can mitigate damage
and propagate failure in dynamic networks [17]. ,ese
decentralized management principles could be applied to
logistical and production systems, or even to administrative
processes and governance [18].

Governments are often reluctant to resolve insolvency in
institutions [e.g., banks, firms, supply chains, and infected
virus individual (i.e., Ebola, SARS, and COVID-19)], and
they permit them to continue operating despite their neg-
ative effects. ,e length of the attendant delay causes a
cascading failure, regardless of each individual’s capital (i.e.,
immunity), which then leads to reductions in network
welfare. ,ese delays may propagate the damage to many
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other individuals in the network, increasing their fragility
and probability of failure [39]. Evidence from governing
systems suggests that if individuals’ troubles are estimated
before their capital becomes negative, institutions could,
based on their risk potential, weed out the inefficient or
unfortunate individuals to avoidmore serious adverse effects
[40].,is indicates the importance of resolving challenges to
individuals as quickly as possible and developing more rapid
responses to certify protected individuals by providing
immediate intervention. On the contrary, prompt corrective
action can increase the willingness to supply protection to
reduce the chances of systemic risk [41]. Given the evolu-
tionary mechanisms shown in this simulation model, we
observed that the evolutionary response often obtains a
critical value for a plausible protection potential. We
demonstrated that, although structures have high potential
for individual protection and a strategy to maintain their
capital, the function of the interconnected recovery delay
makes them weak amplifiers, where unprofitable interven-
tion shows a high bias.

5. Concluding Remarks

Cascading failure was used to assess how rules and pro-
cesses can collectively add up to a series of interconnected
unsuitable outcomes. In the simulations, although every
object was considered to be doing well individually, sys-
temic risks could emerge, as the whole was vast. In other
words, even if every single object is considered to be highly
fitted and behaving properly (i.e., capital), there is no
standard solution for proper management for everyone’s
benefit. ,erefore, the elimination of resources needed for
recovery requires a strong effort to halt cascades as they
begin, when the damage is still small, and the problem may
not yet be perceived as threatening. ,ese issues can and
must be treated with a proper (re)design of the system and
adoption of management principles, as shown by the
simulation results [42].

Many disasters in the real-world result from incorrect
thinking and inappropriate system design. To address such
risks more completely, a better understanding of proper
intervention and resilience is crucial. However, there re-
mains a lack of an effective method for calculating net-
worked risk. ,e proposed model can facilitate realistic
calculation of the interdependence and propagation of risks
in a network and how they can be absorbed, and it can
mediate such that both the system components and the
plausible systemic intervention and outcomes will work well.

We derived a unifying framework for the interplay of
observations that embed realistic dynamics such as payoff,
failure, strategy, and recovery in a random regular network.
,e mechanics showed that the complexity should be

described by the essential features of the model’s processes
that capture evolutionary damage spread owing to the co-
existence of crucial hypotheses in the system.,us, it may be
possible to create an account where protection and failure
are not static quantities, and propagation is likely to be
understood in terms of how frequently the system is in a
condition that leads to a large diffusion. ,is availability of
mechanisms raises additional expectations that predict-
ability and controllability are a simple matter of proper
system design and operation [43]. More intuitively, this
study can provide a better understanding of recovery, where
real-time management can overcome instabilities caused by
delays in feedback or lack of information.
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Appendix 1: the results of the entire simulation for pro-
tection dynamics against systemic risk (left-hand side of
Figure 17). Appendix 2: the results of the entire simulation
for protection dynamics against systemic risk (right-hand
side of Figure 17). Appendix 3: the results of the entire
simulation for protection dynamics against systemic risk
(right-hand side of Figure 18). Appendix 4: stationarity
controlled by pp,max: (nodes� 10 ∗ 10, connection d� 9,
time step� 1,000). Appendix 5: stationarity controlled by
rec_t: (nodes� 10 ∗ 10, connection d� 9, time steps� 1,000).
Appendix 6: code book. (Supplementary Materials)

Table 6: Numerical result of the function [f′(x)].

Domain(x � r t) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Numericalf′(x) 2 1.333 1.2 1.142 1.111 1.09 0 1.076 1.066 1.058 1.050
Fixedmean (capital) 0.772 0.585 0.563 0.539 0.538 0.561 0.548 0.589 0.533 0.566
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Service process optimization is conducive to the innovation of enterprise services, but the poor logic design of multiple
touchpoints can easily lead to problems in the service process, such as scattered layouts and repeated paths. Aiming at the
promotion of service innovation and user experience, this paper takes the optimization of a single service touchpoint as the
prerequisite and proposes a service process optimization method based on service touchpoint association and the design structure
matrix (DSM). +e association of service touchpoints is categorized into two types, namely, noncoupled and coupled association.
+e DSM is used to describe the two types of association between service touchpoints, and the matrix operation is used for
modular identification and layering of the two kinds of association. Finally, through the above steps, the problematic service
process was replanned. By using the service process optimization of a new retail convenience store as an example, the service
process is divided into 6 relatively independent modules, and the order of module execution is arranged. Moreover, the optimal
service process of the convenience store system is determined, and themethod is verified to be feasible.+rough optimization both
from single service touchpoint and service process modularization, the study provides a reference for process optimization of the
complex service system.

1. Introduction

In today’s business environment, service companies must
constantly update their processes and products to remain
competitive [1]. Academic research also reflects the growing
focus on service innovation [2, 3]. Service design plays a key
role in service innovation and focuses on improving existing
services or creating new services to introduce new service
concepts into people’s lives [4, 5]. With the advent of the
information age, the focus of service design has shifted from
tangible products to intangible services [6]. As a system, the
internal service touchpoints of service design are not static
and isolated, but dynamic and interactive. +e service
process dynamically and flexibly connects various service
touchpoints, and the process focuses more on user behavior
and directly affects service experience; therefore, service
process optimization is an entry point for service innovation
[7] and is conducive to the improvement of user experience.

Service touchpoints are the main points of the service
process [8]; thus, the optimization of the service process can
be considered as the optimization process of a series of
touchpoints with different associations.

In the experience economy, the “physical logic” that
emphasizes the rational allocation of the physical properties
of objects can no longer meet people’s needs; however, the
“behavioral logic” that emphasizes reasonable organizational
behavior has increasingly attracted more attention [9].
Determining how to analyze problems with domain logic,
understanding the nature of problems, and developing
breakthrough solutions to improve and measure quality
remain the key challenges in service design [10]. New online
channels have led to a proliferation of touchpoints [11], and
poor logic design between multiple touchpoints may cause
problems such as scattered layouts, repeated paths [12], and
the irregularity of sequences [13], which may cause poor
service experiences.
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+erefore, the analysis of the association between dif-
ferent service touchpoints to rationally organize their logical
order is crucial in service design. Most academic research on
touchpoints focuses only on one type of touchpoint, namely,
a specific combination of similar touchpoints [14]. +e basic
methods of service design such as customer journey map,
service blueprint, and SERVQUAL all emphasize the ex-
pression of a single service touchpoint, but there are limi-
tations in studying the association of touchpoints and service
innovation. For example, a customer journey map is a
graphical representation of touchpoints between customers
and the organization. Although this visualization technology
may help management understand the customer experience,
it is basically useless in helping to promote innovation
within the service system [15]. As the service design has
become a hot spot, some scholars have tried to combine
engineering or other fields to carry out service innovation.
Lee et al. [16] proposed a novel knowledge-centric inno-
vative service design (KISD) model by integrating memory-
oriented-method CBR and nonmemory-oriented-method
theory of TRIZ. Lee et al. [17] applies TRIZ to the intelligent
parking service system. Wang et al. [18] integrated the
existing fields of the TRIZ service design knowledge system
and the emerging fields of the non-TRIZ service design
knowledge system, and proposed a new system and a col-
laborative intelligence method-DSIT for creating and eval-
uating complex service systems using multi-criteria data
analytics. Lee et al. [19] established a customer-centric ap-
proach to service conceptualization. +is method combines
abductive logic concepts—the EDGE approach—and the
computer-aided system SCO explorer to solve the ambi-
guity, uncertainty, and unstructuredness of customer de-
mand knowledge in the conceptualization of innovative data
mining-based systems, and establishes a customer-centric
service conceptualization method. It can be seen that these
methods perform service innovation from different per-
spectives and have achieved good results, but they often
neglect to consider the problem from the important per-
spective of touchpoints. In service innovation from the
perspective of service touchpoints, the goal is not necessarily
to create touchpoints, but to reorder or coordinate touch-
points. Touchpoints orchestration is generally considered
the key to service success [20].+e purpose of this paper is to
optimize the service process from the perspective of service
touchpoint association. Because many service design
methods are not suitable for studying service touchpoint
association, methods outside the service design field are also
considered for use to study the service touchpoint associ-
ation. A design structure matrix (DSM) [21] can clearly
describe the method of information transmission between
various elements in a system, the information required by
each element during the execution process, and the corre-
sponding elements provided by the generated information
[22]. Because the DSM has a unique role in information flow
analysis, it is widely used in process optimization and other
fields. Aiming at the problem of the reasonable organization
of service touchpoint logic in service process optimization,
this paper proposes a method for the optimization of the
service process from the perspective of the service

touchpoint association based on a DSM and a matrix op-
eration. Service process optimization is inseparable from
service modularization [23], and DSM is a common module
division method. Applying DSM to the service design can
describe the information dependence relationship between
the touchpoints in the complex service system in the form of
a matrix, and modularize and layer the touchpoints
throughout the entire service process to finally achieve the
optimization of the service process.

In order to fully improve user experience and make up
for the shortcomings of single touchpoint optimization in
service process optimization, this article optimizes the
service process in two aspects: single service touchpoint and
service touchpoint association. First, use the service
touchpoint optimization method proposed by Bai et al. [24].
+is method optimizes the problem of service touchpoint
that affects the user experience in the service process from
the micro perspective of the elements of touchpoint based on
TRIZ and analogy design. +en, aiming at the problem of
how to rationally organize the logic of service touchpoints in
service process optimization, based on the DSM and the
matrix operation, a method for optimizing service process
from themacro perspective of service touchpoint association
is proposed. And, the above methods were used to re-plan
the service process of a convenience store in Tianjin.

+e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a literature review of service touchpoint
research and DSM methods. In Section 3, a method for the
identification and layering of associated service touchpoints
based on the DSM is proposed. Section 4 describes the
overall flow of service process optimization based on service
touchpoint association and DSM. Section 5 takes the opti-
mization of the service process of an unmanned convenience
store as an example, and uses this method. Section 6 de-
scribes the results of the case and verifies the feasibility and
potential of the method. Finally, Section 7 presents the
conclusion and the future outlook.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Service Touchpoints. Service touchpoints are derived
from the service encounter theory [25] and are the “critical
moment” of service encounters [8]. In 1985, Shostack [26]
officially proposed the concept of service encounters when
studying the problem of enterprise service quality man-
agement. He pointed out that service encounters between
customers and service systems are a key factor that affects
customer satisfaction. After decades of development,
Larivière et al. [27] proposed the concept of “service en-
counters 2.0” based on the rapid development of technology,
which include “any customer-company interaction that
results from a service system consisting of interconnected
technologies (owned by the company or customer), people
(employees and customers), physical/digital environment,
and company/customer processes.” Although scholars have
different understandings of the service encounter, they can
be roughly divided into two categories: (1) the connotation
of the narrow sense of binary contact service encounters [28]
and (2) the connotation of broad, multi-interaction service
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encounters [26]. At present, scholars generally adopt the
broad connotation of service encounters when conducting
empirical research, i.e., all touchpoints of customers when
they receive services are service contacts, and include
technical touchpoints, physical entity touchpoints, inter-
personal touchpoints, invisible touchpoints, etc. [29]. Ser-
vice touchpoints run through every link of the entire service
process and refer to the interaction points between users and
service personnel, products, services, brands, etc., during
service. +e many and complicated touchpoints and the
intangible experience involved present a major design
challenge; however, each service touch point that occurs
throughout the customer journey must be carefully designed
and managed, and service innovation occurs at every
touchpoint on this journey [8].

2.2. Service Process. Volpi and Paulino [30] emphasized that
service is a process and proposed a service triangle consisting of
three elements: service provider, customer, and media. +e
three interact with each other to complete service behaviors. By
experiencing different touchpoints, customers can feel the
value of the entire service process [31]. +erefore, some
scholars have optimized the service process from the per-
spective of service touchpoints. Wang et al. [32] discerned
customer touchpoints during user-product interaction by
observing user behavior, proposed a customer touchpoint
association model, and established a new service system. Kim
et al. [33] explained the difference between automatic taxis and
manned taxis via customer journey maps and touchpoints. In
addition, via the design of touchpoints, he determined the
issues that should be considered for the transformation of
autonomous taxis. In the industry 4.0 environment, more
emphasis is placed on effective communication between cus-
tomers and manufacturers [34], which makes the service
systems highly complex. +e rapid growth of complex service
systems has introduced new changes to the service design [35].
Customers begin to interact with service providers in a multi-
channel environment, and they use multiple channels in
parallel and often switch between them, which increases the
possibility of unsmooth service flow. A complex service system
usually contains multiple service touchpoints, and the inter-
actions between customers and service providers constitute
service touchpoints. +erefore, it is necessary to research the
association between service touchpoints to ensure that the
service process is reasonable. Although some scholars have
considered and explored the association between touchpoints
in service design, the research method for this aspect is im-
perfect: Clatworthy [20] coordinated multiple touchpoints in
the service process via integrated marketing, customer rela-
tionship management, and collaborative design research,
which presented the first step in the establishment of a
touchpoint knowledge system for service design. Roto et al.
[36] proposed a multi-touchpoint experience design that
combines service design (through multiple touchpoints), ex-
perience design (through the utilization of user needs), and
omni-channel design (through the utilization of brand identity)
to define company goals of customer satisfaction. +e above
research only stays at the stage of theoretical research, does not

describe specific methods, and has not been applied in practice.
In order to verify the necessity of the research on the asso-
ciation of service touchpoints, Li [37]considered the charac-
teristics of children’s medical institutions and enhanced the
connection between touchpoints by considering the use of a
unified theme design, making it easier for users to find cor-
responding clinics and play a guiding role. Cheng [38] pro-
posed the principle of museum touchpoint construction:
maintaining the association of the touchpoints and main-
taining the consistency of the touchpoints, thereby bringing
users a better user experience in the service process. +ese
studies have confirmed the value of studying the association of
touchpoints through some specific cases but have not formed a
general method to optimize the service process from the
perspective of service touchpoint association.

Service process modularization can not only improve
service productivity but also improve customer satisfaction.
Carlborg and Kindström [39] divide the service into 4
different types and propose the modularization strategy of
service process, respectively. Luo et al. [40] realized the
division of the service module by using the fuzzy tree graph
on the basis of identifying and quantifying the correlation
between the process activities of the service-oriented
manufacturing system, so as to achieve the purpose of
process improvement. Service process modularization is to
analyze the whole service process and subdivide it into a
series of activity elements, and then aggregate the activity
elements with the same function into the same subprocess
module according to dependencies between activities.
+erefore, service touchpoints with high association can be
divided into a module to guide service process optimization.

In view of the above research on service process opti-
mization methods, this paper mainly studies the method of
modularizing the service process from the perspective of
service touchpoint association, after optimizing a single
touchpoint.

2.3.DSM. ADSMmaps the information dependency between
tasks to a Boolean matrix, which is called Binary DSM. As
shown in Figure 1, it is a design process consisting of n
subtasks. +e relationship between the subtasks is mapped to a
matrix, the rows and columns of which correspond to the n
subtasks. When the subtask ai requires the output information
of the subtask aj, the matrix element aij� 1; otherwise, aij� 0.
Nonzero values below the main diagonal of the DSM represent
feed-forward information; nonzero values above the main
diagonal represent feedback information, indicating that there
is an iteration in the design process.

A DSM is derived from a directed graph, which can
express the association between the corresponding activities
of each node in the process through the arcs or edges be-
tween the nodes [41]. +ere is a one-to-one correspondence
between the DSM and the directed graph, i.e., a unique
directed graph can be drawn from a DSM; conversely, a
unique DSM can be constructed based on a directed graph.

To establish a dynamic matrix model that reflects the
essential connection of the design process, Daniel and
Whitney [42] summarized the interaction between design
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activities (or tasks) into three forms, namely, serial de-
pendence, parallel independence, and interactive coupling,
as exhibited in Table 1.

(1) Serial dependence relationship: there is only one
acting path between two design activities; the dy-
namic characteristics are expressed as a series of A
and B activities

(2) Parallel independence relationship: there is no in-
formation interaction between two design activities,
and there exists a completely independent mode of
action; the dynamic characteristics are expressed as
A and B activities that can be performed
simultaneously

(3) Interactive coupling relationship: there is informa-
tion interaction between the two design activities,
and the information connection between A and B is
two-way, i.e., activity A requires the information of
activity B, and vice versa; the dynamic characteristics
are expressed by A and B, and only multiple itera-
tions of the information between B characteristics
can complete the design task

A DSM is a modeling tool that identifies the rela-
tionship between tasks by displaying the information flow
more efficiently [43]. Sari et al. [44] applied a DSM to the
production process of dust filters and sorted their pro-
duction process relevance to solve the problem of dis-
order in the production process. Marjanović et al. [45]
proposed an enhanced DSM sorting algorithm based on
gradient optimization. +is method considers the driving
factors of the product architecture and provides effective
suggestions for the planning process. Zhang et al. [46]
conducted a modular analysis of the medical process
based on a DSM and genetic algorithm (GA), which
reduced the complexity of the service process and in-
creased the flexibility between the modules. Based on the
analysis of the service processes, Yang and Shan [47]
defined the association between service elements with a
DSM and proposed a new business module identification
method. It can be seen that DSM achieves process op-
timization by analyzing the relationship between ele-
ments and dividing modules. Most engineering design
methods are proposed for smart products rather than
smart services [48]. At present, most scholars’ research on

DSM-based process optimization has also been aimed at
product design processes, and the research on the ap-
plication of service processes is scarce. In spite of there
being a few applications in service design, they are only
for specific areas, and there remains a lack of a set of
methods that can be applied to most service process
optimization scenarios. Although DSM was originally
applied in the field of product design, the tasks in the
product design process and the service touchpoints in the
service process play similar roles, and both are the main
elements of the process. +erefore, DSM can be used to
analyze the relationship between different touchpoints, so
that the service process can be modularized and layered.
+is paper introduces service touchpoints to the DSM,
and aims to construct a process optimization method that
can be applied to complex service systems with multiple
service touchpoints, so as to solve the problems that affect
user experience in the service process.

3. DSM-Based Service Touchpoint Association
Identification and Layering Method

+e purpose of the DSM-based service process optimization
is to modularize and sort all service touchpoints with dif-
ferent associations to ensure both the rationality of the
service process sequence and the location of touchpoints. By
considering the service process as a design process, the
service touchpoint is a subtask, and the interaction between
the service touchpoints can be expressed by a DSM. First, a
DSM of service touchpoints in the service system is con-
structed with the help of the graph theory.

A directed graph is an ordered pair 〈V, E〉, denoted as
G � 〈V, E〉, where V � v1, v2, . . . , vn  is a finite set of
nonempty nodes, E is a set of finite edges, and each edge e in
E corresponds to the node pair (vi, vj).

Assuming that the nodes already have the order from
v1 to vn, then the n-order square matrix A � (aij)n × n is the
adjacency matrix of G (i, j� 1, 2, . . ., n), where

aij �
1, if vi, vj  ∈ E or vj, vi  ∈ E;

0, otherwise.

⎧⎨

⎩ (1)

If the touchpoint in the service process is regarded as
the node V in the directed graph G, and if the association
between the touchpoints is regarded as the finite edge E,
then the adjacency matrix of G is actually the DSM of the
action association between the service touchpoints.
According to the functional association between the de-
sign activities proposed by Daniel et al. (see Table 1),
service touchpoints are categorized into two types,
namely, touchpoints with coupled or uncoupled associ-
ation, respectively. Coupled-associated touchpoints in-
clude all touchpoints that have a two-way interaction with
other touchpoints, while uncoupled-associated touch-
points include independent touchpoints that are parallel
to all touchpoints and have the same unidirectional de-
pendency association with some touchpoints. In the DSM,
the two types of touchpoints are modularized and layered
separately.
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Figure 1: DSM.
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3.1. Identification and Layering of Uncoupled-Associated
Touchpoints. In the initial DSM, touchpoints that only have
the same one-way dependency with some touchpoints ap-
pear as zero row sums or zero column sums. (1) If the cells of
a row element in the DSM are all empty, it means that the
execution of the element does not require the input of in-
formation from other activities. +is type of touchpoint is
then placed at the front of the row (priority). (2) If the cells of
a column element in the DSM are all empty, it means that the
element has not output information to other activities after
completion. +e touchpoint is then arranged at the end of
the column to be executed later. (3)+e touchpoints that are
independent of all touchpoints in parallel appear as zero row
sum and zero column sum. Because this type of touchpoint
will not be associated with other touchpoints, it can be
executed in parallel with other activities without considering
the order of such touchpoints. +e uncoupled-associated
touchpoints can be eliminated from the initial DSM to
obtain the incidence matrix, A, of the initial DSM.

3.2. Identification and Layering of Coupled-Associated
Touchpoints. In the service system, the coupled association
between service touchpoints is the main reason for the
complicated service process. In this case, a variety of matrix
operations (division, splitting, joining, clustering) can be
used to optimize the matrix based on the maximization of
the identification of coupling activities. +e relevant
knowledge of the graph theory is used to modularize and
layer the coupled-associated touchpoints in the DSM to
reduce service process iteration and improve service
efficiency.

According to the relevant knowledge of the graph theory,
the problem of identifying coupled-associated touchpoints
can be transformed into a problem of strongly connected
components of the graph.

Definition 1. Let u and v be the two nodes in the directed
graph G � 〈V, E〉. If there is a pathway from node u to node
v, it is said that node u is reachable to node v. If any two
nodes are mutually reachable, then G is called a strongly
connected graph [49].

Definition 2. Let G � 〈V, E〉 be a directed graph, where
V � v1, v2, . . . , vn , and it is assumed that the nodes already

have an order from v1 to vn. An n-order square matrix P �

(pij)n × n (i � j � 1, 2, . . . , n) is defined, where

pij �
1, there is at least one non − zero length path from vi to vj;

0, otherwise.


(2)

+e matrix P is called the reachability matrix of the
graph, and can be obtained from the correlation matrix A (A
is a Boolean matrix, and its calculation rules follow those of
Boolean algebra) via the following algorithm:

P � (A + I)r � (A + I)r − 1≠ (A + I)r − 2≠ · · · ≠A + I,

r≤ n − 1, I is the identity matrix.

(3)

Definition 3. Let P be the reachability matrix of A and Pt be
the transposed matrix of P; then, G’s strongly connected
matrix Q� P∩ Pt.

Q � P∩P
t

�
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⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
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.

(4)

+erefore, nodes vi and vj are mutually reachable if and
only if pij·pji� 1.+us, if the nonzero element of the i-th row
of the matrix Q is in the j1, j2, . . ., jk-th columns, then the
nodes vi, vj1, vj2, . . ., vjk are in the same strongly connected
component. +e subgraph derived from {vi, vj1, vj2, . . ., vjk}
is then a strongly connected component of G [49]. It can be
determined from the graph theory that service touchpoints
in the same strongly connected component have the largest
coupled association, so they can be clustered into one
module.

Table 1: DSM and directed graphs describing the system characteristics. Associated description of three activities in the system.

Association Serial dependency Parallel independent Interactive coupling

Association form A B

A

B

A

B

DSM representation

A B

A

B 1

0

A B

A

B 0

0

A B

A

B 1

1
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Definition 4. +e service touchpoints in the same strongly
connected component are at the same level. +erefore, one
of the service touchpoints can be selected to represent a
strongly connected component. +e reduced matrix P′ can
be obtained by reducing the reachability matrix P.

Definition 5. For each node vi, the set of its reachable nodes
is defined as vi’s reachable set R (Vi). R is composed of the
nodes corresponding to the columns where all elements in
the row in the DSM in which Vi is are “1.” Similarly, the set
of nodes that reach vi is defined as the predecessor set A (Vi),
which is composed of nodes corresponding to rows where all
elements in the column in the DSM in which Vi is are “1”
[50]. +e reachable set R (Vi) and the predecessor set A (Vi)
of the matrix A are determined according to the reachability
matrix P′. +e element  Vn of R (Vi)∩A (Vi)�R (Vi) is
determined.+e strongly connected component represented
by the touchpoint Vn is then at the highest level in the
strongly connected subset L1. By removing the highest level,
the L2 and L3 layers can be obtained in turn.

4. Service Process Optimization Flow Based on
Service Touchpoint Association and the DSM

Service process optimization based on service touchpoint
association and DSM is a process of using DSM to describe
service touchpoint association on the premise of single
service touchpoint optimization, and then identifying and
ordering the touchpoint with matrix operation. +e opti-
mization flow is presented in Figure 2, and it includes four
components: (1) optimization of single service touchpoint;
(2) construction of a service touchpoint DSM; (3) identi-
fication of coupled and uncoupled service touchpoints; and
(4) level analysis of service touchpoints.

4.1. Optimization of Single Service Touchpoint. Single service
touchpoint optimization adopts the method proposed by
BAI Zhong-hang. According to the model of analogy
problem-solving, the interaction relationship between the
components of the service touchpoint that affect the user
experience is analogized with the substance-field model, so
as to construct the service touchpoint model. +en, with the
guidance of standard solutions, the problems existing be-
tween service touchpoint components are solved.

4.1.1. Identification of Problem Service Touchpoints.
Obtain all service touchpoints of the service system
according to field observation and other research methods.
Combining the results of the survey, set up offline survey
questionnaires to quantify customer satisfaction with the
convenience store shopping experience, obtain problem
service touchpoints, and tap new user needs.

4.1.2. Problem Service Touchpoint Model Construction.
First, analyze the problem touchpoints to be optimized to
find out the customer components, service provider com-
ponents, and media components of the touchpoint, and then

analyze the relationship between each component (lack/
harmful/insufficient) to determine the role of the service
touchpoint components’ types of relationships. Finally, the
problem touchpoint model is constructed.

4.1.3. Optimization of Problem Service Touchpoints.
Combining the analysis of the function relationship of the
service touchpoint model, query and apply the type 1, 2, 3,
and 5 standard solutions to solve the problem, specifically:

Step 1. Combining the function relationship of the
service touch point model, query and apply the type 1
or type 2 standard solution to solve the problem.
Among them, when the model interaction type is
lacking, the type 1.1 standard solution is queried and
applied; when the model interaction type is harmful,
the type 1.2 standard solution is queried and applied;
when the model interaction type is insufficient, the type
1.1 or type 2 standard solution is queried and applied.
In the process of standard solution query, system re-
source analysis and design constraint analysis can be
combined to select sublevel standard solutions.
Step 2. Query and apply the type 3 standard solution to
further improve the above optimized system.
Step 3. Evaluate the optimization plan for service
touchpoints. Design the survey questionnaire again to
investigate the user’s satisfaction with the optimized
service touchpoint, and compare it with the user sat-
isfaction before the optimization. Determine whether
the service touchpoint model optimization plan is
sufficient. If not, return to step 1; if the optimization
plan is sufficient but you want a better plan, query and
apply the type 5 standard solution.
Step 4. Query and apply type 5 standard solutions to
further optimize service touchpoints.

4.2. Construction of Service Touchpoint DSM. A DSM can
express the service touchpoints and their interaction in the
form of a matrix. According to the directed graph of service
touchpoints, a matrix of different associations of service
touchpoints in the service process can be constructed. +is
includes the following two steps:

(1) Draw a directed graph of the service system. First,
determine the set of service touchpoints after the
optimized service system for a single touchpoint and
then analyze the interactions between them. Finally,
determine the directed edge according to the action
association between the service touchpoints and
Definition 1, thereby creating a directed graph.

(2) Build a service touchpoint DSM. Determine the
initial DSM corresponding to the directed graph in
step 1 and Definition 2.

4.3. Identification of Coupled and Uncoupled Service
Touchpoints. Service touchpoint identification is the divi-
sion of the touchpoints into two categories and their separate
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identification.+is process is divided into two steps, namely,
the identification of uncoupled touchpoints and the iden-
tification of coupled touchpoints.

(1) Identification of uncoupled touchpoints. According
to the initial DSM, the elements corresponding to the
zero row and the zero column can be obtained; the
touchpoints corresponding to these elements are
uncoupled touchpoints.

(2) Identification of coupled touchpoints. +e purpose
of the identification of coupled touchpoints is to

modularize touchpoints with high degrees of asso-
ciation via the matrix operation, which is divided
into the following steps. (a) Eliminate uncoupled
touchpoints to obtain the incidence matrix A. (b)
Derive the reachable matrix P according to Defini-
tion 2. (c) According to Definition 3, derive the
strongly connected matrix Q and the strongly con-
nected components. (d) +e service touchpoints in
the strongly connected component are strongly re-
lated, so they are coupled touchpoints. +e coupled
touchpoints constitute a coupling module.

level analysis of 
service touchpoints

Identification of
uncoupled and 

coupled
service touchpoints

Related service touchpoints

Problem service 
touchpoints identification

Problem service touchpoints
model construction

Problem service
touchpoints optimization

Optimized service
touchpoints set 

Directed graph

Construction of service touchpoints DSM

Identification of 
uncoupled touchpoints

Incidence 
matrix

Reachable 
matrix 

Strongly connected
matrix 

Identification of 
coupled touchpoints

Reduction matrix 

Reachable set and 
predecessor set

Level analysis of
uncoupled touchpoints

Level analysis of 
coupled touchpoints

level analysis of 
service touchpoints

Construction of
Service touchpoints 

DSM

Single service 
touchpoints
optimization

Optimized service 
system main process

Figure 2: Service process optimization flow based on service touchpoints’ association and DSM.
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4.4. Level Analysis of Service Touchpoints. +e establishment
of a service system reachability matrix can clarify the levels
of activities and structural details. +e purpose of the DSM
level division is to divide the coupling modules into different
levels according to the priority order. +e steps to find the
hierarchical relationship of service touchpoints based on the
reachability matrix are as follows:

(1) Level analysis of coupled-associated touchpoints.
According to the content of uncoupled-associated
touchpoints identified in Sections 4.3 (1) and 3.1, the
uncoupled-associated touchpoints are given either
priority or endmost execution.

(2) Level analysis of uncoupled-associated touchpoints.
(a) According to Definition 4, the reduction matrix
P′ of the reachable matrix is obtained by reduction
transformation. (b) +e highest layer L1 of the
coupling module is determined based on the re-
duction matrix P′ and Definition 5. (c) +e highest-
level element of the couplingmodule is removed, and
the previous step (b) is then performed.+e coupling
module levels L2, L3, etc., can be determined in turn.

(3) According to the execution order of uncoupled and
coupled touchpoints, the overall relationship of each
touchpoint module in the service process can be
obtained.

5. Convenience Store Service Process
Optimization Based on Service Touchpoint
Association and DSM

In the era of “new retail,” convenience stores, as one of the
foremost scenarios of community consumption, have become
an important entry point of user traffic. For consumers, the
convenience store mainly carries emergency needs and small-
scale fragmented shopping needs, and therefore provides
great convenience.+e development of domestic convenience
stores is mainly concentrated in Beijing, Shanghai, and do-
mestic capital cities. +e new retail model of convenience
stores has broad prospects in the country. However, due to
their late start, various institutional facilities remain imperfect
and are prone to problems such as cumbersome service
processes and poor user experience.

Based on the principle of “user-centered” in service de-
sign, this paper takes the convenience store onWu’ai Road in
Tianjin as an example, to optimize the offline experience of
customers in the convenience store. Specifically, it is the
process of optimizing the convenience store service process
from the customer’s point of view, taking the optimization of
a single service touchpoint as the premise, using DSM to
integrate and sort all touchpoints in the customer’s shopping
behavior. Experience the entire service process through the
method of service travel to discover the bad experiences in the
process, as shown in Figure 3. By experiencing the service
process, the service touchpoints of the convenience store can
be obtained accordingly, as shown in Table 2.

Based on the previous survey results, a customer journey
map was drawn, as shown in Figure 4. It can be clearly seen

that there are repetitions and twists in the customer
shopping process.

5.1. Optimization of Single Service Touchpoint

5.1.1. Identification of Problem Service Touchpoints. A
questionnaire was designed based on the service touchpoints
obtained from the above survey. A Likert five-level scale was
used to score the satisfaction of convenience store service
touchpoints and randomly sent to the surrounding users
who had experienced the convenience store. +e results of
the questionnaire show that customers have the lowest
satisfaction in the analysis stage of the commodity com-
petition. Exploring the specific reasons for the low satis-
faction at this stage through user interviews, it is found that
customers are mainly dissatisfied with the price discounts
and promotional activities of the commodity, which leads to
the lack of satisfactory commodity in the analysis of com-
modity competition. After consulting the data, it is found
that the high cost of convenience stores has forced them to
maintain normal operations by increasing the gross profit
margin of the commodity, and the excessively high gross
profit margin will affect the price of the commodity and thus
affect customer satisfaction. +e survey results of the “2019
China Convenience Store Prosperity Index Report” show
that turnover, total monthly cost (distribution of losses,
water and electricity property costs, tax company man-
agement and other miscellaneous expenses, labor costs, etc.),
and monthly rent affect the cost of convenience stores.
Among them, the development pressure of convenience
stores mainly comes from rent cost and labor cost. +is
article focuses on solving the problem of labor service cost
that causes low satisfaction with the touchpoint of com-
modity competition analysis.

5.1.2. Construction of Service Touchpoint Model of Com-
modity Competition Analysis. In the convenience store
service system, in order to improve the user shopping ex-
perience and increase satisfaction, the convenience store
staff provides customers with many manual services such as
loading, replenishment, consulting, and cashier. However,
the increase in labor costs has increased the selling price of
the commodity and affected the satisfaction of users in the
analysis of competing commodity. Analyze the touchpoint
of this process: the process provides the corresponding
service demand information, achieves the established design
purpose, and belongs to the integrity of the model, but the
interaction between the components produces harmful ef-
fects (increased cost, affecting user experience). Establish the
corresponding touchpoint model, as shown in Figure 5. +e
customer component C is the consumer, the service provider
component P is the convenience store (employee), and the
media component M is the information.

5.1.3. Optimization of Problem Service Touchpoints

Step 1. Query the standard solution based on the
analysis of the service touchpoint model in Figure 5.
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First, according to the standard solution classification
in TRIZ, the type 1.2 (No. 9–No. 13) standard solution
is initially selected for solving the problem.

Secondly, analyze the system resources and design
constraints, and select the appropriate sublevel
standard solution. Combined with the analysis of the
internal and external resources of the touchpoint
system and related design constraints, as shown in
Table 3, the selection of standard solution No. 9 has
both useful and harmful effects in a system. S1 and S2
do not need to be in direct contact. S3 is introduced
to eliminate harmful effects to guide the specific
scheme generation.
Finally, use system resources to establish specific solu-
tions. As traditional retail companies face the dilemma of
high cost and low growth, using new technologies such as
the Internet to achieve “open source and reduce expen-
diture” and reduce corporate costs is an effective way to
enhance corporate competitiveness. In response to this
problem, part of the work of the convenience store is
undertaken through the application of new technologies,
which can reduce the number of employees employed by
the convenience store and reduce or even eliminate the
harmful effects caused by labor costs. +rough the ap-
plication of new technologies such as artificial intelligence,
EPC system network, and big data, a reasonable division

Map navigation to shop Browse store layout Find the commodity you need

Feeling: It’s easy to get lost because you have to go back and forth 
between the shelves to pick the goods

Cashier payment Check shopping list Identify the commodity Commodity analysis View commodity
information

Exit/Entry
gate

checkout
counter

leisure 
area

Receive shopping
receipt

Come to the
leisure area

Find location Rest/dining Leave the store

Feeling: you need to turn back when you go to the leisure area a�er you check out

Figure 3: Convenience store service process experience.

Table 2: Summary of service touchpoints of convenience store
system.

Shopping phase Service touchpoints

Before shopping (a) Generate shopping demand
(b) Map navigation to the store

Shopping

(c) Browse store layout
(d) Find the commodity you need
(e) View commodity information

(f) Commodity analysis
(g) Identify the commodity (end of shopping)

(h) Check shopping list
(i) Cashier payment

(j) Receive shopping receipt

After shopping

(k) Come to the leisure area
(l) Find a seat
(m) Rest/dining

(n) Evaluation feedback
(o) Leave the store

(p) After-sales service
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of labor between humans and machines is carried out to
reduce personnel input. Allocate human resources to
assist and supervise the application of new technologies,

and let themachine (technology) take onmechanized and
repetitive tasks, such as cashiers, customer service, and
replenishment.

Exit/Entry gate

Cold storage area (drinks, yogurt, etc.)
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Figure 4: Customer journey map.

M
P

P: convenience store
M: information
C: consumer

C

Figure 5: Model analysis of touchpoint of commodity competition analysis.

Table 3: Summary of service touchpoints of convenience store system.

Method Specific analysis

System resource
analysis

+e price of commodity in convenience stores is mainly determined by factors such as store personnel costs,
rental costs, and commodity costs.+e internal resources of the labor cost system at the touchpoint of commodity
competition analysis mainly include new technologies, such as big data in the system, EPC system network,
artificial intelligence, data resources, logistics resources, etc. System external resources mainly include brand

vendors, suppliers, data resources outside the system, and the environmental field resources.

Design constraint
analysis

First, the selected sublevel standard solution can solve the problem of labor cost; secondly, the selected sublevel
standard solution should not increase or increase the cost of the merchant as much as possible; finally, the selected

sublevel standard solution is technically feasible.
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Such a convenience store only needs a manager, a
number of self-service equipment (to perform tasks
such as loading commodity, cashiers, etc.), and a
background monitoring system platform, which real-
izes the reconstruction of the convenience store’s
people-goods-field. It not only reduces labor costs but
also improves customer experience. +e reconstructed
service touchpoint model is shown in Figure 6.
Step 2. Query the type 3 standard solution to further
improve the commodity competition analysis
touchpoint system. +e purpose is to optimize the
system obtained by applying the type 1.2 standard
solution to make the system composition more rea-
sonable. In step 1, the standard solution (No. 9) was
used to construct an effective and complete touch-
point model, allowing the new technology to take on
manual work and thereby solve the problem of high
labor costs in convenience stores. According to the
guidance of type 3 standard solution, further im-
provements are made to the system. According to the
analysis of system resources and design constraints in
Table 3, standard solution No. 37 (to produce dual
systems or multiple systems) is selected to continue
optimizing the existing systems and transferring them
to dual systems or multiple systems. In this way, a
store manager, a number of self-service equipment,
and a background monitoring system platform can be
responsible for operating several convenience stores at
the same time, so that the system can further reduce
labor costs.
Step 3. After redesigning the questionnaire to analyze the
optimized service touchpoints, it is found that the above
concept is acceptable. At present, convenience stores have
reduced labor costs by introducing new equipment, but
they also need to improve the shopping experience of
customers. +erefore, it is necessary to apply type 5
standard solution for further improvement.

Step 4. +e type 5 standard solution is to simplify or
improve the solution obtained from the standard so-
lution operations of type 1 to type 3 (introduction of
substances/utilization of existing fields in the system/
state transfer/application of natural phenomena) to
simplify the final problem solution. +rough analysis,
select No. 65 (using the existing field in the environ-
ment) in the type 5 standard solution to provide users
with a leisure experience and enhance customers’
shopping experience. On the basis of the existing food
and beverage area, it provides convenient services such
as self-service charging, self-service umbrella, self-
service express delivery, downloading and printing,
dating and entertainment, etc., to increase user satis-
faction with shopping by increasing excitement
demand.

+rough the above analysis, the convenience store
service system has been optimized in two aspects, and the
user experience has been initially improved: the first is to
change to the store manager system unmanned

convenience store retail model. +e payment method is
changed to face ID payment, and then the cash register
and cashier will be cancelled. +is reduces the cost of
convenience stores, while providing customers with
more favorable and lower-profit commodity. It elimi-
nates the bad experience of customers due to the high
price of the commodity during the analysis of commodity
competition, and also reduces the waiting time for
queuing to pay. +e second is to increase convenience
services in the leisure area to provide customers with
additional quality service experience. +e touchpoints of
the optimized convenience store service system are
shown in Table 4:

5.2. Construction of Service TouchpointDSM in aConvenience
Store System

5.2.1. Draw a Directed Graph of the Convenience Store
System. First, a directed graph of the convenience store
system was drawn according to the relevant service
touchpoints in the system optimized in 5.1 and their in-
teractions, as presented in Figure 7.

5.2.2. Build the Initial DSM of Service Touchpoints of the
Convenience Store System. +ere is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the directed graph and the DSM.
According to the directed graph presented in Figure 7, the
initial DSM of the convenience store systemwas determined,
as exhibited in Table 5.

5.3. Identification of Uncoupled and Coupled Service
Touchpoints in the Convenience Store System

5.3.1. Identification of Uncoupled-Associated Touchpoints of
the Convenience Store System. +e uncoupled-associated
touchpoints of the initial DSM were identified and are
presented in Table 5, where touchpoint A belongs to the zero
row sum but no touchpoint belongs to the zero column sum.
+erefore, only the touchpoint A in the convenience store
system is an uncoupled-associated touchpoint.

5.3.2. Identification of Coupled-Associated Touchpoints of the
Convenience Store System

(a) +e touchpoint A was eliminated from the initial
DSM to obtain the incidence matrix A of the initial
DSM.

MP C

S3

P: convenience store
C: consumer

M: information
S3: intelligent device

Figure 6: Optimized model of touchpoint of commodity com-
petition analysis.
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A �

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

. (5)

Table 4: Summary of service touchpoints of the convenience store system.

Shopping phase Service touchpoints

Before shopping

(a) Generate shopping demand
(b) Map navigation to the store

(c) New user registration
(d) Swipe your face to enter the store

Shopping

(e) Browse store layout
(f ) Find the commodity you need
(g) View commodity information

(h) Commodity competition analysis
(i) Identify the commodity (end of shopping)

(j) Swipe the face at the exit gate
(k) Check shopping list
(l) Confirm payment

(m) +e gate opens and exits the gate
(n) Receive shopping list SMS

After shopping

(o) Come to the leisure area
(p) Find a seat

(q) Entertainment/friendship/convenience services
(r) Evaluation feedback

(s) Leave the store
(t) After-sales service
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(b) +e reachable matrix P of the incidence matrixAwas
determined.

P �

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

. (6)
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Figure 7: Directed diagram of service touchpoints in the convenience store system.
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(c) +e strongly connected matrix Q and the strongly
connected component of the incidence matrix A
were determined.

Q �

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

. (7)

Table 5: Initial DSM of the convenience store system.

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t
a
b 1
c 1 1
d 1 1 1
e 1
f 1 1 1 1 1 1
g 1
h 1
i 1 1
j 1
k 1
l 1
m 1 1
n 1
o 1 1 1
p 1
q 1 1
r 1 1 1
s 1
t 1
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According to the strongly connected matrix, there are
five strongly connected components in the incidence matrix
A: {b}, {c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o}, {p}, {q}, and {r, s, t}.
After excluding the coupled touchpoints, the convenience
store service process was divided into five modules.

5.4. Level Analysis of Convenience Store Service Touchpoints.
(1)
Level analysis of uncoupled-associated convenience
store service touchpoints. Touchpoint A belongs to the
zero line sum, so arranging the touchpoint at the front of
the line takes precedence.
(2) Level analysis of coupled-associated convenience

store service touchpoints.

p1 �

1 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0

1 1 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 1

. (8)

(a) Touchpoint c was selected to represent the strongly
connected components {c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n,
o}. Touchpoint r was selected to represent the
strongly connected components {r, s, t}. +e
corresponding rows and columns of {j, k, l,m, n, o}
with {s, t} in the convenience store reachable
matrix were deleted, and a 5 × 5 reduced matrix P′
was obtained.

(b) +e reachable set R (Vi) and the predecessor set A
(Vi) of the incidence matrix A were determined
according to the reduction matrix P′, and the in-
tersection R (Vi)∩A (Vi) was determined from the
predecessor set and the reachable set, as shown in
Table 6. +e element of R (Vi)∩A (Vi)�R (Vi) was
found to be b, and b is then the highest layer L1 in the
strongly connected subset.

(c) +e highest level of the coupling set was removed,
and step (b) was repeated. In turn, the level rela-
tionship of the coupling set was determined.

(3) According to the order of coupled- and uncoupled-
associated touchpoints, the overall level relationship
of each touchpoint module was obtained. As shown
in Table 7, the convenience store service process was
divided into 6 levels in total.

By combining the touchpoint level relationship table and
the service system directed graph established in Section 5.2, a
modularized and layered directed graph of the convenience
store system was obtained, as presented in Figure 8.

6. Results and Discussion

By comparing the directed graph after optimization with
that before optimization, it is evident that the directed graph
before optimization is chaotic and unorganized; the number
of modules is 0; and it is not clear which touchpoints have

strong associations. It is possible to arrange the strongly
associated touchpoints in different positions or with no
association, and the process is unclear. It needs to go back
and find to complete the entire process, which would affect
the service experience.

+e directed graph after clustering identification and
level division is divided into 6 simpler modules for infor-
mation transmission. +e service touchpoints in each
module maintain strong association relationships, while
each module maintains a weak association relationship. +e
level relationship is clear at a glance, and the order of ex-
ecution is clearly visible. +e optimized directed graph
provides effective guidance for the logical design of the
orientation, layout, location, and distance between each
service touchpoint, thereby improving the service experi-
ence. Even if the existing conditions cannot be changed,
some eye-catching related information can be added at
specific locations according to the flowchart to visually
associate the touchpoints, thereby improving the service
experience.

According to the optimized directed graph, the main
flow chart of the convenience store service system was
redesigned, including the layout of the touchpoints. +e
execution order of the touchpoints should correspond to
the level in Figure 8. For example, touchpoint p (find seat)
belongs to level 4, and touchpoint q (entertainment/
friends/convenience service) belongs to level 5, so p must
be executed before q; +e touchpoints in any level should
not be set too far away, it is better to set a guide flag. For
example, touchpoint l (determine payment) and o (come to
leisure area)) belong to the same level, so the location
should be as close as possible when designing the process.
Before optimization, the two touchpoints were too far
apart, causing customers to experience repeated routes;
change the arrangement of shelves from side-by-side to
surrounding. +e aim is to prevent customers having to
repeat the route multiple times between touchpoint e
(browse the store layout) and touchpoint i (end of shop-
ping). +e customer shopping process mainly includes the
following stages. As presented in Figure 9. (1) +e face-/
code-scanning entry stage: the customer enters the store by
scanning his or her face or scanning a code from an app
(first-time entry requires registration). +e entry gate can
communicate customer information to the store manager
cloud server. (2) +e product selection stage: when a
customer picks up goods from a shelf, the intelligent shelf
can automatically record the customer’s shopping list based
on the customer’s information in the cloud, and can
monitor the quantity and type of commodity. (3)+e face-/
code-scanning payment stage: when the customer arrives at
the exit gate that is connected to the cloud service to scan
his or her face or code, the gate screen displays the cus-
tomer’s shopping information. +e exit gate then opens
and the customer walks out of the store to complete his or
her shopping. Within 15 minutes, customers can receive an
electronic shopping list. (4) +e entertainment stage:
customers can choose to dine in the entertainment area,
download and print documents, rent and lend media,
collect packages, and other activities.
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Compared with the customer journey map before op-
timization, the optimized flowchart does not have repeated
tortuous routes, and it relies on new technologies such as big
data, cloud platforms, and EPC system network to provide
users with a brand new and smoother offline retail shopping
experience. In a convenience store, users can not only obtain
high-quality and low-cost commodity efficiently but also

enjoy convenient services such as downloading and printing,
renting and lending, and picking up and collecting express
delivery. At the same time, it also empowers users to suc-
cessfully complete their shopping without the interruption
of staff, which enhances the user’s sense of pleasure in the
shopping process and the sense of accomplishment of
successful shopping.

Table 6: Reachable set, predecessor set, and their intersection.

Node Reachable set R (Vi) Predecessor set A (Vi) R (Vi)∩A (Vi)
b b b,  c, p, q,  r b
 c b,  c  c, p, q,  r  c
p b,  c, p p, q,  r p
q b,  c, p, q q,  r q
r b,  c, p, q,  r  r  r

Table 7: Overall level relationship table of the convenience store touchpoints.

Level Touchpoints
L1 a
L2 b
L3 c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o
L4 p
L5 q
L6 r, s, t

L1

L2

a

b

L3
d c

h

e f g i

k j m n o

l

L4
p

L5
q

L6 
R

S t

Figure 8: +e directed graph of the optimized convenience store system.
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Carrying out modularization and layering on the service
process and decomposing the complex service process into
modules composed of different service touchpoints has the
following beneficial effects on the operation of convenience
stores: (1) +e optimization of the service process enables
customers to enjoy a better experience, enhances the reputation
of merchants, and correspondingly brings better benefits to
convenience stores. (2) Able to achieve modular management
of services to give full play to the expertise of each department,
and effectively control the generation and removal of service
problems. For example, level 3 is managed by the business
department, while level 6 is managed by the after-sales de-
partment. (3) It is conducive to the derivation of service or-
ganizations and the realization of outsourcing agents to obtain
economies of scale. Service outsourcing can be implemented by
themap navigation included in Level 2 and convenient services
included in Level 5. +e purpose is to use the advantages of
external resources to obtain more benefits.

7. Conclusion

+is paper expands the application scope of the DSM to the
optimization of service design from the perspective of the
association of service touchpoints. +is paper systematically
introduces a service process optimization flow based on the
DSM on the premise of single touchpoint optimization,
including the construction of a service touchpoint DSM, the
identification of service touchpoints, and the level analysis of
service touchpoints. Case studies have demonstrated that a
DSM can achieve the optimization of complex service
processes by fully taking into account the association of
touchpoints. It avoids the one-sidedness caused by the
traditional optimization method, which only considers a
single touchpoint and cannot reasonably organize the logical
association between the touchpoints.

+e goal of this work was to improve the service ex-
perience and provide a reference for complex service process
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Figure 9: +e main flowchart of the convenience store service system.
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optimization; however, there remained certain limitations to
this study. In the model proposed in this paper, the
touchpoints with high association are modularized and
layered; however, the order of the touchpoints within the
module after modularization is not considered. In addition,
customer needs should be taken into account when opti-
mizing service processes. +erefore, the proposed method of
complex service process optimization from the perspective
of service touchpoints requires further study.
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Ecosystems are complex objects, simultaneously combining biotic, abiotic, and human components and processes. Ecologists still
struggle to understand ecosystems, and onemainmethod for achieving an understanding consists in computing potential surfaces
based on physical dynamical systems.We argue in this conceptual paper that the foundations of this analogy between physical and
ecological systems are inappropriate and aim to propose a new method that better reflects the properties of ecosystems, especially
complex, historical nonergodic systems, to which physical concepts are not well suited. As an alternative proposition, we have
developed rigorous possibilistic, process-based models inspired by the discrete-event systems found in computer science and
produced a panel of outputs and tools to analyze the system dynamics under examination. )e state space computed by these
kinds of discrete ecosystem models provides a relevant concept for a holistic understanding of the dynamics of an ecosystem and
its abovementioned properties. Taking as a specific example an ecosystem simplified to its process interaction network, we show
here how to proceed and why a state space is more appropriate than a corresponding potential surface.

1. Introduction

Most ecologists would admit that ecosystems are complex,
although some might appear simple. Ecosystems appear to
form emergent structures (e.g., [1, 2]), exhibit nonlinear
properties (e.g., [3, 4]), and be clearly out of equilibrium
(e.g., [5, 6]). Moreover, the fact that most ecosystems today
strongly interact with society and contain several human
groups heightens this feeling of complexity [7, 8]. Yet, most
studies focus on just some components of the ecosystem,
either biotic (e.g., species community), abiotic (e.g., climate,
element cycles), or anthropic (ecosystem services), and a
definitive demonstration of integrated ecosystem complexity
is still lacking. In addition, most analyses focus on com-
plexity at a specific time, often concentrating on patterns
rather than on long-term dynamics [1, 9]. In this conceptual
paper, we propose a detailed methodology for the long-term
study of ecosystem dynamics and for qualifying their
complexity using process-based models.

Ecosystem complexity is derived first and foremost from
the combination of biotic, abiotic, and human components
which also form a tangled web of continuous interactions
[10–12]. Some socioecological systems seem quite simple,
with few components and few processes, but these cases
remain scarce. )eoretical ecologists with a true interest in
the whole (socio)ecosystem, not just some parts of it, have
spent decades debating ecosystem dynamics and their sta-
bility or resilience [3, 13]. Whether a potential function or a
resilience surface [14–17], synthetic and conceptual models
should be able to fit any specific trajectory observed in the
ecosystem under study. )e recent nature of ecology as a
discipline and mostly partial and short-term observations
provide us with a limited view of ecosystems. As a result,
such models often focus on short-term dynamics andmainly
on pattern analyses [9, 18, 19]. Models of complexity in
ecology thus remain phenomenological. For this reason,
even partially validated process-based models of ecosystems
offer a promising opportunity to produce understandable,
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robust long-term dynamics. Here, we intend to review the
mainstream models of ecosystem dynamics, to demonstrate
some of their limitations, and finally, to provide a process-
based methodology that will hopefully bypass such
limitations.

When studying or managing an ecosystem, be it tem-
perate or tropical, terrestrial or aquatic, natural or anthropic,
a suggested preliminary step is an exhaustive understanding
of its overall dynamics. Practically speaking, ecologists today
investigate whether or not a specific ecosystem studied is
stable [3, 4], resilient [2, 20], and moreover how far from any
tipping points or catastrophic shifts it lies [21–23]. Physics
has long provided powerful tools for these objectives with
regard to physical systems. For example, physical models
often provide ordinary differential equation (ODE) systems
and summarize the most probable dynamics (and sharp
changes) into phase spaces and potential functions [24, 25].
Such syntheses then enable confident predictions of future
system states, to prevent unwanted states and advise on
expected states.

Despite recent attempts, such synthetic models for
ecosystems are still lacking. Some theoretical models have
been proposed [26–29], but they rarely fit and accurately
calibrate observations, or if so, rarely study more than one
state variable (e.g., biomass and/or annual rainfall). In ad-
dition, such models are probabilistic in essence, whereas
possibilistic models would afford exhaustive exploration of
complex (eco)system dynamics. Here, our first and most
important objective is to provide ecologists with a new
conceptual framework for achieving this goal of exhaustive
computation of any ecosystem dynamics [30, 31], and to
simultaneously illustrate the approach in a complex case
study. Moreover, the mainstream models used today in
ecosystem ecology still suffer from several limitations [32].
Our second objective is to list and debate these chief
limitations.

For this purpose, we recently developed an original type
of models [18, 30], based on the discrete event and qualitative
systems commonly used in theoretical computer sciences
[33–35]. Here, we will illustrate the approach with a qual-
itative Petri net in the case of an insect (termite) colony [36],
which is presumed to mimic an ecosystem undergoing
abrupt qualitative change, and potentially experiencing
strong long-term disturbances. We will show how the
qualitative state space (sometimes called the reachability or
labeled transition space) of the modeled insect colony
provides a relevant synthesis of this ecosystem’s dynamics.
Finally, we will analyze this state space to verify that it is not
subject to the same limitations as identified in other eco-
logical models, and to suggest future directions.

2. State Space of a Qualitative Ecosystem

Here, we propose an original model intended to represent
the overall dynamics of any complex (socio) ecosystem. )e
proposition states that it is possible to exhaustively capture
overall ecosystem behavior on the basis of a qualitative,
discrete, and integrated description of its interactions [18].
)e interactions within a given ecosystem are all the relevant

processes involved in the system dynamics, hence the
process-basedmodel.)is kind of discrete model has already
proved useful, and interested readers may refer to papers
describing the mathematical details of the method and some
applications [30, 37, 38]. In the present study, we illustrate
such an approach with the specific case of a simplified
theoretical insect colony. )is termite colony is assumed to
mimic a typical ecosystem comprising biotic, abiotic, and
anthropogenic-like (the farming termites) components [36],
as well as all their associated (i.e., bioecological, physico-
chemical, and socioeconomic) interactions.)e output from
the model consists in a discrete qualitative state space of the
ecosystem, grouping all the states that the ecosystem may
potentially reach from an initial state and thus all its
trajectories.

We chose to model eusocial insect colonies for the
reasons that they experience drastic change (tipping points,
TPs) over time, but any other ecosystem-like models may be
used (Figure 1(a)). We chose to work on Macrotermitinae
termites [36] which, like some ant species, construct large
colonies (up to millions of inhabitants), [39] sometimes
considered as super-organisms with complex functioning.
)ese termites cultivate fungi in special chambers, build
aerial structures (called mounds) to improve air circulation,
and divide their nests into a royal chamber, fungus cham-
bers, and egg rooms (Figure 1(a)). Given the ability of this
eusocial species to develop food production, termites might
also be considered as mimicking humans (farmers) in
agrosystems.

One way of conceptualizing the ecosystem under in-
vestigation is to represent it as a graph (i.e., network) of
components connected by processes, the interaction net-
work, whatever the interactions (Figure 1(b)). )e model is
fully qualitative (Boolean) and allows components to be
present or absent only. )e resulting ecosystem graph is then
manipulated using a rigorousmodel based on a discrete Petri
net to formalize any change in the topology of this graph
(i.e., the neighboring relationships between present com-
ponents). Developed in computer science [31, 35], Petri nets
are commonly used in biology (e.g., [40, 41]) and are
powerful tools for rigorous formalization of changes in
network topologies occurring during system dynamics. Such
Petri nets are radically different from traditional ecological
models based on ODE equations (e.g., [2, 4]) in that they
deal with topological changes in interactions during the
simulation rather than dynamics carried by a fixed topology.
Our approach might be closer in spirit to other attempts,
such as Richard Levins’ “loop analysis” dedicated too linear
systems and its most recent versions of qualitative models
[42].

Discrete-event models provide state space outputs that
can be readily analyzed to highlight relatively stable (or
resilient) dynamics, tipping points, and any other specific
trajectories. Such state spaces show similarities with the
state-and-transition models that have proved useful in
modeling ecological succession [43], except that our state
spaces are deduced from predefined processes instead of
being directly drawn from observations. Hence, such models
are possibilistic models as they exhaustively explore the
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possible dynamics of the (eco) system, and differ strongly
from traditional probabilistic models in ecology [17, 44]. It
appears crucial to identify all possible trajectories to un-
derstand the overall ecosystem dynamics, rather than fo-
cusing on the most probable trajectories.

In this kind of framework, any ecosystem can be rep-
resented as a graph, in which every material component of
the ecosystem (e.g., a termite population stage, fungi, air, and
water) is represented by a node, with two Boolean states:
“present” (the component is functionally present in the
system and it may impact other components, also denoted as
“+” or On) or “absent” (functionally absent from the system
or “−” or Off). So, any state of the system is defined by the set
of “+” and “−” nodes (Figure 1(b)). Any physicochemical,
bioecological, and/or possibly socioeconomic process is
translated into a Petri net rule, which describes the condition
to be fulfilled, and the realization to be executed in such a
case. Since the rules modify node states, the entire system
shifts from one state to another through the discrete suc-
cessive application of rules [30]. Rules progressively produce
the state space, which provides the set of all system states
reachable from the initial state and by the defined rules
(Figure 2). )is is easily translated and computed by any
Petri net engine [35, 45].

)e Petri net of the termite colony provides a highly
instructive state space [30]. )e termite modeling reaches
only 109 states (of 212 possible states, approx. 2%), so we can
draw the exhaustive state space to visualize it (Figure 2). For
larger systems, analysis can be performed automatically and
without drawing the state space [37]. )e state space graph
displayed here is composed of several (colored) structures,

which we will further describe and interpret in ecological
terms: the initial state (numbered 0, and represented by a
hexagon, Figure 2-A), two topological structures usually
called strongly connected components (SCCs, defined as a
set of system states in which every state may be reached from
any other state of the SCC, Figure 2-B and B′), and a number
of decisive paths (e.g., irreversible ecosystem trajectories and
tipping points, Figure 2-C), ultimately leading upward to
basins and their associated deadlocks (states from which no
other state is reachable, Figure 2-D and D′, squares). Hence,
the state space provides a convenient, precise summary of
the system’s behavior, its dynamic features, and all its
possible qualitative trajectories.

From this state space, it is possible to compute a merged
state space automatically aggregating all the states of the
topological structures mentioned previously (Figure 3(a)).
In this merged space, the SCC properties conveniently
capture the ecosystem’s structural stabilities, that is, the
number of states and the trajectories that qualitatively
connect them (e.g., Figure 2-B). Tipping points are also
visible as the successive rules (Figure 2-C and 3(a)-C)
shifting the system from structural stabilities (e.g., B or B′) to
deadlocks (e.g., D or D′), here meticulously identified and
listed [30]. Other possible features (e.g., basins connecting
the previous features) and ecosystem collapses (deadlocks)
may also be computed and displayed on the same state space.
Such topological analysis is usually accomplished on state
spaces with as many as millions of states, in more complex
and/or realistic ecosystem models [37, 38].

From this merged state space, we can then compute a
potential-like surface (Figure 3(b)), referred to hereinafter as
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Figure 1: Graphic of a termite colony (a) and its simplified interaction network (b). Termites modify their environment and build a mound
with various chambers to host the colony (a). )e original ecosystem graph is composed of 12 nodes (Table 1) with five colors representing
their different natures (b, left). )eir 15 associated interactions (i.e., processes, Table 2) are shown directionally (b) from component
conditions to realizations.
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the computed potential surface to distinguish it from other
traditional surfaces used in ecology and elsewhere
[14, 17, 25]. While stabilities may be represented by wells
(e.g., Figure 3(b)-B), tipping points are represented by ridges
connecting these wells (e.g., Figure 3(b)-C), and deadlock
states or sets of states are represented by assigning them a
virtually infinite depth on the computed potential surface
(e.g., Figure 3(b)-D), so that the system can no longer escape
from them. For this purpose, we linked the width, depth, and
location of each topological feature with the number of
states, the number of trajectory steps, and the path con-
nections of each feature. )is representation is intended to
consider different components of resilience, namely, lati-
tude, resistance, and precariousness [17]. For example,
structural stability B′ involves 20 states, with a maximum of
three steps required to leave it, and is irreversibly connected
to B (Figure 4(a)). In this way, we built a surface that appears
comparable to the traditional potential-like surfaces: yet, we
highlight in the next section how different it is, once
interpreted on the basis of the concepts supporting the
qualitative discrete-event models used for this computation.

)e state space concept provides an easy way to identify
structural stabilities, tipping points, and hysteresis. We stress
that such topological features do not correspond perfectly to

the so-called dynamics (i.e., with these names) in ODE
models, as the system here shifts sharply from one set of
discrete qualitative states to other discrete qualitative states
and could theoretically stay indefinitely in each of them.
When the system remains stuck in a specific structural
stability (e.g., B and B′ in Figure 2), all the states of such a
stability are by definition connected through specific paths.
)e modeled ecosystem shifts from one state to the others
through differentiated trajectories and then potentially
comes back to the same state (Figure 4(a), blue and green
arrows). )ese trajectories are numerous, with highly dis-
tinctive paths in terms of ecosystem composition (the
present components) or other properties. For example, it is
possible to plot such hysteresis as a function relating the
number of ecosystem components present to the number of
steps required to reach the states (Figures 4(b) and 4(c)).

Many other properties are available and often quanti-
fiable in the state space. It is relevant to use these trajectories
to characterize the structural stability (e.g., B′ in Figure 4(a)),
for example, by assigning it a “depth” defined by the
maximum number of discrete steps required to reach the
stability boundary and ultimately leave it (state colors) and
representing the resistance [17]. )e state space gathers as
much information on transitions as on states, as it is possible

A

C

B

D′

D

B′

Figure 2: )e full state space (or marking graph) of the termite colony model. )e state space comprises 109 states labeled with a pair n/s
where n is an identifying number for the marking and s is the number of strongly connected components (SCCs) for the basin or deadlock it
belongs to. )e initial state is displayed as a hexagon (A), deadlocks (states leading to a terminal state with no successor) are displayed as
squares (five in total, of which two are in zones D and D′, and one (A) is close to the initial state), an example of two tipping points is
displayed as a red segment (C), while other states are displayed as circles. Each SCC or basin is highlighted using a separate color (e.g., SCCs
B and B′ are drawn in orange and green). )e edges are directed and labeled with the number of the rule that was applied to perform the
transition (defined in Table 2).
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Figure 3: From the merged state space (a), it is possible to draw a tentative potential-like surface (b). In the merged version (a) of the full
termite state space (Figure 2), each SCC and basin has been reduced to a single node and redundant paths have been removed. Nodes
representing SCCs or basins (i.e., aggregate states) are noted (s) (circles) and labeled with the components present in all their states. From
this reduction of the state space, specific paths leading to the main ecosystem collapses (squares), and highlighting the sharp transitions
between them, can be more easily identified. For the potential surface (b), each structural stability (SCC, e.g., B and B′) has been represented
as a well with a width corresponding to its number of states and a depth corresponding to the maximum number of steps for escaping it. )e
deadlocks (e.g., D and D′) are bottomless wells and are connected to other topological features with a continuous surface and sometimes
through tipping points (C) (red arrow). We explain in the main text why such a representation is fallacious, though.
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to analyze which process (interaction) is responsible for
which transition between states or sets of states. For ex-
ample, the ecosystem shifts drastically from stability B′
toward deadlock D′ through a TP (Figure 3(a)-C, red arrow).
It is possible to compute a similarity index between all pairs
of states or topological features to estimate the TP magni-
tude. For example, a Jaccard index based on the present and

absent components would quantify the similarity between
successive states. As an illustration, we computed this
similarity index in a more complex wetland socioecosystem
modeled in the same way (Figure 5(a)) [38] and automat-
ically identified TPs such as the transitions entering dead-
locks n/s 0 and 3 that were highly different from those seen
previously (Figure 5(b), the two first columns of the matrix).
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Figure 4: Illustration of the hysteresis found in the termite ecosystem state space (a), highlighting two specific trajectories (b).)e structural
stability displayed is B′ (Figures 2 and 3), composed of 20 states (a) labeled with a pair n/s where n is an identifying number and s is the
number of discrete steps needed to exit the B′ stability (from 0 for states defining the boundary to 3 for the maximum number of steps to
reach the boundary).)e edges are directed and labeled with the number of the rule that was applied to perform the transition (Table 2). One
specific cycling trajectory has been chosen in the B′ stability (a) (blue and green arrows), and this hysteresis is highlighted in the plane
(number of present components versus discrete steps, b left). A second trajectory is displayed in the same plane (b right) to highlight the fact
that many trajectories in the state space may exhibit hysteresis.
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3. Comparison of the State Space with the
Potential Surface

A process-based model such as the present model of a termite
ecosystemmay provide some insights in ecology. In recent years,
a growing body of studies in ecology has promoted the con-
ceptual view of (socio)ecosystem functioning that we refer to
here as the potential surface (Figure 4(a)). Although it has
sometimes been called by other names, the principle remains the
same: thismetaphor suggests considering any ecosystem as a ball
rolling down onto a hypothetical landscapemade up of a surface
in a higher dimension space [15, 17]. )is (hyper)surface
concept is borrowed from physics, where many systems have
been shown to change according to a potential parameterized by
intrinsic (e.g., state variables) and extrinsic variables (e.g., en-
vironmental conditions) [24, 25]. )ere is no doubt that this
concept is a convenient one for use in ecology too [44, 46]. )is
conceptual model is phenomenological, in that it potentially
describes patterns in observation and is not based on knowledge
of the underlyingmechanisms.Metaphors are often slippery and
it remains to be demonstrated that the potential as a concept is
appropriate to ecosystem dynamics and to environmental
processes (e.g., climatology [21, 22, 47]) in general. )is section
lists five possible criticisms of the potential metaphor.

3.1. Vertical Force. One critical assumption of the potential
analogy concerns the gravitational force that constrains
movements on the surface. For the system to be located

above a certain elevation assumes the energy is higher than
below that elevation due to the scalar field in which the
system is immersed. Does such a force exist in ecosystems?
And if yes, what is the nature of this force? Indeed, if the
potential surface is such an easy-to-handle metaphor, it is
undoubtedly due to the restoring torque that drives the ball
along to the potential surface [15]. In physical systems, any
potential is the origination of a force and is directly linked to
energy [11, 48]. )is force is often gravity but may also be
associated with electrical or chemical potentials. In eco-
logical systems, to our knowledge, no force or energy has
been identified or analyzed, even when living systems tend to
maintain their activity, for example, by homeostasis [49]. It
is even harder to imagine what the nature of this force or
these processes might be, considering that ecosystems are
simultaneously physical and biological (and anthropogenic)
objects.

A simple thought experiment might help in under-
standing what is at play in this force, if anything. Take a
simplified ecosystem such as vegetation in arid areas. In the
absence of rainfall (the environmental conditions, say
rainfall R), there is no vegetation (the state variable, biomass
B) present, even on fertile soil. )e absence of such variables
(B, R)� (0, 0) may be, and usually is, considered a stable state
[28], even with a system showing stochastic noise. In other
words, the potential surface concept would plot the eco-
system as a ball that has “fallen deep into” a well [44]. Now,
let us push the system toward slightly wetter conditions and
the emergence of vegetation. How would ecologists think the
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Figure 5: Example of a more realistic socioecosystem analyzed using a discrete qualitative model, viewed by its merged state space (a) and its
tipping points (b). )e state space of this wetland socioecosystem (a), a temporary marsh with pastoralism [38], should be read downward,
from the initial state (pink hexagonal node on top) to the terminal structural stability (red bottom node). Different stabilities (colors and
identifiers) are connected through processes (i.e., edges as directional arrows) mimicking qualitative transitions between distinct states of the
socioecosystem being modeled. )e similarity between these successive states (in terms of present components) may be quantified using a
Jaccard index (b) (hot colors) and plotted in a connectivity matrix grouping together all the structural stabilities reached by the ecosystem.
Transitions exhibiting the lowest Jaccard index values between highly different states clearly identify the ecosystem’s tipping points (b) (left
column).
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ecosystem would behave? Would the system stay in this
(putative stable) state with very little vegetation and rainfall?
Will it gradually increase the biomass, form vegetation
patterns, and start storing as much water as possible? Or will
it simply revert to the previous state, with no vegetation and
no more water?

)e potential surface provides one (the?) answer. Due to
the metaphoric gravitational force in the landscape, it is
assumed that the ball representing the ecosystem will in-
evitably fall down to the stable state (B, R)� (0, 0). )is
assumption that the vertical dimension plays a critical role
(and that such a force does exist) remains to be demon-
strated in ecology. )is is a necessity, even if most ecologists
today feel that this is the behavior at play. Some studies have
already examined ecosystems in semiarid conditions or in
controlled, poor environments [50]. So far, though, to our
knowledge, there has been no definitive demonstration of
attracting or repulsing behavior in the vicinity of stable
states. )e truth is that probably no ecologist knows the
answer. )e state space, as illustrated in the termite eco-
system (Figures 1 and 2), indicates whether the system can
shift from one state to another, according to the set of
processes driving the system. In our opinion, there is no
driving force for the ecosystem other than these identified
processes.

3.2. Reversible Isotropic Surface. Similarly, we may wonder
about the inner nature of the other (horizontal) dimensions
of the potential. In particular, are the ecosystem variables or
the environmental conditions isotropic? Focusing on the
state variable (often plotted along the x-axis), is it as easy to
leave a stable state (i.e., a well, with central symmetry)
leftward as it is to leave it rightward? )is question is linked
to the previous limitation and challenges and the possible
attraction and repulsion of distinct potential zones, an area
of critical study in physical systems (e.g., climatology
[21, 47]). For example, let us assume that desert, savanna,
and forest are alternative stable states (still a matter of
debate); when leaving the savanna states, likely located
between the other two, will it be “easier” for the system to
reach the desert states than the forest states? )eoretically,
the potential assumes perfect symmetry between both di-
rections [17, 44], which our process-based model does not
[30].

In other words, the potential surface assumes there are
isotropic directions and reversible movements on it. More
generally, the reversibility of each trajectory of the ecosystem
can be questioned. )is observation remains valid whatever
the shape of the potential, possibly allowing for the hysteresis
already observed in ecology [16, 32]. More radically, we may
wonder whether movement on the potential surface is
possible everywhere. In the case of simplified ecosystems
with only one state variable, it may be assumed that the
system can gain or lose biomass equally as easily. In the case
of more realistic ecosystems, though, precisely those we are
endeavoring to understand, it may be that regaining biomass
is no longer possible, whatever the predator- or climate-
related causes. In brief, the reversibility of the potential

surface needs to be demonstrated too. Here again, the state
space of the termite ecosystem, the assumed model defini-
tion, demonstrates whether the systemmay reach a deadlock
or exhibit irreversible dynamics (e.g., between B and B′,
Figure 2).

3.3. Surface Stability over Time. It is worthy of note that
biologists in the past used the concept of potential surface
too. )e best known example is probably the epigenetic (or
fitness) landscape proposed by Waddington (Figure 6(b))
[51]. )is landscape suggests that the phenotypic traits of an
organism are the result of a combination of genes. )e
metaphor was powerful and has been widely used up until
now. Yet, a growing body of biologists today believes there is
a major flaw with this potential surface: it is changing (i.e.,
not frozen). Even when genes are responsible for the traits
examined, it has been observed that this landscape is highly
variable, changing over time in successive experiments
[52–54]. In brief, the potential surface cannot be plotted
once and for all.

We recall a critical assumption behind the potential
concept used in physics: a physical system modeled as a
dynamic system should be (is) ergodic. )e ergodicity of a
system states that it exhibits the same statistical behavior
when averaged over time, in space or in any other system
dimensions (i.e., in its phase space, e.g., [55]). In other
words, a system that evolves over a long period tends to
“forget” its initial state, statistically speaking. Some ecolo-
gists have serious doubts that ecosystems are ergodic
[10, 56, 57]. Conversely, most ecologists think that eco-
systems have history that strongly constrains their fate
[18, 58–61]. Here again, the ecosystems we talk about are not
simplified as prey-predator systems as they are sometimes
discussed. Real ecosystems are thermodynamically open and
have many components that are subject to evolution. To our
knowledge, this ergodic property has never been demon-
strated in ecology. )e state space approach presented here
does not assume ecosystem ergodicity in the dynamics
studied (Figure 2), but it is possible to adapt the model for
evolutionary and ever-changing dynamics, a perspective our
team is already exploring.

3.4. 4e Punctual Ball and the 4in Surface. As a fruitful
metaphor, the potential surface and its related concepts
simplify reality so as to improve our understanding. It be-
comes embarrassing, however, when such simplifications
provide an incorrect idea of reality. Can an ecosystem really
be conceptualized as a punctual ball? An ecosystem is such a
complex object comprising a large number of components
and processes that it is easy to imagine that some parts of it
would indeed follow a potential—its physical part, say—
while another part would not [11, 57]. )e reason that the
whole system should exhibit a punctual location in the state
space has to be explored; and why not several locations
simultaneously? In addition, the system would likely exhibit
stochastic behavior, rather than showing the system as a ball
moving into a cloud of uncertain locations in this space
(Figure 6(c)).
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Additionally, this observation questions whether or not
the (hyper)surface of the potential should have a thickness (a
hypervolume) (Figure 6(c)). In physics, the system must
exactly follow the potential in a mean-field approximation,
even if noise often blurs the measures and the plot [48]. In

ecology, we may reasonably question whether processes
follow mean field behavior, and this is often justified by the
huge number of components involved in the system. As in
biology (Figure 6(b)), ecological processes exhibit a high
variance which makes systems more unpredictable and may
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Figure 6: Examples of various synthetic representations of system dynamics, including a potential-like surface (a) [16], the epigenetic
surface (b) [51], and the drape concept (c) inspired from [32]. Although these representations of dynamic systems appear comparable, they
differ substantially in respect of their assumptions and conception of the (eco)system under investigation.
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mean they show no average behavior (or that they explore
rare trajectories too). )e state space proposes that the
ecosystem indeed follows some trajectories, but the ever-
changing state compositions in this space deny the uniform
and constant image of the ball (Figures 6(a) and 6(b)). )e
system inevitably follows the state space, however, as it
contains all possible states and, according to the processes
involved, it should not leave this computed shape
(Figure 6(c)).

3.5. SurfaceDefinitionandDisturbances. )edefinition of the
potential surface itself challenges ecologists. How should it be
built? Which variables should be used? Ecosystem complexity
suggests thatmany state variables should be used, whereasmost
ecological surfaces built so far use a single (one-dimensional)
variable (e.g., [29, 44]). Yet, deserts, savannas, and forests are
often assumed to belong to the same potential surface. )is
simplification is questionable, considering that even savannas
and forests have radically different species compositions and
climatic and soil conditions (e.g., [11, 12, 62]). To what extent
should we merge different biomes (broad types of ecosystems)
into the same potential? It is predictable that boreal forests
would not belong to “the same” potential surface as tropical
forests, as they are controlled by radically different conditions,
essentially by temperatures and rainfall, respectively [63, 64].
)ere is a clear need to define potential functions with more
(state) variables.

One example may illustrate this fallacy. Empirical studies
of the potential surface assume that the system spends more
time in stable states, and less time in unstable ones. For
example, some ecologists estimate the potential surface
based on this central assumption to identify the multimodal
stabilities of vegetation [20, 44]. )ere are many examples of
systems in which this assumption is revealed to be wrong.
One such example is the simplistic pendulum system. In a
pendulum oscillation, the stable state is at the bottom (the
lowest elevation), while this is also the location at which the
system has the greatest speed and, thus, at which it spends
the shortest resident time. In brief, it is in no way recom-
mended that the stable and unstable states of any system be
identified on the basis of the time it spends in various states.

Furthermore, environmental conditions supposedly
controlling some dimensions of the potential are not sys-
tematically external to the ecosystem. )is issue has long
been debated in ecology and is basically linked to the or-
ganismic conception of ecosystems [36, 65]. Tansley initially
proposed the word “ecosystem” to replace the word
“community,” and the debate lasted long about the inner
coherency of this object. When a ball falls from the tower of
Pisa, gravity is considered external to the ball being studied.
In the case of many ecosystems, what does excluding dis-
turbance from the system allow? With climate forcing, the
disturbance appears to be quite obviously external, spatially
and temporally, but in the case of a forest fire, an invasive
species, or an intrinsic human pressure, this assumption is
much less obvious [21, 32]. Can we be sure no feedback can
settle between disturbances and the ecosystems studied, as is
usually assumed [14, 16]? )e resulting surface would likely

differ strongly depending on the status of the disturbance.
Construction of the discrete, qualitative ecosystem model
presented here suggests including all the processes at play in
the ecosystem (Tables 1 and 2, Figure 1), be they internal or
external, and computing the resulting dynamics. Hence,
there is no need to confer a specific status on external
disturbances.

4. Discussion and Recommendations

We can now compare the traditional potential from physics
commonly and empirically used in ecology (Figure 6(a))
with this potential surface computed on the basis of the state
space of a process-based model of a complex ecosystem
(Figure 3(b)). Keeping in mind the limitations listed pre-
viously, the comparison reveals some striking observations:

(a) On our computed potential surface, there is no
gravitational force pushing the system downward.
Only the (modeled) processes at play are capable of
moving the system from one state to the next, in the
state space. In particular, climbing up the surface
appears as easy as falling down (Figure 3(b)). )is
metaphoric vertical force now appears
inappropriate.

(b) )e potential surface is not isotropic and shows
strongly irreversible paths as interpreted from the
merged state space. When the system shifts from one
structural stability, that is, from one stable area (e.g.,
well B, Figure 3(a)) to the neighboring stability (well
B′), any return is forbidden. It is even possible to plot
trajectories and hysteresis within each structural
stability (Figure 4).

(c) )e computed potential surface has no reason to be
stable over time. Indeed, the state space is provided
here for a specific ecosystem (termite colony)
composition (Figure 1(b)), but any new arrival in or
departure from the system components, and its
associated processes, would strongly modify the
resulting state space (Figure 2).

(d) )e potential surface has been computed here on the
basis of discrete events, then transformed with an
assumption of continuity between states, and dis-
played in an arbitrary space (Figure 2). Many other
representations and coordinates for each state could
have been used, however, and consequently would
have strongly modified the potential surface repre-
sentation (Figure 3(b)). In particular, consideration
of the thick surface would have disqualified this
potential surface [32], instead of the discrete qual-
itative state space (Figure 3(a)).

(e) A large number of variables of various natures have
been used to constrain this state space and its as-
sociated potential surface (Figure 1(b)). In addition,
perturbations and even disturbances are internal to
the system and contribute strongly to the surface
definition. )is is not the case for traditional po-
tentials [17, 44].
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For all these reasons, we think that empirical potentials
appear to be inaccurate approximations of process-based
ecosystem state spaces. Conversely, the state space seems to
be a convenient substitute for the traditional potential
[18, 30]. It has still to be tested in contrasted case studies to
evaluate its interpreting power [37, 38]. )e discrete event
model family used in computer science and in biology
[31, 41] appears to provide an interesting avenue for un-
derstanding ecosystem dynamics. )ese process-based
models were developed to understand systems made up of
discrete components in interaction. Some of them were
initially dedicated to resource allocation or signaling net-
works [35, 40] and others to linguistic or landscapemodeling
[33, 66, 67] and plant growth [34, 68]. Such models may be
combined with networks representing the constitutive en-
tities (the nodes) and their processes (the edges), for ex-
ample, to model rural landscapes [67] or ecosystems [18].
Another central advantage they offer is that they allow for
rigorous formalization of the dynamics studied, as well as an
understanding of system behavior in all its dimensions.)ey

are also intuitive, highly adaptable (e.g., with quantitative
and multivalued versions), and easy to manipulate using
existing software [45]. In addition, such state spaces appear
conceptually similar to state-and-transition models devel-
oped to manage rangelands, well known for exhibiting
multiple states and successional dynamics [43]. Ultimately,
they provide interpretations of (socio)ecological entities
which, when rigorously formalized, are no longer meta-
phoric [37, 38, 56].

)ere can be no doubt that ecosystems are complex,
despite a few of them remaining simple. Ecosystem pro-
cesses are notoriously noisy and difficult to measure, while
the biological components of ecosystems often add a strong
variance to the overall behavior. Despite this challenge,
ecologists need to continue collecting data on ecosystems to
improve the understanding of such systems and, ultimately,
their management. But where does ecological complexity
reside? Is it in the ecosystem state or in the ecosystem
dynamics? Ecologists are commonly inclined to scrutinize a
snapshot of the ecosystem (the pattern) instead of its long-

Table 1: Node categories, names, abbreviations, and descriptions of the termite colony ecosystem modeled using the discrete qualitative
model (see Figure 1, adapted from [30]).
Name Initially Family Description Comment
Rp Present Inhabitants Reproductives )e queen, the king, the eggs, and the nymphs
Wk Absent Inhabitants Workers All termites able to work: the larvae, workers, and pseudo-workers
Sd Absent Inhabitants Soldiers )e termite soldiers
Te Absent Inhabitants Termitomyces )e fungus cultivated by the termites
Ec Absent Structures Egg chambers All egg chambers plus the royal chamber
Fg Absent Structures Fungal gardens All the gardens in which the fungus is grown
Md Absent Structures Mound )e upper structure of the colony
Wd Absent Resources Wood )e wood stored inside the colony
Ai Absent Resources Air of the nest )e air inside the colony
Sl Present Environment Soil )e soil around the termite nest
At Present Environment Atmosphere )e air around the termite nest
Ac Present Competitors Ant competitors All the ant species in competition with the termites

Table 2: List of the rules for modeling termite ecosystem functioning and development.
Rule Comment
(1) Wk+, Te+⟶Wd−, ai− )e workers and the fungi are consuming wood and air
(2) Fg−⟶Te− )e fungi need the fungal gardens in order to survive
(3) Wk+, Sl+⟶Wd+, Te+, Fg+,
Ec+, Md+

)e workers are foraging in the soil for wood and fungus; from the soil, the workers are building the
fungal gardens, the egg chambers, and the mount

(4) Wd−⟶Wk−, Te− )e workers and the fungus need to eat wood to survive
(5) Rp+, Sl+⟶Ec+ For the soil, the queen and the king can also build egg rooms
(6) Rp+, Ec+⟶Wk+ In the egg chambers, the queen and the king are producing eggs that are becoming workers
(7) Wk+, Wd+⟶ Sd+, Rp+ Eating wood, the larvae are metamorphosing into soldiers and/or nymphaea

(8) Md+, At+⟶Ai+ )e air of the nest is being refreshed by passing through the mound and exchanging with the
atmosphere

(9) Wk−⟶ Fg−, Sd− )e soldiers cannot survive without the workers to feed them, and the fungal gardens need
maintenance by the workers

(10) Wk−, Rp−⟶Ec− )e egg chambers need maintenance by the workers or the reproductives; otherwise they collapse
(11) Sd+⟶Ac− )e soldiers are killing ant competitors intruding into the colony

(12) Ac+, Sd−⟶Wk−, Rp− Without the soldiers, the ant competitors are invading the colony and killing the workers and the
reproductives

(13) Ai−⟶Rp−, Wk−, Te− )e reproductives, the workers, and the fungus need to breathe the air of the nest to survive
)e conditions of application, realizations, and detailed explanations are given for each rule. )e rule arrows indicate the transformation (rewriting) of the
network at the next step [30]. Discrete systems are used to exhaustively characterize the dynamics of an integrated ecosystem (Methods in Ecology and
Evolution, 00: 1–13 [30]).
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term (process) dynamics. For example, it is inappropriate to
study traditional ecosystem potential on the basis of isolated
states (Figure 6) rather than the trajectories connecting them
(Figure 4). Ecosystems are historical objects experiencing
abrupt changes with probable nonergodic behaviors
[18, 55, 56]. Most ecosystem studies have been performed
over relatively short timescales, typically over one or two
human generations. We still know very little about the long-
term behavior of ecosystems, i.e., over several generations of
the slowest component, despite increasing efforts in his-
torical ecology and paleoecology (e.g., [69, 70]). )e usual
variables under long-term study often concern vegetation
and climate, but rarely fauna, soils, and/or human com-
ponents. An understanding of long-term ecosystem be-
haviors is now becoming an imperative, with realistic
modeling as a corollary.

At this stage, a decisive recommendation is not to
neglect the process of fitting the model to observations. To
date, it has been rare for traditional potentials to fit ob-
served ecosystems [27, 44] and has mainly involved pattern
and fragmented datasets. To our knowledge, it has not once
been the case with process and ecosystem dynamics [32].
Most of the time, the model is displayed to interpret a
posteriori observations, and not strictly fitted to them. )is
critical preliminary step should be performed with more
variables, on longer trends and with finer models, a
comment which is true for discrete event models too. Data
collection in ecology is particularly challenging, consid-
ering the cost of surveying a complete ecosystem (i.e., most
components) and considering the number of components,
but substitutes can be found to start this program of work.
Some chemostat and controlled experiments may allow for
high resolution and long-term measurements [71], while
some large scale ecosystems have begun to have rich da-
tabases too [27]. )ere appears to us to be an urgent need to
start calibrating potential-like and discrete-event models
on such complex data and to test their related hypotheses.
To generalize the potential concept to various contrasting
ecosystems, it will be necessary to confirm its power and
usefulness.

)ese recommendations may all be summarized as a
triangle of improvements that feed into the three main
components of any research theme of complexity, namely,
data, model, and concept research. In between, there are fits,
ideas, and tools that enable continuous testing of emerging
concepts such as state spaces and potential surfaces. At
present, some sides of this triangle appear to bemissing, with
further studies being required to produce a satisfying theory
of ecosystem. As shown above, potential-like surfaces may
not be the most appropriate concepts for describing and
understanding complex ecosystem behaviors and dynamics.
Even in cases where the potential concept proved appro-
priate, it would be fruitful and heuristic to search for some
additional views [32]. For example, we recently proposed
also looking for linguistic principles in living systems and
ecosystems [72].

Simultaneously seeking new mathematical tools is also
an imperative; such models include these underused qual-
itative discrete event models [30]. Other tools have been

proposed in the past, and it would be a shame to ignore them
or fail to fully acknowledge them. For example,)om’s work
shows rich but unwieldy algebra specifically for potentials in
any field [25]. Economic and ethological studies have already
tried, unsuccessfully, to use these tools. In addition, we
believe it is crucial to develop possibilistic models for ex-
haustive characterization of ecosystem trajectories, instead
of probabilistic models focusing on a few dominant tra-
jectories only.

In conclusion, we would like to warn the ecologist
community of the hazards of drawing an analogy between
physical and ecological systems. )e history of ecology has
already shown how this analogy once sent the community
down potentially erroneous and/or useless pathways [11]. It
is often fruitful to borrow concepts from other scientific
fields, but they need to be tailored to the questions under
examination at best and, at worst, they could send us off
down a slippery, dangerous slope.
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Photosynthesis is an important and complex physical process in nature, whose comprehensive understanding would have many
relevant industrial applications, for instance, in the field of energy production. In this paper, we propose a quantum algorithm for
the simulation of the excitonic transport of energy, occurring in the first stage of the process of photosynthesis. +e algorithm
takes in account the quantum and environmental effects (pure dephasing), influencing the quantum transport. We performed
quantum simulations of such phenomena, for a proof of concept scenario, in an actual quantum computer, IBMQ, of 5 qubits. We
validate the results with the Haken-Ströbl model and discuss the influence of environmental parameters on the efficiency of the
energy transport.

1. Introduction

Photosynthesis is a vital and pervasive complex physical
process in nature, where the radiation of the sun is captured
by certain living beings, such as plants and bacteria, and
transformed into the necessary carbohydrates needed for their
survival [1, 2]. From the physics and chemistry perspective, it
is a complex process occurring through several stages with
several kinds of physical phenomena involved, namely, the
light absorption, energy transport, charge separation, pho-
tophosphorylation, and carbon dioxide fixation [3]. +e
understanding of such phenomena has greatly progressed in
the past 40 years with the physical characterization of the
structure of many photosynthetic complexes [4–6]. +e
comprehension of such processes would allow for many
potential huge-impact industrial breakthroughs in the field of
energy, from the great efficiency improvement in energy

capture of solar panels [7] to the construction of artificial
light-harvesting devices and solar fuels [8–11].

+e photosynthesis begins by the absorption of a photon.
It occurs via excitation of a pigment molecule, which acts as
a light-harvesting antenna connected to the rest of the
photosynthetic apparatus by protein molecules. Photosyn-
thetic pigment-protein complexes transfer the absorbed
sunlight energy, in the form of molecular electronic exci-
tation, to the reaction center, where charge separation ini-
tiates a series of biochemical processes [2]. +is work is
focused on the first stage of photosynthesis, more precisely
on the transport of the absorbed radiation energy from the
antenna to the reaction center, which proceeds in the form of
the so-called Excitonic Energy Transfer (EET), as sche-
matically shown in Figure 1.

+is transport is known to be very efficient in photo-
synthesis, as is the whole process, with the overall quantum
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efficiency of initiation of charge separation per absorbed
photon up to 95% [2]. +e absorbed photon creates an
exciton on the antenna molecule, which can eventually
transfer it to other molecules. In this context, it is called
donor, while the others are called acceptors and the EET
process can be described by the following reaction equation:

D
∗

+ A⟶ D + A
∗
. (1)

+e physics of the mechanisms behind equation (1) will
be discussed in the following section. Here we just notice
that EET is a complex process that can be irreversible (i.e.,
unidirectional) or reversible, that is, coherent over some
period of time, as evidenced by experimental observations of
long-lived oscillatory features in the dynamical response of
several photosynthetic systems [12–14]. Moreover, it is
strongly influenced by the environment.+e donor-acceptor
pair is not isolated from the rest of the world and is an
example of so-called open systems [15]. It must be treated as
a subsystem of a larger system including a thermal bath. +e
properties of the latter are crucial because it introduces
relaxation and dephasing into the system directly involved in
the EETand, therefore, influences the efficiency of the energy
transport.

Open quantum systems cannot be described by a wave
function because one does not have enough information to
specify it; only a (less detailed) description in terms of a
density matrix is possible, which represents a statistical
mixture of states or a mixed state (see Supplementary In-
formation A.1). +e dynamics of such a system can be
determined by solving an equation of motion for the density
matrix. Such equations of motion are called quantummaster
equations. Finding exact solutions to the master equations is
extremely difficult but there is a wide range of theoretical
approaches and techniques available to make their

mathematical simplification and numerical simulations.
+ese approaches can be divided into several groups
according to the regime under study, characterized by the
coupling strength between the bath and the system and the
existence of memory effects in the bath (i.e., whether the
system can be considered as Markovian or not). Broadly
speaking, for the weak-coupling Markovian regimes, per-
turbative approaches are applicable, such as the Bloch-
Redfield and Lindbladmaster equations [2, 16], which can be
extended tomedium coupling strengths and non-Markovian
regimes by including higher-order system-bath interaction
terms [17, 18]. For the latter regime, there are also non-
perturbative techniques based on the use of path integrals to
dissipative systems [19], which can be used to create sets of
solvable systems of hierarchical equations, the so-called
hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM) [20–22]. Open
quantum systems that do not have the Markovian property,
for example, because of a too small size of the bath effectively
coupled to the system, which keeps memory of the past, are
much more difficult for theoretical description because the
dynamics equation is nonlocal in time.

However, even within the Markov approximation, the
calculations quickly become computationally intractable for
realistic photosynthetic systems and environment models.
+e computational cost of simulating a photosynthetic
complex consisting of N molecules with a theoretical tool
such as the HEOM grows exponentially with N. A possible
computational solution that has been arising to bypass this
type of problems is the use of quantum simulation, where it
is expected to obtain large performance increases in terms of
space, as the number of qubits’ growth is just polynomial,
and in terms of time, where an exponential gain is expected.

+e use of quantum mechanics to make calculations
about quantum mechanics, promising great computational
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Figure 1: Schematics of the energy transfer process from light-harvesting antenna (the donor) through a chain of acceptor molecules to the
reaction center. +e excited states of the participating molecules, denoted as εm, are broadened and they allow for resonance energy transfer
via irreversible Förster-type resonant process of exciton transfer from donor to acceptor even if εm ≠ εm+1, which is denoted by the thick
arrow labelled FRET. However, if the coupling between the donor and the acceptor molecules is strong enough, the process becomes
reversible and the exciton can go to and through many times before it is transferred; this situation is labelled by “reversible EET” and it does
not require matching of the energy levels εm and εm+1.
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advantages, was firstly proposed by Feynman [23, 24]. +e
field of quantum simulation is under a fast-paced and in-
tense development, finding already application across all
fields of physics and using many different physical imple-
mentations [25]. Closer to the present work, there are works
on quantum transport [26, 27] and on the quantum sim-
ulation of dissipative systems [28]. Particularly on the
quantum simulation of photosynthesis, we would like to
highlight the papers in [29–31], using superconducting
qubits and [32] employing a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) simulator [33].+e latter is of particular relevance to
the work carried out here as it was dedicated to the quantum
simulation of the energy transport with environmental ac-
tions, where the environment effect is simulated naturally by
an appropriate filtering of environmental noise [34], within
the NMR system. In this case, the implementation is specific
for the EET (i.e., nonuniversal), and the model Hamiltonian
was extracted from spectroscopic data for a photosynthetic
system [35]. We are simulating the same Hamiltonian as in
[32] and starting from the same assumptions, however, the
simulation algorithm is completely different, since we
conceived a digital quantum simulation designed to run in a
universal quantum computer, the commercially available
IBM Q of 5 qubits [36]. Our implementation contains a
quantum part, aimed at simulating the unitary part of the
system’s evolution, and a classical part that simulates the
stochastic interaction with the environment, the latter only
being able to mimic pure dephasing environmental effects.

2. Physics of the Energy
Transport in Photosynthesis

2.1. Förster and Redfield Approaches. +e molecules of the
light-harvesting complexes usually are not electronically
coupled to each other and charge transfer via electron
tunneling is improbable. Hence, energy transfer can occur
between them through electromagnetic interaction, without
net charge transport, because the whole (neutral) exciton is
transferred. Such processes are known to take place between
molecules [37] or artificial nanostructures such as quantum
dots [38] if appropriate conditions are met, which were first
formulated by Förster [39]:

(i) +e distance between the donor and acceptor
molecules must be sufficiently small because the
transfer probability decreases quickly with the
distance between them (R), usually as R− 6

(ii) +ere must be a resonance between the excited
states of the donor and acceptor molecules (“Res-
onance” here means that the energy spectra of the
two molecules, broadened because of a number of
natural reasons, overlap-see Figure 1)

(iii) An increase of the refractive index of the sur-
rounding medium decreases the transfer rate

Förster’s approach is based on the second-order per-
turbation theory (the so-called “Fermi’s Golden Rule”),
where the perturbation operator is the electromagnetic

interaction between two transient dipoles corresponding to
allowed optical transitions in the donor and acceptor
molecules, respectively. It originated the term “Förster
resonance energy transfer” (FRET), which applies to an
irreversible hopping of an exciton from the donor to the
acceptor. +e FRET rate (transition probability per unit
time) can be expressed by the following relation [2]:

kF �
J
2

2πZ
2 

+∞

− ∞
dωLD(ω)IA(ω), (2)

where J is the coupling constant, ω is the angular frequency
of the electromagnetic field, and LD(ω) and IA(ω) denote
dimensionless lineshape functions of the donor and acceptor
molecules, directly related to the energy spectrum of each
molecule. +e integral is called the spectral overlap between
the molecules. +e coupling constant, in the dipole-dipole
approximation, is given by [37]

J �
1

η2R3 dA · n(  · dD(  − 3 dA · n(  dD · n(   , (3)

where η is the refractive index of the medium, dD(dA) is the
transient dipole moment of the donor (acceptor) molecule,
n � (R/R), R is the radius vector between the two molecules,
and the angular brackets stand for angular average over
different orientations of the dipoles.

Even though equation (2) (and the approach itself ) is too
simplistic to describe all possible situations in EET, defining
this characteristic transfer rate allows for the formulation of
the following conditions for FRET to occur:

(i) If the difference between the energies of the excited
state energy of the donor (ε0) and acceptor (ε1)
molecules is small, |ε0 − ε1|≪ J, and these states are
in resonance, the energy transfer between the
molecules can occur with a high probability

(ii) If |ε0 − ε1|≫ J (off-resonance), the exciton is trapped
in the donor molecule because it has a very low
probability of being transferred; in this case, it either
stays in the molecule and later the donor molecule
will decay to the ground state, dissipating the energy,
or transfers the energy to a different acceptor nearby

As pointed out above, the initial idea of Förster was that
an exciton is irreversibly transferred from a donor to an
acceptor. More recently, it has been shown experimentally
that quantum coherent transport, where energy is trans-
ported in the form of wave-packets, has a significant role in
many important physical effects, including the photosyn-
thesis [40–42]. +e Förster theory does not apply in this
regime, as it simply ignores coherence. Later, in 1957,
Redfield [43] proposed a transport theory, which applies to
the opposite regime of strong coupling between the donor
and acceptor [2, 40, 44] (although originally it appeared in
the context of NMR spectroscopy). Within this concept, the
exciton forms a coherent state based on the whole donor-
acceptor pair and oscillates between the two molecules. +is
system can be described by the following Hamiltonian:
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HS � 
1

m�0
εm|m〉 m| + J(|0〈 〉 1| +|1〈 〉 0|),〈 (4)

where |m〉 denotes the exciton on the molecule m. +e
eigenstates of (4) are linear combinations of |0〉 and |1〉.
Coherent dynamics correspond to the presence of nonzero
off-diagonal elements in the density matrix describing the
evolution of the quantum system. +eir oscillation (or
quantum beating) is indicative of coherence [2]. For the
system with Hamiltonian (4), the description in terms of
state vectors is perfectly possible but it will not be the case if
interactions with environment are taken into account.
+erefore, we may introduce the density matrix description
at this point. +e evolution of the off-diagonal elements of
the system’s density matrix, written in the energy basis
(where the Hamiltonian is diagonal) and denoted as ρij, is
given by

ρij(t) � e
− it

���������
ε0− ε1( )

2
+ 4J2


/Z( ρij(0), i≠ j, (5)

(see Supplementary Information A.2 for the derivation).
+ese states are perturbed by interactions with the envi-
ronment (the bath), which destroys their coherence.
Mathematically, it is expressed in the form of a master
equation, which is known as the Bloch-Redfield equation; its
general form can be found, for example, in [16]. +is
consideration is extendable to a chain of molecules and can
be seen as (partially) coherent transport [40]. +e presence
of the latter, observable through coherent oscillations of the
energy levels of molecules across different sites (the quantum
beating), was first conjectured in the 30s [45] and theo-
retically predicted in more recent works [44, 46]. It became
possible to observe them more recently, thanks to the ad-
vances of optical spectroscopy techniques [12–14, 47], and it
was achieved even at room temperature [42]. In these ex-
periments, it was possible to confirm the substantial impact
of such coherent effects on the excitation energy transfer in
photosynthetic systems [2]. Moreover, the importance of
environmental noise in the quantum transport involving
coherence was also discussed more recently [15, 48] and it is
not fully understood yet.

2.2. Decoherence. Processes caused by the molecules’ envi-
ronment may destroy coherence and thus influence this type
of energy transport [2, 15, 49]; moreover, they can foster it.
Indeed, completely coherent oscillations (called Rabi flop-
pings in atomic physics) between different molecular sites do
not correspond to an energy flux. Breaking the oscillatory
evolution at some moment may help in transferring the
exciton along the molecular chain.

If interactions exist between a system and its environ-
ment, they affect the (pure) states of the system, introducing
“errors” and making these states mixed. It means the so-
called phenomenon of decoherence, which, by the way, has
been the main obstacle to the success of quantum com-
putation. Decoherence processes can be divided into three
categories: (i) amplitude damping, (ii) dephasing, and (iii)
depolarization, which are briefly described below [50].

2.2.1. Amplitude Damping. Environment interactions with
the system may cause a loss of the amplitude of one or more
system’s states. +e spontaneous emission of a photon from
the system (i.e., from one of the molecules) to the envi-
ronment is an example of this kind of process, so that the
system returns to its ground state (without exciton) [51]. For
a two-level system (e.g., a qubit), this type of decoherence
contracts the Bloch sphere along the z-axis (see Supple-
mentary Information A.1).

2.2.2. Phase Damping or Dephasing. Such interactions
conserve the energy of the system, contrary to the amplitude
damping. A phase damping channel removes the super-
position of the system state; that is, the off-diagonal terms of
the system’s density matrix decay over time down to zero. It
is a process of removing the coherence of the system, causing
a classical probability distribution of states and, therefore,
imposing some classical behaviour in a quantum system. A
simple way to look at this type of decoherence is also to think
of the system interacting with the environment, where the
relative phases of the system’s states become randomized by
the environment. +is randomness comes from a distri-
bution of energy eigenvalues of the environment. As a result,
the evolution of the quantum system’s Rabi cycle ceases but
the time-average populations of the states may not change
and this is the case of the pure dephasing. For a two-level
system with a pure dephasing interaction, the Bloch sphere
contracts in the x − y plane.

2.2.3. Depolarization. +is type of decoherence changes
system’s state, which initially is pure, to a mixed state, with a
probability P of another pure state and the probability (1 −

P) of the initial state of the system. It is equivalent to saying
that, for a single qubit, an initial pure state represented on
the Bloch sphere has suffered a contraction over all di-
mensions of the sphere (with the contraction degree that
depends on the probability P). It can be thought of as a
combination of the other two types of decoherence.

+e amplitude damping is certainly detrimental for
EET, since the energy is simply dissipated into the envi-
ronment. +e action of dephasing processes progressively
eliminates the coherence (off-diagonal) elements in the
system’s density matrix, causing the oscillation amplitude
to decay (beating suppression). It eventually turns the
diagonal matrix elements (populations) into (non-
correlated) classical probabilities, a process known as
thermal relaxation, for which the existence of coherence in
a system is time-limited. On the other hand, it has also been
shown that dephasing processes can have a positive role in
the coherent transport of energy [2]. First, it yields random
fluctuations in the energy spectrum of each molecule,
which can bridge the energy gap between the molecules,
momentarily turning a nonresonant system into a resonant
one. Second, dephasing can also help in avoiding the ex-
istence of the so-called coherence traps in a molecular
chain, a kind of deadlocks in energy transport where the
exciton can be confined [2]. +us, the result of action of a
decoherence source on an EET system is not obvious a
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priori. Below we shall consider a simple model of pure
dephasing consisting in a telegraph-type classical noise
affecting the donor-acceptor pair.

3. Materials and Methods

We aim at exploring the energy transport underlying the
photosynthesis, throughout time, under two regimes: (i) in
an isolated system and (ii) under an action of the envi-
ronment causing decoherence. In the “no-decoherence” case
(i), one can study the evolution of system’s state vector,
which obeys the following equation:

Ψtf

  � e
− iH tf − ti( /Z(  Ψti

  ≡ U Ψti

 , (6)

for a time-independent Hamiltonian. Here tf and ti are the
upper and lower limits of the time interval to study. In order
to be able to do the calculation of the system’s evolution on a
quantum computer, it is necessary to provide a suitable qubit
encoding for the possible states and an approximation for
the Hamiltonian evolution operator, U, in terms of quantum
gates and circuits (computational Hamiltonian). +e time, a
continuous entity in equation (6), has to be discretized onto
a set of intervals, Δt, where the Hamiltonian of interest can
be approximated as constant. +e actual computational
process is given by the repeated application of the evolution
operator on the prepared state |Ψi〉, for s times, of the
computational Hamiltonian, such that ti + s · Δt � tf. +e
process is finished by the observation of the desired prop-
erties, that is, a set of measurements, in the appropriate basis,
on the end state.

Concerning the particular qubit encoding chosen, a
chain of N � 2q molecules is encoded by a set of q qubits,
where |m〉 corresponds to the excitation (exciton) on the
m-th molecule; for example, for a two-molecule chain, state
|0〉 represents the exciton on the first molecule and |1〉

represents the excitation on the second one, and a possible
successful transport of energy would correspond to the
transition of the state |0〉 to the state |1〉. We denote this as
the site basis. +e computational Hamiltonians under this
encoding for the cases under study are discussed in the
following sections. From now on, we shall set Z � 1. Also, it
is convenient to measure the energies/frequencies in cm− 1,
as this is common in spectroscopy.

3.1. No-Decoherence Hamiltonian. Considering a small
chain of N molecules, the system’s Hamiltonian in the site
basis reads as follows:

HS � 
N− 1

m�0
εm|m〉 m| + 

m≠n
Jmn|m  n|,〈 (7)

where εm is the first excited state energy of the molecule m

and Jnm is the electronic coupling between the molecules n

and m. +e Hamiltonian (7) for just two molecules (1
qubit), identical to equation (4), in the 2 × 2 matrix form,
reads

HS �
ε0 J

J ε1
 . (8)

Its evolution operator is given by

|Ψ(t)〉 � e
− iHSt

|Ψ(0)〉 ≡ U(t)|Ψ(0)〉. (9)

Although the Hamiltonian (8) possesses nondiagonal
elements, finding a good approximation in terms of quan-
tum circuits is relatively straightforward. A possible strategy
for this is by finding a diagonalizing transformation,T, of the
Hamiltonian, such that

HS � T
† HS− diagT. (10)

where HS− diag is the diagonal Hamiltonian. +erefore, the
evolution operator can be rewritten as follows:

U(t) � e
− iHSt

� T
†
e

− iHS− diagt
T. (11)

+e problem now reduces to the approximation of the T

operator (and its adjoint) and the Hamiltonian HS− diag,
which can all be efficiently approximated in quantum cir-
cuits. +e latter operator is diagonal in the site basis; thus the
unitary evolution operator can be expressed as

U(t) � e
− iHSt

� T
†

e
− i 
m�0 1Emt⎡⎣ ⎤⎦T � T

†


1

m�0
e

− iEmt
]T.⎡⎣

(12)

+e T and T† matrices can be implemented by simple
rotations, Ry(θ) and Ry(− θ), for a two-molecule system.
However, for a higher number of molecules, a rotational
decomposition algorithm together with the Gray code [51],
which decomposes a matrix in the multiplication of a single
qubit and CNOTgates, has to be used. Using this particular
algorithm, the gate complexity for N molecules is
O(N2log2[N]) [51]. On the other hand, the diagonalized
evolution operator,

U(t) �
e

− iE0t 0

0 e
− iE1t

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (13)

translates into trivial phase rotations over each of the energy
eigenstates |Ei〉 of the system with the respective energy
eigenvalues Ei. +is operator can be constructed as a se-
quence of CRZ(ϕi) gates applied to an ancilla qubit (ini-
tialized at |1〉), where the angle is given by ϕi � − 2Eit,
i � 1, 2. +e X gates are used to “select” the eigenvector to
which the controlled rotation is to be applied. +e circuit
implementation of the operator defined in (13) is illustrated
in Figure 2. +e gate complexity of this operator, in terms of
single qubit and CNOT gates for N molecules, is
O(N log[N]).

For the whole circuit, resulting from the sequencing of
T† HS− diagT, the number of qubits required to simulate a
molecular chain of N elements is 2 log2 N and the gate
count scales withO(N2log22N) single qubit and CNOTgates.
+e transformations T and T†, in the general case, possess a
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high circuit depth, which makes the system hard to simulate
accurately, with low error rate, in the current available
quantum computers.

3.2. Introducing Decoherence into the System. We shall
implement artificial decoherence as pure dephasing by
adding Markovian fluctuations to the Hamiltonian. +is
approach is considered a good approximation in the high-
temperature regime for the bath [15, 44, 50]. +e actual
algorithm to be used is the one of [52], which is used to
simulate open quantum systems, with pure dephasing,
modeling the action of the decoherence as classical ran-
dom fluctuations (a telegraph-type classical noise affect-
ing the system). +e actual Hamiltonian for this system
reads

H � HS + HF, (14)

and it consists of the system Hamiltonian, HS, of the pre-
vious section and the perturbation of a bistable fluctuator
environment, HF. +e latter simply shifts the energy by a
constant value for each molecule, ( ± gm/2), as illustrated in
Figure 3. Explicitly,

HF � 
1

m�0
χm(t)Am, (15)

where Am|m〉 m|〈 is the projection operator and, considering
one fluctuator interacting with each molecule m,

χm(t) � gmξm(t). (16)

+e function ξm(t) switches the fluctuator between the
positive and negative values (appearing randomly) at a given
fixed rate c and gm is the fluctuation strength (or the
coupling strength to a molecule m). Physically, the action of
the fluctuations is typically stronger for the excited states
[44, 53] and g can be larger than the donor-acceptor cou-
pling J.

+e implementation of such random bivalued func-
tion ξm(t) can be done in a straightforward way by a
classical pseudorandom numbers generator with a
probability of 50% of the values (− 1/2) and (1/2). For
circuit generation purposes, the values resulting from the
random sampling have to be provided in advance of the
quantum simulation.

+e fluctuator interaction Hamiltonian and the system
Hamiltonian do not commute, so, in order to generate an
appropriate quantum circuit, one needs to apply an

approximation technique such as the Trotter product for-
mula [54]. Under this approximation, the unitary evolution
operator of the Hamiltonian, for a time t � NiΔt, where Ni

is the number of iterations and Δt is the iteration time-step,
becomes

U NiΔt(  � e
− iHΔt

 
Ni

� e
− iHFΔtT

†
e

− iHSΔtT 
Ni

� 
1

m�0
e
±i gm/2( )Δt⎡⎣ ⎤⎦T

†


1

m�0
e

− iEmΔt⎡⎣ ⎤⎦T⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

Ni

,

(17)

where Em denote the eigenvalues of the systemHamiltonian.
Note that the projection operator Am is not present in

the evolution operator (17) because the latter is used in its
eigenbasis, that is, the site basis. +e fluctuator interaction
evolution operator e±i(gm/2)Δt is a selective rotational gate
over a moleculem |m〉, which can be implemented by a set of
X gates and a controlled gate CRZ(ϕm) with angle
ϕm � ± gmΔt, applied over an ancilla qubit initialized at |1〉.
+e whole circuit is presented in Figure 4 for one iteration.
+e fluctuator waiting time (interval of time between
switches), that is, (1/c), can only be equal to or higher than
the iteration time-step, Δt. +e switching in the fluctuator-
molecule coupling strength is performed at every (1/cΔt)
iteration, where aΔt � (1/c), a ∈ N.

Usually in the study of open quantum systems with a
dilated system’s Hilbert space (as is the case here), different
measurement techniques are required [51, 52]; however, in
this case, the open system is simulated in a closed form so,
similar to the no-decoherence case, the measurement over
the site basis suffices. +e full algorithm (random values
generator plus the actual simulation) must be performed
several times, so that the results of all runs are averaged.

Let us consider the simulation for a time t, using an
iteration time-step Δt, and assuming that the environment
can have more than one fluctuator interacting with each

Ground state

J

E

t

g1

g0

ε1

ε0

Figure 3: Uncorrelated random fluctuations applied to donor and
acceptor’s excited state energies, ε0 and ε1. Eachmolecule is affected
by one fluctuator, which generates a telegraph-type classical noise.
+e fluctuators switch randomly between the positive and negative
values at a given fixed rate, so that the periods of time when the
molecule energy is constant, εm + (gm/2) or εm − (gm/2), are
random. J is the coupling strength between the molecules that can
be seen as the rate of hoppings between these fluctuating energy
levels.

∣qsystem〉

∣1〉anc

X X

RZ (–2E′0t) RZ (–2E′1t)

Figure 2: Implementation of the system’s evolution operator.
|qsystem〉 is the state vector of the system’s qubit in the energy
eigenbasis.
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molecule as well as the chain can have more than just two
elements. +en the fluctuator interaction evolution operator
requires the following gate resource complexity for a single
run:O((t/Δt)[N(log2 N + F)]) single qubit and CNOT
gates, where N is the number of molecules and F is the
number of fluctuators interacting with each one.

In the implementation of the system with decoherence,
the algorithm gate resources complexity is O((t/Δt)[N2 ×

log22N + NF]) for a single run. +is simulation, yet again,
possesses a very high circuit depth, which makes its ap-
plication unfeasible in quantum computers. +e number of
necessary qubits is the same as that in the no-decoherence
simulation (2 log2 N).

It also requires O(NR
F
j�0 tcj) random numbers to be

classically generated, where R is the number of runs of the
algorithm and cj is the switching rate of the fluctuator j

interacting with the molecule. +e number of required
simulation runs to average the results and obtain an error
ϵ> 0 is predicted to scale as O(([F(t/Δt)]2/ε2)). +is com-
plexity is calculated based on the possible nondegenerate
energy state outcomes of the entire chain in the simulation
for a time t. +ese outcomes are caused by the bistable
random fluctuations; therefore, the possible nondegenerate
energy state outcomes for each molecule obey a discrete
Gaussian probability distribution.

4. Results

We conducted simulation experiments for the quantum
transport in a molecular chain using the algorithm described
in the previous section. We executed the simulation for the
coherent system on a real quantum computer, IBM Q of 5
qubits, while the pure dephasing scenario was simulated on
the QASM quantum simulator in both the near-resonant
and nonresonant regimes. For the validation purposes, we
compared the results for the coherent system with the
theoretical predictions obtained by solving the Schrödinger
equation (see Supplementary Information A.2).

As for the decoherent regime, we used a classical
computation of the stochastic Haken-Ströbl model [15, 55].
+e simulations and circuits involved, encoded in the Qiskit
platform [36], can be performed in the following url: https://
github.com/jakumin/Photosynthesis-quantum-simulation.

4.1. Coherent Regime. +e scenario for this regime was
simulated with a simple chain of twomolecules. As discussed
in Materials and Methods and using the parameters pro-
posed in [32], we define the system’s Hamiltonian as follows:

Near-resonant regime:

HS �
13000 126

126 12900
  cm− 1

. (18)

Nonresonant regime:

HS �
12900 132

132 12300
  cm− 1

. (19)

+e results for both regimes were obtained using an actual
quantum device (IBMQ London of 5 qubits) and can be seen
in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Due to the stochastic nature of
quantum computers, the experiments were conducted with
2048 shots for each time value. +e specific optimized
quantum circuits used in this experiment are presented in
Supplementary Information A.3. In the following results, the
probability of the donor and acceptor molecules being excited
is denoted by P(0) � 0|ρS(t)|0  and P(1) � 1|ρS(t)|1 ,
respectively.Taking the fluctuator’s switching rate to be c � 0
or the fluctuator-molecule coupling strength to be g � 0, one
has the coherent regime. +ese simulations show the limiting
case of the Redfield regime, that is, the very weak system-
environment coupling, g≪ J. +e quantum beatings, ob-
served in the simulation results, can be thought of as a re-
versible transfer of energy between the molecules, where the
excitation goes back and forth across the molecules [56].

In the performed simulations, the near-resonant and
nonresonant regimes have a maximum probability of ∼90%
and ∼20%, respectively, of the energy being transferred to
the acceptor molecule. Using the quantum Liouville equa-
tion [2] (see Supplementary Information A.2), the period of
the quantum beating is Tnear− res ≈ 123 fs for the near-reso-
nant regime and Tnon− res ≈ 51 fs for the nonresonant regime.
+ese periods are in the femtosecond timescale of the ex-
perimentally observable quantum beatings [12, 41, 42]. +e
simulation results show a similar behaviour to that of those
predicted by the Schrödinger and quantum Liouville
equations, where the off-curve points are predominantly
originated by errors in the quantum hardware.

4.2. Decoherent Regime. +e scenario for the regime with
decoherence introduced is, in some respect, similar to the one
presented for the coherent regime for a chain of two molecules.
No further changes are made to the Hamiltonian discussed in
the Introduction of decoherence in the system. +e quantum
simulation results are compared with a theoretical evolution
based on the stochastic Haken-Ströbl model in the form of the
Lindblad master equation [15, 55].+e Lindblad equations were
solved in a classical computer using QuTiP [57], a quantum
open-systems software framework. +e set of Lindblad equa-
tions, correspondent to the model in this setting, had one free

∣qsystem〉

∣1〉anc

X X X X

RZ (–2E′0Δt)

Ry (θ) Ry (–θ)

RZ (–2E′1Δt) RZ (±g′Δt) RZ (±g′Δt)

Figure 4: Implementation of one iteration of the system with decoherence algorithm. Here |qsystem〉 represents the system’s qubit state
vector in the site basis.
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parameter regarding the environment, the dephasing rate, cdeph.
+e Lindblad equation in the Haken-Ströbl model reads

dρ
dt

� L[ρ] � − i HS, ρ  + cdeph 
m

Lmρ(t)L
†
m −

1
2
ρ(t)L

†
mLm

−
1
2
L
†
mLmρ(t),

(20)

where Lm � |m〉 m|〈 are the Lindblad operators, responsible
for the system-environment interaction. +e system Hamil-
tonian,HS, is given by thematrix in (18) for the near-resonant
system and the matrix in (19) for the nonresonant system.

For each quantum simulation performed, a fitting
process has been employed by adjusting the dephasing rate

of the Haken-Ströbl model, so that the system’s evolutions in
both classical and quantum algorithms have similar be-
haviours. +is enables one to perform a direct comparison
between both theories and to find the actual dephasing rate
of the modeled environment over the various regimes
considered in this work.

+e environment contains only one fluctuator inter-
acting with each molecule with switching rate c � 125 THz.
As mentioned above, the dephasing rate, cdeph, for the
Lindblad equation is adjusted to the behaviour of the system
under the action of a fluctuation strength g. For the fluc-
tuation strength in the algorithm varying within the interval
[100, 1000] cm− 1, and the corresponding dephasing rate of
the Haken-Ströbl model lies in the ∼[2.3, 70]THz range.
Due to the existence of random fluctuations, a large number
of samples had to be generated. +e algorithm was imple-
mented with 250 runs, where 5000 shots were performed for
each time t. Figures 7 and 8 present the simulation results for
different values of the fluctuation strength, along with the
theoretical evolution dynamics, for the near-resonant and
nonresonant systems, respectively.

It is seen in Figures 7 and 8 that oscillation amplitudes
decay over time, as expected, due to the loss of relative phase
coherence between the excited states of the two molecules,
evidenced by the disappearance of the quantum beatings.
+is is associated with the irreversible evolution when the
system loses its capacity of performing coherent transport.
Additionally, it is clear that the system is led to a classical
distribution of the populations in the site eigenbasis.

In the regime under the study, where the environment is
assumed to be at thermal equilibrium, the final probability
distribution is calculated in the limit of the classical
Boltzmann distribution m|ρS(t⟶∞)|m  � const×

e− (εm/kBT). Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature of the bath, and const is a normalization
constant [50]. Taking the limit of very high temperatures, the
population terms approach the Boltzmann distribution
0|ρS(t⟶∞)|0  ≈ 1|ρS(t⟶∞)|1  ≈ (1/2), which is
compatible with the results obtained. +e relaxation cannot
be fully observed in Figures 7(a), 8(a), and 8(b) because a
very large number of iterations would be required for this.

+e switching rate must be high enough to observe the
dephasing effects. Here we used a value ≈33 times larger than
the transfer rate, J (i.e., the fluctuator waiting time must be
shorter than J− 1). As observed in the simulations, it is a
suitable value for observing the relevant effects of random
fluctuations in the system. At very low rates, it leads the
system’s evolution to a behaviour similar to the previously
observed in the no-decoherence regime (Figures 5 and 6).

+e time that coherence lasts in the system is essentially
defined by the fluctuation strength, g: in Figures 7(a), 7(b),
8(a), and 8(b) (lower g) the coherence is maintained for
some time, while in Figures 7(c), 7(d), 8(c), and 8(d) (higher
g) it is quickly suppressed. In the latter regime, an ap-
proximated diffusive motion drives the system’s evolution,
where quantum beating is practically absent. +e time that
the quantum beating lasts in these simulations (until it
reaches an approximate nonoscillating behaviour) is about
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Figure 5: Evolution dynamics of the isolated system obtained by
employing the quantum algorithm for the near-resonant system:
simulation results (points) and theory (lines).
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Figure 6: Evolution dynamics of the isolated system obtained by
employing the quantum algorithm for the nonresonant system:
simulation results (points) and theory (lines).
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Figure 7: Evolution dynamics of the system with decoherence obtained by employing the quantum algorithm for the near-resonant system:
simulation results (points) and theory (lines). (a) g � 1000 cm− 1; cdeph � 2.3 THz. (b) g � 300 cm− 1; cdeph � 10 THz. (c) g � 700 cm− 1;
cdeph � 41 THz. (d) g � 1000 cm− 1; cdeph � 70 THz.
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Figure 8: Continued.
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350 fs in Figure 7(b) (near-resonant system) and 200 fs in
Figure 8(b) (nonresonant system), with a fluctuation
strength g � 300 cm− 1. At a longer time, it has been ex-
perimentally observed to persist (t> 660 fs [42]), a timescale
which could be modeled in the present simulation by
changing the environment parameters, that is, lowering the
fluctuation strength g, as can be observed in Figures 7(a) and
8(a).

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Two main conclusions can be drawn from the presented
results:

(i) +ere is a very good agreement between the solution
of the Schrödinger equation and the coherent
quantum algorithm results in the reproduction of
the purely oscillatory evolution of the isolated
quantum system.

(ii) +ere also is a good agreement between the results
obtained by the Haken-Ströbl model and the
quantum algorithm. +e increase of the dephasing
rate implies an increase in the fluctuation strengths;
thus, a faster suppression of the quantum beatings
can be observed, as predicted theoretically [15].

+erefore, the correctness of the results obtained in the
quantum simulations is verified.

+e results obtained in the present work were not directly
compared with [32] due to the different timescales used. +e
major difference lies in the physical implementation, NMR
versus universal quantum computer, where there might be an
advantage for the former from the viewpoint of the scalability
and reliability, at the current state of quantum technology.
However, there is a clear advantage of the quantum computer,
from the viewpoint of easiness of implementation, as it is also
possible to implement circuits of arbitrary precision, harder to
do with the NMR simulator, which is dependent on a

Hamiltonian mapping process. +e computational advantage
verified for the NMR simulator still holds after the present
work, as the number of executions for the algorithm of this
work is polynomial on the precision required, although the
circuit generation may be problematic, as a matrix diagonal-
ization operation is necessary (complexity estimated in
O(N3)).

To conclude, we proposed a quantum algorithm to
simulate the energy transfer phenomenon present in general
photosynthesis, under the presence of quantum coherence
between themolecules and the decoherence effects caused by
environmental interference. Using this algorithm, we also
performed simulations in the commercially available
quantum computer of IBM, IBM Q of 5 qubits, for the
coherent scenario, and in the quantum simulator (QASM)
for the decoherent scenario. For validation purposes, we also
computed the evolution of analogous systems using well-
established (classical) methods in literature, obtaining quite
similar results between the methods. +e results obtained
were also in agreement with the predictions that can be
found in literature, for the role of the quantum coherent and
dephasing effects in the energy transport of photosynthesis:
for the high-temperature environment defined here, it was
clear that dephasing, modeled as energy fluctuations in the
site energies, limited the time quantum coherence lasts in
light-harvesting antenna. Moreover, it was also verified that
the fluctuation strength and the switching rate of the
Markovian fluctuator environment are directly related to the
energy transfer efficiency, allowing the simulation of dif-
ferent transport regimes by setting them appropriately.

Similar to [32], this setting revealed itself as an inter-
esting platform for the study of the quantum and envi-
ronmental effects in a small photosynthetic system, and
therefore we consider that the use of quantum simulations
may be a feasible alternative in systems with medium-strong
coupling and non-Markovian systems in the future. How-
ever, the algorithm obtained, due to the high requirements of
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Figure 8: Evolution dynamics of the system with decoherence obtained by employing the quantum algorithm for the nonresonant system:
simulation results (points) and theory (lines). (a) g � 1000 cm− 1; cdeph � 2.3 THz. (b) g � 300 cm− 1; cdeph � 10 THz. (c) g � 700 cm− 1;
cdeph � 41 THz. (d) g � 1000 cm− 1; cdeph � 70 THz.
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gates and qubits, is not scalable to real-world photosynthetic
systems, with the current state of quantum technology.
Hence, this simulation should be seen as a proof of concept,
since a realistic quantum simulation of a photosynthetic
system would have to involve hundreds of light-harvesting
molecules, which is beyond the current quantum technol-
ogy. Furthermore, the algorithm only effectively simulates
pure dephasing baths. For future work, we aim at extending
it to new types of bath, that is, those allowing for higher
exciton recombination rates and non-Markovian effects, as
well as to new geometries of photosynthetic systems, in
particular to the Fenna-Matthews-Olson complex [2].
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Nowadays, with global scientific and technological levels rapidly improving, innovation has been a great need for enterprises to
solve the dilemma. Combined with EPR (Extended Producer Responsibility) and the topic of remanufacturer, adopting green
innovation has been an effective way when green supply chain management is applied. In this paper, we focus on the activity of
green innovation and build a model where the manufacturer will invest in green innovation to improve the product availability
rate of recycled products and save the cost in the process of remanufacturing. Besides, we take three stages in a cycle into
consideration, that is, production/sale, recycling used production, and remanufacture/sale, and meanwhile, the government gives
a subsidy to enterprises to encourage the activity of recycling. In the process of model solving, we take a dynamic decision-making
way into consideration. We find that the decision adjustment speed of players has a significant effect on the stability, and in a long
dynamic repeated game process, with the speed of decision adjustment increasing, the system enters into chaos at the end of the
process. It is interesting that when the speed of decision adjustment exceeds the critical point of the bifurcation diagram, the profit
of the manufacturer decreases and then enters a chaotic state. Besides, with the level of subsidies increasing, the area of stable
region decreases gradually. Certain investment has a positive effect on product selling and recycling as well as the profit, and the
government subsidy undoubtedly raises the profit of manufacturers and encourages the activity of recycling. In the end, we make
chaos control by adjusting the decision method.

1. Introduction

Due to the increasing environmental preoccupation, the
potential economic benefits, and the legislation pressure,
supply chain management has changed to focus on envi-
ronmental impacts of production and Earth resources’
preservation [1].More andmore emphases have been put on a
closed-loop supply chain because of its benefit of recycling
processes which are the possibility of economic viability and
environmental sustainability [2]. As we all know, closed-loop
supply chain contains two parts, the forward supply chain and
the reverse supply chain, in which the new product devel-
opment, product design and engineering, procurement and
production, marketing, sales, distribution, and after-sale
service are realized in the forward supply chain, and then, the
reverse supply chain refers to used products’ collection,

testing, sorting, refurbishing, recovery, recycling, remarket-
ing, reselling, and so on [3, 4]. .e closed-loop supply chain
expands the connotation of the traditional supply chain and
realizes protecting the environment because it increases the
utilization ratio of raw materials and reduces the emission
levels. Based on that, the closed-loop supply chain has become
a new trend in logistics and supply chain management. In
China, the EPR pilot work carried out by the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology, Ministry of Finance,
Ministry of Commerce, and Ministry of Science and Tech-
nology continues to progress, and the EPR recycling has also
achieved periodic results.

Remanufacturing is an important part of the closed-loop
supply chain which makes resource sustainable possibly.
Remanufacturing is the process in which a used product
transforms into a “new” product or into a product satisfying
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quality level that meets the recently approved American Na-
tional Standards Institute definition for remanufacturing [5].
Remanufacturing expands the concept of “product life cycle”
which usually refers to product manufacturing, use, and dis-
posal. After the birth of the remanufacturing industry, besides
the three phases we said, product maintenance and using
advanced remanufacturing technology to repair and recon-
struction are also needed to be considered in the product
design..eUSA is the largest remanufacturer in the world, and
the output rose 15 percent to at least $43 billion, supporting
180,000 full-time US jobs by remanufacturing between 2009
and 2012. So, remanufacture benefits not only the environment
but also the development of economic. In 2008, the Chinese
National Development and Reform Commission launched a
pilot program of auto part remanufacturing, and 14 firms were
selected and supported to start up remanufacturing, seven of
which are auto manufacturers (or their subsidiaries) and the
others even are part suppliers [6].

Nowadays, with global scientific and technological levels
rapidly improving and to reply to the pressures from cus-
tomers, competitors, and regulators, innovation has been a
great need for enterprises [7, 8]. So, combined with the topic
of remanufacturing, adopting green innovation is becoming
so important when green supply chain management is
applied. Based on what we refer to, the questions we try to
answer can be shown as follows. First of all, considering the
government’s financial intervention and the competition in
the market, does a manufacturer need to invest in green
innovation to improve the product availability rate of
recycled products? .en, how about taking a dynamic de-
cision-making way into consideration? How will product
prices evolve in repeated games? What will happen to the
stable domain? Besides, what can we do to control chaos?

So, innovation in this paper can be concluded as follows.
In our model, we take recycling and remanufacturing into
consideration, and there are three stages in a cycle, that is,
production/sale, recycling used production, and remanufac-
ture/sale..en, combined with the recycling of used products,
we take manufacturer and supplier into consideration and
answer the question of whether a manufacturer needs to
invest in green innovation to improve the product availability
rate of recycled products. Besides, based on the complex
system theory, we take a dynamic decision-making way into
consideration instead of limitations into a single period static
decision. In the end, the way of controlling chaos is discussed.

.e rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we review the relevant literature. In Section 3, we describe
the problem and show the symbols and assumptions of our
model. In Section 4, we build and solve the model and get
equilibrium points. Results are also analyzed. In Section 5,
through the numerical simulation, we get the bifurcation
diagram and stability domain diagram to express chaos. In
Section 6, chaos control is made. In the end, we provide the
conclusions in Section 7.

2. Literature Review

Innovation pushes society and economics toward devel-
opment, and under the background of environmental

protection and sustainability, green innovation is be-
coming more and more essential. A lot of literature has
researched green innovation investment in recent years.
Xie et al. [9] built a dynamic model using data of 28 in-
dustries in 10 years and studied green process innovation
from the perspective of the financial performance of the
manufacturing industry. Ley et al. [10] researched the
relationship between energy prices and green innovation
activities from an industry level. Olson [11] took the green
innovation value chain (GIVC) as the tool to analyze the
financial feasibility of green products from the perspective
of multiple stakeholders. What has been expressed in many
studies is that pressure from regulators has a positive effect
on green product innovation [12]. Sheu and Chen [13] also
verified that governmental financial intervention has a
positive effect on the green profit of the enterprise. .en,
Ashkan [14] further expressed the benefit of governmental
financial intervention. Generally speaking, there are three
kinds of governmental financial interventions which are
subsidy, taxes, and insurance [13, 15, 16]. Under a three-
stage game framework, Subrata [17] established central-
ized and decentralized conservation models to gain a fair
understanding of the advantages of government subsidies
to consumers and manufacturers. By comparing the profit,
greening level, consumer surplus, and environmental
improvement of each member under two different in-
centive policies, Nielsen et al. [18] came up with a decision
support framework for the selection and successful
implementation of environmentally friendly products is
obtained. At the same time, Izabela Ewa [18] also com-
pared three kinds of government policies to study issues
such as government subsidy policy with optimal pricing in
the closed-loop supply chain, investment decision to
improve product quality, and product recycling under the
goal of social welfare optimization. Huang et al. [19]
established a series of game models to study the impact of
green loans and government subsidies on enterprises’
green innovation activities. Inspired by the above studies,
we build a closed-loop supply chain and research the
investment of green innovation considering governmental
financial intervention.

.e closed-loop supply chain has raised much attention
from more and more scholars. Remanufacturing is an im-
portant process of the closed-loop supply chain that has been
put more and more emphasis on. In the study of rema-
nufacturing and closed-loop supply chain management,
competition between new and remanufactured products,
inventory management, quality, pricing, and who carries out
recycling and remanufacturing activities are the five main
issues [3, 20–22]. Maiti and Giri [22] built a closed-loop
supply chain in which a manufacturer produces new
products and sells them to the retailer; besides, he also
produces remanufactured products and sells them to the
secondary market. .ey analyzed the model under four
different decision structures and got the optimal decision.
Turki et al. [1] considering manufacture, remanufacture,
transportation, and warehouse built a closed-loop supply
chain model and used simulation to obtain the optimal
values of decision variables. Hong et al. [2] verified the effect
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of technology licensing on supply chain members’ decision.
And they built a two-period closed-loop supply chain in
which, as for the patent holder, the manufacturer produces
new and remanufactured products and, as for the licensee, a
remanufacturer collects used products and produces
remanufactured products at the same time. Giovanni and
Zaccour [3] built a two-period closed-loop supply chain and
analyzed whether the remanufacturer should outsource the
collection of the used products to the retailer. Hosoda and
Disney [23] researched the dynamics of a closed-loop supply
chain and got the optimal decision to minimize inventory
costs of the manufacturer. Li et al. [20] analyzed the rela-
tionship between product quality improvement and rema-
nufacturing making by a monopolist manufacturer.
However, there are a lot of studies we can access to discuss
remanufacturing, but few scholars researched that supplier is
responsible for remanufacturing. .en, we take inspiration
from [6] who researched the question about whether the
supplier or manufacturer remanufactures in a closed-loop
supply chain and built a closed-loop supply chain to discuss
who would invest in green innovation and remanufacture on
the component level. Tang et al. [24] conducted a Stackelberg
game to examine pricing and warranty decisions under two
warranty models, which consist of a manufacturer and a
retailer. Li et al. [25] have a study about the investigations of
product design and its impact on the operations of a two-
echelon closed-loop supply chain. Wang et al. [26] examined
the benefit of the reward-penalty mechanism in a two-period
closed-loop supply chain and analyzed by game models.

By analyzing the above literature, we can find that
most scholars assume that the manufacturers are entirely
rational. However, in a long time, supply chain members’
decision stage is a dynamic process. .ey have imperfect
information about the market and are bounded rational.
So, we introduce nonlinear dynamics theory as a solution.
Nonlinear dynamics theory is an effective tool theory and
has been widely researched. Bao and Ma [27] studied the
quantity decision by considering the product quality in
parallel supply chains where two manufacturers produce
substitute products and then sell them to their down-
stream retailers separately; the alternatives are analyzed.
Ma and Guo [28] applied nonlinear dynamic theory with
different adjustment mechanisms and expectations in a
supply chain and analyzed the impacts of key parameters
on the stability of the positive Nash equilibrium point. Ma
et al. [29] built a closed-loop supply chain model with
dual-channel recycling composed of one manufacturer
and one-third-party, made a number of simulations
[7, 30], analyzed macroeconomic models with Hopf bi-
furcation theory, and found some phenomenon in these
nonlinear dynamic models. Ma and Xie [31] aimed at the
color TV recycling market, built the model, and
researched related parameters’ effect on the system’s
stability; in the end, they made chaos control. Dai et al.
[32] constructed a continuous dual-channel closed-loop
supply chain model with the delayed decision under
government intervention. .ey analyzed the related pa-
rameters’ influence and used delay feedback control
method to control the chaos.

3. Model Construction

In this work, we focus on the activity that the manufacturer
will invest in green innovation to realize remanufacturing
considering government financial intervention. As we all
know, extended producer responsibility system, which refers
to the responsibility that the producer needs to take not only
in the production process but also in the entire life cycle,
especially the recycling and disposal, has been recognized by
many countries. So based on this, we build amodel containing
two manufacturers, one of which invests in green innovation,
and we take recycling and remanufacturing into consider-
ation. In the first stage, manufacturers produce new products
and sell them to consumers; in the second stage, manufac-
turers, respectively, collect used products they produced from
consumers; in the third stage, manufacturers will remanu-
facture. .e whole stages constitute a cycle of production
activities in the supply chain. Meanwhile, one of the man-
ufacturers invests in green innovation to improve the product
availability rate of recycled products which means that, as for
a product, the proportion of its reusable component increases
and the manufacturer saves cost during remanufacturing.

.e timeline of decision-making is as follows: the ac-
tivities of a whole cycle can be expressed as three stages and
the two manufacturers move simultaneously. In stage 1,
manufacturers produce new products, set prices, and then
sell them to the market. Manufacturer 1 decides the green
innovation level and invests in this stage. In stage 2, man-
ufacturers recycle used products, respectively. In stage 3,
manufacturers remanufacture recycled products and sell
them to customers again. .e timeline of the decision-
making process can be described in Figure 1.

In our model, two manufacturers produce two kinds of
homogeneous products and the price of new products
produced by two manufacturers in the period
t(t � 1, 2, 3, . . .) is p1(t) and p2(t). .ey compete in the
market and we use θwhich belongs to (0, 1) for the degree of
substitution between two kinds of similar products; these
assumptions are similar to some existing papers (such as Xie
and Ma, Ma et al. [33], andMa et al. [29]). In this market, we
assume that customers prefer purchasing products having a
low price, and the sensitivity to price can be captured by b.
So, the demand function of each kind of product in the
period t is shown as follows:

q1(t) � α1 − b p1(t) − θp2(t)( ,

q2(t) � α2 − b p2(t) − θp1(t)( ,
 (1)

where αi(αi > 0) means the market capacity.
In the second and third stages, manufacturers collect

used products from customers and remanufacture them.
p1′(t) and p2′(t) are used to represent the price of used
products in the period t given by the manufacturer. We
assume that based on the producer’s responsibility extension
system, the manufacturer only collects used products pro-
duced by himself, andmeanwhile, all used products collected
by the manufacturer will be remanufactured. In the process
of recycling, customers also have price sensitivity which is
captured by f. .e recycling market capacity in the period t
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is represented by λ1q1(t) and λ2q2(t), where λi is the col-
lection rate of used products and bounded by 0 and 1. .en,
the amount of recycled used products by each manufacturer
in the period t which is represented by q1′(t) and q2′(t) can be
shown as follows:

q1′(t) � λ1q1(t) + fp1′(t), fp1′(t)< q1(t − 1),

q2′(t) � λ2q2(t) + fp2′(t), fp2′(t)< q2(t − 1),

⎧⎨

⎩ (2)

With environmental issues getting more and more seri-
ous, the government tries to figure out the dilemma of
global warming and overexploitation of resources by
inducing the manufacturers to produce green products.
So, governmental subsidies, a kind of government fi-
nancial intervention, are adopted when enterprises
achieve the governmental goal [13]. In our model, the
government encourages enterprises to carry on the ac-
tivity of recycling. So, it gives a subsidy to enterprises
according to the value of recycled used products, which is

cp2′(t)q2′(t). c is the government subsidy rate for rema-
nufactured products and is nonnegative. Responding to
government requirements and improving competitive-
ness, the manufacturers take the responsibility of recy-
cling and remanufacturing, and one of them invests in
related greener technology to improve the product
availability rate of recycled products, which can be
expressed by u, and the manufacturer also saves some cost
in the process of remanufacturing. .e amount of in-
vestment can be expressed by I � βu2, where the pa-
rameter β is the investment efficiency; the bigger the
investment efficiency is, the more cost the manufacturer
will put into the investment. I � βu2 can also be expressed
by u �

���
I/β


which is consistent with the marginal di-

minishing effect. With the product availability rate of
recycled products increasing, the manufacturer can save
the cost uc1′. .en, the profits of manufacturers can be
expressed as follows:

π1(t) � p1(t) − c1(  q1(t) − q1′(t)(  + p1(t) − (1 − u)c1′ − p1′(t)( q1′(t) − βu2 + cp1′(t)q1′(t),

π2(t) � p2(t) − c2(  q2(t) − q2′(t)(  + p2(t) − c2′ − p2′(t)( q2′(t) + cp2′(t)q2′(t),

⎧⎨

⎩ (3)

where c1 is the unit cost of production when new products
are produced and c1′ represents the unit cost of production
when remanufactured products are produced. .ere are
some constraints: (1) qi

′ < qi, i � 1, 2: the number of recycled
products cannot be larger than the number of new products
manufactured in stage one. (2) qi

′, qi ≥ 0, i � 1, 2: the output is
nonnegative.

Besides the assumptions we mentioned above, there
are some other assumptions needed to be clarified. First of
all, we ignore the costs of inventory holding, inventory
shortage, transportation, and so on to simplify the model.
.en, we assume that new products and remanufactured
products have the same quality. Recycled products of the
same quality can be sold again for the same price. For
example, the gold ornament is recycled through channels
and can be reprocessed into an ornament for sale. As long

as the quality of the gold is the same, the price will be the
same. Besides, we assume that the manufacturers in our
model are bounded rational.

4. Model Solving

According to what we stated, there are three stages in our
model where manufacturers produce new products and
sell them to customers, and then, they collect the used
products and remanufacture them. We divide the process
into two pricing stages in which the new products are
priced first and the used products can be priced then. So,
we use the classic backward induction to solve this game
model. Manufacturers decide their price of used products
in the period t to maximize their profit first; then based on
imperfect information, manufacturers are bounded

Period t
starts p1, u, p2 p1, p2

p1′, p2′

Manufacturer 1 decides innovation 
level and new products price;

manufacturer 2 sets new products price

Manufacturers decide recycling
price of used products

Sell remanufactured
products to customers

Period t + 1
starts

t t + 1
…

Figure 1: .e timeline of decision-making.
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rational and decide their price of used products in the
period t + 1.

Substituting equations (1) and (2) into equation (3) and
taking the partial derivative of p1′(t) and p2′(t), then we get
the following:

zπ1(t)

zp1′(t)
� c1f + c1′f(− 1 + u) +(− 1 + c) 2fp1′(t) + α1 − bp1(t) + bθp2(t)( λ1( ,

zπ2(t)

zp2′(t)
� c2 f − c2′f +(− 1 + c) 2fp2′(t) + a2 − bp2(t) + bθp1(t)( λ2( .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

We make (zπ1(t)/zp1′(t)) � 0 and (zπ2(t)/zp2′(t)) � 0;
then, the result can be shown as follows:

p1′(t)∗ �
f c1 − c1′(1 − u)(  + λ1(c − 1) α1 − b p1(t) − θp2(t)( ( 

2f(1 − c)
,

p2′(t)∗ �
f c2 − c2′(  + λ2(c − 1) α2 − b p2(t) − θp1(t)( ( 

2f(1 − c)
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

Substituting equation (5) into equation (3), then the
profit functions can be rewritten as follows:

π1 � p1 +
1
2
c1 2 − λ1(   − bp1 + bθp2 + α1(  − u2β +

fc21 − 2f(1 − u)c1c1′

4(1 − c)
+

f(− 1 + u)c1′ +(− 1 + c) bp1 − bθp2 − α1( λ1( 
2

4f(1 − c)
,

π2 � bθp1 − bp2 + α2( 
1
2
λ2 c2 − c2′(  − p2 − c2(   +

f c2 − c2′( 
2

4(1 − c)
+

(1 − c)λ22
4f

bθp1 − bp2 + α2( 
2
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

.e marginal return of manufacturers is

zπ1

zu
�

fc1′ c1 +(− 1 + u)c1′( 

2(1 − c)
−
λ1c1′
2

bp1 − bθp2 − α1(  − 2uβ,

zπ1

zp1
� b c1 − 2p1 + θp2(  + α1 −

1
2

b c1 +(− 1 + u)c1′( λ1 −
b(− 1 + c) bp1 − bθp2 − α1( λ21

2f
,

zπ2

zp2
� b c2 + θp1 − 2p2(  + α2 +

1
2

b − c2 + c2′( λ2 +
b(− 1 + c) bθp1 − bp2 + α2( λ22

2f
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

In reality, limited to obtaining information, the enter-
prise cannot learn about the exact innovation output de-
cisions that its rival makes and the decisions are not made by
maximizing the profits [7]. Besides, in the long term, the
decision process of the manufacturers is dynamic, and

manufactures will adjust their decisions every stage.
According to the assumptions we made earlier, manufac-
turers in our model are bounded rational. So, they make
decisions in the period t + 1 based on price and the marginal
profit in the period t. .e decision variable adjustment
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coefficient is introduced and the results of the repeated game
in a long time can be shown as follows:

u(t + 1) � u(t) + wu(t)
zπ1(t)

zu(t)
,

p1(t + 1) � p1(t) + v1p1(t)
zπ1(t)

zp1(t)
,

p2(t + 1) � p2(t) + v2p2(t)
zπ2(t)

zp2(t)
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

During the process of a repeated game, manufacturers
adjust their pricing strategy on the basis of the marginal
profit and pricing decision in the period t. When the
marginal profit of a manufacturer in the period t is positive,

the same strategy would be adopted by the manufacturer in
the next period t + 1; on the other hand, when the marginal
profit in the period t is negative, the manufacturer would
adjust his pricing strategy and recycled product availability
rate decision. When a manufacturer adjusts pricing and
investment decision in the period t + 1, the whole system
stability will be affected.

To get the equilibrium, we make u(t + 1) � u(t),
p1(t + 1) � p1(t), and p2(t + 1) � p2(t). .en, we obtain
eight points. But in our model, we just consider two
manufacturers both carried on the competition. So, u∗ � 0,
p∗1 � 0, and p∗2 � 0 are not taken into consideration. In the
end, the equilibrium can be obtained as

u
∗
, p
∗
1 , p
∗
2( , (9)

where

u
∗

� fc1′ fc1′ 2f − 4 + θ2  + b(− 1 + c) − 2 + θ2 λ22  − (− 1 + c)λ1 2f bθc2 + 2α1 + θα2(  + bfθ − c2 + c
,
2( λ2(

+ b(− 1 + c) α1 + θα2( λ22) + c1 − 2f
2

− 4 + θ2  + b(− 1 + c) − 2f − 2 + θ2 λ1 + − f − 2 + θ2  − b(− 1 + c) − 1 + θ2 λ1 λ22  

· f
2
c
′2
1 2f − 4 + θ2  + b(− 1 + c) − 2 + θ2 λ22  + 2β(− 1 + c) 4f

2
− 4 + θ2  + b(− 1 + c) 2f − 2 + θ2 λ22

+ λ21 2f − 2 + θ2  + b(− 1 + c) − 1 + θ2 λ22 
− 1

,

p
∗
1 � − 2f f 4β(− 1 + c) + fc

′2
1  2α1 + θα2(  + 4bfβ(− 1 + c)c1′λ1 + 2bβ(− 1 + c)

2 2α1 + θα2( λ21 

− bfθc2 f
2
c
′2
1 + 2β(− 1 + c) 2f + b(− 1 + c)λ21   − 2 + λ2(  + bfθc2′ f

2
c
′2
1 + 2β(− 1 + c) 2f + b(− 1 + c)λ21  λ2

+ b(− 1 + c) − 2 + λ2(  + bfθc2′ f
2
c
′2
1 + 2β(− 1 + c) 2f + b(− 1 + c)λ21  λ2 + b(− 1 + c) f 4β(− 1 + c) + fc

′2
1  α1 + θα2( 

+ 2bfβ(− 1 + c)c
,
1λ1 + 2bβ(− 1 + c)

2 α1 + θα2( λ21λ
2
2 + bfc1 fc

′2
1 − 2β(− 1 + c) − 2 + λ1(   4f + b(− 1 + c)λ22 

· b 2f f − 4 + θ2  4β(− 1 + c) + fc
′2
1  + 2bβ(− 1 + c)

2
− 2 + θ2 λ21 

+ b(− 1 + c) f − 2 + θ2  4β(− 1 + c) + fc
′2
1  + 2bβ(− 1 + c)

2
− 1 + θ2 λ21 λ22

− 1
,

p
∗
2 � − 2f f 4β(− 1 + c) + fc

′2
1  θα1 + 2α2(  + 2bfβ(− 1 + c)θc1′λ1+ 2bβ(− 1 + c)

2 θα1 + α2( λ21

− 2bfc2 f
2
c
′2
1 + β(− 1 + c) 4f + b(− 1 + c)λ21   − 2 + λ2(  + 2bfc2′ f

2
c
′2
1 + β(− 1 + c) 4f + b(− 1 + c)λ21  λ2

+ b(− 1 + c) f 4β(− 1 + c) + fc
′2
1  θα1 + 2α2(  + 2bfβ(− 1 + c)θc1′λ1 + 2bβ(− 1 + c)

2
 θα1 + α2( λ21λ

2
2

+ bfθc1 fc
′2
1 − 2β(− 1 + c) − 2 + λ1(   2f + b(− 1 + c)λ22 

· b 2f f − 4 + θ2  4β(− 1 + c) + fc
′2
1  + 2bβ(− 1 + c)

2
− 2 + θ2 λ21 

+ b(− 1 + c) f − 2 + θ2  4β(− 1 + c) + fc
′2
1  + 2bβ(− 1 + c)

2
− 1 + θ2 λ21 λ22

− 1
.

(10)
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Based on the result, we can obtain the Jacobian matrix of
this model as follows:

J �

j11 −
1
2

buwc1′λ1
1
2

buwθc1′λ1

−
1
2

bc1′p1v1λ1 j22
bθp1v1 2f + b(− 1 + c)λ21 

2f

0
bθp2v2 2f + b(− 1 + c)λ22 

2f
j33

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

j11 � 1 − 4uwβ +
wc1′ − fc1 +(f − 2fu)c1′ − (− 1 + c) bp1 − bθp2 − α1( λ1( 

2(− 1 + c)
,

j22 � 1 +
1
2
v1 2 b c1 − 4p1 + θp2(  + α1(  − b c1 +(− 1 + u)c1′( λ1(  −

bv1λ
2
1

2f
(1 − c) 2bp1 − bθp2 − α1( ,

j33 � 1 + v2 b c2 + θp1 − 4p2(  + α2(  −
bλ2v2
2

c2 − c2′(  −
v2

2f
b(1 − c) bθp1 − 2bp2 + α2( λ22 .

(11)

From the Jacobianmatrix of equation (9), we can find the
characteristic equation of the matrix. So, we can obtain the
characteristic equation of J as follows:

f(λ) � λ3 + z2λ
2

+ z1λ + z0,

z2 � − j11 + j22 + j33( ,

z1 �
b2p1v1 − f2uwc′21 λ

2
1 + θ2p2v2 2f + b(− 1 + c)λ21  − 2f − b(− 1 + c)λ22  

4f2 + j22j33 + j11 j22 + j33( ,

z0 � − j11j22j33 +
j11

4f2 b
2θ2p1p2v1v2 2f − b(1 − c)λ21  2f − b(1 − c)λ22  

+
1

8f2 b
2
fuwc

′2
1 p1v1λ

2
1 2fj33 + bθ2p2v2 2f − b(1 − c)λ22   .

(12)

.e stability conditions can be shown as follows, based
on the Jury stability criterion [34] and equation (10):

f(1) � 1 + z2 + z1 + z0 > 0,

f(− 1) � − 1 + z2 − z1 + z0 < 0,

z0


< 1,

z2
0 − 1


> z0z1 − z2


.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(13)

5. Numerical Simulation

In Sections 2 and 3, we build and figure out the model.
Considering the reality, we assume that manufacturers are

bound rational because of limited information and they
make decisions on the basis of the marginal profit and
pricing decision in the period t. .ey carry on repeated
games in a long time. In every stage, the manufacturer
constantly adjusts the pricing strategy to get closer to the
optimal price of profit maximization. As the results shown in
Figure 1, when the speed of price adjustment is too high, the
system will become unstable and enter the chaotic state. To
understand the process of dynamic change accurately, we do
numerical simulations, in which we set α1 � 10, α2 � 8,
b � 1, θ � 0.6, λ1 � 0.7, λ2 � 0.6, f � 2, c1 � 2, c2 � 1.5,
c1′ � 0.4, c2′ � 0.4, β � 10, c � 0.5, w � 1, v1 � 0.1, and
v2 � 0.1. And then, we can get the equilibrium point
(u∗, p∗1 , p∗2 ) � (0.11, 7.53, 6.71).
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5.1. Stability Analysis. .ere are lots of parameters in the
equilibrium of our model and it is difficult to analyze the
model directly. So, we verify the stability of this model by
doing numerical simulation according to the actual situa-
tion. .e discrete triangle in Figure 2 is also part of the
stability region. .en, the stable region about w, v1, and v2 is
shown in Figure 2:

5.2. Influence of the Speed of Adjustment on the Stability of the
System. In Figures 3–5, the bifurcation diagrams and largest
Lyapunov exponent describe the change of u, p1, and p2 with
their adjustment parameters. As shown in Figures 3–5, with
v1 increasing, the status of the system keeps stable at the
beginning; then, it becomes bifurcation and ended in chaos.
In a stable status, p1 from manufacturer 1 is higher than p2
from manufacturer 2. When the value of w, v1, and v2
exceeds the critical points of bifurcation diagram, u, p1, and
p2 bifurcate and then enter a chaotic state.

.e largest Lyapunov exponent presents the system’s
state. When the largest Lyapunov exponent is smaller than
zero, the manufacturers’ decision system is stable. When the
largest Lyapunov exponent is equal to zero, bifurcation
happens. When the largest Lyapunov exponent is bigger
than zero, the manufacturers’ decision system enters chaos.
When the values of w, v1, and v2 are small, the largest
Lyapunov exponent is smaller than zero, which means that
the system is stable. When the largest Lyapunov exponent is
equal to zero first, bifurcation happens in the system. With
w, v1, and v2 increasing continuously, there are some dots
above the X-axis; that is, the largest Lyapunov exponent is
bigger than zero.

As w, v1, and v2 change, the profits of the two manu-
facturers will also fluctuate. In Figures 6–8, we further ex-
plore the impact of w, v1, and v2 on profits.

From Figures 6–8, we can draw a conclusion that the
profits of bothmanufacturers fluctuate with the expansion of
the three parameters. .is result also shows that excessive
adjustment will lead to vicious competition in the market
and result in instability. Among them, w has the least impact
on profits, while v1 has the greatest impact on profits.

5.3. Influence of the Investment and the Government Subsidy
on the Stability of the System. We further analyze the effect of
the manufacturer’s investment on the stable region of the
system. In our work, one of the manufacturers invests in
green innovation to improve the product availability rate of
recycled products, which is captured by u. We range u from
0 to 1 and obtain the 3D stable region with a change of v1, v2,
and u which is shown in Figure 9. By observing Figure 9, we
can find that whatever u is, the stable region stays the same
all the time. .at is, the product availability rate of recycled
products has no effect on the stable region of the system.

.en, we analyze the effect of the government subsidy on
the stability of the system. In our model, the government
gives a subsidy to the enterprise on the basis of the value of
recycled used products and the amount of subsidy is
cp2′(t)q2′(t). We change c from 0 to 1 and get a stable region
with a change of v1, v2, and c. By observing Figure 10, we can

draw the conclusion that with c increasing, the area of stable
region decreases gradually. To make the result clear, we set
c � 0, c � 0.3, c � 0.5, c � 0.7, and c � 0.9 and get the stable
region with a change of v1 and v2 which can be seen in
Figure 10.

In Figure 11, the red-border area, the blue-border area,
the green-border area, the purple-border area, and the black-
border area are obtained when we set c � 0, c � 0.3, c � 0.5,
c � 0.7, and c � 0.9, respectively. It is clear that the bigger
the c is, the smaller the area of the stable region is, which is
consistent with the result we get from Figure 11. Based on
this result, it can also be concluded that the government
needs to set an appropriate level of subsidies to keep the
stability of the system.

5.4. Effect of Parameters on the Nonlinear Dynamic Game
System. First of all, we focus on the impact of the investment
and the government subsidy on the system. We set α1 � 10,
α2 � 8, b � 1, θ � 0.6, λ1 � 0.7, λ2 � 0.6, f � 2, c1 � 2,
c2 � 1.5, c1′ � 0.4, c2′ � 0.4, and β � 10 and illustrate how the
price, demand, recycling price, recycling quantity, and profit
go with the investment and government subsidy on the
equilibrium point. .e price p1 with a change of u is shown
in Figure 12.

Figures 13–16 reveal the impact of the investment and
government subsidy on manufacturer 1. We find that the
effect of the investment onmanufacturer 1 is linear.With the
increase of the investment, the price of product 1 drops
slightly. By contrast, the demand, recycling price, and
recycling quantity increase in this process. And the profit
increases first but then decreases after reaching the maxi-
mum value. Based on those facts, we can draw the con-
clusion that certain investment has a positive force for
product selling and recycling and the profit. However, too
much investment will harm the profit of the manufacturer.
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Figure 2: .e stable region with a change of w, v1, and v2.
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Figure 3: Bifurcation diagram and largest Lyapunov exponent of u w.r.t. w.
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Figure 4: Bifurcation diagram and the largest Lyapunov exponent of p1 w.r.t. v1.
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Compared to the investment, the government subsidy has a
contrary impact on the price and the demand. But the
government subsidy promotes the recycling price and
recycling quantity similar to the way the investment does,
but it is not linear. And the government subsidy un-
doubtedly raises the profit of manufacturer 1.

We further analyze the effect of investment of manu-
facturer 1 and governmental subsidy on the pricing decision
and profit of manufacturer 2. .e result can be seen in
Figures 17–21. With the product availability rate of recycled
products increasing, the price, the demand, and the profit of
manufacturer 2 decrease slightly. In our model, manufac-
turer 1 invests in green innovation to improve the product
availability rate of recycled products which leads manu-
facturer 1 to have an advantage when competing with
manufacturer 2. Accordingly, manufacturer 2 is at a dis-
advantage in the competition. However, with the increase of

the investment, both the price and the amount of recycling
used products remain unchanged. .ere is no competition
between manufacturers in the recycling market, since we
assume that the manufacturer only collects used products
produced by himself. Compared to the investment, the
government subsidy has a positive impact on the price and
has a negative impact on demand. But the government
subsidy promotes the recycling price and recycling quantity
similar to the result we get earlier. And the government
subsidy undoubtedly raises the profit of manufacturer 2.

Next, we will explore the impact of the collection rate on
the profits of both manufacturers.

From Figure 22, we can see that when the value of λ2 is
lower and the value of λ1 is higher, the profit of manu-
facturer 1 is higher. Conversely, when λ2 is higher and λ1 is
lower, manufacturer 2’s profit is higher. .is shows that a
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Figure 6: .e profits of the two manufacturers with a change of w.
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high collection rate is connected with high profits. .is is
also in line with reality.

In the end, we focus on the impact of the investment, the
price sensitivity, and the degree of substitution between two
kinds of similar products on the system.

From Figures 23 and 24, we can draw the following
conclusions. Among the three decision-making factors, the
product substitution rate has the most significant impact on
the manufacturer’s profit, followed by the price sensitivity,
and the impact of investment is the smallest. .erefore,
manufacturers should first pay attention to product inno-
vation and change the substitution rate of products. In
addition, manufacturers should set reasonable selling prices
to meet consumers’ demand, and finally, manufacturers
should invest more in products if they can.

5.5. Change of Pareto Solutions on the Dynamic Game System.
In this section, we focus on the effect of the adjustment rates
of the two manufacturers on the Pareto solutions.

From Figure 25, we can see that as the period increases,
the range of Pareto solutions gradually expands. When the
dynamic game reaches a certain period, the range of Pareto
solution tends to be stable.When v1 < 0.18 and v2 < 0.2, there
are inferior solutions to the system. .erefore, with the
development of the dynamic game, the two manufacturers
should increase their adjustment rate to avoid the generation
of the inferior solution, so as to realize the Pareto optimi-
zation of the whole system.

6. Chaos Control

As the result has shown earlier, once the speed of adjustment
of the participants in the market exceeds a reasonable
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Figure 11: .e stable region with a change of v1 and v2.
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threshold, the market would fall into a state of complex
chaos, which will cause disordered fluctuations in the price
decision and the amount of recycling used products. As a
result, manufacturers are unable to make the optimal re-
sponse in the current period; thus, their profits will also have
violent fluctuations. Considering this result from the chaos,
it is necessary to control chaos effectively to ensure the
stability of market competition and benefit the whole sys-
tem. In this section, based on the characteristics of the whole
decision-making process, we introduce the method by
adjusting the decisionmethod to control the chaos..us, the
delay control method and the parameter adjustment control
method are considered.

Firstly, control analysis is carried out through parameter
adjustment control. Managers can control chaotic behavior

by introducing a control parameter g. Wang [35] realized a
chaos control by setting the control parameter as g. Under
parameter adjustment control, the simultaneous decision
system can be expressed as

p1(t + 1) � (1 − g) p1(t) + v1p1(t)
zΠ1(t)

zp1(t)
  + gp1(t),

p2(t + 1) � (1 − g) p2(t) + v2p2(t)
zΠ2(t)

zp2(t)
  + gp2(t).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

.en, we use the delay control method to control chaos.
.e core idea of the delay control method is to use feedback
to the system after a time delay (2016)..at is, we take part of
the information that is the output signal of the system into
consideration. When making a decision next period, we
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Figure 23: .e effect of u, θ, and f on the profit of manufacturer 1. (a) Back. (b) Front.
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consider the decision in the period, t, and decision in the
period, t + 1. .us, the dynamic adjustment model can be
shown as follows:

p1(t + 1) � p1(t) + v1p1(t)
zΠ1(t)

zp1(t)
+ v p1(t + 1) − p1(t)( ,

p2(t + 1) � p2(t) + v2p2(t)
zΠ2(t)

zp2(t)
+ v p2(t + 1) − p2(t)( .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

We set the same parameters where α1 � 10, α2 � 8, b � 1,
θ � 0.6, λ1 � 0.7, λ2 � 0.6, f � 2, c1 � 2, c2 � 1.5, c,

1 � 0.4,
c,
2 � 0.4, β � 10, u � 0.3, and c � 0.5 and set

v1 � 0.5, v2 � 0.5. Under this condition, the original system
is in a chaotic state. Firstly, we introduce the parameter g to
control the system. .rough numerical simulation, we draw
the bifurcation diagram with the parameter g increasing as
follows.

From Figure 26, we can see that with the increase of
parameter g, the price decision of the two manufacturers
gradually gets out of chaos. And when g � 0.78, the whole
system enters a stable state, and the two manufacturers can
have a stable price decision.

.en, we introduce the control parameter v and add
delayed feedback into the decision signal. .rough nu-
merical simulation, we draw the bifurcation diagram with
the control parameter v increasing as follows.

As is shown in Figure 27, the instability of the system is
effectively eliminated after adding delayed feedback into the
pricing decision. When v is small, the state of the system is
chaos. With the control parameter v increasing, the state of
the system is going into bifurcation and stable gradually. In
the end, the system keeps stable when v> 0.34, where the
manufacturers can make effective decisions. We can draw
the conclusion that delay control is a good way to control the
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Figure 25: Pareto solutions with a change of v1 and v2 in different periods. (a) Period 1. (b) Period 5. (c) Period 10. (d) Period 100.
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system based on the response of the manufacturers. Li and
Yu [36] also prove that delay control can effectively solve the
chaotic imagination that may arise in the development of the
system. So, manufacturers can consider this method to solve
the chaos phenomenon in the multiperiod system.

7. Conclusion

Considering the increasing environmental preoccupation,
the potential economic benefits, and the legislation pressure,
great attention has been paid to green innovation. In this
paper, we focus on the activity of green innovation and build
a model where the manufacturer will invest in green in-
novation to improve the product availability rate of recycled
products and save the cost in the process of remanufacturing
and the other manufacturers do not invest in green inno-
vation. Besides, we take three stages in a cycle into con-
sideration, that is, production/sale, recycling used
production, and remanufacture/sale, and meanwhile, the
government encourages enterprises to carry on the activity
of recycling and gives a subsidy to enterprises according to
the value of recycled used products. In the process of model
solving, considering repeated games between two manu-
facturers in this system, a dynamic decision-making way is
used. .en, we analyze the influence of the speed of ad-
justment on the stability of the system, the influence of the
investment, and the government subsidy on the stability of
the system and the effect of the investment and the gov-
ernment subsidy on the system. At the end of this research,
we make chaos control. .e conclusions we made are shown
as follows [10, 35, 37–42]:

(1) .e decision adjustment speed of players has a
significant effect on stability, and in a long dynamic
repeated game process, with the speed of decision
adjustment increasing, the system enters into chaos
at last. Besides, when the speed of decision adjust-
ment exceeds the critical point of the bifurcation
diagram, the profit of the manufacturer decreases
and then enters a chaotic state. So, an appropriate
adjustment speed should be adopted.

(2) .e investment of the product availability rate of
recycled products has no effect on the stable region of
the system; with the level of subsidies increasing, the
area of stable region decreases gradually, so the
government needs to set an appropriate level of
subsidies to maintain the stability of the system.

(3) Certain investment has a positive force for the
product selling and recycling and the profit, and the
government subsidy undoubtedly raises the profits of
manufacturers and encourages the activity of recy-
cling used products.

(4) We make chaos control through adjusting the de-
cision method and the result shows that this method
really has good control of the chaos of the system.

However, there are still some limitations. For example,
the classic linear demand function is adopted in the model;
however, there is a certain gap between this linear demand

function and the reality; we do not take model structure into
consideration. We leave this for the future.
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Potential damages to existing tunnels represent a major concern for constructing deep excavations in urban areas..e uncertainty
of subsurface conditions and the nonlinear interactions between multiple agents (e.g., soils, excavation support structures, and
tunnel structures) make the prediction of the response of tunnel induced by adjacent excavations a rather difficult and complex
task. .is paper proposes an initiative to solve this problem by using process-based modelling, where information generated from
the interaction processes between soils, structures, and excavation activities is utilized to gradually reduce uncertainty related to
soil properties and to learn the interaction patterns through machine learning techniques. To illustrate such a concept, this paper
presents a simple process-based model consisting of artificial neural network (ANN) module, inverse modelling module, and
mechanistic module. .e ANN module is trained to learn and recognize the patterns of the complex interactions between
excavation deformations, its geometries and support structures, and soil properties. .e inverse modelling module enables a
gradual reduction of uncertainty associated with soil characterizations by accumulating field observations during the construction
processes. Based on the inputs provided by the former twomodules, the mechanistic module computes the response of tunnel..e
effectiveness of the proposed process-based model is evaluated against high-fidelity numerical simulations and field mea-
surements. .ese evaluations suggest that the strategy of combining artificial intelligence techniques with information generated
during interaction processes can represent a promising approach to solve complex engineering problems in
conventional industries.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of cities, it becomes frequent
that deep excavations constructed for the foundation of
high-rise buildings and/or underground space are next to
existing subway or sewage tunnels [1–4]. As illustrated in
Figure 1, the stress releases caused by excavations inevitably
result in ground movements that can subsequently cause the
deformations of tunnels and structural damages such as
lining cracks and joint dislocations [5]. .ese problems can
impair the operation of subways/sewage systems and even
cause civilian casualties. .erefore, it is critical for engineers
to accurately predict the response of tunnels subjected to
adjacent deep excavations.

Uncertainty is the distinct feature of geotechnical en-
gineering in that soils and rocks created by natural processes
are variable in their composition, behaviour, and distribu-
tions. Such variability of the subsurface conditions, com-
bined with the nonlinear interactions between multiple
agents (e.g., soils, excavation support structures, construc-
tion activities, and tunnel structures), make the prediction of
excavation-induced tunnel response a rather complex and
difficult task. .e latter is currently solved normally by
involving numerical modelling techniques associated with
advanced soil constitutive models [1, 6, 7]. Nevertheless,
constructing a numerical model that can generate reasonable
outcomes requires considerable expertise in numerical
modelling and a systematic material characterization
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program to calibrate soil models. .ese prerequisites, quite
possibly, are unrealistic for many civil engineers. .ere is
another reason why an alternative strategy is needed to
analyse the problem. In the last decade, building information
modelling (BIM) has shown its potential in transforming the
construction industry by facilitating the digitalization and
automation of the full-lifecycle operations (i.e., design,
construction, and maintenance) of buildings and infra-
structures [8, 9]. Accordingly, a large amount of data per-
taining to different stages of structures is collected by BIM
platforms. To exploit such big data and enable dynamic and
automated managements of excavation construction, anal-
ysis models that are capable of self-learning and compu-
tationally efficient are necessary.

.is work proposes an initiative to devise an adaptive
and efficient solution to the engineering problem discussed
above, by harnessing the power generated by process-based
modelling, where information generated during construc-
tion processes is used to reduce the uncertainty associated
with subsurface conditions and recognize the interaction
patterns between soils, structures, and excavation activities,
so that the response of adjacent tunnels can be accurately
predicted. To proof this concept, here we build a simple
process-based model consisting artificial neural network
(ANN) module, inverse modelling module, and mechanistic
module. As will be described in the following, the mecha-
nistic component is responsible for computing the response
of tunnels under given deformations of excavation support
structures. .e latter cannot be easily obtained from con-
ventional mechanical models, as they are influenced by a
large number of variables, including excavation geometries,
excavation support structures, and soil mechanical prop-
erties. Here, we exploit ANN’s advantages in recognizing
patterns of complex interactions involving multiple factors
[10, 11] and use it to predict the deformations of excavation
support structures. To further reduce the uncertainty as-
sociated with the soil properties fed into the ANNmodel, the
module of inverse modelling [12–14] is utilized to search for
an optimal set of soil parameters that can minimize the
difference between measured deformations of excavation

support structures and those predicted by ANN. .e ad-
vantage of collaborating the two machine learning tech-
niques for engineering practice is reflected in that the inverse
modelling will use field measurements at the early stages of
construction processes to optimize soil parameters, thus
consequently improving the predictions of the ANN model
for later and more critical stages of the same project. .e
development of ANNmodels in the field of civil engineering
normally faces the obstacle of lacking field data for model
training. Aimed at constructing a platform to explore the
potential of ANN models in civil engineering practices, here
we train the ANN model by synthetic cases generated by
numerical simulations. As will be shown in the following,
such ANN model can provide useful information for real-
world applications.

.e rest of the paper is organized as follows. We will first
present the mechanistic model used to compute the response
of tunnels, followed by a description of the construction,
training, and validation of the ANN model, as well as the
inverse modelling module. Finally, the performance of the
proposed hybrid model is evaluated against field measure-
ments obtained from an excavation project next to the
tunnels of a subway in China.

2. Mechanistic Model for Computing
Response of Tunnel due to
Adjacent Excavations

We formulate the mechanistic model based on the strategy
of two-stage analysis [4, 15–17], where free-field soil
movements or stress changes caused by excavation (i.e., the
soil displacements and stress releases that would occur
without the presence of tunnels) are first estimated, and the
response of tunnel is subsequently evaluated by idealizing
the tunnel structure as an elastic beam sitting either on
nonlinear spring (i.e., the so-called Winkler subgrade re-
action hypothesis) or elastic continuum [17, 18] and by
imposing the displacements or stresses fields obtained from
the first stage. Here, we build a displacement-controlled two-
stage model (see Figure 1), as it can deliver more accurate
predictions in particular for shallowly embedded tunnels
where the presence of tunnels can significantly alter ground
stress fields but soil displacements to a limited extent.

2.1. Free-Field Soil Movements Induced by Excavation. A
crucial element in the two-stage model is to estimate the
free-field soil movements caused by excavations. Numerous
studies have indicated that appropriate consideration of
small-strain behaviour of soils (i.e., considerably high
stiffness at very small-strain levels and a nonlinear stiffness
degradation with strain magnitudes) is essential for correctly
predicting the soil movements associated with the con-
struction activities of braced excavations [19–21]. Accord-
ingly, we adopt the following closed-form expressions for
the free-field soil movements proposed by Mu and Huang
[22], which are obtained by fitting finite element (FE)
simulations with a soil constitutive model that considers
small-strain behaviour:

Soil movement

Retaining wall
D

H Struts

Wall
deflection

umax

z

x
y

L

Excavation
bottom

Figure 1: Schematics showing the influence of deep excavations on
adjacent tunnels.
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us(x, y, z) � umax · ax · e
− 9((z− H)/(H+D))2− π(y/R)2

· e
− (x/z)− bx( )/cx( )

2

,

ws(x, y, z) �

0.8umax · az ·
x

H
+ 0.5  · e− π(y/R)2− (z/x)− bx( )/cx( )

2
, 0≤ x≤ 0.5H,

0.8umax · az · − 0.6
x

H
+ 1.5  · e− π(y/R)2− (z/x)− bx( )/cx( )

2
, 0.5H≤ x≤ 2H,

0.8umax · az · − 0.05
x

H
+ 0.2  · e− π(y/R)2− (z/x)− bx( )/cx( )

2
, 2H≤x≤ 4H,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

where us and ws denote the soil movements along the vertical
direction and horizontal direction perpendicular to the
retaining wall (the horizontal displacements parallel to the wall
are often negligible); x, y, and z are spatial coordinates of soils
(see Figure 1); and the variables L andH denote the length and
depth of the excavation, respectively,D is the embeded depth of
the retaining wall, while R � L[0.069 ln(H/L) + 1.03]/2 is
a composite geometry factor. .e coefficient ax, bx, cx, az, bz,
and cz are functions of soil spatial coordinates and excavation
geometries, and their specific expressions can be found in Mu
and Huang [22]. It should be emphasized that the soil dis-
placement field of equation (1) is a function of the maximum
deflection of earth retaining wall umax defined in Figure 1. .e
latter quantity will be predicted by the ANN model described
later.

2.2.TunnelResponseSubjected toPrescribeSoilDisplacements.
With the soil displacement fields described above, we further
evaluate the tunnel response by idealizing it as an elastic
beam that complies with Euler–Bernoulli beam theory:

d4u
dy4 +

k

EI
u − us(  � 0,

d4w
dy4 +

k

EI
w − ws(  � 0,

(2)

where u and w are the vertical and horizontal displacements of
the tunnel, us and ws are the soil displacements prescribed by
equation (1), EI is the bending stiffness of tunnel, and y is the
axial direction of the tunnel. .e variable k in equation (2)
denotes modulus of subgrade reaction (i.e., the stiffness of the
springs connected to the beam, see Figure 2). To consider the
influences of the burial depth and size of tunnel on soil reactions,
the expression proposed by Yu et al. [23] is adopted here:

k �
3.08
η

Es

1 − v2s

����
EsB

EI
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. (3)

In equation (3), B is the tunnel diameter, Es and ]s are
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of soils, and η is a
correction coefficient that depends on the burial depth of
tunnel z:

η �

2.18, z/B≤ 0.5,

1 +
1

1.7(z/B)
, z/B> 0.5.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

We use the finite difference method to solve the gov-
erning equation of equations (2) and (3). As depicted in
Figure 2, the tunnel along its longitudinal axis is equally
divided into small beam elements with their lengths given by
h � S/n, where n is the number of elements and S is the
length of the tunnel. As equation (2) involves fourth-order
derivatives, two virtual joints are added to both ends of the
tunnel so that equation (2) can be approximated by the
central difference scheme:

wi+2 − 4wi+1 + 6wi − 4wi− 1 + wi− 2 � 4λ4h4
wsi − wi( , (5)

where λ �
�����
k/4EI

4
√

is the flexibility eigenvalue of the beam
equation and the assembly of the governing equation for
each beam elements leads to the following discretized form
of the equation of motions for the tunnel:

[K] w{ } � F{ }, (6)

where the vector w{ } � [w0, w1, . . . , wi, . . . , wn− 1, wn] con-
tains the nodal displacements of the tunnel, while F{ } �

[kws(0), kws(1), . . . , kws(i), . . . , kws(n− 1), kws(n)] contains the
corresponding nodal force determined under the assump-
tion that shear forces and moments acting on both ends of
the tunnel are negligible (i.e., the axial dimension of the
tunnel is much greater than the size of the excavation). .e
matrix [K] in equation (6) is the generalized system stiffness
expressed as
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[K] �

2 + 4λ4h4 − 4 2

− 2 5 + 4λ4h4 − 4 1

1 − 4 6 + 4λ4h4 − 4 1

⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱

1 − 4 6 + 4λ4h4 − 4 1

⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱

1 − 4 6 + 4λ4h4 − 4 1

1 − 4 5 + 4λ4h4 − 2

2 − 4 2 + 4λ4h4

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(n+1)×(n+1)

. (7)

2.3. ANN Model for Predicting Retaining Wall Deflection.
.e key input of the mechanistic model described in the
previous section is the maximum deflection of earth
retaining wall umax (i.e., see equation (1)). .e ANN model
aimed at predicting this quantity, including the structure of
the neural network, its training, and validation, is discussed
as follows.

2.3.1. Neural Network Structure. An ANN model generally
has a layered structure consisting of input layer, hidden
layers, and output layer [10]. .e input layer contains pa-
rameters that are relevant to the problem at hand and can be
determined relatively reliably, while the output layer con-
tains information that is normally unknown and to be
predicted by the ANN model. .e input and output layers
are connected by intermediate hidden layers made up of
nodes interconnected to each other. Differential weights (i.e.,
strength) can be assigned to the connections between nodes
to reflect different patterns of the correspondence between
input parameters and output variables.

.e input layer of our ANN model is presented in
Figure 3 and Table 1. .ese parameters are selected based on
their influences on the deflections of earth retaining wall and
whether they can be altered during the construction (i.e., to
dynamically optimize the original design). .ese attributes
can be categorized into three groups (see), including ex-
cavation geometries, mechanical properties of excavation

support structures, and soil properties. To digitalize soil
properties into forms suitable for the ANN model, we adopt
the hardening soil small (HSS) model [24] as a theoretical
template to describe the mechanical characters of soils, as
such constitutive model explicitly incorporates small-strain
behaviour and is extensively validated by engineering
practice [25, 26]. .e HSS model has 8 mechanical pa-
rameters, which add the unit weight of soil and soil layer
thickness up to 10 parameters for each soil stratum. .e
number of inputs for an ANN model is normally fixed,
which poses difficulty for applying the same ANNmodel for
projects with different numbers of soil layers. To address this
issue, we divide soils within the range of retaining wall (i.e.,
the portion of soils that can significantly impact the retaining
wall deflections) into a given number of artificial soil layers
(currently 10 layers are employed) in that an actual soil
stratum is represented by multiple sublayers with the same
soil properties.

.e finally constructed neural network has an input layer
of 111 parameters that are connected to a single output of
retaining wall deflection by two hidden layers. Each of these
hidden layers has 30 nodes to ensure the generalizability of
the model.

2.3.2. Neural Network Training. To help the ANN model
correctly recognize the patterns of the interactions between
excavation support structures and surrounding soils, a large

. . . . . . . . . . . .
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Figure 2: Schematics showing the idealization of tunnel structure as an elastic beam and the simplification of tunnel-soil interaction as beam
sitting on elastic springs.
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number of reliable samples are required to train the model.
Ideally, the types of data used to train the ANN model shall
be the same as those involved while utilizing ANN to actually
predict. Accordingly, the best training information comes
from actual engineering projects where the ANN model is
intended to apply, including accurate descriptions of ex-
cavation geometries, the sizes and materials of support
structures, the HSS model parameters for each of soils layers
encountered, and finally a reliable measurement of retaining
wall deflections. Unfortunately, reported case studies that
contain both information pertaining to the inputs and
outputs of the ANN model is currently not enough for
training the model. As a workaround, we train the ANN
model through synthetic samples generated by two-di-
mensional finite element (FE) simulations. Training our
ANN model by synthetic examples leads to two additional
advantages. First, the generated datasets can cover the wide
ranges of each input attribute (e.g., the ranges of excavation
depth, soil strength, and structure stiffness) possibly en-
countered in engineering practice. Second, compared with
actual field data, the datasets generated by numerical

simulations tend to be free of noises associated with factors
excluded by the ANN model (like man power and the
management levels), thus helping the ANN concentrate on
the correlation between its inputs and outputs.

Totally, 1943 synthetic samples are generated by varying
ANN input parameters randomly but within typical ranges
encountered in engineering practice (e.g., the space between
lateral braces varies from 3m to 12m and excavation length
varies from 20m to 80m). Examples of employed training
samples (note that soil parameters are excluded due to space
limitations) are shown in Table 2.

We use the backpropagation algorithm coded in PyTorch
module to train our ANN model, and this supervised learning
process involves five epochs of forward activation towards
outputs and backward errors propagation of adjusting con-
nection weights. .e activation function utilized for ANN
nodes is rectified linear unit (ReLu), the optimizationmethod is
Adam, and the cost function is average sum-of-squares error
(MSE). Among all synthetic samples, 70% is used to train the
ANNmodel, while the rest is reserved as the validation set used
by the learning algorithm.

Table 1: ANN input layer.

Excavation geometries Mechanical properties of support
structures

Soil properties (parameterized through
HSS model)

Excavation depth Bending stiffness of retaining wall,
EI Shear modulus at very small strains

Excavation width Axial stiffness of retaining wall, EA Cohesion

Embedded depth of retaining wall Poisson’s ratio of retaining wall
material Angle of internal friction

Excavation depth divided by the layers of struts Axial stiffness of struts, EA etc.
Vertical distance between excavation bottom and the
nearest lateral support
Averaged vertical and lateral space between struts

Excavation
geometries

Support
structure

properties

Soil
properties

Shear modulus

Struts axial stiffness

Wall axial stiffness

Wall bending stiffness

Wall deflection

Input layer
111

Output layer
1

Hidden layer 1
30

Hidden layer 2
30

Excavation depth

Embedded depth

Excavation width

Cohesion

Friction angle

Figure 3: Layered structure of the proposed neural network.
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2.3.3. Neural Network Validation. To assess the perfor-
mance of the trained model, we compare the retaining wall
deflections predicted by ANN and those computed by FE
simulations for 46 different combinations of variables other
than those used for synthetic samples. Figure 4 shows that
the maximum wall deflection predicted by the ANN model
reasonably agrees with that calculated by the high-fidelity
numerical simulations, with the mean relative error of
12.2%. .e ANN model is further examined against data
from three actual excavation projects [27–29], where soil
parameters and wall defection measurements are all re-
ported. As shown in Table 3, the model predictions and field
measurements match reasonably. .e latter fact suggests
that although the ANN model is trained by synthetic
samples, it is capable of predicting the deformations of
excavation support structures in actual engineering practice.

2.4. Inverse Model for Reducing Uncertainty with Soil
Parameters. Among all input parameters of the constructed
ANNmodel, those related to the mechanical properties of soils
have the highest degree of uncertainty attributed to natural
variations of soils and the disturbance effects associated with
coring, transporting, and trimming soil specimens before they
are tested in laboratories. On the contrary, while soils in the
field preserve the highest integrity, currently there lacks the-
oretical frameworks capable of estimating soil constitutive
parameters by directly interpreting in situ measurements. To
more accurately determine soil parameters and predict
retaining wall deflections, we combine the proposed ANN
model with inverse modelling, which automatically searches
for accurate descriptions of soil properties by minimizing the
difference between measured retaining wall deflections and
those computed by the ANN model. .e most important
advantage of collaborating the two machine learning tech-
niques for engineering practice is that the inverse modelling
can use field measurements at early stages of construction
activities to optimize soil parameters, thus improving the
predictions of the ANNmodel for later andmore critical stages
of the same project.

.e inverse modelling is achieved here through a
nonlinear optimization algorithm based on an objective
function of the least-squares form:

S � 
m

i

yi − yi
′(b)( 

2ωi, (8)

where b contains the soil parameters to be determined; y and
y′ denote the vectors of field observations and ANN

predictions, respectively; the number of observation re-
sponse is m; the symbol ωi denotes weight assigned to dif-
ferent observations based on their reliability and accuracy
and here given by the inverse of the error variance that
corresponds to each observation, i.e., ωi � 1/σ2i [13]. An
optimal set of soil parameters that minimizes the objective
function of equation (9) is automatically searched by a
modified Gauss–Newton algorithm with additional damp-
ing and Marquardt parameters [30, 31].

We use two statistic indexes related to the optimization
algorithm to determine whether certain soil parameters can
be accurately and uniquely determined through the inverse
modelling scheme described above:

CSSj �

����������������

1
m



m

i�1

zyi
′

zbj

bj

��
ωi

√
 

2



. (9)

CSSj is the so-called composite scaled sensitivity used to
indicate the degree of the overall influences of the jth soil
parameters on all observable responses (i� 1 to m) selected
entering into the inverse model, such as retaining wall
deflections. It should be emphasized that even for the same
parameters, CSS can vary when different field observations
are involved, and therefore, the value of CSS can effectively
identify the possibility of reducing the uncertainty associated

Table 2: Examples of synthetic samples employed to train the ANN model.

Excavation
geometries Retaining wall properties Internal brace properties

Depth
(m)

Width
(m)

EI
(106 kN×m2/m)

EA
(106 kN/m)

Embedded depth
(m)

Vertical space
(m)

Lateral space
(m)

EA
(106 kN)

Wall deflection
(mm)

4.9 40 1.507 18.1 30.1 4.0 4 3 1.33
20 40 1.507 18.1 15.0 2.9 3 3 35.54
5 60 1.667 20.0 30.0 3.6 4 2 5.39
21 80 1.667 20.0 14.0 4.23 9 16 46.20
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Figure 4: Comparison between maximum retaining wall deflec-
tions computed by finite element simulations and predicted by the
ANN model.
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with particular parameters with respect to given types of field
measurement. .e second useful statistic index is the pa-
rameter correlation coefficient:

PCCij �
Vij
�����
ViiVjj

 , (10)

which measures the degree of correlation between the ith and
jth parameters. A pair of parameters that are highly corre-
lated to each other, indicated by high PCC values, usually
cannot be simultaneously determined through the inverse
modelling scheme described above, as the uniqueness of the
solution cannot be ensured. Vij in equation (10) denotes the
component of the variance-covariance matrix:

[V] �
S

m − n

zy′
zb

 

T

[ω]
zy′
zb

 ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

− 1

, (11)

where n denotes the number of parameters to be deter-
mined; S is the value of the objective function defined in
equation (8); and [zy′/zb] is a matrix containing the gra-
dient of the observation with respect to soil parameters,
while [ω] is a diagonal matrix with its component given by
ωi defined above.

3. Evaluation ofMechanistic-Machine Learning
Hybrid Model

3.1. Determining Input Parameters for ANN Model. .e
excavation project located in Hangzhou, China [32], pro-
vides an unique opportunity to assess the proposed model
for analyzing the response of tunnel subjected to adjacent
excavation. In this case study, the deep excavation extends to
the depths of 15m to 18.55m below ground surface and is
beside the tunnels of a subway’s north and south lines. .e
smallest distance between the excavation and the tunnels is
only 7m, while the averaged horizontal space is around 9m.
.e length of the excavation parallel to the tunnels is 245m.
.e depth of the tunnel crown varies from 9.3m to 13.3m,
and the diameter of the tunnel is 6.2m. To reduce the ex-
cavation-induced impacts on the tunnels, the part of the
excavation next to the tunnels adopts a composite retaining
wall of 1000mm thick diaphragm wall and cast-in-place
piles, and the embedded depth of the retaining wall is 6m.
.e internal supports consist of three layers of reinforced
concrete struts. According to these in situ conditions, the
geometries of the excavation that are fed into the ANN
model are obtained (i.e., see those depicted in Figure 5, note
that the width of the excavation is 70m and the horizontal
space between struts is 6m). .e mechanical properties of
excavation support structures used in the ANN model are
summarized in Table 4, as reported in the case study. Here,

we increase the thickness of the diaphragm wall to 1500mm
to consider the strengthening effects due to the additional
cast-in-place piles.

.e subsurface at the site is composed of three strata,
among which the first layer is categorized as sandy silt (SM),
while the second and third layers are clayey silt (CM), as
shown in Figure 5. Table 5 summaries the hardening soil
small parameters for the first two layers (i.e., those within the
range of the retaining wall) calibrated from laboratory
measurement [32]. .ese soil properties are adopted in the
ANN model.

3.2. Model Performance. Figure 6 compares the measured
deflection profiles of retaining wall against the maximum
deflections predicted by the ANNmodel that corresponds to
two consecutive stages of the excavation (i.e., excavate to
13m and 16m depths). Because of the large number of
variables involved in this problem, we consider the ANN
prediction still acceptable, although it tends to overestimate
the wall deformations. .e maximum discrepancy is around
8mm occurred for the excavation to the shallower depth,
and the prediction is improved as the construction proceeds
in that the difference between measured and predicted
maximum wall deflection reduces to 5mm as the excavation
reaches 16m.

Among the resources that may result in the mismatches
described above, the uncertainty embedded with the char-
acterization of soil properties is a primary contributor. .e
fact that the deformations of the excavation support
structures predicted by the ANN model are greater than
those observed suggests the possibility that soil specimens
have been disturbed and consequently weakened before they
are tested. To minimize the influences of the uncertainty
associated with the parameters for soils, we employ the
inverse modelling described in the previous section. To
constrain the number of parameters to be determined and
consequently enhance inverse modelling performance, for
each layer we only directly optimize two parameters, the
reference stiffness modulus E50 and the reference shear
strain threshold c0.7, i.e., one controls the soil behaviour at
large smalls and the other for small strains. .e statistic
indexes associated with these two candidates show that they
can noticeably affect the retaining wall deflections and are
not strongly correlated with each other. .e stiffness pa-
rameters G0, Eoed, and Eur are indirectly optimized as we
assume that they keep constant proportions to E50, while
other parameters are not changed as they have relatively
insignificant influences on the deformations of excavation
support structures. .e field measurement entering into the
inverse modelling is the retaining wall deflections corre-
sponding to the excavation depth of 13m (i.e., observation

Table 3: Comparison between measured maximum deflections of retaining wall in case studies and ANN predictions.

Case number 1 2 3
Measurements (mm) 48.30 20.40 23.52
ANN predictions (mm) 47.60 23.35 20.76
Relative error (%) 1.45 14.45 11.72
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from the earlier stage of construction). .e optimized soil
parameters are listed in Table 3.

.e ANN predictions based on those updated soil pa-
rameters are included in Figure 6. .e results clearly show
that the soil parameters optimized by solely using the ob-
servations from early construction stages also lead to a good
prediction of the response at later and more critical stages of
construction. Moreover, Figure 6 emphasizes that, with a
reasonable set of soil parameters, the trained ANN model
can reasonably represent the deformations of the earth
retaining wall.

By inputting the maximum deflections of earth retaining
wall into the mechanistic model, the response of the two
tunnels next to the excavation can be computed. .e
measured vertical and horizontal displacements of the

tunnels that correspond to the excavation depth of 16m are
shown in Figure 7 (only the maximum displacements are
reported), together with results obtained by using the
proposed analytical model. .e mechanical and geometrical
properties of the tunnel structure used in the computation
are listed in Table 3. Moreover, the length of the tunnels is set
to 1000m so that the shear forces and moments acting on
both ends of the tunnels can be neglected. Young’s modulus
and Poisson’s ratio for the soils surrounding the tunnels (i.e.,
see equation (3)) are converted from the optimized G0
(considering the rather small soil movements around the
tunnel) and ]ur of the top sandy silty layer, i.e., where the
tunnel is embedded.

It is seen from Figure 7 that three types of maximum
retaining wall deflections are used to compute tunnel

Clayey silt

9m 15m

12m

6.2m

2m

5m

5m

4m

16m

6m

16m

20m

1000mm thickness
diaphragm wall

Cast-in-place pile

North line South line
Sandy silt

Figure 5: Schematics showing the excavation and tunnel geometries in the case study of Hangzhou, China.

Table 4: Mechanical properties of excavation support and tunnel structures in the case study of Hangzhou, China.

Retaining wall Strut Tunnel
EI
(106 kN×m2/m)

EA
(106 kN/m) Poisson’s ratio EA (106 kN) Diameter (m) .ickness (m) Young’s modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio

8.44 45 0.2 21.6 6.2 0.35 28 0.2

Table 5: Soil parameters before and after inverse analysis.

Stratum
Original Optimized

Sandy silt Clayey silt Sandy silt Clayey silt
.ickness (m) 20 16 20 16
Unit weight (kN/m3) 19.3 18.9 19.3 18.9
Eref
50 (MPa) 15.00 9.00 3.09 1.85

Eref
oed (MPa) 15.00 9.00 3.09 1.85

Eref
ur (MPa) 60.00 50.00 12.36 10.3

Gref
0 (MPa) 200.00 184.00 41.19 37.9

c0.7 2.00×10− 4 4.00×10− 4 4.12×10− 5 8.23×10− 5

c (kPa) 5 6 5 6
φ (°) 34 18.5 34 18.5
M 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
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displacements, including the actual field measurements and
ANN predictions based on the original and optimized soil
parameters. .e first observation from Figure 7 is that the
computed results based on the measured wall deflection
agree well with the measured tunnel response, thus sug-
gesting that the mechanistic model can reasonably predict
the tunnel displacements provided that the retaining wall
deflection is accurately determined. By comparing the
tunnel response computed by using the ANN predictions
with the original and optimized soil parameters, the adap-
tivity and learning ability achieved by collaborating two
machine learning techniques is emphasized in that by col-
lecting observations at early stages of the excavation project,
and the soil characterization updated by inverse modelling
can form the basis of a new ANN prediction of the retaining
wall deformations and consequently gradually improve the
prediction regarding the response of adjacent tunnels.

4. Conclusion

An accurate prediction of the response of adjacent tunnels is
critical for the plan, design, and construction of deep ex-
cavations in congested urban areas. .e uncertainty and
variability inherent to the subsurface compositions, extent,
and behaviour and the nonlinear interactions between
multiple agents (e.g., excavation support structures, soil
strata, and tunnel structures) are the two primary resources
leading to the complexity and difficulty of this task. .is
paper proposes an initiative to tackle this problem using
process-based modelling, where information extracted from
the construction processes of deep excavation is used to
recognize the interaction patterns between multiple agents
and to reduce the uncertainty associated with subsurface
conditions, such that the response of tunnels induced by
adjacent deep excavations can be accurately predicted. To
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Figure 7: Comparison between measured and predicted tunnel displacements caused by adjacent excavation.
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proof the concept, we propose a simple process-based model
composed of mechanistic module, artificial neural network
(ANN) module, and inverse modelling module. .ese
components are specialized in addressing particular chal-
lenging aspects of the targeted engineering problem but are
interrelated forming a collaborative group. Specifically, the
mechanistic component is responsible for computing the
response of tunnel in accordance with the deflections of
earth retaining wall. To predict the latter information, the
ANN model is built aimed at learning and recognizing the
patterns involved in the interactions between excavation
geometries, excavation support structures, and soil prop-
erties. .e inverse modelling module is included to reduce
the uncertainty associated with soil parameters entering into
the ANN model, which enables automatic learning and
update of soil properties with the accumulation of infor-
mation generated during construction processes. .e main
conclusions that can be drawn from this work include the
following:

(1) While being trained by synthetic samples, the ANN
model can reasonably predict the maximum de-
flections of retaining wall measured in actual engi-
neering projects.

(2) .e mechanistic model can reasonably predict the
displacements of tunnels caused by adjacent exca-
vations provided that the deflections of earth
retaining wall can be accurately estimated.

(3) .e quality of the ANN prediction highly depends on
the characterization of soil parameters. Inverse
modelling based on the ANN model can reduce the
uncertainty associated with soil parameters and
consequently improves the prediction of retaining
wall deformations and tunnel displacements.

Lastly, it should be noted that the work presented here
merely represents the first step towards accurately predicting
the influences of deep excavations on adjacent tunnels by
harnessing the power of process-based modelling. Despite
the promising features exhibited by the ANN model trained
by synthetic cases, the information obtained from real-world
engineering projects is indispensable and the best dataset for
training the model. For this purpose, next step that may be
undertaken is to integrate the proposed model into BIM
platforms such that (1) the ANNmodel can be trained by big
data collected from actual deep excavation projects, (2) the
uncertainty associated with site-specific soil properties can
be reduced by inverse modelling with the accumulation of
field observations, and (3) deep excavations can be managed
dynamically and adaptively to protect nearby tunnels.
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Real-world complex systems always interact with each other, which causes these systems to collapse in an avalanche or cascading
manner in the case of random failures or malicious attacks. .e robustness of multilayer networks has attracted great interest,
where the modeling and theoretical studies of which always rely on the concept of multilayer networks and percolation methods.
A straightforward and tacit assumption is that the interdependence across network layers is strong, which means that a node will
fail entirely with the removal of all links if one of its interdependent nodes in other network layers fails. However, this
oversimplification cannot describe the general form of interactions across the network layers in a real-world multilayer system. In
this paper, we reveal the nature of the avalanche disintegration of general multilayer networks with arbitrary interdependency
strength across network layers. Specifically, we identify that the avalanche process of the whole system can essentially be
decomposed into twomicroscopic cascading dynamics in terms of the propagation direction of the failures: depth penetration and
scope extension. In the process of depth penetration, the failures propagate from layer to layer, where the greater the number of
failed nodes is, the greater is the destructive power that will emerge in an interdependency group. In the process of scope
extension, failures propagate with the removal of connections in each network layer. Under the synergy of the two processes, we
find that the percolation transition of the system can be discontinuous or continuous with changes in the interdependency
strength across network layers, which means that a sudden system-wide collapse can be avoided by controlling the interde-
pendency strength across network layers. Our work not only reveals the microscopic mechanism of global collapse in multilayer
infrastructure systems but also provides stimulating ideas on intervention programs and approaches for cascade failures.

1. Introduction

Many real-world complex systems, both natural [1] and man
made [2–5], can be described as multilayer or interdepen-
dent networks given the existence of different levels of in-
terdependence across network layers. Recent theoretical
studies on networks with two or more layers show that when
the nodes in each network are interdependent on the nodes
in other networks, even small initial failures can propagate
back and forth and lead to the abrupt collapse of the whole
system [5–10]. In this sense, multilayer networks are more
fragile than single-layer networks in resisting the propa-
gation of initial failures [6]. In recent years, we have wit-
nessed considerable progress in the study of multilayer
networks with the aid of percolation theory [11–13]. It has
been found that multilayer networks are not as fragile as in

theoretical studies under certain specific conditions such as
those given link overlap [14, 15], geometric correlations
[16, 17], correlated community structures [18], interlayer
degree correlations [19, 20], intralayer degree correlations
[21], asymmetry in interdependence [22], and autonomous
nodes [23–25] being able to facilitate the viability of nodes
and alleviate the suddenness of the collapse in an interde-
pendent system. In addition, some features of real inter-
dependent systems, such as spatial constraints [26–30],
clustering [31, 32], and degree distribution [33, 34], also
enhance the robustness and mitigate cascading failures of
interdependent networks.

A key question in the modeling of multilayer networks is
how to describe the interdependencies across network
layers. A straightforward method employed in most pre-
vious models of cascading failures in multilayer networks is
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assuming that the layer interdependence is “strong,” where a
failure node can cause all of its interdependent neighbors to
fail completely [6, 23, 35–40]. .is assumption has already
been extended extensively to the study of cascading dy-
namics in networks under different conditions such as in-
terdependency groups in single-layer networks [41–43] and
k-core percolation [44], weak percolation [45], and re-
dundant percolation [46] in multilayer networks. Never-
theless, this assumption is somewhat simplistic and cannot
cover the case where nodes are weakly interdependent. For
instance, in a civil transportation system, the flow of pas-
sengers from city to city depends on a number of trans-
portation modes such as coaches, trains, airplanes, and
ferries. When any mode becomes unavailable, the total
failure of the other three modes seems impossible, e.g., when
a local train station is shut down, passenger flow into the city
may be decreased: some passengers destined for this city may
cancel their trips, and the transferring passengers would
switch to other cities to reach their destinations. .e re-
duction of passenger flow can cause some routes in other
modes to not operate properly, and carriers experience fi-
nancial or other losses; for instance, airlines may cancel
flights if passenger numbers are below expectations. Spe-
cifically, the interdependence across network layers can be
“weak,” and the failure of a node cannot destroy all of its
dependency nodes in other network layers with certainty
[47, 48]. Under these circumstances, the failure of a train
station can cause one or more of its interdependent nodes in
other network layers to suffer damage or even failure, e.g.,
the failure of a local coach station, which can further lead to
failures in more modes and deteriorate the connectivity of
the city. By this token, there may exist a cascading process
underlying a group of interdependent nodes across network
layers, which means that the microscopic mechanism of
global collapse inmultilayer networks could include not only
the propagation of failures from node to node inside a
certain network layer but also the cascading process of
failures across network layers. In this paper, we regard the
propagation of failures inside a network layer as “inner-layer
cascading” and the propagation of failures in a dependency
group across network layers as “cross-layer cascading.”

Previous networks that have considered the “strong”
interdependence ignore the microscopic process of “cross-
layer cascading,” as the failure of one node will destroy all its
interdependent neighbors. In this paper, we aim to model
the cascading dynamics in multilayer networks within a
more general situation by using the assumption of “weak”
interdependence [47], where the strength of interdepen-
dence can be tuned by introducing a tolerance parameter α.
Using a comprehensive theoretical study and numerical
simulations, we find that the cascading dynamic in multi-
layer networks is essentially the synergistic result of “cross-
layer cascading” and “inner-layer cascading.” In particular,
we find that the system can undergo different types of
percolation with changing tolerance parameters α. Specifi-
cally, the system percolates as an abrupt (first-order) per-
colation transition for small values of α. With increasing α
exceeding a critical value αc, the system percolates in a
continuous (second-order) manner. However, for scale-free

networks, the phenomenon of double phase transitions
occurs for some moderate parameter values of α, where the
networks in the system first percolate in a continuous
(second-order) manner and then experience a first-order
phase transition in an abrupt manner at another phase
transition point.

2. Model

We consider a multilayer network consisting of M layers of
networks, where each network layer has N nodes. We label
the network layers with Latin letters A, B, C, and so on, and
the nodes in each network layer are labeled with Arabic
numbers 1, 2, . . . , N. .erefore, each node in a certain
network layer can be identified as a pair of coordinates (x,
X), with x denoting the node label and X denoting the layer
label. .e nodes across network layers with the same Arabic
number are interdependent on each other, i.e., they are
replica nodes. As shown in Figure 1, the nodes (1, A), (1, B),
(1, C), and (1, D) are interdependent nodes in network layers
A, B, C, and D, respectively. When one of these nodes fails,
the other three nodes will suffer damages. Similarly, the
other nodes can be also divided into several interdependent
groups by their Arabic number labels. .e nodes in the same
network layer X are linked by a set of connectivity links, and
the connectivity degree of nodes follows a degree distri-
bution pX

k . In this paper, we consider the case where the M

network layers within the multilayer system have an iden-
tical degree distribution for simplicity.

.e cascading in the multilayer networks is triggered by
randomly selecting a fraction 1 − p of nodes and their
replicas as initially failed nodes. For each network layer, all
the links of failed nodes are removed simultaneously, which
breaks the network layer into a number of connected
components [49]. .e nodes in the isolated components are
treated as failed ones, and the nodes in the giant component
are functional. Due to the interdependency among the
replica nodes across network layers, a failed node will cause a
certain level of damage to it replicas, where the damage
degree is controlled by the tolerance parameter α. Specifi-
cally, when one node in a network layer fails, each con-
nectivity link of its viable interdependency replicas in other
network layers will be removed with a probability 1 − α.
Along with the removal of the connectivity links, the net-
work layers will be further fragmented and, thus, lead to
more failures. After a number of iterations of link removal
caused by node failures and node isolations resulting from
network fragmentation, the system can reach a steady state.
In this iterative process, the failures can propagate from layer
to layer through the interdependencies among replica nodes,
and the failures can also propagate from node to node along
with the removal of connectivity links in a certain network
layer simultaneously. Here, we regard the propagation of
failures inside a network layer as “scope extension” and the
propagation of failures in an interdependency group across
network layers as “depth penetration.” Especially, it should
be noticed that there is a microscopic cascading in the
process of depth penetration: a failed node can lead more
node failures in its replicas and, thus, lead more and more
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node failures in its replicas. Schematic illustration of cas-
cading process of a four-layer system is shown in Figure 1. In
this paper, we use the relative size SX of the giant component
in each layer of network X to measure the robustness of the
network.

3. Theory

We use the method of probability generation functions
[50, 51] to obtain the theoretical solution of the model, and
the generating function GX

0 (x) � kpX
k xk is employed to

generate the degree distribution pX
k of layer X. Similarly, the

generating function GX
1 (x) � kpX

k kxk− 1/〈k〉X is used to
generate the excess degree distribution of a node reached by
following a random link, where 〈k〉 ≡ kpX

k k represents the
average degree of the network layer X. In particular, we
define RX as the probability that a randomly chosen link in
network X leads to its giant component in the steady state of
the system. For the case where the M network layers in the
system have a same degree distribution, pX

k � pk. Accord-
ingly, GX

0 (x) ≡ G0(x), GX
1 (x) ≡ G1(x), RX ≡ R, and

〈k〉X ≡ 〈k〉. Assuming that each network of M network
layers is tree-like, we aim to obtain the probability SX that a
random node is in the giant component of layer X. Because
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the cascading process in a four-layer network. .e nodes in different layers with the same Arabic number
are replica nodes, and they are connected by dotted lines. .e funtional links are marked in solid lines and the failed links are marked in
dashed lines. .e functional nodes are marked in green, the failed nodes are marked in red, and the yellow nodes are still viable after being
damaged. At stage (A), the replicas with the Arabic number 1 are removed from all layers. At stage (B), the node (2, D) becomes isolated
from the giant component in layerD and fails, which leads to the link removal of its replicas in layersA, B, andC. At stage (C) the node (3,C)
becomes isolated from the giant component in layer C and fails, which leads to the link removal of its replicas in layers A, B, and D.
Simultaneously, node (2, A) becomes isolated and fails due to the removal of link 23 in layer A, which further leads to the link removal of its
replicas in layers B and C. At stage (D), the node (4, A) becomes isolated from the giant component in layer A and fails, which leads to the
link removal of its replicas in layers B, C, and D. Simultaneously, node (2, A) becomes isolated and fails due to the removal of link 23 in layer
B. At stage (E), the node (4, C) becomes isolated from the giant component and fails, which leads to the link removal of its replicas in layers B

and D. At stage (F), the node (4, D) becomes isolated and fails, and the system reaches the final steady state. (a) Stage A. (b) Stage B. (c) Stage
C. (d) Stage D. (e) Stage E. (f ) Stage F.
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each layer has the same degree distribution, we have
SA � SB � SC · · · ≡ S. Following a randomly chosen link in
the layer X, we arrive at a node (x, X) of degree k with t

failed replicas. .erefore, each link of node (x, X) can be
preserved with a probability αt. Considering that the degree
k follows the probability distribution kpk/〈k〉, the proba-
bility that a random link can lead to the giant component
follows αt[1 − kpk/〈k〉(1 − αtR)k− 1], which can be simpli-
fied as αt[1 − G1(1 − αtR)] in terms of the generating
function G1(x). If the number t of failed replicas for a given
node follows a probability distribution f(t), we can obtain
the self-consistent equation for R by summing over all
possible t.

R � p 
M− 1

t�0
αt 1 − G1 1 − αt

R  f(t) ≡ h(R). (1)

Similarly, we can obtain the probability S that a random
node is in the giant component:

S � p 
M− 1

t�0
1 − G0 1 − αt

R  f(t). (2)

.e solution process of equations (1) and (2) utilizes the
probability distribution function f(t), which can be ob-
tained by using the probability R. Considering that there are
t failed replicas for a random node (x, X) in the layer X at
steady state, the viable probability of each replica is
1 − G0(1 − αtR), and the remaining M − t − 1 replicas are all
viable with probability [1 − G0(1 − αtR)]M− t− 1. Because the
failures can propagate from layer to layer through the in-
terdependencies among replica nodes, we assume that there
are s failed replicas caused by the link removal of other nodes
in the corresponding network layers, and there are t − s

failed nodes induced by the s failed replicas. .e probability
of s failed replicas existing caused by isolation is Gs

0(1 − R).
After that, the probability of t − s additional replicas failing
is [G0(1 − αsR) − G0(1 − R)]t− s. .erefore, f(t) satisfies

f(t) �
M − 1

t
  1 − G0 1 − αt

R  
M− t− 1



t

s�0

t

s
 G

s
0

· (1 − R) G0 1 − αs
R(  − G0(1 − R) 

t− s
.

(3)

For a given degree distribution pk, we can obtain the
final size S of the giant component in a certain layer by
solving equations (1) and (2) simultaneously.

When α⟶ 1, the interdependence across network
layers is weakest, and the system percolates in a second-
order manner as in single-layer networks [52, 53]. When
α⟶ 0, the interdependence across network layers is the
strongest, and the system percolates in a first-order manner
[10]. .erefore, the manner of percolation transitions can be
determined by the value of α, and the critical value αc is
defined as the switch point of the percolation transition from
a second-order to a first-order. For the second-order per-
colation transition, the probability R tends to zero when p is
close to the second-order percolation point pII

c . We can use

the Taylor expansion of equation (1) for R ≡ ϵ⟶ 0 and
p⟶ pII

c :

h(ϵ) � h′(0)ϵ +
1
2
h″(0)ϵ2 + O ϵ3  � ϵ. (4)

Ignoring the high-order terms of ϵ, we have h′(0) � 1
when p⟶ pII

c . We, thus, have the condition for the sec-
ond-order percolation transitions

p
II
c α

2M− 2
G1′ (1) � 1, (5)

and the second-order percolation point

p
II
c �

1
α2M− 2G1′(1)

. (6)

When α � 1 or M � 1, the second-order percolation
transition point pII

c � 1/G1′(1), which is coincident with the
result for the ordinary percolation in a single-layer network
[53]. In addition, we can also find the second-order per-
colation point pII

c increases with the increase of M, which
means the more network layers a system has, the more
fragile it becomes.

At the first-order phase transition point pI
c, the proba-

bility R jumps from Rc to zero or a nontrivial value, and the
curve of y � h(R) − R is tangent with the straight line y � 0:

dh(R)

dR

R�Rc,p�pI
c

� 1. (7)

In this paper, we resort to the numerical method to solve
equations (1) and (7) for the first-order percolation tran-
sition point pI

c.
When α � αc, the conditions for the first- and second-

order percolation transitions are satisfied simultaneously,
i.e., pI

c � pII
c for Rc⟶ 0 at the percolation transition point.

At this time, equation (4) reduces to
1
2
h″(0)ϵ2 + O ϵ3  � 0. (8)

.erefore, we know that h″(0) � 0 when p⟶ pc and
α � αc. We can have

α3G1″(1) + 2 α2 − 1 (M − 1)G1′ (1)G0′ (1) � 0. (9)

By the solution of equation (9), we can obtain the switch
point αc of first-order and second-order percolation tran-
sitions. Formultilayer random networks, the degree of nodes
follows Poisson distribution, and equation (9) can be sim-
plified as

α3c +(2M − 2)α2c − (2M − 2) � 0. (10)

.erefore the value of αc is only relevant to M. For scale-
free networks, equation (9) can be written as
α3c〈k(k − 1)(k − 2)〉

〈k〉〈k(k − 1)〉
+(2M − 2)α2c − (2M − 2) � 0, (11)

where the brackets 〈·〉 denote the average over the degree
distribution. .erefore, αc depends not only on M but also
on the degree distribution pk for multilayer scale-free
networks.
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Figure 2 shows the function curves y � h(R) − R for
different values of p, from which we can validate the ex-
istence of first- and second-order percolation transitions.
Figure 2(a) shows the graphical solutions of equation (1) for
α< αc, from which we can find that the solution of R is given
by the tangent point when p � pI

c, indicating a discontin-
uous percolation transition. From Figure 2(c), we can find
that the nontrivial solution of R emerges at the point p � pII

c ,
at which the function curve y � h(R) − R is tangent with the
R axis at R � 0, indicating a continuous percolation tran-
sition. Interestingly, we also found that the system un-
dergoes double phase transitions for some moderate values
of α if the degree distribution pk of the systems is scale-free,
as shown in Figure 2(b). In this case, the system first per-
colates in a second-order manner and then experiences a
first-order phase transition with increased p, and conditions
(5) and (7) should be satisfied at the phase transition points
pII

c and pI
c successively. If condition (5) cannot be satisfied,

the double phase transition reduces to a single first-order
percolation transition, and if condition (7) cannot be sat-
isfied, the double phase transition reduces to a single second-
order percolation transition. Using these conditions, we can
locate the boundary between double phase transitions and
single first-order phase transitions and the boundary be-
tween double phase transitions and single second-order
percolation transitions.

4. Results

4.1. Synthetic Network. In this paper, we take two special
multilayer networks with M � 3 and M � 4 layers as ex-
amples to illustrate the characteristics of percolation dy-
namics. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the size S of the giant
component as functions of p for different values of α in
three-layer random networks and four-layer random
networks with 〈k〉 � 4, respectively. For both three-layer
and four-layer random networks, we find that the system
can percolate in a discontinuous manner for α � 0.8 or in a
continuous manner for a larger value of α � 0.95. In ad-
dition, the percolation transition point of three-layer

networks is less than that of four-layer networks, which
means that three-layer networks are always more robust
than four-layer networks. Simultaneously, we find that the
critical point αc separating the types of percolation tran-
sitions depends on the number of layers in the system.
Similar results can also be found for three-layer random
networks and four-layer random networks with 〈k〉 � 5. In
Figure 3, the theoretical predictions for the size S of the
giant component as functions of p and percolation
transition points pI

c(pII
c ) are also provided, from which we

can find that they agree with the simulation results very
well.

.e results for multilayer scale-free networks are also
provided in Figure 4. For each network layer of the system,
the degree of the nodes follows a truncated power-law
distribution with an average 〈k〉, and the degree distribution
is pk ∼ k− c(kmin ≤ k≤ kmax), where kmin and kmax are the
minimum and maximum of the degree, respectively, and c

denotes the power law exponent. Similarly, we can also find
that the system can percolate in a discontinuous manner for
a small value of α or in a continuous manner for a large value
of α, and the three-layer networks are more robust than four-
layer networks for both 〈k〉 � 4 and 〈k〉 � 5. Interestingly,
we can also find that the four-layer networks can undergo a
double phase transition for α � 0.65. Specifically, the system
first percolates as a continuous phase transition and then
undergoes a discontinuous phase transition with increasing
p. With increasing α, the discontinuous phase transition
disappears, and the system reduces to a single continuous
phase transition. With decreasing α, the continuous phase
transition disappears, and the system reduces to a single
discontinuous phase transition.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the percolation transition
points pc as functions of α for three- and four-layer random
networks with different average degrees, respectively. For
both three- and four-layer random networks, the manners of
percolation transition are classified as discontinuous and
continuous by a critical value of αc, and the critical value of
αc only depends on the number of network layers M in a
system, which coincides the theoretical result provided by
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Figure 2:.e graphical solutions of equation (1) for different values of p and α, as marked by the black dots. (a).e result for α � 0.5, (b) the
result for α � 0.65, and (c) the result for α � 0.9. For each panel, the degree distribution of networks follows a truncated power-law
distribution pk ∼ k− c(kmin ≤ k≤ kmax), where kmin � 2, kmax � 141, and c � 2.3.
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Figure 3: Simulation results for percolation transitions on three-layer and four-layer random networks. (a), (b) .e results for three-layer
and four-layer random networks with 〈k〉 � 4, respectively. (c), (d) .e results for three-layer random networks and four-layer random
networks with 〈k〉 � 5, respectively. .e results were obtained by averaging over 100 independent realizations, and the network size was
N � 105. .e solid lines behind the symbols denote the theoretical predictions that were obtained by equations (1) and (2). .e vertical
dashed lines denote the first- and second-order percolation transition points predicted by equations (5) and (7), respectively.
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Figure 4: Continued.
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Figure 4: Simulation results for percolation transitions on three- and four-layer scale-free networks. (a), (b).e results for three- and four-
layer scale-free networks with 〈k〉 � 4, respectively. (c), (d) .e results for three- and four-layer scale-free networks with 〈k〉 � 5, re-
spectively. When the average degree 〈k〉 � 4, the parameter settings for the power-law distribution are kmin � 2, kmax � 63, and c � 2.5.
When the average degree 〈k〉 � 5, the parameter settings are kmin � 2, kmax � 141, and c � 2.3. .e simulation results were obtained by
averaging over 100 independent realizations, and the network size is N � 105. .e solid lines behind the symbols denote the theoretical
predictions that were obtained by equations (1) and (2). .e vertical dashed lines denote the first- and second-order percolation transition
points predicted by equations (5) and (7), respectively.
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equation (10). Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show the percolation
transition points pc as functions of α for three- and four-
layer scale-free networks with different average degrees,
respectively, fromwhich we can also find that themanners of
percolation transition are classified as discontinuous and
continuous by a critical value of αc; however, the specific
value of αc depends on the parameter settings of the degree
distributions. .ese results imply that the robustness of a
multilayer network increases with the increase of the average

degree of network layers and decreases with the increase of
the number M of network layers. For multilayer random
networks, the collapse manner is irrelevant to the average
degree of the networks, and abrupt breakdown cannot be
avoided by the increase of the average degree. For multilayer
scale-free networks, the collapse manner is relevant to the
number M of network layers and the parameters of degree
distribution, i.g., minimum degree, maximum degree, and
power law exponent.
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Figure 5: (Color online) (a).e percolation transition point pc ((pI
c) or (pII

c )) versus α for three-layer random networks, where the average
degree 〈k〉 is 4, 5, and 6 from top to bottom, respectively. (b) Corresponding results for four-layer random networks. (c).e corresponding
results for three-layer scale-free networks of average degree 〈k〉 4, 5, and 6 (corresponding to a power-law exponent of degree distribution
− 2.6, − 2.3, and − 2.1 from top to bottom, respectively) with minimum degree 2. (d) Corresponding results for four-layer scale-free networks.
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Figure 6: Percolation inmultilayer empirical networks..e system consists of the three layers of networks A, B, and Cwhich represent three
major carriers: American Airlines (AA), Delta Air Lines (DL), and United Airlines (UA), respectively. (a–c) .e sizes of the giant
components of the network layers A, B, and C as functions of p for different values of α, respectively. .e data points are the result of
averaging over 1000 statistical realizations. (a) AA. (b) DL. (c) UA.
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4.2. Empirical Networks. To address the percolation process
in empirical multilayer networks, we consider a three-layer
system constituting the three major carriers in the United
States: Delta Air Lines (DL), American Airlines (AA), and
United Airlines (UA). In each layer of a network, nodes
represent airports, and links between two airports are
connected in the layers if there is at least one flight operated
by a given carrier. We construct the multilayer system using
the dataset from OpenFlights (https://openflights.org/data.
html). For civil flights of the three major carriers, there are in
total N � 310 nodes (functioning airports). Some of the
nodes do not appear as connected in all the layers, leading to
a difference in the relative sizes of the giant components.
Figures 6(a)–6(c)) show the sizes S of the giant component as
functions of p for AA, DL, and UA, respectively.We can find
that a large value of α always leads to a larger size S of the
giant component for three layers, which means that the
robustness of the system can be improved greatly by
restricting the interdependence across network layers with
increasing α.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

.e interdependence of real multilayer networks is generally
weak in layer-to-layer interactions, where the failure of one
node usually does not result in failures of interdependent
nodes across all network layers. In this paper, we have
examined the percolation process and the robustness of a
multilayer network when the interdependence of nodes
across networks is weak. We reveal that the avalanche
process of the whole system can be essentially decomposed
into two microscopic cascading dynamics in terms of the
propagation direction of failures: depth penetration and
scope extension. Specifically, the former describes the
propagation of failures across network layers and thus is
regarded as “cross-layer cascading,” while the latter de-
scribes the propagation of failures inside a network layer
and, thus, is regarded as “inner-layer cascading.” With the
coaction of the two cascading dynamics, a multilayer net-
work can disintegrate via first- or second-order percolation
transitions in the case of initial failures, where the inter-
dependence across network layers plays important roles in
determining the percolation behaviors of the system. When
the interdependence of network layers is weak, the failures of
nodes can neither penetrate into deep network layers nor
cause great destructiveness to their interdependent replicas,
which inhibits the spread of failure and makes the system
percolate via a second-order percolation transition. When
the interdependence of network layers is strong, the failures
of nodes can penetrate into deep network layers in a cas-
cading manner and spread with a broad scope through
various network layers, which, thus, makes the system
collapse abruptly. .ese results prove that the process of
“cross-layer cascading” dominates over the process of “in-
ner-layer cascading” and plays a crucial role in determining
the robustness of a multilayer system.

.e present work essentially reveals the complexity of
cascading failures, and previous works ignoring the weak
interdependence may underestimate the complexity.

Specifically, the cascading dynamics that occur across net-
work layers cannot be produced in a strong layer-to-layer
interdependence of multilayer networks. .erefore, our
method insights for the intervention of cascading failures in
a multilayer network and evidences the idea that imposing
restrictions on “cross-layer cascading” can restrain the
spread of failures more effectively. Our work not only offers
a new understanding of the cascading failure dynamics of
multilayer networks but also implies that the strength of
interdependence can be used for enhancing the robustness
of multilayer structured infrastructure systems. .at is to
say, the penetration depth of cascading failures can be
significantly reduced and thus the scale of cascading failures
is also decreased by imposing restrictions on the strength of
interdependence if the strength of interdependence is ad-
justable. For some other systems with fixed or nonadjustable
interdependence across network layers, our finding is also
meaningful for the robustness assessment. In this case, we
can evaluate the robustness of such system by the parameters
such as average degrees, number of network layers, strength
of interdependence, and so on.

It has been found that overlapping links [14, 15] of real
multilayer networks are able to relieve the destruction of
cascading failures and improve robustness of the systems.
.erefore, it is meaningful to study the percolation on
multilayer networks with overlapping links in terms of
tunable interdependency strength across networks in future
works. Specifically, for a system with M network layer, any
two networks of it may have overlapping links and the
degree of overlap may change with the varying of combi-
nation of network layers. We believe that the study of this
issue will yield richer results.
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Evolutionary algorithm is an effective way to solve process discovery problem which aims to mine process models from event logs
which are consistent with the real business processes. However, current evolutionary algorithms, such as GeneticMiner, ETM, and
ProDiGen, converge slowly and in difficultly because all of them employ genetic crossover and mutation which have strong
randomness. /is paper proposes a hybrid evolutionary algorithm for automated process discovery, which consists of a set-based
differential evolution algorithm and guided local exploration. /ere are three major innovations in this work. First of all, a hybrid
evolutionary strategy is proposed, in which a differential evolution algorithm is employed to search the solution space and rapidly
approximate the optimal solution firstly, and then a specific local exploration method joins to help the algorithm skip out the local
optimum. Secondly, two novel set-based differential evolution operators are proposed, which can efficiently perform differential
mutation and crossover on the causal matrix./irdly, a fine-grained evaluation technique is designed to assign score to each node
in a process model, which is employed to guide the local exploration and improve the efficiency of the algorithm. Experiments
were performed on 68 different event logs, including 22 artificial event logs, 44 noisy event logs, and two real event logs. Moreover,
the proposed algorithm was compared with three popular algorithms of process discovery. Experimental results show that the
proposed algorithm can achieve good performance and its converge speed is fast.

1. Introduction

Process-based information system (PIS), including work-
flow management system (WfMS), customer relationship
management (CRM), enterprise resource planning (ERP),
has become the fundamental infrastructure of modern en-
terprises. PIS can greatly improve the operational efficiency
of enterprises. Besides that, it will record the information of
business processes, such as name of activities, time of ac-
tivities happening, life cycle of activities, to form event logs.
/e XES Standard, published by IEEE in 2016, provides a
unified and extensible language to standardize the content
and format of event logs. Process mining technique can be
used to discover a process model from a XES event log. It is
hoped that the mined process model is as consistent as
possible with the real business process. /e obtained process
model can be used to improve business processes of

enterprises, increase production efficiency, and optimize
products. For example, ASML employs process discovery
technique to optimize the wafer scanner during the pro-
duction of lithography machines. /e ERP system of SAP
uses the process discovery technique to assist users design
business process, analyze the bottleneck of business, and
plan resource. Philips collects the event logs from their
medical devices around the world to analyze customers’
habits. By this way, they can optimize their medical products
and shorten the time of product development.

Generally, there are three major tasks in process mining,
including process discovery, conformance checking, and
process enhancement [1]. Process discovery aims to obtain a
process model, which is as consistent as possible with the
real business process. Most studies are focused on mining
binary relations of any two activities in event logs from the
perspective of control flow. Beyond that, it can also discover
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the knowledge contained in the event log from other per-
spectives, such as organization, time, resource, and so on.
Conformance checking is used to measure the deviation of a
mined process from a real business process by replaying the
event log on the mined process model./is technique can be
used for the diagnosis of the process model as well as the
analysis of business bottleneck. Process enhancement fo-
cuses on changing or extending a prior process model. For
example, by using time-stamp in an event log, the model can
be enhanced to analyze bottleneck, estimate remaining time,
and discover hierarchical process model. In this paper, I only
focus on the process discovery technique from the per-
spective of control flow.

/e ɑ-algorithm, proposed by van der Aalst et al., is
usually regarded as a milestone in the field of process
mining [2]. It models the workflow by Petri net and can
effectively find the causal relation, parallel relation, and
choice relation between any two activities from the event
log. After that, some variants of the ɑ-algorithm were
proposed, just like ɑ+ algorithm [3] and ɑ++ algorithm
[4]. However, there are many shortcomings in the ɑ-series
algorithms, such as ability to resist noise, alignment-based
fitness, and precision. To address these problems, some
more efficient algorithms were proposed, such as ILP
Miner [5] and inductive miner [6, 7]. /e former was
proposed recently by van Zelst et al., which is based on
integer linear programming. /e latter was proposed by
Leemans et al. Both of them show good performance when
dealt with small event logs.

Evolutionary algorithm is an effective way to solve the
problem of process mining. de Medeiros et al. [8] firstly
employed the genetic algorithm (GA) in process mining,
named as GeneticMiner. By defining good fitness function as
well as genetic operators (i.e., crossover and mutation), the
GeneticMiner can find a process model, which is consistent
with the real process. Cheng et al. [9, 10] indicated that the
GeneticMiner cannot effectively discover parallel structures
from event logs; therefore, they proposed a hybrid tech-
nique, which is based on integration of GeneticMiner,
particle swarm optimization, and differential evolution to
improve the result of process mining. Vázquez-Barreiros
et al. [11] proposed another algorithm, named ProDiGen,
which improves the GeneticMiner by introducing hierar-
chical fitness function to find complete, precise, andminimal
structure process models. Buijs et al. [12–14] employed
evolutionary tree to present process models and proposed an
alignment-based technique to guide the mutation in GA.
However, it is unbearable to embed alignment-based local
search in mutation operation because it is too time-con-
suming. In general, the advantage of the genetic algorithm
includes good antinoise, and it can deal with a major part of
key problems in process mining by a unified framework,
such as invisible tasks, non-free-choice structure, and tasks
with duplicated name. However, the convergence speed of
current GA-based algorithms is too slow because all of them
adopt random search.

In this paper, a hybrid evolutionary algorithm for
process mining is proposed, named DEMiner. /e inno-
vation of our work includes three parts:

(1) A hybrid evolutionary strategy is proposed in this
work. In our method, DEMiner firstly approximates
the optimal process model by a set-based DE algo-
rithm; when the prematurity is detected, a guided
local exploration method will join in the evolution
process to help the algorithm skip out the local
optimum.

(2) Two set-based DE operators, i.e., a set-based mu-
tation operator and a set-based crossover operator,
are designed for differential evolution of causal
matrix.

(3) A fine-grained evaluation method is proposed to
guide the local exploration by assigning scores to all
the nodes in the candidate process models. /is
method can not only help the population avoid
prematurity but also improve the efficiency of the
DEMiner.

/e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces some basic knowledge of process mining, such as
Petri net and causal matrix, as well as the DE algorithm.
Section 3 explains the proposed algorithm in detail. /e
experiments as well as the analysis of experimental results
are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives conclusions.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Process Mining. In the problem of process mining, a
process model is generally modeled as a place/transition net
(abbreviated as P/T Net), which is a variant of classic Petri
net. /e definition of P/T is given below.

Definition 1 (P/T Net) [2]. A P/T Net is a tuple
N � (P, T, F), where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set
of transitions, P ∩ T � ∅, and F � (P × T) ∪ (T × P) is a
finite set of directed arcs.

Let N � (P, T, F) be a P/T Net. Elements of P ∪ T are
called nodes. A node x is an input node of another node y if
〈x, y〉 ∈ F. Similarly, a node x is an output node of another
node y if 〈y, x〉 ∈ F. Furthermore, a symbol •x denotes all
the input nodes of node x; that is,
•x � y | 〈y, x〉 ∈ F ∧ y ∈ P ∪ T . Similarly, x• denotes all
the output nodes of x. Based on the P/T Net, a formal
definition of workflow net (abbreviated as Wf-Net) is given.

Definition 2 (Wf-Net) [2]. Let N � (P, T, F) be a P/T Net,
and t is a fresh identifier not in P ∪ T. N is a Wf-Net if

(1) P contains an input place i such that •i � ∅
(2) P contains an output place o such that o• � ∅
(3) N � (P, T ∪ t, F ∪ 〈t, i〉, 〈o, t〉{ }) is strongly

connected

Figure 1 shows a process model, which is represented by
a Wf-Net. /e circles denote places, and the squares denote
transitions./e transitions inWf-Net represent the activities
(also called tasks) in the real business process. /e black dot
in the initial place denotes a token. A transition is enabled to
be fired if all of the input places contain tokens. /e word
“fire” means that an activity is ready to be executed. If a
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transition fires, tokens in its input places are removed;
meanwhile, tokens are put in its output places. For example,
if the transition “A” is fired, the token in place “start” would
be removed and the place “P1” and “P2” will get a token,
respectively. After that, three transitions “B,” “C,” and “D”
would be enabled. Note that “P1” just has one token; in other
words, although two transitions (a.k.a. “B” and “C”) are
enabled, only one can be fired. /us, the possible sequences
between “A” and “E” include {B, D}, {C, D}, {D, B}, and {D,
C}.

Given a soundWf-Net N � (P, T, F), we say δ ∈ T∗ is an
event trace and W ∈ P(T∗) is an event log, which consists of
traces. Take the above process model as an example, and it
can induce lots of event traces, just like ABDEG, ACDEH,
ADBEFCDG, and so on.

/e first problem required to be solved in evolution-based
process mining is coding of chromosome. Unfortunately, it is
hard to directly employ Petri net for evolution. de Medeiros
proposed the causal matrix to represent the process model,
which has been applied to many evolutionary algorithms of
process mining, such as ProDiGen and GeneticMiner. /e
definition of the causal matrix is given below.

Definition 3 (Causal Matrix) [8]. A causal matrix is a tuple
CM � (A, C, I, O), where

(1) A is a finite set of activities
(2) C � A × A is the causality relation
(3) I: A⟶ P(P(A)) is the input condition function
(4) O: A⟶ P(P(A)) is the output condition function

Since we usually need to compare the process model
presented by the causal matrix with other models presented
by Petri net, a method of mapping the P/T Net to the causal
matrix is required. Definition 4 shows a method for con-
verting a P/T Net to a causal matrix.

Definition 4 (Mapping of a P/T Net to a Causal Matrix) [8].
Let N � (P, T, F) be a P/T Net. /e mapping of N is a tuple
ΠN⟶CM � (A, C, I, O), where

(1) A � T

(2) C � (t1, t2) ∈ T × T | t1 · ∩ · t2 ≠∅ 

(3) I: T⟶ P(P(T)) such that ∀t∈T IΠ(t) �

·p | p ∈ · t 

(4) O: T⟶ P(P(T)) such that ∀t∈T OΠ(t) � p·

| p ∈ t·}

To explain the mapping process, we convert the process
model in Figure 1 to a causal matrix, which is shown in
Table 1. Take activity “E” as an example, and it has two input
places “P3” and “P4.” Furthermore, the input transitions of
“P3” are transitions “B” and “C,” and the input transition of
“P4” is transition “D,” and thus, IΠ(E) � B, C{ }, D{ }{ }. It
should be noted that those activities in the same subset of
IΠ(t) have an OR-join relation, and those different subsets
in IΠ(t) have an AND-join relation. On the contrary, ac-
tivities in the same subset of OΠ(t) have an OR-split relation
and those different subsets have an AND-split relation.
Besides, IΠ(t) � { } demonstrates that the input of the ac-
tivity is empty and OΠ(t) � { } demonstrates the output of
the activity is empty.

2.2. Differential Evolution Algorithm. Differential evolution
algorithm (DE), firstly proposed by Das et al. in 1995, is a
stochastic method simulating biological evolution, in which
the individuals adapted to the environment are preserved
through repeated iterations [15]. Compared to other evo-
lutionary algorithms, the DE algorithm has some advan-
tages, such as better global searching ability, fast
convergence speed, and strong robustness.

/e major steps of DE include mutation, crossover,
evaluation, and selection, which is similar with GA. DE starts
with a population, which contains N randomly generated
individuals (also known as chromosomes). /e individual is
represented by a vector X

→
i,G � [x1,i,G, x2,i,G, . . . , xD,i,G],

where i denotes the i-th individual, G denotes current
generation, and D denotes the dimension of the vector. In
the step of mutation, DE generates a donor vector V

→
i,G �

[v1,i,G, v2,i,G, . . . , vD,i,G] for the i-th individual (called target
vector). It firstly chooses three distinct vectors X

→
r1,i ,G

, X
→

r2,i ,G
,

and X
→

r3,i ,G
from the population. /e indices r1,i, r2,i, and r3,i

are mutually exclusive integers randomly chosen from the
range [1, N]. /en, the difference of any two of these three
vectors (i.e., X

→
r2,i ,G

and X
→

r3,i ,G
) is scaled by a scalar factor F,

and then the scaled difference is added to the last vector

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5A

D

B

C
E

G

H

F

Start
End

Figure 1: An illustrating example of process model.
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X
→

r1,i ,G
; it finally obtains the donor vector. Such process can be

expressed by the following formula:

V
→

i,G � X
→

r1,i ,G
+ F · X

→
r2,i ,G

− X
→

r3,i ,G
 . (1)

To enhance the potential diversity of the population, a
crossover operation comes into play after generating the
donor vector. /e donor vector exchanges its components
with the target vector X

→
i,G under this operation to form the

trial vector U
→

i,G � [u1,i,G, u2,i,G, . . . , uD,i,G]. /ere are two
popular ways for crossover in DE, which are exponential
crossover (or two-point modulo) and binomial crossover (or
uniform). /is paper just introduces the latter, which is
given in formula (2), where Cr is the crossover rate and jrand
is a random number. /e condition j � jrand guarantees that
at least one element of the donor vector will be selected. /e
obtained trial vector will be evaluated by a predefined fitness
function. If the fitness of the trial vector is higher than the
fitness of the target vector, the DE algorithm would replace
the target vector by the trial vector; otherwise, it keeps the
target vector:

uj,i,G �
vj,i,G, if randi,j[0, 1]≤Cr ∨ j � jrand ,

xj,i,G, otherwise.

⎧⎨

⎩ (2)

3. DEMiner: A Hybrid Evolutionary
Algorithm for Process Discovery

3.1. Framework of DEMiner. /e GA-based process mining
algorithms, including GeneticMiner [8], ProDiGen [11], and
ETM [12], suffer from the problem that all of them need
hundreds or even thousands of generations to converge to a
solution. /e reason behind this problem is that the genetic
operators follow a completely random way, without taking
advantage of the information of the log and the errors of the
minedmodel during the parsing of the traces./e ProDiGen
solves this problem in a simple way that it selects an in-
correctly parsed activities as the crossing point in the step of
crossover. However, it cannot significantly improve the
speed of convergence because the process of crossover is also
random./e ETM employed the alignment-based technique
for local exploration to accelerate the convergence. However,
the total running time is also unacceptable because the
alignment algorithm is too time-consuming.

In this section, I will introduce a hybrid evolutionary
algorithm for automated process discovery, called DEMiner.
/e main steps of DEMiner are shown in Figure 2. It can be

seen from the figure that the major difference between
DEMiner and the traditional evolutionary algorithm is that
it needs to select a specific evolutionary strategy in the loop.
Step V is a set-based DE algorithm (abbreviated as DE or DE
algorithm), which is in charge of fast approximation of the
optimal solution. However, the DE algorithm usually falls
into local optimum. To overcome the premature conver-
gence, I employ Step VI, which is a guided local exploration
algorithm. /e local exploration algorithm can take ad-
vantage of the error information during the parsing of the
log and help DEMiner quickly skip out the local optimum.

/e pseudocode of DEMiner is given in Algorithm 1.
/e algorithm skips out the loop when the number of
generation is higher than a predefined threshold max-
Generations or the timesNotChange is higher than max-
NotChange. /e variable timesNotChange records how long
the population has not been replaced. In the loop, two
statistics, i.e.,meanFitness and devFitness, are used to detect
whether the algorithm appears premature convergence.
/e former is the mean fitness of the population, and the
latter is the deviation of the fitness value. If meanFitness
and devFitness are lower than predefined thresholds MF
and DF, at the same time, I think the algorithm is pre-
mature. Besides two statistics, a random number rand is
used in the condition./e reason behind this consideration
is that the global searching ability of the local exploration
algorithm is lower than the DE algorithm. Sometimes, the
local exploration may make an individual move forward,
but it may not cause significant changes in two statistics.
/erefore, the proposed algorithm will randomly choose a
strategy if it falls into local optimum. Next, I will introduce
these steps in detail.

3.2. Population Initialization. /e population initialization
method used in DEMiner follows the heuristic method
proposed in [8], which is based on the causal relation be-
tween activities. Except that, there are two changes in our
method, called gene bank and taboo list, which can improve
the performance of DEMiner.

Gene bank is a set of chromosomes (i.e., individuals),
including the individuals that are in current population and
the individuals that have been eliminated during the evo-
lution. To reduce the cost of memory space, the individuals
in gene bank will be serialized; in other words, they will be
converted to a simple format. For example, Iind(E) �

B, C{ }, D{ }{ } will be converted to a string “I(E)� [[B,
C],[D]].” If the algorithm generates an individual which has
been in gene bank, the individual would be discarded
without calculation of its fitness value.

Taboo list keeps a set of historical operations of local
exploration. In DEMiner, an important step, called guided
local exploration, is employed to search around a specified
node. /e local exploration requires to randomly select
one of the three operations, which are adding an arc,
deleting an arc, or redistributing a node. /ese operations
that have been performed, no matter they are useful or
useless, are forbidden to be selected again. Every node has
a taboo list, and these lists will be initialized to empty at the
beginning.

Table 1: Causal matrix of the process model.

Activity I(Activity) O(Activity)
A {} {{B, C}, {D}}
B {{A, F}} {{E}}
C {{A, F}} {{E}}
D {{A, F}} {{E}}
E {{B, C}, {D}} {{F, G, H}}
F {{E}} {{B, C}, {D}}
G {{E}} {}
H {{E}} {}
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3.3. Fitness Function. Generally, two metrics should be
considered when evaluating a process model, which are
completeness and precision [16]. /e completeness quan-
tifies the ability of a discovered process model that it can
accurately parse the traces recorded in the event log. A
natural way to define a completeness metric is the number of
correctly parsed traces divided by the total number of traces.
However, such definition is too coarse because it cannot
indicate how many parts of an individual are correct when
the individual does not properly parse a trace. Consider two
process models: one is a totally incorrect process model, and
the other just misses an arc; the above method cannot
distinguish the two individuals because both of them cannot
correctly parse the log. Due to this, I employ the partial
completeness given in [8], which takes into account the
correctly parsed activities as well as the number of tokens,
which are missing or not consumed during the parse. I use
the symbol “Cf” to denote the completeness metric.

A discovered process model may not be appropriate even
if it gets completeness. For example, a flower model can
parse arbitrary event logs, but it is useless. Precision is used
to quantify the fraction of the behavior allowed by the
model, which is not seen in the event log. However, it is hard
to give a proper definition of precision because it has to
detect all the extra behavior, i.e., possible path in the model
but not in the log. In [4], the definition of the precision
is allEnabledActivities(L,CM) divided by max(all Enabled
Activities(L,CM)), where all EnabledActivities(L,CM) is

the number of enabled activities when a log L is parsed by an
model CM. /e denominator is a function which returns
the max number of enabled activities in the population. It is
easy to find that the precision of each individual depends
on the rest of the population. In this work, I consider
another definition of precision proposed in [11] (see
formula (3)). It is easy to find that the more the activities
enabled in a process model is, the lower the precision of
the process model is:

Pf �
1

all EnabledActivities(L,CM)
. (3)

Generally, I need to assign weighted coefficients to
combine the two metrics in a weighted sum [17]. However,
it is difficult to combine the two metrics in an appropriate
way because the used precision is not normalized.
/erefore, a hierarchical method is employed to define the
fitness function in this work. Because the completeness is
more important than the precision when evaluating a
discovered process model, I firstly compare the com-
pleteness of two process models; if their completeness is
equal, then I compare their precision. By this way, when the
completeness of all individuals are equal to 1, the individual
that has better precision would win. It is easy to notice that
the hierarchical fitness function can be easily extended by
other metrics, such as structure complexity and
generalization.

Start I II III

V IV

VI

End I
II
III
IV
V
VI

Step Description
Initialize the population

Evaluate individuals in the population
Stopping condition achieved?
Select an evolutionary strategy

Build a new population by the DE algorithm
Build a new population by guided local exploration

Figure 2: Framework of the DEMiner.

(1) Initialize population
(2) Evaluate population
(3) Calculate meanFitness and devFitness of the population
(4) generation⟵ 1, timesNotChange⟵ 0
(5) while generation≤maxGenerations && timesNotChange≤maxNotChange do
(6) if meanFitness≥MF && devFitness≤DF && rand≤R do
(7) Generate the trial individuals by the guided local exploration
(8) else
(9) Generate the trial individuals by the DE algorithm
(10) Evaluate the trial individuals
(11) if the fitness of the trial individuals is higher that the fitness of the target targets do
(12) Replace population
(13) timesNotChange⟵ 0
(14) else
(15) timesNotChange++
(16) Update meanFitness and devFitness
(17) generation++

ALGORITHM 1: Pseudocode of DEMiner.
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3.4. Differential Evolution Algorithm. /e DE algorithm
contains a loop which goes through all individuals in the
population. For each individual (called the target individual),
it firstly generates a donor individual based on three randomly
selected individuals (mutation operation), and then it com-
bines the target individual and the donor individual to get a
trial individual (crossover operation). It must be emphasized
that, due to the obtained donor/trial individual may be in-
consistent, both of them should be repaired before going to
next step./en, the trial individual will be evaluated if it is not
in the gene bank. If the fitness value of the trial individual is
higher than the fitness of the target individual, the target
individual would be replaced by the trial individual; mean-
while, the trial individual would be added into the gene bank.
It can be seen that there are three key steps in the DE al-
gorithm, which are mutation, crossover, and repair. Next, the
details of the three steps will be explained.

3.4.1. Mutation. Current set-based evolutionary algorithms
usually employ crisp sets to represent the candidate solu-
tions (which are called individuals or chromosome in GA).
For example, Chen et al. [18] proposed a set-based particle
swarm optimization algorithm in which the candidate so-
lutions are represented by a set of ordinal pairs. However,
the causal matrix is a type of much more complex set. /e
elements in I(Activity) andO(Activity) are crisp sets, such as
Iind(E) � B, C{ }, D{ }{ }. /erefore, the traditional set-based
mutation operators cannot be directly used in this work. In
Ou-Yang’s method [9, 10], the mutation operator randomly
selects ingredients from three individuals, and then use them
to update the target individual to obtain a donor individual.
/e advantage of the method is that some good ingredients
(e.g., parallel structure) can be directly transplanted to the
target individual, which can improve the searching ability of
the GeneticMiner. However, Ou-Yang’s method cannot be
directly employed in this work because the proposed al-
gorithm is entirely based on the DE algorithm. In other
words, it needs more flexible mutation operators.

/is section introduces two novel operators, which allow
the proposed algorithm to perform differential mutation on
the causal matrix. /e definitions of the two operators are
given below.

Definition 5 (Minus Operator between Two Sets). Given a
causal matrix CM � (A, C, I, O) and two sets
S1, S2 ∈ P(P(A)). /e relative complement S1 − S2 of S2 in S1
is defined as

S1 − S2 � e e ∈ S1 ∧ e ∉ S2
 . (4)

Definition 6 (Plus Operator between Two Sets). Given a
causal matrix CM � (A, C, I, O) and two sets
S1, S2 ∈ P(P(A)). /en, S1 + S2 is defined as

S1 + S2 � e e ∈ e′/ ∪ S2 e′ ∈ S1
  ∨e ∈ S2

 , (5)

where ∪ denotes a generalized union operation and
e′/∪S2means that it removes the elements in ∪S2 from e′. It is

easy to find that the plus operator will keep the elements in
S2./e reason behind this consideration is that S2 in formula
(4) is, in fact, the result from formula (3) (a.k.a. the dif-
ference of two sets). By this way, it can greatly change the
structure of S1 and enhance the potential diversity of a trial
individual.

Figure 3 gives an illustrating example. Given three sets
which represent three distinct input sets of activity D,
S1 � A, B, C{ }{ }, S2 � A, B{ }, B, C{ }{ }, and S3 � A, C{ }, B,{{

C}}. In terms of the definition of mutation in DE (see
formula (1)), it requires to firstly calculate the difference of S2
and S3 and then add the difference to S1. Based on Defi-
nitions 5 and 6, we can get S2 − S3 � A, B{ }{ } and then
Donor � S1 + A, B{ }{ } � A, B{ }, C{ }{ }. Note that the scale
factor F is not used in the mutation.

3.4.2. Crossover. /e aim of crossover is combining a donor
individual and a target individual to generate a trial indi-
vidual. /e trial individual would take the place of the target
individual if its fitness is higher than the target individual.
/ere are two kinds of popular crossover methods, which are
the exponential and the binomial. I employ the latter in this
work. /e pseudocode of the binomial operator is shown
below. “Cr” is called the crossover rate. /e binomial
crossover is performed on each of the activity node
whenever a randomly generated number “rand” between 0
and 1 is less than or equal to the “Cr” (Algorithm 2). /e “r”
is a randomly chosen index, which ensures that the trial
individual can get at least one component from the donor
individual.

3.4.3. Repair. As is known to all, individuals obtained in the
iterative process of evolutionary algorithms are always in-
consistent. For example, it is possible to get a trial individual
in which Iind(E) � B, C{ }, D{ }{ }, but Oind(D) does not
contain activity “E.” Besides that, the input of the “start”
activity as well as the output of the “end” activity may be not
empty. /erefore, a repair operation is required to be
performed on the donor individual as well as the trial in-
dividual. In the GA-based process mining algorithms, such
as GeneticMiner and ProDiGen, the repair operation is
simple because the crossover as well as the mutation are
performed on a designated point. /e repair operation in
this work is much more complex because the mutation as
well as the crossover operation are performed on all nodes in
a causal net. In other words, it is required to repair all nodes
in a causal matrix. Before introducing the algorithm of
repair, I firstly give the definition of consistence for a causal
matrix.

Definition 7 (Consistence of a Causal Matrix). Let CM �

(A, C, I, O) be a causal matrix, and we say it is consistent if

(1) I(start) � ∅ ∧ O(start)≠∅, where “start” is the
beginning activity

(2) O(end) � ∅ ∧ I(end)≠∅, where “end” is the
ending activity
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(3) For ∀t′ ∈ ∪ I(t), t ∈ ∪O(t′), where t, t′ ∈A ∧ t≠start
∧ t′ ≠end

(4) For ∀t′ ∈ ∪O(t), t ∈ ∪I(t′), where t, t′ ∈A ∧ t≠end
∧ t′ ≠start

/e pseudocode of repair is given in Algorithm 3. Steps
1–6 are in charge of repairing the “start” node as well as the
“end” node. It firstly lets the Iind(start) and Oind(end) be
empty. /en, it would generate a new input set (output set)
for Oind(start) (Iind(end)) if they are empty. From Steps 7
to 19, the algorithm goes through all nodes in the causal
matrix and repair Iind(t1) and Oind(t1), respectively. /ere
are two choices in the repair operation. Take the repair of
the input of t1 for an example; if the output of t2 does not
contain t1, it may randomly add t1 to Oind(t2) or remove t2
from Iind(t1). By this way, we will finally obtain a consistent
individual.

3.5. Guided Local Exploration. Although evolutionary al-
gorithms, including the GA algorithm and the DE algorithm,
have strong ability of global search, all of them suffer from
the problem of premature convergence. In [14], van Eck et al.
proposed a local exploration method based on alignment. In
the method, a A∗ algorithm is employed to find the optimal
alignment between a process model and an event trace.

By this way, it can find out the abnormal areas in the
process model. However, the alignment-based local explo-
ration has two drawbacks. Firstly, it can only locate the
abnormal area but not a node, which is too coarse to guide
the exploration. Secondly, although the technique can ac-
celerate the convergence of the GA algorithm, the execution
time of the A∗ algorithm is so long, which makes the total
execution time unbearable.

/is paper proposes an efficient and simple method to
guide local exploration, which can help DEMiner skip out
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Figure 3: Illustrating example of the differential mutation operators.

(1) Add the activities A into the trial individual
(2) Generate a random number r between 1 and length(A)

(3) foreach t in A do
(4) if rand<Cr || i� r do
(5) Itrial(t)⟵ Idonor(t)

(6) Otrial(t)⟵Odonor(t)

(7) else
(8) Itrial(t)⟵ Itarget(t)

(9) Otrial(t)⟵Otarget(t)

ALGORITHM 2: Pseudocode of the binomial crossover.
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the local optimum andmove forward to the global optimum.
/emethod is based on token-based log replay, which is also
employed in evaluation of the process model (a.k.a. causal
matrix) in this work./e original algorithm for parsing a log
on a causal matrix only records three types of information,
which are “allParsedActivities,” “allMissingTokens,” and
“allExtraTokensLeftBehind.” /e allParsedActivities denotes
the total number of activities which are correctly parsed, the
allMissingTokens denotes the number of missing tokens in
all event traces, and the allExtraTokensLeftBehind denotes
the number of tokens that are not consumed after the
parsing. In our method, besides those, it requires to record
the nodes that where the parsing errors happen, including
miss tokens during the parsing or left behind tokens after the
parsing. By this way, it can achieve fine-grained evaluation of
all nodes.

It is easy to find that the proposed method has several
advantages. Firstly, it can accurately locate the abnormal
nodes and improve the efficiency of the local exploration.
Secondly, the time complexity of the proposed method is
much lower than the alignment-based method because it
does not need extracomputation. /e evaluation of nodes
can be finished along with the evaluation of the individual.
/e formulas of fine-grained evaluation are given below, in
which Ci

f(t) represents the score of Iind(t) and Co
f(t) rep-

resents the score of Oind(t):

C
i
f(t) �

allMissing Tokens(L,CM, t)

all ParsedActivities(L,CM, t)
,

C
o
f(t) �

all Extra Tokens Left Behind(L,CM, t)

all ParsedActivities(L,CM, t)
.

(6)

/e pseudocode of the guided local exploration is
shown in algorithm 4. Step 2 employs a roulette wheel
strategy to randomly select a node for local exploration.
/e node with a lower score has great probability to be

selected. Step 3 randomly selects a direction for explo-
ration, i.e., “input” or “output.” Steps 4–28 randomly
choose a mutation operation, including randomly add an
arc to the node, randomly delete an arc from the node, and
randomly redistribute the structure of the node. An ex-
ample for illustrating the redistribution operation is that
given Iind(E) � B, C{ }, D{ }{ }, it may get Iind(E) � B, C,{{

D}} or Iind(E) � B{ }, C, D{ }{ } after the redistribution. In the
algorithm, a taboo list is used to record the history of local
exploration. Some operations which are useless (a.k.a.
cannot make the individual move forward) are recorded in
the taboo list. By this way, it can improve the efficiency of
the local exploration.

4. Experiments

In this section, I give the experiments as well as the analysis.
/e experiments are focused on two aspects. /e first is to
evaluate that whether the DE algorithm and the guided local
exploration are efficient to accelerate the convergence speed
of the proposed algorithm. /e second is to evaluate the
performance of the proposed algorithm (a.k.a. the
DEMiner). Next, the event logs used in the experiments will
be introduced.

4.1. Event Logs. In the experiments, 66 event logs were used
for evaluation of the proposed algorithm./e event logs can be
classified into three groups. /e first group contains 22 ar-
tificial event logs which are from [8, 19] and can be down-
loaded from https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/DataSets/
GeneticMinerLogs/. /e description of the event logs is
shown in Table 2. /e process models that generate these logs
include different structures, such as sequence, choice, paral-
lelism, loops, and invisible tasks. /ese process models, rep-
resented as Petri nets and heuristic nets, can be found in [19].

(1) Iind(start)⟵∅
(2) Oind(end)⟵∅
(3) if Oind(start) � ∅ do
(4) Generate an output set for Oind(start)
(5) if Iind(end) � ∅ do
(6) Generate an input set for Iind(end)

(7) foreach t1 in A do
(8) foreach t2 in ∪Iind(t1) do
(9) if ∪Oind(t2) does not contain t1 do
(10) if rand< 1/2 || length(∪Iind(t1))≤ 1 do
(11) Add t1 to Oind(t2)

(12) else
(13) Remove t2 from Iind(t1)

(14) foreach t2 in ∪Oind(t1) do
(15) if ∪Iind(t2) does not contain t1 do
(16) if rand< 1/2 || length(∪Oind(t1))≤ 1 do
(17) Add t1 to Iind(t2)

(18) else
(19) Remove t2 from Oind(t1)

ALGORITHM 3: Pseudocode of repair of a candidate individual.
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In the event logs, the traces with same event sequence are
grouped together.

/e second group, which is used to evaluate the antinoise
ability of the DEMiner, contains 44 event logs. /ese event
logs were generated based on the first group of event logs,
which contain 5% and 10% noise, respectively. /ree dif-
ferent types of operations for noise generation were used,
including randomly add an event into a trace, randomly
delete an event from a trace, and randomly swap two ad-
jacent events in a trace. To incorporate noise, the traces of
the original noise-free logs were randomly selected and then
one of the three noise types was applied and each one with an
equal probability of 1/3.

/e third group includes two real event logs, both of
which are downloaded from https://data.4tu.nl/repository/
collection:event_logs. /e first event log which was named
“BPI2013cp” records the process information from the
Volvo IT problem management system. It includes 1487
traces as well as 6660 events./e second event log which was
named “Sepsis” records the events of sepsis cases from a
hospital ERP system. It includes 1050 traces as well as 15214
events.

4.2. Convergence Speed and Running Time. /is section in-
troduces the experiments for evaluation of the efficiency of
the DE algorithm as well as the guided local exploration
method.

/is section evaluates whether the DE algorithm and the
guided local exploration are efficient to accelerate the
convergence speed of the proposed algorithm. Four different
strategies are considered in the experiment, which are the
DE algorithm without local exploration (denoted as DE), the
DE algorithm with random local exploration (denoted as
DE+Random Search), the DE algorithm with guided local
exploration (denoted as DE+Guided Search), and the GA. It
should be explained that (1) the random search used in the
second strategy is the genetic mutation in the GeneticMiner,
and (2) the third strategy is the DEMiner proposed in this
work, and (3) the GA algorithm follows the framework in
this work but uses the genetic operators of the GeneticMiner.
/ree metrics are employed in the experiments, which are
completeness, precision, and generation (i.e., number of
iterations). To avoid the inaccuracy of the experimental
results caused by randomness, each algorithm was run 10
times and the average value of each metric as well as its
standard deviation is calculated.

/e first group of event logs was used for the evaluation.
/e computer for experiments is equipped with a 2.5 GHz
CPU and 8GBmemory. /e parameters setting is shown in
Table 3. It should be explained that the population size is
the number of activities multiplied by 1∼2. /e parameter
“MF” is set to 0.7 because the local exploration is not hoped
to be involved in the search too early. /e parameter “DF”
is set to 0.2 which is used for detection of premature
convergence. In fact, a slight change of these parameters,

(1) foreach ind in population do
(2) selected⟵ randomly select an activity from ind
(3) mutationType⟵ randomly select a direction for exploration
(4) if rand< 1/3 do // randomly add an arc
(5) if mutationType� “input” do
(6) precursor⟵ select a precursor of selected activity which is not in Iind(selected)

(7) arc⟵ <precursor, selected>
(8) else
(9) successor⟵select a successor of selected activity which is not in Oind(selected)

(10) arc⟵ <selected, successor>
(11) if add arc is allowed in taboo list do
(12) Add arc into ind
(13) else go to 5
(14) else if rand< 2/3 do // randomly delete an arc
(15) if mutationType� “input” do
(16) precursor⟵ select an activity from Iind(selected)

(17) arc⟵ <precursor, selected>
(18) else
(19) successor⟵ select an activity from Oind(selected)

(20) arc⟵ <selected, successor>
(21) if delete arc is allowed in taboo list do
(22) Delete arc from ind
(23) else go to 15
(24) else // redistribute the node
(25) if mutationType� “input” do
(26) Redistribute Iind(selected)

(27) else
(28) Redistribute Oind(selected)

ALGORITHM 4: Pseudocode of the guided local exploration.
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e.g., the MF is set to 0.6∼0.8 and the DF is set to 0.1∼0.2,
would not affect the performance of the algorithm, in-
cluding the quality of mining results as well as the con-
vergence speed.

/e experimental results are shown in Table 4. For
completeness, it can be seen that the four algorithms
(from left to right in Table 3) always achieve completeness
1.00 on 1 event logs, 10 event logs, 20 event logs, and 12
event logs, respectively. /e result demonstrates that the
“pure” DE algorithm cannot achieve the best model; a.k.a.,
it always falls into local optimum. /en, for precision, the
“DE” algorithm achieves the best precision on just one
event log. Except that, the “DE + Random Search” and the
“GA” achieve the best precision on 2 event logs, and the
“DE +Guided Search” achieves the best precision on 14
event logs stably. From the two metrics, it can be seen that
the “DE +Guided Search” plays much better than other
three strategies. For generation, it requires to exclude the
“DE” algorithm because it always suffers from premature
convergence. Among the remaining algorithms, it is
obvious that the “DE +Guided Search” has the fastest
convergence speed and the “GA” has the slowest
convergence.

To illustrate the time complexity of the DEMiner, the
running time of “DE+Guided Search” is also recorded,
which is shown in Figure 4. From the figure, it can be seen
that the minimum running time is about 3 seconds (“a6nfc”)
and the maximum running time is about 80 seconds (“bn3”).
/is proves the time performance of the DEMiner.

Based on the above results, some conclusions can be
drawn. (1) /e “DE” algorithm always falls into local op-
timum. (2) /e “DE+Random Search” and the “GA” can
discover process models with similar quality, but the former
has faster convergence speed than the latter. Note that both
of the two algorithms use random search (i.e., the genetic
mutation). /e difference is that the “DE+Random Search”
employs the DE algorithm. It proves that the DE algorithm
can quickly approximate the optimal solution and accelerate
the convergence speed. (3) Based on the experimental results
of the “DE+Random Search” and the “DE+Guided
Search,” it can be seen that the latter achieves much better
results than the former. /is explains that the guided local
exploration is efficient to help the DE algorithm skip out the
local optimum and improve the searching ability of the
DEMiner.

4.3. Performance on Artificial Event Logs

4.3.1. Setup. /is section compares the performance of the
DEMiner with three popular process mining algorithms.
/rough the experiments, I want to evaluate the perfor-
mance as well as the antinoise ability of the DEMiner. /e
selected process mining algorithms for comparison include
Heuristics Miner (HM) [20], ILPMiner [5], and ETMMiner
[12]. Among these algorithms, HM is a popular tool of
process mining, which outputs a heuristic net as a mining

Table 2: Description of event logs.

Model # tasks # traces # events Sequence Choice Parallelism Length one loop Length
two loop Structured loop Arbitrary

loop
Invisible
tasks

a5 7 300 2189 √ √ √ √
a6nfc 8 300 2040 √ √ √ √
a7 9 300 2032 √ √ √
a8 10 300 1803 √ √ √
a10skip 12 300 2665 √ √ √ √
al1 9 300 3976 √ √ √ √
al2 13 300 5800 √ √ √ √
bn1 42 300 11100 √ √
bn2 42 300 24540 √ √ √ √
bn3 42 300 35527 √ √ √ √
choice 12 300 2400 √ √
h3p4 12 300 5637 √ √ √ √
h6p18 7 300 9844 √ √ √ √ √ √
h6p30 19 300 14851 √ √ √
h6p36 12 300 3000 √ √
h6p41 16 300 3600 √ √ √
h6p45 8 300 2400 √ √
l1l 6 300 1987 √ √ √
l2l 6 300 4932 √ √ √
l2lOpt 6 300 2622 √ √ √
l2lSkip 6 300 4554 √ √ √ √
paral5 10 300 3000 √ √

Table 3: Parameter settings.

Parameter Setting
Population size 1∼2
maxGenerations 400
maxNotChange 20∼40
MF 0.7
DF 0.2
R 0.5
Cr 0.6
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result, and ILPMiner as well as ETM are two state-of-the-art
algorithms in the field of process mining. ProM 6.9 which is
the most popular process mining platform was used in the
experiments [21]. Parameters of the three algorithms were
set to default. Because ILPMiner and ETM output a Petri net
and a process tree as a mining result, respectively, the ob-
tainedmodels must be converted to causal matrices based on
Definition 4. By this way, the four algorithms can be eval-
uated by a unified way. Specially, if the outputting model
contains invisible transitions (e.g., the ETM), it would be
converted to causal matrices by hand.

Four metrics defined in [8, 19] were used to evaluate the
algorithms in the experiments. /e metrics include be-
havioral precision (Bp), behavioral recall (Br), structural
precision (Sp), and structural recall (Sr). /e Bp and Br are
based on the parsing of an event log by the mined model
and the original model. /e former detects how much
behavior is allowed by the mined model that is not by the
original model. /e latter detects for the opposite. More-
over, the closer the values of Bp and Br to 1.0, the higher the
similarity between the original and the mined models. /e
Sp and Sr metrics are based on the causality relations of the
mined and original models, the former detects how many
causality relations the mined model has that are not in the
original model, and the latter detects for the opposite.
Different from the Bp and Br, the Sp and Sr measure the
similarity from the structural point of view. When the

original model has connections that do not appear in the
mined model, Sr will take a value smaller than 1, and, in the
same way, when the mined model has connections that do
not appear in the original model, Sp will take a value lower
than 1.0.

4.3.2. Noise-Free Event Logs. First of all, the experiments
were performed on 22 noise-free event logs. /e results are
listed in Table 5, in which the best results on each log are in
italics. From the results, it is easy to find that the perfor-
mance of the DEMiner is slightly better than other three
algorithms. /e DEMiner achieves the optimal solutions
(i.e., four metrics are equal to 1) on 18 event logs. /e HM,
ILP Miner, and ETM achieve the optimal solutions on 16
event logs, 14 event logs, and 5 event logs, respectively. To
compare the four algorithms more intuitively, a combina-
torial metric, called average f-score, is designed, which is
shown as follows:

fscoreave �
Bp · Br

Bp + Br

+
Sp · Sr

Sp + Sr

. (7)

/e results are shown in Figure 5. From the figure, it is
easy to find that the DEMiner only lost to other algorithms
on four event logs, which are “a5,” “a6nfc,” “a7,” and
“h6p18.” Except that, the DEMiner obtained the best results
on the remaining 18 event logs. Moreover, the average f-
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Figure 4: Running time of DEMiner on 22 event logs.
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score achieved by the DEMiner on the rest 4 event logs is
over 0.9. It demonstrates that the DEMiner has good per-
formance. Later, a deep analysis is given.

/ere are four event logs that the DEMiner could not
achieve the best results, which are “a5,” “a7,” “h618,” and
“h6p36.” /e mining results which were repeated most
often are shown in Figure 6. In the figure, the incorrect
parts have been labeled by red color. Moreover, the dotted
lines denote the missing arcs (a.k.a in the original model

but is not discovered by the DEMiner), and the solid
line denotes the incorrect connections (a.k.a. structural
errors).

In Figure 6(a), it can be seen that theminedmodel lacks a
cycle <E, E>. In the original model, there are two cycles on
the node “E.”/e reason behind this phenomenon is that the
operators of differential mutation proposed in this work
(Definitions 5 and 6) will remove such structure during the
evolution. Assume S1� {{E}, {E}, {B, C}} and S2� {{E}, {B}},

Table 5: Comparison of four algorithms’ performance on 22 event logs without noise.

Event logs
DEMiner HM ILP Miner ETM

Br Bp Sr Sp Br Bp Sr Sp Br Bp Sr Sp Br Bp Sr Sp
a5 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 1.00 1.00
a6nfc 1.00 0.94 0.93 1.00 0.87 0.68 0.93 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.91 0.93 0.93
a7 1.00 0.83 0.98 0.92 0.86 0.78 0.95 0.92 1.00 0.99 0.95 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.97 0.97
a8 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.95 1.00
a10skip 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.97 1.00 0.95 0.96 0.86 1.00 1.00
al1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
al2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.88 0.94 0.95
bn1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.91 0.98 0.98
bn2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.94
bn3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.98 — — — —
choice 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
h3p4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.82 0.94 0.82
h6p18 0.96 0.86 0.94 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.80 0.95 0.82 0.92 0.92
h6p30 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.98 0.90 0.91
h6p36 1.00 0.95 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.92 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.91 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.92 1.00
h6p41 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.99 0.95 0.95
h6p45 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.95 0.95
l1l 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.97 0.87 1.00 0.95 0.97 0.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
l2l 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
l2lOpt 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.83 0.90 0.90
l2lSkip 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.90
paral5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.97 0.97
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Figure 5: Average f-score of four algorithms on 22 event logs without noise.
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then S1-S2� {{B, C}}; in other words, the two subsets {E}
would be removed from S1 by the minus operation. Fur-
thermore, assume S1� {{E}, {E}, {B, C}} and S2� {{E}, {B,
C}}; it is easy to find that the two sets will obtain the same
completeness value, but the precision value of S1 is lower
than that of S2 (the former has more enabled activities). In
other words, S1 would be replaced by S2 during the

evolution. Similarly, this phenomenon also appears in the
event log “h6p18.”

Next, in the mined model of “a7,” the input set of node
“D” is {{2, 4},{3, 7, 8}}, which is {{2}, {3, 7},{4, 7, 8}} in the
original model. /e reason behind this incorrectness is also
the differential mutation operations. It is easy to find that
removing the intersection part of two sets is a high
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Figure 6: Mining results of four event logs: (a) a5; (b) a7; (c) h6p18; (d) h6p36.
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probability event in the proposed algorithm. Assume two
sets S1� {3, 7} and S2� {4, 7, 8}, S1 + S2� {{3, 7}, {8}} in
terms of Definition 6. It can be seen that the intersection of
two sets is removed. From above analysis, it can be found
that the proposed method could not achieve the best results
in some rare cases (e.g., two circles on a same node and
existing redundant structures). However, from another
perspective, it shows that the proposed method prefer the
model with low structural complexity.

For “h6p36,” the four algorithms discovered the same
model shown in Figure 6(d)./eminedmodel lacks two arcs
<KB, NB> and <KA, NA>, which exist in the original model
(heuristic net) [19]. /rough analysis, I find the original
heuristic net is incorrect. From the CPNmodel of “h6p36,” it
can be seen that the model just has two parallel paths starting
with “KA” and “KB,” respectively. However, the giving
heuristic net has two arcs, i.e., <KA, NA> and <KB, NB>,
which may lead to two nonexistent paths {Start, KA, NA,
End} and <Start, KB, NB, End>. /erefore, the mining
results of four algorithms can perfectly fit to the event log in
fact.

4.3.3. Noisy Event Logs. Next, the experiments were per-
formed on 22 event logs with 5% noise. /e experimental
results are shown in Table 6. /e performance of the HM
degrades significantly. Noise also affects other two algo-
rithms, but their performance degradation is smaller than
the HM algorithm. Moreover, the ETM can also discover the
optimal process models on “paral5,” which did not achieve
the best result before. Similarly, the average f-score of the

four algorithms are calculated (see Figure 7). It can be seen
from the figure that the performance of DEMiner slightly
degrades and it achieves the best results on 13 event logs.
Moreover, the average f-score of the DEMiner is between 0.8
and 1.0.

Later, the experiments were performed on the event
logs with 10% noise. /e experimental results are listed in
Table 7, and the average f-score of the four algorithms is
shown in Figure 8. From the table, we can see that the
DEMiner achieves the best results on 14 event logs, and
the other three algorithms (from left to right) achieves the
best models on 2, 7, and 4 event logs, respectively. We can
see that the ETM discovers the optimal model on “a7” and
“a8,” which contain 10% noise, but it does not find the
optimal model on the same logs that with 5% noise. /is is
because the two logs are independent; i.e., the inserted
noise may be totally different. /rough careful compar-
ison of Figures 7 and 8, it can be found that the perfor-
mance of the DEMiner dose not degrade significantly, and
it keeps in a stable level. Based on the experiments on two
groups of event logs with noise, a conclusion can be drawn
that the DEMiner has good antinoise ability. However, we
should notice that the DEMiner cannot discover the
optimal solutions on all event logs with noise. /is
phenomenon demonstrates that the DEMiner cannot yet
avoid noise interference.

4.4. Performance on Real Event Logs. /is section shows the
performance of the DEMiner on two real event logs, i.e.,
“BPI2013cp” and “Sepsis.” In the experiments, a “start”

Table 6: Comparison of four algorithms’ performance on 22 event logs with 5% noise.

Event logs
DEMiner HM ILP Miner ETM

Br Bp Sr Sp Br Bp Sr Sp Br Bp Sr Sp Br Bp Sr Sp
a5 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.78 0.86 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.94 0.84 1.00 0.83
a6nfc 0.98 0.65 0.96 0.74 0.87 0.68 1.00 0.83 0.81 0.75 0.64 0.80 0.84 0.75 0.86 0.95
a7 1.00 0.78 0.95 0.74 0.82 0.78 0.88 0.72 1.00 0.76 0.68 0.64 0.85 0.81 0.78 0.70
a8 1.00 0.74 0.98 0.69 1.00 0.79 0.84 0.80 1.00 0.70 0.78 0.82 0.89 0.81 0.67 1.00
a10skip 1.00 0.83 0.94 0.72 0.85 0.62 0.82 0.71 1.00 0.81 0.94 0.75 0.96 0.66 0.88 0.75
al1 1.00 0.77 0.96 0.94 0.92 0.81 0.82 0.76 1.00 0.81 1.00 0.90 0.91 0.77 0.84 0.85
al2 0.97 0.74 0.99 0.80 0.96 0.67 0.82 0.59 1.00 0.82 0.88 0.73 0.95 0.82 0.94 0.75
bn1 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.83 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.94 0.94
bn2 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.92 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.89 0.92 0.83 0.95 0.84
bn3 0.97 0.92 1.00 0.91 0.96 0.87 0.91 0.84 1.00 0.88 0.98 0.94 — — — —
choice 0.98 0.72 0.96 0.84 0.89 0.72 0.77 0.80 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.83 1.00 0.73 0.92 0.86
h3p4 0.96 0.78 0.98 0.76 1.00 0.71 0.94 0.69 1.00 0.75 0.95 0.80 0.96 0.80 0.87 0.82
h6p18 1.00 0.69 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.79 0.93 0.78 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.84 0.86 0.82
h6p30 0.98 0.77 0.98 0.83 0.89 0.76 0.81 0.70 1.00 0.81 0.85 0.78 0.94 0.83 0.80 0.80
h6p36 1.00 0.74 0.90 0.86 0.94 0.80 0.83 0.72 1.00 0.75 0.94 0.82 1.00 0.76 0.87 0.81
h6p41 0.99 0.79 1.00 0.80 0.94 0.78 0.95 0.77 0.92 0.80 1.00 0.79 0.85 0.81 0.78 0.82
h6p45 0.97 0.73 1.00 0.72 0.93 0.69 0.86 0.73 0.92 0.77 1.00 0.75 0.90 0.82 0.81 0.76
l1l 1.00 0.80 0.91 0.82 0.84 0.81 0.78 0.83 1.00 0.78 1.00 0.85 0.88 0.81 0.73 1.00
l2l 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.83 0.97 0.92 0.86 0.89 0.94 0.96 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.90
l2lOpt 0.99 0.91 0.98 0.95 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.91 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.91 0.91 0.90 0.90 1.00
l2lSkip 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.83 0.98 0.93 0.89 0.90 1.00 0.94 0.97 0.85 0.90 0.87 0.90 0.80
paral5 0.98 0.83 1.00 0.82 0.87 0.80 0.78 0.83 0.99 0.92 0.86 0.82 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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event as well as an “end” event was added to each trace at
the running time. It ensures that each path has the same
“start” node and the “end” node. To eliminate the ran-
domness of evolution, the DEMiner was executed 10 times
on each event log. /e processes of evolution on two event
logs are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. /e

ordinate denotes the completeness metric, and the
abscissa denotes the number of generations, which is
scaled from 1 to 100. Here, I only record the completeness
value because it is monotonous. On the contrary, the
precision value may fluctuate greatly along with the
change in the completeness value. From the two figures, it
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Figure 7: Average f-score of four algorithms on 22 event logs with 5% noise.

Table 7: Comparison of four algorithms’ performance on 22 event logs with 10% noise.

Eventlogs
DEMiner HM ILP Miner ETM

Br Bp Sr Sp Br Bp Sr Sp Br Bp Sr Sp Br Bp Sr Sp
a5 0.98 0.81 0.96 0.85 0.89 0.90 0.83 1.00 0.96 0.88 0.92 0.84 0.92 0.86 0.92 0.81
a6nfc 1.00 0.84 0.98 0.86 1.00 0.89 0.91 0.93 1.00 0.89 0.92 0.87 0.98 0.91 0.86 0.93
a7 1.00 0.94 1.00 0.80 1.00 0.88 0.94 0.86 1.00 0.95 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
a8 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.88 0.97 0.91 0.82 0.83 1.00 0.73 0.98 0.93 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
a10skip 0.99 0.76 0.97 0.69 0.84 0.73 0.86 0.70 0.91 0.79 0.86 0.73 0.90 0.74 0.82 0.62
al1 0.97 0.73 0.91 0.93 0.91 0.67 0.75 0.60 0.95 0.81 0.85 0.92 0.92 0.73 0.84 0.81
al2 0.92 0.80 1.00 0.75 0.89 0.73 0.74 0.79 0.94 0.79 0.83 0.84 0.88 0.62 0.81 0.80
bn1 1.00 0.78 1.00 0.84 0.92 0.83 0.87 0.75 1.00 0.75 0.90 0.82 0.96 0.69 0.93 0.97
bn2 1.00 0.74 1.00 0.87 0.98 0.74 0.93 0.77 1.00 0.73 0.99 0.82 1.00 0.74 0.95 0.90
bn3 0.97 0.84 0.96 0.79 1.00 0.79 0.91 0.74 0.96 0.84 0.95 0.82 — — — —
choice 1.00 0.77 1.00 0.68 0.95 0.70 0.80 0.83 1.00 0.77 1.00 0.78 1.00 0.72 0.94 0.76
h3p4 0.98 0.70 0.96 0.69 0.95 0.66 0.89 0.63 0.93 0.77 0.92 0.72 0.96 0.70 0.85 0.72
h6p18 0.92 0.64 0.90 0.77 0.96 0.75 0.95 0.78 0.92 0.76 0.92 0.80 0.93 0.74 0.92 0.70
h6p30 0.96 0.77 0.97 0.82 0.96 0.76 0.95 0.78 0.95 0.78 0.96 0.80 0.92 0.80 0.86 0.75
h6p36 1.00 0.89 0.80 0.78 1.00 0.88 0.84 0.76 1.00 0.88 0.81 0.74 1.00 0.91 0.85 0.80
h6p41 0.96 0.77 0.98 0.76 0.91 0.74 0.92 0.77 0.93 0.73 0.95 0.78 0.87 0.80 0.88 0.72
h6p45 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.85 0.94 0.72 0.88 0.90 0.96 0.82 1.00 0.90 0.90 0.74 0.83 0.76
l1l 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.84 0.87 0.75 0.92 0.80 1.00 0.78 0.94 0.85 0.87 0.75 0.83 0.82
l2l 1.00 0.77 0.99 0.80 0.98 0.83 0.91 0.77 0.99 0.82 0.95 0.81 1.00 0.74 0.98 0.83
l2lOpt 1.00 0.88 0.99 0.79 1.00 0.82 1.00 0.73 1.00 0.80 0.98 0.77 0.98 0.85 0.89 0.82
l2lSkip 0.98 0.75 0.96 0.73 0.97 0.80 0.92 0.74 0.98 0.77 0.92 0.80 0.90 0.75 0.96 0.76
paral5 0.95 0.74 0.97 0.77 0.90 0.78 0.84 0.71 0.88 0.82 0.95 0.79 0.82 0.76 0.73 0.63
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can be seen that the DEMiner converges fast on two event
logs.

Furthermore, three metrics were employed to eval-
uate the efficiency of the DEMiner, which are alignment-
based fitness [22], alignment-based precision [23], and
the combined f-score [24]. /e calculating results, in-
cluding the average value and the standard deviation, are

listed in Table 8. Compared with the results given in [24],
it is easy to find that the results obtained by the DEMiner
is slightly lower than the result obtained by the ETM on
“Sepsis,” and the results obtained by the DEMiner is
better than the result obtained by the ETM on
“BPI2013cp”. /is proves that the DEMiner can play well
on the real event logs.
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Figure 8: /e average f-score of four algorithms on 22 event logs with 10% noise.
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Figure 9: /e completeness curves for 10 runs on BPI2013cp.
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5. Conclusions

/is paper proposes a new process mining algorithm, named
DEMiner. /e proposed algorithm is based on a hybrid
evolutionary strategy, which consists of a set-based DE al-
gorithm and a guided local exploration algorithm. Mean-
while, some techniques are employed to improve the
efficiency of the DEMiner, such as gene bank, taboo list, and
consistence repair. To evaluate the performance, 68 event
logs were used in the experiments. Some conclusions can be
drawn based on the experimental results:

(1) /rough comparison of the four different strategies
(i.e., DE, DE+Random Search, DE+Guided Search,
and GA), the “DE+Guided Search” outperforms the
rest strategies and it can achieve the best quality
solution as well as the fastest convergence speed.
Moreover, the results prove that the DE algorithm
can rapidly approximate the optimal solution, but it
always suffers from premature convergence. /e
guided local exploration can help the DE algorithm
skip out the local optimum and improve the effi-
ciency of the proposed algorithm.

(2) /rough comparing the performance of DEMiner
with three popular process mining algorithms (i.e.,
HM, ILP Miner, and ETM) on 22 noise-free event
logs and 44 noisy event logs, it shows that the
DEMiner can achieve the best result on most of the
event logs. Furthermore, based on the experimental
results on 2 real event logs, it can be concluded that
the DEMiner can work well on real-world events
logs. /is proves the effectiveness and the efficiency
of the proposed algorithm.

However, we can see that the DEMiner did not suc-
cessfully discover an optimal process model from any one of
the 44 noisy event logs. /is demonstrates the drawback of
the DEMiner. Besides that, it is hard for the DEMiner to
discover some rare structures, such as two circles on a node.
/is is the future work for us.
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,e complexity of providing timely and cost-effective distribution of finished goods from industrial facilities to customers makes
effective operational coordination difficult, yet effectiveness is crucial for maintaining customer service levels and sustaining a
business. Logistics planning becomes increasingly complex with growing numbers of customers, varied geographical locations,
the uncertainty of future orders, and sometimes extreme competitive pressure to reduce inventory costs. Linear optimization
methods become cumbersome or intractable due to the large number of variables and nonlinear dependencies involved. Here, we
develop a complex systems approach to optimizing logistics networks based upon dimensional reduction methods and apply our
approach to a case study of a manufacturing company. In order to characterize the complexity in customer behavior, we define a
“customer space” in which individual customer behavior is described by only the two most relevant dimensions: the distance to
production facilities over current transportation routes and the customer’s demand frequency.,ese dimensions provide essential
insight into the domain of effective strategies for customers. We then identify the optimal delivery strategy for each customer by
constructing a detailed model of costs of transportation and temporary storage in a set of specified external warehouses. In
addition, using customer logistics and the k-means algorithm, we propose additional warehouse locations. For the case study, our
method forecasts 10.5% savings on yearly transportation costs and an additional 4.6% savings with three new warehouses.

1. Introduction

Logistics is widely recognized as the most complex among
business processes. ,e challenge of coordinating with
multiple suppliers for raw materials and partially finished
goods, and the challenge of delivering next-stage finished
goods to customers, all in the correct amounts in a timely
fashion and in coordination with production processes, de-
spite uncertainty due to independent decision-making of
customers, is daunting. ,ese coordination processes are
particularly challenging because of the need to optimize costs
and maximize customer satisfaction. It is particularly difficult
to keep transportation networks optimized when operations
span thousands of miles and serve thousands of customers.
Logistics is known to be a highly complex challenge that is not
amenable to traditional linear optimization strategies due to

its high dimensionality and rigidity in the face of limited
accuracy and variation of conditions [1–3]. Optimizing a
nonlinear system is quite challenging as the output solution is
not unique and simply a linear combination of the inde-
pendent parts [4]. So while mathematical models should be
helpful to explore the space of possible strategies and propose
optimal solutions when operations become complex [5],
solving such models becomes more difficult as the number of
strategies and considered variables increases [6].

,e issue of complexity in supply chains has been ex-
plored from a number of perspectives [7–12]. ,e literature
on these problems, generally divided into the location-
routing problem (LRP) [13–15] and the warehouse location
problem (WLP) [16–18], provides a range of proposed so-
lutions. For both the LRP and the WLP, there is an objective
function to be minimized. ,e function may consider the
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freight cost from production facilities to customers, the
storage cost for storing goods in warehouses, and the cost for
opening new warehouses. Each approach involves imposing
constraints on the objective function to make the optimi-
zation more reliable, which makes the solution harder and
more time-consuming for large complex systems. ,erefore,
the LRP and WLP together remain open problems in the
field of supply chain management, requiring further im-
provements in analytical methods.

Solutions to the LRP typically are addressed with ca-
pacity constraints on warehouses and/or vehicles, called the
capacitated LRP (CLRP) [13, 14, 19, 20]. Capacity can refer
to the capacity of warehouses to store goods, the number of
vehicles for transport, or the carrying capacity of vehicles.
,e objective is to find an optimum set of routes that
minimizes the total transport distance so that each customer
is served with a compatible vehicle and the total demand by
customers per route is compatible with the capacity of ve-
hicles on that route [21]. ,e time window of deliveries is
another constraint that can be considered, which suggests a
hybrid multiobjective algorithm [22]. ,e multiechelon LRP
(LRP-2E) is another set of solutions to optimize freight costs
and delivery time by adding a new layer to the logistic
network [23–30], resulting in three layers: production fa-
cilities, external warehouses, and customers. Solutions to the
WLP typically recommend optimal new warehouse loca-
tions to more efficiently serve customers [17, 31]. In most of
the problems, a set of potential warehouses with known
opening or storage costs is considered. Decisions are made
about which warehouses (distribution centers or depots) to
keep open to minimize route costs. ,ese methods are
categorized into two classes, uncapacitated and capacitated
facility location problems [32–34]. For capacitated facility
location problems, one more constraint is added to the
objective function [35–37]. ,e uncapacitated facility lo-
cation problem simplifies to a k-means or k-medians
clustering problem [38–40] when the facility opening cost or
storage cost is considered to be zero [33].

Here, we show that a simplified parameterized space can
provide insight into the optimization challenge and a more
detailed quantitative modeling approach that focuses on the
relevant details can be successfully applied to real-world
optimization with substantial financial benefits for an in-
dustrial company. We propose two models to optimize
companies’ logistics networks, including the route from
production facilities to the customers, by using existing
warehouses and also recommending additional warehouse
locations. To address the LRP, we define a customer space to
better clarify the complexity in the logistics of customer-
warehouse routes. ,e space is classified with two strategies:
direct and indirect shipment strategies. In the direct strategy,
goods are sent to the customer directly from a production
facility using box or bulk trucks. In the indirect strategy, in
advance of an order by the customer, goods are shipped to an
external warehouse near the customer using trains and then
“last-mile” shipped by trucks when orders are placed. Our
methods identify the strategy for each customer that is most
cost-effective and enables delivery to the customer within a
predefined time interval. ,e choice of strategies and

vehicles depends on the frequency of orders and amount of
demand from customers. To address theWLP, in addition to
optimization over existing facilities, we identified potential
additional warehouse locations using the k-means algorithm
weighted by the customer demand quantity. With these new
warehouses, we estimate that savings can be further in-
creased. We apply these methods to a medium-sized
American manufacturing company with a particular logis-
tics network, consisting of multiple production facilities,
external warehouses, and customers along with three types
of shipment methods (box truck, bulk truck, and train).

,e rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, we describe our methodology, including the design of a
customer space, a mathematical model to characterize
customers and determine favorable strategies for each
customer type, and a method to optimize warehouse loca-
tions. In Section 3, we describe our results that demonstrate
effective optimization of shipment and storage costs. In
Section 4, we summarize our conclusions.

2. Methodology and Framework

2.1. Customer Space. In order to develop a general under-
standing of the assignment of strategies to customers and the
effectiveness of each strategy, we first created a descriptive
model of customer characteristics named the “customer
space” (see Figure 1). Each customer is characterized by two
variables: the distance of the most used shipment route from
the customer to the production facility and the customer
demand frequency. ,e demand frequency is the ratio of the
total quantity ordered by the customer to the customer life
span using historical corporate data. ,e expected rela-
tionship between these two variables and the choice of
strategies is as follows:

(i) ,e direct strategy is most effective for (1) cus-
tomers close to production facilities, regardless of
demand frequency, or (2) customers who order
rarely, regardless of distance, as illustrated by the
blue region in Figure 1(b). For close customers,
maintaining an external warehouse is unnecessary
given that the proximity of customers ensures rapid
delivery. For low-demand customers, the uncer-
tainty of order arrivals makes it inefficient to plan
ahead, and shipping directly is a practical solution.

(ii) ,e indirect strategy becomes optimal when the
customer’s distance to production facilities is long
and orders are frequent above a certain level, as
illustrated by the green region in Figure 1(b). When
both demand and distance are large enough, the
certainty of ordering behavior supports the re-
plenishment of inventory in external facilities before
the customer even places the next order. Cheaper,
slower transportation alternatives are possible be-
tween production facilities and external ware-
houses. When the customer places the next order,
the goods will already be at the external warehouse
and can be rapidly delivered to the customer. ,is
indirect strategy may reduce transportation-
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associated costs while preserving or even improving
customer satisfaction.

(iii) ,e best strategy for customers with intermediate
distance and intermediate demand will depend
upon details of the freight and storage cost infor-
mation, as illustrated by the yellow region in
Figure 1(b).

2.2. Optimization via Route Strategies. To solve the problem
of choosing the best storage and transportation strategy for
each customer, we first constructed a model of the costs of
shipment and storage to decide between direct and indirect
strategies. ,e better strategy depends on the direct delivery
time and on analysis of cost of shipment and storage. We
defined the direct delivery time as the time between the
shipment of a good and its delivery to the customer.
According to corporate policy, the maximum delivery time
for finished goods is set to two days for customer satis-
faction. Delivery time is calculated using truck speeds of 70
miles per hour and 8 hours of driving per day and railcar
speeds of 49 miles per hour and 24 hours of travel per day. If
the time of direct delivery is more than two days, adequate
customer satisfaction requires using the indirect strategy as
an imposed constraint.

,e mathematical model evaluates the costs of the direct
and indirect strategies and includes a production facility (P),
external warehouse (W), and customer (C), as illustrated in
Figure 2. ,e potential costs include cd, the cost of shipment
from P to C; cw, the cost of shipment from P toW; cs, the cost
of storage at W; and co, the cost of shipment from W to C.
,e freight costs cd, cw, or co must also be multiplied by the
number of shipments nd, nw, or no, respectively. ,e number
of shipments depends on the demand from the customer.
,e customer’s expected demand over a year is estimated to
be the demand frequency multiplied by the days in a year.
We considered the number of shipments in a year to be the
ratio of total demand to the shipment carrying capacity of
trucks and railcars. ,e cost J for a given strategy π is then

determined for the direct strategy as J(πd) � ndcd and the
indirect strategy as J(πw) � nwcw + cs + noco.

Storage and freight costs depend on various parameters
in the model. We calculated these costs directly based upon
detailed descriptions of those costs that vary between
shippers and warehouses. ,e storage cost cs depends on (1)
the storage facility type s, (2) the quantity that is stored q
(inventory cost), (3) the time the quantity is stored t, and (4)
loading u and unloading w events, giving cs � S(s, q, t, u, w).
,e freight cost cf ∈ cd, cw, co  depends on (1) the carrier
type s′, (2) the distance the goods are sent d, and (3) the
quantity of the goods q′, giving the relationship
cf � F(s′, d, q′). In order to calculate the actual cost based
upon the company data, we extracted existing routes along
with their associated distances from historical data and
incorporated specific storage costs.

Finally, we defined savings for strategies as follows: Each
customer i should have an optimal shipping cost, designated
Ci, which also includes storage costs if present. Each cus-
tomer has a current shipment route (designated route 0),
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Figure 1: Shipping strategies. (a) ,e direct strategy (left) consists of shipping goods from the production facility (blue circle) to customers
(green circle). ,e indirect strategy (right) delivers goods first to an external warehouse (orange circle), where goods are stored and
subsequently shipped to customers (green circle). (b) Overview of the customer space and the associated optimal transportation strategies.
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Figure 2: Shipping strategies of a product from a production
facility (P) to a customer (C), with an option to use an external
warehouse (W). Strategies are associated with freight and storage
costs. Costs cd, cw, and co represent the freight costs associated with
the respective labelled transportation links. ,e cost cs denotes the
storage cost of the material in the external warehouse (W). ,e
number n denotes the number of times the shipment is made. Every
strategy π is associated with a cost J(π).
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which has a known cost C0i. We then independently cal-
culated the lowest cost route (designated route 1), which has
a cost C1i. We calculated C1i by examining nearest ware-
houses and incorporating storage costs and transportation
costs. Finally, we compared the current cost to our calculated
costs, and if C1i <C0i, then the preferred cost, Ci, equals C1i

or otherwise Ci � C0i. From this, we calculated total percent
savings (S) for all customers as a percentage:
S � 100∗(1 − (


i�1

N Ci)/(

i�1

N C0i)). Here, N is the total
number of customers.

2.3. Optimization via Additional Warehouses. Aside from
the existing external warehouses, we identified prospective
locations for newwarehouses for additional savings. In order
to determine potential locations, we used the k-means al-
gorithm [38–40] to find the optimum locations for the
warehouses that best match the locations of customers to
minimize the freight cost across all customers, Cf. Freight
cost of transporting demands from the j-th warehouse to the
i-th customer, Aij, is the price of consumed fuel by the
vehicles shipping the goods, but here it was defined as direct
incurred shipping cost for the shipments in the database. It is
weighted based on the overall amount of demands by
customers shipped from a warehouse, Dij, and is a function
of the Euclidean distance, dij, between the i-th customer and
the j-th warehouse:

minimize

Cf � 
N

i�1

M

j�1
Aijxij

Aij � Fp × R × Dij × dij

dij � wj − ci

�����

�����

subject to xij ∈ 0, 1{ }, ∀i ∈ C, j ∈W,

(1)



N

i�1
xij � 1, ∀j ∈W, (2)

where the variable xij equals 1 if the customer i is served by
the warehouse j and equals 0 if it is not and N andM are the
number of customers and warehouses. We assigned cus-
tomer demand weights according to Wi � 

ni

k�0Qk/Q0,
where ni is the number of orders by the customer i, Qk is the
quantity of the order k by the customer i, and Q0 is an
industry standard measure for a significant customer vol-
ume.,e brackets ⌈x⌉ � ceil(x) indicate the smallest integer
greater than x. In fact, Q0 corresponds to the average
shipment size by standard vehicles. So, Dij � Wi if xij � 1;
otherwise, it is 0. In the calculation of dij, ci and wj refer to
the geographical location of customers and warehouses,
respectively. Equation (2) indicates that each customer is
only connected to one warehouse. Here, Fp refers to the fuel
price and R refers to the average fuel consumption rate by
vehicles. For simplicity, we considered one type of vehicle
with a fixed shipment size.

We use the k-means algorithm to aggregate the customer
locations into k disjoint groups or clusters and find a
centroid Ck for each group to minimize the average squared

distance between the centroid and customer locations within
each group. To consider the weight of customer demands, we
assigned Wi points to the location of each customer i. ,e
number of groups to be found is a parameter of the analysis.
,e algorithm is an iterative refinement technique that starts
from random locations for centroids and updates the lo-
cation of centroids in each iteration until reaching an op-
timum location for all the centroids. We considered the
centroid to be an approximate optimum location for a
warehouse assigned to the customers of a group. ,e freight
cost from warehouses to customers inside the groups de-
creases as the number of centroids increases and slowly
converges to zero. We determined the optimum number of
centroids from the deceleration in the freight cost. We
compared the location of currently active warehouses with
the location of centroids, identifying the best locations for
the additional warehouses to decrease the transportation
costs.,e k-means analysis dramatically reduces the number
of candidate locations to be considered for cost
optimization.

We added the new warehouse locations proposed by our
analysis to the system. Since we cannot know the storage cost
of a theoretical warehouse, we used three representative
storage costs (high, medium, and low cost) based on existing
warehouses to model storage costs for the proposed ware-
houses. We calculated potential savings for each proposed
warehouse using the three cost levels.

3. Results

We tested our model on a dataset from a medium-sized
manufacturing company with more than fifteen years of
customer orders.,e company and its customers are located
primarily in the US. ,e logistics network has about 15
production facilities and more than 30 external warehouses
and serves more than 2000 customers. ,e majority of the
customers have not ordered more than 10 times, and due to
the lack of data on these customers’ ordering patterns, the
direct shipment method is always chosen by the company (as
discussed in Section 2.1). ,erefore, we excluded customers
with 10 or fewer orders from our analysis. Customers who
have ordered more than 10 times may benefit from either the
direct or the indirect strategy, so we chose these customers
(≈300 customers) for analysis. Our goal was to find the
strategy that minimizes the total cost for each customer.
First, we estimated the total cost of each strategy from freight
costs of each shipment and associated storage costs, where
present. In addition to estimating the total cost of each
strategy for existing warehouses, we proposed additional
warehouse locations by performing clustering on the geo-
graphical location data of customers weighted by the total
quantity ordered.

In order to estimate freight costs, we observed the freight
costs of direct and indirect strategies used for each customer
including the freight options and location data. ,e indirect
strategy is associated with multiple shipments: one shipment
from the production facility to the external warehouse and
one or multiple subsequent shipments from the warehouse
to the customer. Each shipment is made with one of the
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following three types of vehicles: box truck, bulk truck, and
train.,e costs of each type are given in Figures 3(a)–3(c) for
box truck, bulk truck, and train shipments, respectively.
High variance in freight costs is due to different carriers
having different pricing structures. Carriers may charge by
distance, quantity, or both. For better classification, we
obtained the freight costs of carriers by performing multiple
linear regression analysis on each carrier’s historical data to
extrapolate the freight costs for possible routes. We con-
strained the parameters of the regression model to be
positive. ,e decomposition of the freight costs by carriers is
shown in Appendix in Figures 7–9 for box truck, bulk truck,
and train shipments, respectively. ,e plots indicate that
different carriers may be specialized for different distances,
different quantities, and particular customers.

In the indirect strategy, the storage cost of external
warehouses is a key factor in addition to the freight cost. ,e
benefit of using an external warehouse depends on (1)
distances from the warehouse to the production facility and
the customer and (2) storage costs. ,e shipping distance
affects associated freight costs. ,e storage pricing is unique
to each individual warehouse and is determined based upon
the quantity stored, the duration of the storage, and the
number of loading and unloading events that occur. Detailed
cost specifications were provided by the company for each
external warehouse in use. ,ese were used for calculating
the cost of the indirect strategy.

We have identified a change in strategy by the company
over time in the customer space, as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4(a) shows strategy decisions for all years of the

dataset, and Figure 4(b) shows decisions for only the last two
months. Green x’s denote customers for which the indirect
strategy has been used at least once, while blue dots denote
customers for which only the direct strategy has been used.
As shown in Figure 4(a), for many customers, the indirect
strategy has been used at least once regardless of demand
frequency, except for demand frequency below 600 lbs/day,
in which case only the direct strategy is used. For customers
with large distances from production facilities, the company
has used the indirect strategy for customers with high de-
mand frequency but not for customers with low demand
frequency. Meanwhile, the data for the last two months in
Figure 4(b) show a change in corporate strategy, with a
significant drop in the number of customers serviced by the
indirect strategy. We can infer from the graph that the key
variable used for strategy selection is still demand frequency,
with a higher demand frequency increasing the chance of
using the indirect strategy.

After fitting our model to the historical company data,
we extracted optimal strategies for servicing customers.
,en, we identified which strategy should optimally be used
across the customer space (Figure 5). Blue dots denote
customers correctly serviced with the direct strategy. Yellow
triangles denote customers serviced with the direct strategy
that would benefit from the indirect strategy. Green x’s
denote customers correctly serviced with the indirect
strategy. Magenta squares denote customers serviced with
the indirect strategy that would benefit from changing ex-
ternal warehouses. Finally, red stars denote customers ser-
viced with the indirect strategy that would benefit from using
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Figure 3: Cost versus shipping distance using actual data for three transportation options: (a) box truck; (b) bulk truck; (c) train.
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the direct strategy. We calculated the potential savings by
comparison of the historical strategies with the proposed
ones. In total, the model predicts 10.5% savings if shipments
and warehouses are optimized over the current options.

In addition to the analysis of the existing warehouses, we
incorporated optimum locations for extra warehouses to
increase the savings. Figure 6 shows the results of warehouse
optimization using the k-means algorithm. ,e algorithm
identifies warehouse locations that minimize the freight
costs, Cf, from customers to their nearest warehouse

(Figure 6(a)).,e algorithm takes as the input the number of
warehouses to be determined. When the number of ware-
houses is below 10, adding any new warehouses leads to a
sharp decrease in the value of Cf, but the effect slows down
for larger numbers of warehouses. ,e orange line shows the
actual freight cost for the demands by customers which is
comparable with the freight cost from a single warehouse to
the customers. Note that the total number of the company’s
production facilities and warehouses is more than 45. In
many of the shipments, the company served a customer
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Figure 4: Distance versus demand frequency. Green x’s denote customers that were serviced by the indirect strategy at least once, and blue
dots denote customers that were only serviced by the direct strategy. Red dotted lines represent a demand frequency of 600 lbs/day;
customers with a lower demand frequency only received goods by the direct strategy, per company policy. (a) All historical company data.
(b) ,e last two months of data.
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Figure 6: Optimal warehouse locations proposed by the k-means algorithm. (a) Freight cost decreases by increasing the number of
optimized warehouses. Orange and green lines show the actual freight cost and the freight cost of transfers from the current nearest
company warehouses. (b) Distribution of customers based on their distance from the nearest warehouse. (c) A network of customers (blue
circles) and current (orange triangles) and optimized (red triangles) warehouse locations. Yellow circles denote geographical areas where
candidate warehouses should be placed but that currently have inactive warehouses (Locations 1 and 2) or no warehouse (Location 3).

Table 1: Potential cost savings if additional warehouses are utilized.

Location
Storage cost (%)

High Medium Low
Location 1 10.5 10.5 11.0
Location 2 10.5 10.5 10.7
Location 3 10.7 11.5 14.4
All 10.7 11.5 15.1
,e first three rows represent the total corporate savings of optimized delivery with the addition of one warehouse. ,e final line is the total savings with all
three of the additional warehouses. ,e labels high, medium, and low denote the reference values used to calculate storage costs for the additional locations.
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Figure 7: Distance versus quantity scatter plots for box truck carriers. Color indicates freight cost (key on right), normalized to [0, 1] for
each carrier to have a minimum cost of 0 and a maximum cost of 1. Cost equations are obtained by performing regression analysis on each
carrier. Weights are constrained to have positive values. In each cost equation (inset), L indicates the cost equation of the carrier, x denotes
the distance in miles, q denotes the quantity in pounds, and E denotes the absolute error of the cost regression in dollars and as a percentage.
Carrier names are omitted to preserve anonymity.
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from a very large distance. ,e green line shows the freight
cost if the customers have been served from their nearest
warehouse which is comparable with the freight cost of
shipping from 20 optimally located warehouses. In
Figure 6(b), we indicate the distribution of customers based
on their distance from the nearest optimized warehouse. In
the presence of one optimized warehouse, most of the
customers have a distance larger than 250 miles. However,
adding the second and third optimized warehouses drasti-
cally reduces the distance between customers and nearest
warehouses. ,e distances change gradually for higher
numbers of warehouses.

Figure 6(c) shows the locations of all company facilities
and external warehouses (orange triangles) and customers
(blue circles) around the US. We randomized the location of

actual warehouses and customers for confidentiality. ,e
size of the circles is proportional to the total order quantity
by each customer, such that the more the orders a customer
has placed, the larger the size of the circles. ,e figure shows
the optimum warehouse locations (red triangles) recom-
mended by the k-means algorithm for 20 warehouses. Some
of the k-means recommended locations are not located near
active warehouses, revealing significant potential cost
savings.

After examining recommended warehouse locations, we
identified three as particularly relevant for cost savings. ,e
areas for the optimal warehouses are shown as yellow circles
in Figure 6(c). Two of these areas (Locations 1 and 2) include
previously active but currently inactive warehouses, and a
third one (Locations 3) does not have either a current or a
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Figure 9: Distance versus quantity scatter plots for train carriers. Color indicates freight cost (key on right), normalized to [0, 1] for each
carrier to have aminimum cost of 0 and amaximum cost of 1. Cost equations are obtained by performing regression analysis on each carrier.
Weights are constrained to have positive values. In each cost equation (inset), L indicates the cost equation of the carrier, x denotes the
distance in miles, q denotes the quantity in pounds, and E denotes the absolute error of the cost regression in dollars and as a percentage.
Carrier names are omitted to preserve anonymity.
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Figure 8: Distance versus quantity scatter plots for bulk truck carriers. Color indicates freight cost (key on right), normalized to [0, 1] for
each carrier to have a minimum cost of 0 and a maximum cost of 1. Cost equations are obtained by performing regression analysis on each
carrier. Weights are constrained to have positive values. In each cost equation (inset), L indicates the cost equation of the carrier, x denotes
the distance in miles, q denotes the quantity in pounds, and E denotes the absolute error of the cost regression in dollars and as a percentage.
Carrier names are omitted to preserve anonymity.
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previously active warehouse. Since we do not know the
storage costs associated with the new warehouses, we used
cost information of three actively used warehouses that are
known to have high, medium, and low storage pricing rates
for the same amount of goods being stored for the same
amount of time. As a general example, storing 1,000 lbs of
goods for a month would cost at a high-cost warehouse, at a
medium-cost warehouse, and at a low-cost warehouse. ,e
potential total savings including the new warehouse loca-
tions range from 10 to 15%, as shown in Table 1.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have developed a method of characterizing
the customer space and a mathematical model that provides
recommendations for optimizing shipment routes of a lo-
gistics network. ,is is a multiscale approach to the logistics
high-dimensional optimization problem. Firstly, we begin
by projecting onto a low-dimensional space. We then
identify a first-order boundary between strategies. Secondly,
we incorporate details due to other dimensions to refine the
solutions. Customer spaces also help give an aggregate view
of customer behaviors and characteristics. ,ey allow pol-
icymakers to compare customers and develop strategies
based on the aggregate behavior of the system as a whole.

In particular, based on the customer space of demand
frequency versus distance from the production facility, we
analyzed two strategies: direct and indirect shipments. Each
strategy applies to an area of the customer space with an
indeterminate boundary between them. Specific company
policies determine the location of the boundary generally.
Moreover, detailed properties of each customer can affect
the specific strategy used for that customer.

We also used the k-means algorithm to find the opti-
mized location of warehouses based on the location of
customers and their demands. ,e accuracy of the opti-
mization can be improved by updating the conventional k-
means algorithm to consider the capacity of warehouses and
further details about customers. Still, using this optimization
method, companies are able to define the locations of next
potential warehouses even without details that can be de-
termined only once they are in operation.

We have applied this analysis to a case study of a
manufacturing company with particular constraints. We
showed that these optimizations can provide considerable
cost savings and improved service quality and customer
satisfaction for the company.

Many papers have been published in location-routing
problem (LRP) and warehouse location problem (WLP)
fields; a few are mentioned in Introduction, but they are still
open problems. It has been challenging to find solutions that
are applicable to large companies with thousands of cus-
tomers. While considering more constraints in the calcu-
lation of freight cost can improve the accuracy of the
outputs, it would increase the complexity and make the
solutions much more difficult if not impossible for large
systems. Our approach has been shown to work for a
company with more than 2000 customers. ,e future work
may further improve the optimization by adding additional

constraints such as a limitation on the number of customers
assigned to each facility in addition to a limitation on
distance. Overall, we showed that, through a targeted ap-
proach to data analysis, we can build a heuristic under-
standing of the customer space and develop specific
descriptive and prescriptive models to yield significant
savings.

Appendix

In this section, we show company data on freight costs for a
year of box truck, bulk truck, and train shipments.
Figures 7–9 show freight costs of the individual shipment
types decomposed by the carrier. In total, there are 45 box
truck carriers, 15 bulk truck carriers, and 4 train carriers.
Figure 7 shows scatter plots of individual freight events by
distance and quantity. ,e color represents cost normalized
by the maximum freight cost for that carrier (yellow denotes
the maximum freight cost and black denotes the minimum
freight cost). Figures 8 and 9 show similar plots for bulk
truck and train carriers. ,e plots indicate that carriers are
selected based on the quantity shipped and the freight
distance. Regression results for cost functions are shown in
the legend of each subplot. ,e symbol x denotes the dis-
tance, and q denotes the quantity.

Data Availability

Data are available at http://www.necsi.edu/customer/data.
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In this paper, a nutrient-phytoplankton model, which is described by a system of ordinary di�erential equations incorporating the
e�ect of cell size, and its corresponding stochastic di�erential equation version are studied analytically and numerically. A key
advantage of considering cell size e�ect is that it can more accurately reveal the intrinsic law of interaction between nutrient and
phytoplankton.�emain purpose of this paper is to research how cell size a�ects the nutrient-phytoplankton dynamics within the
deterministic and stochastic environments. Mathematically, we show that the existence and stability of the equilibria in the
deterministic model can be determined by cell size: the smaller or larger cell size can lead to the disappearance of the positive
equilibrium, but the boundary equilibrium always exists and is globally asymptotically stable; the intermediate cell size is capable
to drive the positive equilibrium to appear and be globally asymptotically stable, whereas the boundary equilibrium becomes
unstable. In the case of the stochastic model, the stochastic dynamics including the stochastic extinction, persistence in the mean,
and the existence of ergodic stationary distribution is found to be largely dependent on cell size and noise intensity. Ecologically,
via numerical simulations, it is found that the smaller cell size or larger cell size can result in the extinction of phytoplankton,
which is similar to the e�ect of larger random environmental �uctuations on the phytoplankton. More interestingly, it is
discovered that the intermediate cell size is the optimal size for promoting the growth of phytoplankton, but increasing ap-
propriately the cell size can rapidly reduce phytoplankton density and nutrient concentrations at the same time, which provides a
possible strategy for biological control of algal blooms.

1. Introduction

Phytoplankton blooms, which can negatively a�ect the
aquatic ecosystems, human health, marine �sheries, and
local economy, are growing in frequency, magnitude, and
duration globally in recent years [1, 2]. For example, in 2007,
serious harmful algal blooms broke out in Lake Taihu,
resulting in about 2 million people in Wuxi city short of
drinking water for more than a week [3]. In 2011, Lake Erie
experienced a record-breaking harmful algal bloom, with a
peak intensity more than three times the previously observed
algal blooms [4].�ese have stimulated a number of scholars
to study the dynamics of phytoplankton growth by many

di�erent ways, in order to explore the possible mechanisms
underlying the occurrence or termination of these blooms.
Nevertheless, such a mechanism in response to the phe-
nomena of blooms is still under investigation due to the
diversity and complexity of in�uencing factors that can
a�ect the growth of phytoplankton in the real aquatic
ecological environments. Hence, the research in seeking for
some key factors a�ecting the growth mechanisms of
phytoplankton is currently of great interest.

However, in the real aquatic environments, the growth of
phytoplankton is generally in�uenced by many biotic and
abiotic factors, such as light [5], cell size [6], climate [7],
grazer [8], carbon dioxide [9], nutrient [10], and
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temperature [11], which make it difficult to determine a clear
mechanism of phytoplankton blooms only through exper-
imental studies. Actually, many ecologists, biologists, and
biomathematicians increasingly realize that a mathematical
model is a powerful tool for exploring biological and
physical processes on the dynamic mechanisms of phyto-
plankton growth in relation to different factors qualitatively
and quantitatively [12, 13], as the research results can help us
to find out the key factors that may induce the blooms of
phytoplankton but are difficult to predict in the experi-
mental analysis, to answer that what the growth mechanism
of phytoplankton is, to predict possibly when the phyto-
plankton blooms will occur, and to determine the optimal
strategy for possible control of phytoplankton blooms
[14–25]. +e application of mathematical models in other
research fields, such as investigating other predator-prey
dynamics or infectious disease dynamics, can be found in
[26–37].

In 1949, Riley et al. [38] first used the mathematical
model to study the nutrient-plankton dynamics, which
leads to the formulation of a growing number of math-
ematical models to describe the nutrient-phytoplankton
dynamics or nutrient-plankton dynamics, and many dy-
namic mechanisms of phytoplankton growth response to
various factors have been revealed [14, 15, 22, 39–47]. For
example, Chen et al. [43] showed that the proper control
of the ratio for nitrogen and phosphorus can more ef-
fectively control and eliminateblue-green algae blooms.
Pal et al. [44] indicated that the toxin produced by
phytoplankton plays a crucial role in the termination of
planktonic blooms when the nutrient concentration is
very high. Dai et al. [39] signified that time delay not only
induces instability of a positive equilibrium but also
promotes the formation of patchiness. Chatterjee et al.
[41] observed that the nutrient input rate specially caused
by artificial eutrophication has a great influence on
controlling the planktonic blooms and maintaining sta-
bility around the coexistence equilibrium. +ese excellent
results have made a great contribution to the research
processes related to the possible mechanisms for the
formation or termination of phytoplankton blooms,
which in turn indicate that the modeling studies are an
alternative, effective, and feasible method to investigate
some important factors that may reveal the nature of the
blooms of phytoplankton occurring frequently in various
water bodies around the world.

Most of the existing mathematical modeling studies on
the nutrient-phytoplankton dynamics or nutrient-plank-
ton dynamics usually assume that the nutrient uptake rate,
phytoplankton sinking rate, phytoplankton growth rate,
and so on are independent of cell size [12, 14, 15, 22,
39–45], which have, in part, been considered to be un-
realistic because the factor of cell size is capable to sig-
nificantly affect the dynamic mechanisms of phytoplankton
growth [48]. In fact, cell size is a master functional trait that
virtually affects every aspect of phytoplankton biology at
the cellular, population, and community levels [49]. Hence,
the cell size of phytoplankton not only defines their
metabolic activity, growth rates, and numerical abundance

but also strongly affects their contributions to bio-
geochemical cycles via size-dependent sinking and in-
fluences community structure and dynamics via size-
dependent species interactions [50–53]. A recent re-
markable experimental work, in this research direction,
was carried out by Marañón et al. [6], where they further
determined experimentally that the growth rate, metabolic
rate, and nutrient uptake rate of phytoplankton are size-
dependent by using cultures of 22 species of marine
phytoplankton from five phyla, ranging from 0.1 to 106μm3

in cell volume. Furthermore, by performing an in situ test
of Raven’s prediction that there is a reversal of the re-
lationship between cell size and maximum achievable
growth rate in unicellular algae at the low end of size
classes, Bec et al. [54] found that the biomass specific
production and growth rates are similar in both small and
large cells but peak at intermediate cell sizes. Nevertheless,
despite these facts, there is little theoretical explanation on
how cell size affects the growth mechanism of phyto-
plankton. In recent years, a review of relevant literature
shows that several plankton models taking into account the
effect of cell size have been reported [55–57]. More spe-
cifically, Pu et al. [56] indicated that the coevolutionary
dynamics of plankton is closely related to cell size. Zhao et
al. [57] found that the cell size can significantly affect the
growth and reproduction of phytoplankton. +e cell size
plays an important role in the dynamics of interacting
phytoplankton, which has been clearly demonstrated by
these recent studies.

In spite of the importance of cell size, a comprehensive
understanding towards the dynamic mechanism for phy-
toplankton growth in relation to cell size is still lacking.
Hence, naturally, some questions arise. How cell size affects
the nutrient concentration and phytoplankton density?
Can the cell size affect the existence and stability of the
equilibria? In order to find out the answers to these
questions, motivated by these works [12, 55, 56, 58], in the
present study, we propose and investigate a nutrient-
phytoplankton model, incorporating the effect of cell size,
as follows:

dN

dt
� I −

μ(x)Q(x)NP

a + N
− mN,

dP

dt
�
μ(x)NP

a + N
− s(x)P − dP,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

subject to the initial conditions N(0) � N0 ≥ 0 and
P(0) � P0 ≥ 0, where N(t) and P(t) are the concentration of
nutrient and the density of phytoplankton at time t, re-
spectively. Here, we assume that I is the input rate of nutrient
from the environments, m is the removal rate of nutrient,
and d is maximum mortality rate of phytoplankton. Let x be
the cell size of phytoplankton; we suppose that
μ(x) � (x/(a1x

2 + a2x + a3)) [55] is the maximum specific
growth rate of phytoplankton as a function of cell size, and
Q(x) � βx3 [55] signifies the nutrient quota which is pro-
portional to the cube of cell size, where ai(i � 1, 2, 3) are
positive empirical constants and β denotes the phyto-
plankton nutrient quota coefficient. +e nutrient uptake rate
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of phytoplankton is assumed to depend on μ(x) and Q(x).
+at is, the term μ(x)Q(x)NP/(a + N) is taken as a
Michaelis–Menten function that may provide a more re-
alistic reflection of nutrient uptake dynamics [12], leading to
a decrease in nutrient concentration, where a is the half-
saturation constant of nutrient. Accordingly, the term
μ(x)NP/(a + N) is the conversion efficiency of nutrient
uptake by phytoplankton, which means that phytoplankton
absorbs nutrient to reproduce offspring and increase the
number of phytoplankton. Suppose that the sinking rate of
phytoplankton is proportional to the square of cell size, i.e.,
s(x) � αx2 [55], where α is a constant whose value is affected
by the density of the water and the algal cell as well as the
viscosity of the water. All the parameters mentioned above
are assumed to be positive. From a biological viewpoint, we
need to ensure that (dP/dt)> 0, so it is assumed that μ(x) −

s(x) − d> 0 be always established by default in the whole
paper.

On the other hand, in the natural world, the aquatic
environment in which phytoplankton lives is always un-
certain and random because of the environmental noise
disturbances [59], such as unpredictable radiation, light
availability, and water temperature variation. Hence, the
parameters contained in deterministic models are usually
assumed to be invariant constants, which have obvious
limitations in modeling the natural ecological systems.
Actually, most of the natural phenomena do not strictly
follow deterministic laws, but rather oscillate randomly
about some average behaviors. A fact further pointed out by
May [60] is that the birth rate, carrying capacity, and other
parameters involved the model should exhibit random
fluctuation to a greater or lesser extent because of the en-
vironmental noise effects. Consequently, using stochastic
differential equation models may reveal the dynamic
mechanisms of phytoplankton growth more accurately
compared to their deterministic counterparts. For these
reasons, some authors recently introduced environmental
noise fluctuations into the aquatic plankton models to study
noise influences on the interplay and growth of phyto-
plankton [61–64]. For example, Yu et al. [61] indicated that
environmental fluctuations play a key role in the termination
of algal blooms. Camara et al. [63] suggested that stochastic
environmental constraints have positive and negative effects
on the life of Daphnia and algae populations. Obviously, the
environmental fluctuations have a vital role in the dynamics
of phytoplankton growth. In other words, stochastic envi-
ronmental disturbance effects should be considered when
mathematical models are used to study and model the
ecological systems in nature.

Consequently, we introduce white noise perturbations
into the deterministic model (1). In the existing literature,
there are many different ways to incorporate the noise
fluctuations into the ecological systems. In this study, by
following the method in [65], we assume that stochastic
environmental fluctuations mainly affect the growth of
phytoplankton μ(x). In this way, μ(x) changes to a random
variable μ(x), and μ(x) � μ(x) + δ _B(t), where B(t) is a
standard Brownian motion defined on a complete proba-
bility space (Ω,F, (Ft)t≥0,P), _B(t) indicates the white

noise, and δ represents the intensity of the white noise.
+erefore, by replacing μ(x) in the deterministic model (1)
with μ(x) + δ _B(t), i.e.,

−
mu(x)Q(x)NP

a + N
⟶ −

μ(x)Q(x)NP

a + N
−
δμ(x)Q(x)NP

a + N
_B(t),

μ(x)NP

a + N
⟶

μ(x)NP

a + N
+
δμ(x)NP

a + N
_B(t),

(2)

and then, model (1) becomes

dN � I −
μ(x)Q(x)NP

a + N
− mN dt − δ

μ(x)Q(x)NP

a + N
dB(t),

dP �
μ(x)NP

a + N
− s(x)P − dP dt + δ

μ(x)NP

a + N
dB(t).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

In the plankton ecology, the persistence and extinction
of phytoplankton, which determine whether the phyto-
plankton is survival or not in the future, are two important
topics. However, in the existing literature, the issues on how
cell size affects the stochastic extinction and persistence of
phytoplankton and how cell size affects the existence of
ergodic stationary distribution of phytoplankton that de-
notes the weak stability of phytoplankton in a stochastic
sense, and so on remain largely unanswered. In this paper,
we did some works in this research area by studying the
stochastic dynamics of model (3).

+e main purpose of this paper is to investigate how cell
size affects the nutrient-phytoplankton dynamics within the
deterministic and stochastic environments by trying to
answer the questions proposed in this paper.

In order to facilitate the mathematical analysis for model
(1) and model (3) in the following paper, we define

X(x) �
μ(x) − s(x) − d

d + s(x)
> 0, (4)

and we write X(x) as X for simplicity and convenience. +e
rest of this article is organized as follows: in Section 2, we
explore the dynamics of model (1). Section 3 is devoted to
studying the dynamics of model (3). In Section 4, we carry
out the numerical simulations to verify the analytical results.
Section 5 focuses on giving a brief discussion and the
summary of the main results.

2. Dynamics of the Deterministic Model (1)

In this section, we mainly focus on investigating the
positivity and boundedness of the solutions, as well as
studying the existence and stability of the possible equi-
libria in model (1).

2.1. PositivityandBoundedness of the Solutions. Now, we first
present the positivity of the solutions.

Lemma 1. For any initial value (N(0), P(0)) � (N0, P0)> 0,
all the solutions of model (1) are positive invariant.
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Proof. In model (1), we have N(t)> 0 and P(t)> 0 for any
t ∈ [0, B], where B is any positive real number. Suppose this
is not true, then there exists Bτ ∈ (0, B) such that, for any
t ∈ [0, Bτ], N(t)> 0, P(t)> 0, and either N(Bτ) � 0 or
P(Bτ) � 0. Based on the nutrient and phytoplankton
equations in model (1), we can obtain

N(t) � N(0)exp 
t

0

I

N(s)
−
μ(x)Q(x)P(s)

a + N(s)
− m ds ,

P(t) � P(0)exp 
t

0

μ(x)N(s)

a + N(s)
− d − s(x) ds .

(5)

Since (N(t), P(t)) are defined and continuous in [0, Bτ],
there exists 9≥ 0 such that for all t ∈ [0, Bτ],

N(t) � N(0)exp 
t

0

I

N(s)
−
μ(x)Q(x)P(s)

a + N(s)
− m ds 

≥N(0)exp − Bτ9( ,

P(t) � P(0)exp 
t

0

μ(x)N(s)

a + N(s)
− d − s(x) ds 

≥P(0)exp − Bτ9( .

(6)

Obviously, if (N(0), P(0)) � (N0, P0)> 0 and let
t⟶ Bτ , we have N(Bτ)≥N(0)exp(− Bτ9)> 0 and
P(Bτ)≥P(0)exp(− Bτ9)> 0, which contradict the fact that
either N(Bτ) � 0 or P(Bτ) � 0. Hence, for all t ∈ [0, Bτ],
N(t)> 0 and P(t)> 0. +is completes the proof.

Next, we study the boundedness of the solutions. Let
W(t) � N(t) + Q(x)P(t), then we have
dW

dt
�
dN

dt
+
dP

dt

� I −
μ(x)Q(x)NP

a + N
− mN +

μ(x)Q(x)NP

a + N
− dQ(x)P

− Q(x)s(x)P

� I − mN − (d + s(x))Q(x)P

≤ I − eW,

(7)

where e � min m, (d + s(x)){ }. +us, we have (dW/dt) +

eW≤ I. By using the theory of differential inequality [66], for
all t≥T≥ 0, we have

0≤W(t)≤
I

e
−

I

e
− W(T) exp(− e(t − T)). (8)

Hence,

lim
t⟶∞

sup(N(t) + Q(x)P(t)) ≤
I

e
. (9)

So, we can obtain the theorem as follows. □

Theorem 1. All the solutions of model (1) that start in R2
+ are

uniformly bounded.

2.2. Existence and Stability of Equilibria. +is section is
devoted to investigating the existence and stability of the
possible equilibria in model (1). Now, we first consider the
existence of possible equilibria in model (1).

From the nutrient and phytoplankton equations in
model (1), by performing a simple computation, we have
that model (1) possesses two equilibria as follows:

(a) +e boundary equilibrium E1 � (I/m, 0) always
exists

(b) +e positive equilibrium E∗ � (a/X, (IX − ma)/
(Q(x)(μ(x) − s(x) − d))), provided X> (ma/I)

Next, we deal with the stability of the equilibria in model
(1). +rough direct calculations, the Jacobian matrix of
model (1) at equilibrium E(N, P) is

JE �

−
μ(x)Q(x)aP

(a + N)2
− m −

μ(x)Q(x)N

a + N

μ(x)aP

(a + N)2
Nμ(x) − (d + s(x))(a + N)

a + N

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(10)

Obviously, the variational matrix of model (1) at the
boundary equilibrium E1 is

JE1
�

− m −
Iμ(x)Q(x)

I + ma

0
(IX − ma)(d + s(x))

ma + I

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (11)

and the two eigenvalues of JE1
are λ1 � − m< 0 and

λ2 � (IX − ma)(d + s(x))/(ma + I). Hence, the stability of
E1 depends on the sign of λ2. +at is, if X< (ma/I), E1 is
locally asymptotically stable and is unstable if X> (ma/I).

+e variational matrix of model (1) at the positive
equilibrium E∗ is given by

JE∗
�

J11 J12

J21 J22

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

−
X(XI − ma)

a(X + 1)
− m −

μ(x)Q(x)

X + 1

X(XI − ma)

a(X + 1)Q(x)
0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

(12)

where J11 < 0, J12 < 0, and J21 > 0. +en, it is not difficult to
derive the characteristic equation of the positive equilibrium
E∗ which is λ2 − tr(JE∗

)λ + det(JE∗
) � 0, where tr(JE∗

) �

J11 < 0 and det(JE∗
) � − J21J12 > 0. Based on the Routh–

Hurwitz criterion, the positive equilibrium E∗ in model (1) is
locally asymptotically stable when it exists.

Hence, we have the following result.
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Theorem 2. For model (1), if X< (ma/I), there exists the
only boundary equilibrium E1, which is locally asymptotically
stable; if X> (ma/I), the positive equilibrium E∗ appears and
is locally asymptotically stable, but the boundary equilibrium
E1 becomes unstable.

In what follows, we provide some results concerning the
global stability of the equilibria.

Theorem 3. If X< (ma/I) holds, the boundary equilibrium
of model (1) is globally asymptotically stable.

Proof. Letting E1 � (I/M, 0) � (N1, P1) and defining
f(y) � μ(x)Q(x)y/(a + y) with y ∈ R, we consider the
following function:

V1(N, P) � 
N

N1

f(s) − f(N)

f(s)
ds + kP, (13)

where k is a positive constant that will be determined in the
paper later.

+e derivative of V1 with respect to the time t along the
solutions of model (1) is

dV1

dt
�

f(N) − f N1( 

f(N)

dN

dt
+ k

dP

dt

�
f(N) − f N1( 

f(N)
− m N − N1(  − f(N)P( 

+
k

Q(x)
f(N)P − (s(x) + d)kP

�
− m f(N) − f N1( (  N − N1( 

f(N)
+

k

Q(x)
− 1 f(N)P

+ f N1(  − (d + s(x))k( P.

(14)

Now, we obtain k � Q(x)> 0, and then, the above
equation becomes

dV1

dt
�

− m f(N) − f N1( (  N − N1( 

f(N)

+ f N1(  − (d + s(x))Q(x)( P.

(15)

Notice that f(y)> 0 is an increasing function for any
y> 0, and in view of Lemma 1, if
f(N1) − (d + s(x))Q(x) < 0, that is, X< (ma/I), one can
get (dV1/dt)≤ 0 and (dV1/dt) � 0 if and only if
(N, P) � (N1, P1). Hence, Lyapunov–LaSalle’s invariance
principle implies the global asymptotic stability of E1. +is
completes the proof. □

Theorem 4. If X> (ma/I), the positive equilibrium E∗ in
model (1) is globally asymptotically stable.

Proof. We consider such a function:

V2(N, P) � 
N

N∗

f(s) − f N∗( 

f(s)
ds + Q(x) 

P

P∗

s − P∗
s

ds,

(16)

where the function f(y)(y ∈ R) is the same as the definition
above.

+e derivative of V2 with respect to the time t along the
solutions of model (1) is
dV2

dt
�

f(N) − f N1( 

f(N)

dN

dt
+ Q(x)

P − P∗
P

dP

dt

�
f(N) − f N∗( 

f(N)
− P∗ f(N) − f N∗( (  − f(N) P − P∗( 

− m N − N∗(  + P − P∗(  f(N) − f N∗( ( 

� −
P∗ f(N) − f N∗( ( 

2

f(N)
−

m N − N∗(  f(N) − f N∗( ( 

f(N)
.

(17)

A discussion similar to the proof of +eorem 1 shows that
(dV2/dt)≤ 0 and (dV2/dt) � 0 if and only if (N, P) � (N∗,

P∗). Hence, the properties of Lyapunov functional are satisfied,
which indicates that the positive equilibrium E∗ is globally
asymptotically stable when it exists. Considering the local
asymptotical stability of the positive equilibrium, we obtain
+eorem 4. +is ends the proof. □

Remark 1. +eorems 2, 3, and 4 indicate that the local stability
and global stability of the E∗ (or E1) are equivalent, but the
existence and stability of positive equilibrium E∗ and the local
or global stability of boundary equilibrium E1 are opposite.

3. Dynamics of the Stochastic Model (3)

In this section, we study the existence and uniqueness of the
solution, stochastic extinction, persistence in the mean, and
a unique ergodic stationary distribution of model (3). First of
all, we define a bounded set Θ as follows:

Θ � (N, P) ∈ R
2
+ : N + Q(x)P≤

I

e
 , (18)

which will be used for the proofs of the following results.

3.1. Existence and Uniqueness of the Positive Solution. In
model (3), the coefficients do not satisfy the linear growth
condition, though they are locally Lipschitz continuous.
Hence, the solution of model (3) may explore at a finite time.
In this section, following the research [65], we prove that
model (3) has a unique global positive solution.

Theorem 5. For any initial value (N0, P0) ∈ Θ, there is a
unique positive solution (N(t), P(t)) of model (3) on t≥ 0,
and the solution will remain in R2

+ with probability one.

Proof. Let (N0, P0) ∈ Θ, based on the nutrient and phy-
toplankton equations in model (3) and by virtue of the
positivity of N and P, we can get
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d(N + Q(x)P)

dt
� I − mN − (s(x) + d)Q(x)P

≤ I − e(N + Q(x)P),

(19)

then limn⟶∞ sup(N + Q(x)P)≤ (I/e), that is,

lim
t⟶∞

supN(t)≤
I

e
,

lim
t⟶∞

supP(t)≤
I

eβx3.

(20)

So, for any c ∈ [0, t], we can obtain

N(c), P(c) ∈ 0,
I

e
  a.s. (21)

Consequently, the setΘ is a positivity invariant tomodel (3).
Since the coefficients of model (3) are locally Lipschitz

continuous, for any given initial value (N0, P0), there is a
unique local solution (N(t), P(t)) on t ∈ [0, τe), where τe is
the explosion time [67]. To show the solution is global, we
need to show that τe �∞.

Let n0 > 0 be sufficiently large for initial values N0 and P0
lying within the interval [1/n0, n0]. For each integer n> n0,
considering the stopping times,

τn � inf t ∈ 0, τn , N(t) ∉
1
n

, n  orP(t) ∉
1
n

, n  ,

(22)
and we set infΦ �∞ (Φ denotes the empty set). Obviously,
τn is increasing as n⟶∞. Let τ∞ � limn⟶∞τn; hence,
τ∞ ≤ τe a.s.. Next, we only need to show τ∞ �∞. If this is
false, there is a pair of constants T> 0 and ε ∈ (0, 1) such that

P τn ≤T > ε, n≥ n1. (23)

Define a C2− function V : R2
+⟶ R+ by

V(N, P) � − ln
eN

I
  − ln

βx3eP

I
 . (24)

Using Ito’s formula [68], we have

dV � −
I

N
+
μ(x)Q(x)P

a + N
+ m +

δ2μ(x)2Q(x)2P2

2(a + N)2
⎡⎣

−
μ(x)N

a + N
+ s(x) + d +

δ2μ(x)2N2

2(a + N)2
dt

+
δμ(x)(PQ(x) − N)

a + N
dB

≤
μ(x)Q(x)P

a
+ m +

δ2μ(x)2Q(x)2P2

2a2 + s(x) + d

+
δ2μ(x)2N2

2a2 dt +
δμ(x)(PQ(x) − N)

a + N
dB

≤
μ(x)I

ae
+ m + s(x) + d +

δ2μ(x)2I2

a2e2
 dt

+
δμ(x)(PQ(x) − N)

a + N
dB.

(25)

+erefore,

dV(N(t), P(t))≤φ dt +
δμ(x)(PQ(x) − N)

a + N
dB, (26)

where φ � (μ(x)I/ae) + m + s(x) + d + (δ2μ(x)2I2/a2e2).
+en,


τn∧T

0
dV(N(t), P(t))≤ 

τn∧T

0
φ dt

+ 
τn∧T

0

δμ(x)(PQ(x) − N)

a + N
dB,

(27)

where τn ∧T � min τn, T . Taking the expectation of the
above inequality, we get

EV N τn ∧T( , P τn ∧T( ( ≤V N0, P0(  + φE τn ∧T( 

≤V N0, P0(  + φT.

(28)

LetΩn � τn ≤T for n≥ n1, by means of (23), then we have
P(Ωn)≥ ε. Note that, for every ϑ ∈ Ωn, there is at least one of
N(τn, ϑ) and P(τn, ϑ) that equals either 1/n or n. +erefore,
V(N(τn, ϑ), P(τn, ϑ)) is not less than

ϕ � min − ln
en

I
  − ln

βex3n

I
 , − ln

en

I
  − ln

βex3

In
  ,

− ln
e

nI
  − ln

βex3n

I
 , − ln

e

nI
  − ln

βex3

nI
 .

(29)

It then follows from (28) that

V N0, P0(  + φT≥E 1Ωn(ϑ)V(N(t), P(t)) ≥ εϕ, (30)

where 1Ωn(ϑ) is the indicator function of Ωn. Letting
n⟶∞, we have

∞>V N0, P0(  + φT �∞, (31)

which is a contradiction. Hence, we have τ∞ �∞. +at is,
the solution of model (3) will not explore at a finite time with
probability one. +is completes the proof. □

3.2. Stochastic Persistence and Extinction of Phytoplankton.
From the proof of+eorem 5, we know thatΘ is the positive
invariant set of model (3). In this section, we always assume
that the initial value (N0, P0) ∈ Θ and first provide the result
concerning the persistence of phytoplankton. For the sake of
simplicity, we define

Λ �
δ2μ2(x)I2

2(ea + I)2
+ s(x) + d. (32)

+en, we have the following result.

Theorem 6. For any given initial (N0, P0) ∈ Θ, if one of the
following conditions holds:
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(i) δ2 <
2e(I + ea)

Imμ(x)
,

X>
2m(I + ea)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)

2eIμ(x)(I + ea) − I2δ2mμ2(x)
,

(ii) δ2 >
2e(I + ea)

Imμ(x)
,

X<
2m(I + ea)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)

2eIμ(x)(I + ea) − I2δ2μ2(x)m
,

(33)

then the solution of model (3) obeys

lim
t⟶∞

inf
1
t


t

0
P(s)ds≥

eIμ(x) − Λm(ea + I)

eQ(x)μ(x)(s(x) + d)
> 0 a.s.,

(34)

that is, the phytoplankton in model (3) is persistent in the
mean almost surely.

Proof. Based on the nutrient and phytoplankton equations
in model (3), we have

d(N + θP) � (I − mN − (s(x) + d)Q(x)P)dt. (35)

Integrating equation (35) from 0 to t on the both sides,
we get

(N(t) + Q(x)P(t)) − N0 + Q(x)P0(  � tI − m 
t

0
N(s)ds

− (s(x) + d)Q(x)

· 
t

0
P(s)ds.

(36)

Note that N(t) + Q(x)P(t) � N0 + Q(x)P0 for all t> 0,
and therefore, we adopt

1
t


t

0
N(s)ds �

I

m
−

(s(x) + d)Q(x)

m

1
t


t

0
P(s)ds. (37)

By It o’s formula, we have

d ln P(t) � −
δ2μ2(x)

2
N

a + N
 

2
+
μ(x)N

a + N
− s(x) − d dt

+
δμ(x)N

a + N
dB.

(38)

Let f(N) � (N/(a + N)), then it is easy to get
(df(N)/dN) > 0. Hence, f(N) is a strictly increasing
function for any N ∈ R+. In light of N≤ (I/e), we can obtain

−
δ2μ2(x)

2
N

a + N
 

2
+
μ(x)N

a + N
− s(x) − d≥ −

δ2μ2(x)I2

2(ea + I)2

+
μ(x)eN

ea + I
− s(x) − d.

(39)

Integrating equation (38) from 0 to t on the both sides,
we have

ln P(t) − ln P(0)≥ −
δ2μ2(x)I2

2(ea + I)2
+ s(x) + d t

+
μ(x)e

ea + I


t

0
N(s)ds + κ(t),

(40)

where

κ(t) � 
t

0

δμ(x)N(s)

a + N(s)
dB(s). (41)

Dividing t on both sides of equation (40) and together
with equation (37), we get

ln P(t)

t
≥

eIμ(x)

(ea + I)m
− Λ  −

eQ(x)μ(x)(s(x) + d)

(ea + I)m

1
t


t

0
P(s)ds +

κ(t) + ln P(0)

t
.

(42)

Notice that κ(t) is a local continuous martingale with
κ(0) � 0 and

lim
t⟶∞

〈κ, κ〉t

t
≤

δμ(x)I

ae + I
 

2

<∞. (43)

By the strong law of large number [69], we can achieve

lim
t⟶∞

κ(t) + ln P(0)

t
� 0 a.s. (44)

Bymeans of Lemma 4 in [70], ifΛ< (eIμ(x)/(ea + I)m),
that is,

2m(I + ea)
2
(μ(x) − s(x) − d)<X 2eIμ(x)(I + ea)

− I
2δ2μ2(x)m,

(45)

which is equivalent to

X>
2m(I + ea)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)

2eIμ(x)(I + ea) − I2δ2mμ2(x)
provided δ2

<
2e(I + ea)

Imμ(x)
,

orX<
2m(I + ea)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)

2eIμ(x)(I + ea) − I2δ2μ2(x)m
provided δ2

>
2e(I + ea)

Imμ(x)
,

(46)

then it follows equation (42) that

lim
t⟶∞

inf
1
t


t

0
P(s)ds≥

eIμ(x) − Λm(I + ea)

eQ(x)μ(x)(s(x) + d)
a.s. (47)

+is completes the proof.
Next, we study the stochastic extinction of phyto-

plankton in model (3). □
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Theorem 7. For any given initial (N0, P0) ∈ Θ, if one of the
following conditions holds:

(i) δ2 <
2(I + ea)

Iμ(x)
,

X<
2(I + ea)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)

2Iμ(x)(I + ea) − δ2μ2(x)I2
,

(ii) δ2 >
2(I + ea)

Iμ(x)
,

X>
2(I + ea)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)

2Iμ(x)(I + ea) − δ2I2μ2(x)
,

(48)

then the solution of model (3) obeys

lim
t⟶∞

sup
ln P(t)

t
≤

Iμ(x)

I + ea
− Λ< 0 a.s.,

or lim
t⟶∞

sup
ln P(t)

t
≤

1
2δ2

− s(x) − d< 0 a.s.,

(49)

provided δ2 >max (I + ea)/Iμ(x), 1/(2(s(x) + d)) , which
implies that the phytoplankton in model (3) is stochastic
extinction with probability one.

Proof. Define the following quadratic function

g(v) � −
δ2μ2(x)

2
v
2

+ μ(x)v − s(x) − d, (50)

if the symmetric axis 1/δ2μ(x) of the equation g(v) is larger
than I/(ae + I), that is, δ2 ≤ ((I + ea)/μ(x)I), we can find
that g(v) takes its maximum value gmax on the interval
[0, I/(ae + I)] at v � I/(ae + I), where

gmax �
Iμ(x)

I + ea
− Λ. (51)

Note that f(N) � N/(a + N) is a strictly increasing
function for N ∈ [0, I/e] when δ2 ≤ ((I + ea)/Iμ(x));
therefore, we have

−
δ2μ2(x)

2
N

a + N
 

2
+
μ(x)N

a + N
− s(x) − d≤gmax. (52)

Integrating equation (38) from 0 to t and dividing by t on
the both sides, we get

ln P(t)

t
≤

Iμ(x)

I + ea
− Λ t +

κ(t) + ln P(0)

t
. (53)

Taking the limit of equation (53) and considering (44),
we have

lim
t⟶∞

sup
ln P(t)

t
≤

Iμ(x)

I + ea
− Λ< 0 a.s., (54)

provided Λ> (Iμ(x)/(I + ea)), i.e.,

2(I + ea)
2
(μ(x) − s(x) − d)>X 2Iμ(x)(I + ea)

− δ2I2μ2(x),
(55)

which equals to

δ2 <
2(I + ea)

Iμ(x)
,

X<
2(I + ea)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)

2Iμ(x)(I + ea) − δ2μ2(x)I2
,

or δ2 >
2(I + ea)

Iμ(x)
,

X>
2(I + ea)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)

2Iμ(x)(I + ea) − δ2I2μ2(x)
.

(56)

On the other hand, if the symmetric axis 1/δ2μ(x) of the
equation g(v) is in the interval [0, I/(ea + I)], i.e.,
δ2 ≥ ((I + ea)/Iμ(x)), then the equation g(v) reaches its
maximum value (1/2δ2) − s(x) − d at v � 2/δ2μ(x). By
performing a similar proof processes as above, we have

lim
t⟶∞

sup
ln P(t)

t
≤

1
2δ2

− s(x) − d< 0 a.s., (57)

provided δ2 >max (I + ea)/Iμ(x), 1/(2(s(x) + d)) . +is
completes the proof. □

Remark 2. +eorem 7 indicates that the phytoplankton in
model (3) goes to extinction with probability one under
some parameter conditions. In this case, it is natural to ask
the question how will the nutrient concentration in model
(3) change when the phytoplankton is extinct? In fact, when
P limt⟶∞P(t) � 0  � 1, then from the model (3), we can
obtain the following equation:

dN(t) � (I − mN(t))dt, (58)
by direct computation, we have limt⟶∞N(t) � I/m. Hence,
the nutrient concentration will be a positive constant. +at
is, in this situation, the noise intensity and cell size will have
no impacts on the variation of nutrient, and the dynamics of
N(t) in model (3) will be similar to the dynamics of E1 in the
deterministic model (1).

3.3. Existence of Ergodic Stationary Distribution. In this
section, we shall establish sufficient conditions for the ex-
istence and uniqueness of an ergodic stationary distribution
for model (3).

Let Z(t) be a regular time-homogeneous Markov pro-
cess in Rd described by the stochastic differential equation:

dZ(t) � f(Z(t))dt + 
k

l�1
gl(Z)dBl(t)dB(t). (59)

+e diffusion matrix of the process Z(t) is defined as
follows:

A(z) � aij(z) ,

aij(z) � 
k

l�1
g

i
l(z)g

j

l (z).
(60)

Lemma 2 (see [71]). Ke Markov process Z(t) has a unique
ergodic stationary distribution μ(·) if there exists a bounded
open domain D ⊂ Rd with regular boundary Γ, having the
following properties:
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(B.1): there is a positive number M such that


d
i,j�1ai,j(z)ξiξj ≥M|ξ|2, z ∈ D and ξ ∈ Rd

(B.2): there exists a nonnegative C2− function V such
that LV is negative for any Rd\D

Theorem 8. If X< (e2(I + ea)2/(e2(I + ea)2I + δ2I4)),
then for any given initial (N0, P0) ∈ Θ, model (3) has a

unique stationary distribution μ(·) and it has the ergodic
property.

Proof. To prove +eorem 8, we only need to validate con-
dition (B.1) and (B.2) in Lemma 2. We first prove the
condition (B.1). +e diffusion matrix of model (3) is given by



2

i,j�1
aij(N, P)ξiξj � −

δμ(x)Q(x)NPξ1
a + N

δμ(x)NPξ2
a + N

 

−
δμ(x)Q(x)NPξ1

a + N

δμ(x)NPξ2
a + N

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

�
δ2μ2(x)Q2(x)N2P2

(a + N)2
ξ21 +

δ2μ2(x)N2P2

(a + N)2
ξ22

≥M0‖ξ‖, for any (N, P) ∈ Dσ ⊂ Θ,

ξ � ξ1, ξ2(  ∈ R
2
+,

(61)

where M0 � min(N,P)∈Dσ
δ2μ2(x)Q2(x)N2P2/(a + N)2, δ2μ2

(x)N2P2/(a + N)2}, and then the condition (B.1) in Lemma 2
is satisfied. Next, we prove the condition (B.2).

Let
M �

2
λ
max 2, H{ }, (62)

where H � sup(N,P)∈Θ − 2mN2 + 2IN − 2Q(x)(s (x) + d)P2

+(2Q(x)I + e− 1δ2Iμ2(x)(Q(x) + 1))P − 2(s(x) + Q(x)m +

d)PN} and λ � (1/X) − (I + (δ2I4/e2(I + ea)2))> 0 pro-
vided X< (e2(I + ea)2/(e2(I + ea)2I + δ2I4)). Obviously,
(Mλ/4)≥ 1. +en, we define a C2− function V(N, P) :

Θ⟶ R as follows:

V(N, P) � M N + P +
N2

2μ2(x)
+

Q2(x)

μ2(x)

P2

2


+
ln P

μ(x) − s(x) − 1
 +(N + Q(x)P)

2
,

(63)

and it is easy to see that

lim
n⟶+∞,(N,P)∈Θ∖Dn

V(N, P) � +∞, (64)

where Dn � (1/n, n) × (1/n, n). Furthermore, V(N, P) is
continuous function, and so,V(N, P)must have aminimum
point (N0, P0) in the interior of Θ. +en, we define non-
negative C2− function V(N, P) : Θ⟶ R in the following
form:

V(N, P) � M N + P +
N2

2μ2(x)
+

Q2(x)

μ2(x)

P2

2


+
ln P

μ(x) − s(x) − 1
 +(N + Q(x)P)

2
− V N0, P0( 

:� M V1(N, P) + V2(N, P) + V3(N, P) 

+ V4(N, P),

(65)

where V1(N, P) � N + P, V2(N, P) � (N2/2μ2(x)) + (Q2

(x)/μ2(x))(P2/2), V3 � (ln P/(μ(x) − s(x) − 1)), and
V4(N, P) � (N + Q(x)P)2 − V(N0, P0).

Making using of Ito’s formula, we have

LV1(N, P) � I −
μ(x)Q(x)NP

a + N
− mN +

μ(x)NP

a + N
− (s(x) + d)P

≤ I − mN − (s(x) + d)P +
eμ(x)NP

I + ea

≤ I +
eμ(x)NP

I + ea
,

(66)
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LV2(N, P) �
1

μ2(x)
IN −

μ(x)Q(x)PN2

a + N
− mN

2
+
δ2μ2(x)Q2(x)N2P2

2(a + N)2
 

+
Q(x)

μ(x)
 

2 μ(x)NP2

a + N
− (s(x) + d)P

2
+
δ2μ2(x)N2P2

2(a + N)2
 

≤
IN

μ2(x)
−

mN2

μ2(x)
+

Q(x)NP

μ(x)(I + ea)
−

(s(x) + d)Q2(x)P2

μ2(x)
+

δ2I4

e2(I + ea)2
,

(67)

LV3(N, P) �
1

μ(x) − s(x) − 1
μ(x)N

a + N
− (s(x) + d) −

δ2μ2(x)N2

2(a + N)2
 

≤
μ(x)N

a(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
−
1
X

−
δ2e2N2μ2(x)

2(ea + I)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
,

(68)

LV4(N, P) � 2 NI − mN
2

− (s(x) + d)NP + Q(x)IP − Q(x)(s(x) + d)P
2

 

+
δ2μ2(x)Q(x)(Q(x) + 1)N2P2

(a + N)2

≤ − 2mN
2

+ 2IN − 2Q(x)(s(x) + d)P
2

+ 2Q(x)I + e
− 1δ2Iμ2(x)(Q(x) + 1) P

− 2(s(x) + Q(x)m + d)PN.

(69)

Hence, we get

LV(N, P) � M LV1(N, P) + LV2(N, P) + LV3(N, P)(  + V4(N, P)

≤ − Mλ + M
I

μ2(x)
+

μ(x)

a(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
 N +

Q(x) + eμ2(x)( NP

μ(x)(I + ea)
−

m

μ2(x)


+
δ2e2μ2(x)

2(ea + I)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
N

2
−

(s(x) + d)Q2(x)

μ2(x)
P
2


+ − 2mN
2

+ 2IN − 2Q(x)(s(x) + d)P
2

+ 2Q(x)I + e
− 1δ2Iμ2(x)(Q(x) + 1) P

− 2(s(x) + Q(x)m + d)PN.

(70)

Define a bounded closed set

Dε � (N, P) ∈ Θ : ε≤N≤
1
ε
, ε≤P≤

1
ε

 , (71)

where 0< ε< 1 is a sufficiently small number. We choose ε
sufficiently small such that

0< ε<
λ

4 I/μ2(x)(  +(μ(x)/a(μ(x) − s(x) − d)) + Q(x) + eμ2(x)( /μ(x)(I + ea)( ( 
, (72)

0< ε<
Q2(x)(s(x) + d)(I + ea)

μ(x) Q(x) + eμ2(x)( 
, (73)
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0< ε<
λμ(x)(I + ea)

2 Q(x) + eμ2(x)( 
, (74)

0< ε<
2m(I + ea)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d) + δ2e2μ4(x)

2μ(x)(I + ea)(μ(x) − s(x) − d) Q(x) + e2μ(x)( 
, (75)

−
Mλ
2

+ H≤ − 1, (76)

− Mλ −
mM

μ2(x)
+

Mδ2e2μ2(x)

2(ea + I)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
 

1
ε2

+ H∗, (77)

− Mλ − M
(s(x) + d)Q2(x)

μ2(x)

1
ε2

+ H∗, (78)

where

H � sup
(N,P)∈Θ

− 2mN
2

+ 2IN − 2Q(x)(s(x) + d)P
2



+ 2Q(x)I + e
− 1δ2Iμ2(x)(Q(x) + 1) P − 2(s(x)

+ Q(x)m + d)PN + M
I

μ2(x)


+
μ(x)

a(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
N,

H∗ � sup
(N,P)∈Θ

− 2mN
2

+ 2IN − 2Q(x)(s(x) + d)P
2



+ 2Q(x)I + e
− 1δ2Iμ2(x)(Q(x) + 1) P − 2(s(x)

+ Q(x)m + d)PN +
I

μ2(x)
+

μ(x)

a(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
 N

+
Q(x) + eμ2(x)( NP

μ(x)(I + ea)
.

(79)

For convenience, we divide Θ\Dε into four domains:

D
1
ε � (N, P) ∈ Θ : 0<N< ε{ },

D
2
ε � (N, P) ∈ Θ : 0<P< ε{ },

D
3
ε � (N, P) ∈ Θ : N>

1
ε

 ,

D
4
ε � (N, P) ∈ Θ : P>

1
ε

 .

(80)

Clearly, DC
ε � ∪4i Di

ε. Now, we prove that LV(N, P)≤ 1
on DC

ε , which is equivalent to prove it on D1
ε ,D

2
ε , D

3
ε , and D4

ε ,
respectively. □

Case 1. When (N, P) ∈ D1
ε , since NP≤ εP≤ ε(1 + P2), we

have

LV(N, P)≤ −
Mλ
4

+
MIε
μ2(x)

+
Mμ(x)ε

a(μ(x) − s(x) − d)


+
Q(x) + eμ2(x)( Mε
μ(x)(I + ea)

 −
Mλ
4



−
mM

μ2(x)
+

Mδ2e2μ2(x)

2(ea + I)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
 N

2

+
Q(x) + eμ2(x)( Mε
μ(x)(I + ea)

−
M(s(x) + d)Q2(x)

μ2(x)
 P

2

+ −
Mλ
2

+ H ,

(81)

which together with conditions (72) and (73), as well as the
definition of M in (62), yields

LV(N, P)≤ −
Mλ
4
≤ − 1. (82)

Case 2. When (N, P) ∈ D2
ε , since NP≤ εN≤ ε(1 + N2), we

get

LV(N, P)≤ −
Mλ
2

+
Q(x) + eμ2(x)( Mε
μ(x)(I + ea)

 

−
MQ2(x)(s(x) + d)

μ2(x)
P
2

+
M Q(x) + eμ2(x)( ε

μ(x)(I + ea)
− M

m

μ2(x)


+
δ2e2μ2(x)

2(I + ea)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
N

2

+ −
Mλ
2

+ H ,

(83)

which leads to LV(N, P)≤ − (Mλ/2) + H≤ 1 in this domain,
in the view of (74)–(76).
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Case 3. When (N, P) ∈ D3
ε , we have

LV(N, P)≤ − Mλ + M −
m

μ2(x)


+
δ2e2μ2(x)

2(ea + I)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
N

2

−
(s(x) + d)Q2(x)

μ2(x)
P
2
 + − 2mN

2
+ 2IN

− 2Q(x)(s(x) + d)P
2

+ 2Q(x)I + e
− 1δ2Iμ2

· (x)(Q(x) + 1))P − 2(s(x) + Q(x)m + d)PN

+
I

μ2(x)
+

μ(x)

a(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
 N

+
Q(x) + eμ2(x)( NP

μ(x)(I + ea)


≤ − Mλ −
mM

μ2(x)


+
Mδ2e2μ2(x)

2(ea + I)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
N

2
+ H∗,

(84)

from (77), and we have LV(N, P)≤ − 1 on (N, P) ∈ D3
ε .

Case 4. When (N, P) ∈ D4
ε , we have

LV(N, P)≤ − Mλ + M −
m

μ2(x)


+
δ2e2μ2(x)

2(ea + I)2(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
N

2

−
(s(x) + d)Q2(x)

μ2(x)
P
2
 + − 2mN

2
+ 2IN

− 2Q(x)(s(x) + d)P
2

+ 2Q(x)I + e
− 1δ2Iμ2

· (x)(Q(x) + 1))P − 2(s(x) + Q(x)m + d)PN

+
I

μ2(x)
+

μ(x)

a(μ(x) − s(x) − d)
 N

+
Q(x) + eμ2(x)( NP

μ(x)(I + ea)


≤ − Mλ − M
(s(x) + d)Q2(x)

μ2(x)
P
2

+ H∗,

(85)

in view of (78), and we get LV(N, P)≤ − 1. +is ends the
proof.

4. Numerical Results

In this section, we study numerically the impact of
the cell size effect on the nutrient-phytoplankton dy-
namics in the deterministic model (1) as well as the
stochastic model (3). +e parameter values are taken as
shown in Table 1. Unless stated otherwise, we will use
them for our simulations. Additionally, in the following
numerical simulation, we randomly select the initial
value satisfying Θ.

4.1. Impact of Cell Size Factor in the Nutrient-Phytoplankton
Dynamics of Model (1). In this section, we study the impact
of the cell size effect on the concentration of nutrient and the
density of phytoplankton, as well as the stability of the
equilibria in model (1).

On the basis of previous theoretical analysis, let
f(x) � X − (ma/I), and substituting (4) and the required
parameters into f(x), we get f(x)< 0, i.e., X< (ma/I) if

H1 :� x ∈ R ∣ 0< x< 0.07807216867 or 2.981219088< x{ },

(86)

and f(x)> 0, i.e., X> (ma/I) if

H2 :� x ∈ R ∣ 0.07807216867< x< 2.981219088{ }. (87)

Next, we first show the impact of cell size on the nutrient
concentration and phytoplankton density.

4.1.1. Impact of the Cell Size Effect on the Nutrient Con-
centration and Phytoplankton Density. Based on the ana-
lytical expressions for the positive equilibrium level of nutrient
and phytoplankton, one can know that the nutrient concen-
tration and phytoplankton density are closely related to cell size
x. However, let x ∈ H1; the increase of cell size x does not affect
the nutrient concentration, which is clearly demonstrated in
Figures 1(a) and 1(c). Furthermore, in this case, Figures 1(d)
and 1(f) show that the density of phytoplankton is negative or
zero. +at is, the phytoplankton in model (1) cannot survive
when the phytoplankton cell is smaller or larger (x ∈ H1),
which may be the main reason why the nutrient concentration
does not change with the increase of cell size.

However, as the cell size increases to the domain of H2,
the nutrient concentration is a nonmonotonic concave
function with respect to cell size x (see Figure 1(b)) and
phytoplankton density is a nonmonotonic convex function
of cell size x (see Figure 1(e)). Nevertheless, by further
analysis, we find that

(1) If x ∈ (0.07807216867, 0.1], the nutrient concen-
tration is a monotonic decreasing function with
respect to cell size x (see Figure 2(a)), but phyto-
plankton density is a convex-line increasing func-
tion of cell size x (see Figure 2(d)), which signifies
that phytoplankton can reproduce rapidly and
abundantly and absorb a large amount of nutrients
during its growth, resulting in a rapid increase in
phytoplankton density and a corresponding rapid
decrease in nutrient concentration. In fact, from
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Table 1: Parameter values in numerical simulations for model (1) and model (3).

Parameters Unit Values
I: the nutrient input rate μmol/Lay 10 [72]
α: the phytoplankton sinking rate coefficient 1/day/μm2 0.1 [55]
β: the phytoplankton nutrient quota coefficient μmol nutrient/cell/μm− b1 100 (estimate)
m: the removal rate of nutrient 1/day 0.85 (estimate)
d: the death rate of phytoplankton 1/day 0.1 [55]
a: the half-saturation constant μmol/L 100 (estimate)
a1: a positive empirical constant 1/μm2 0.02 [55]
a2: a positive empirical constant 1/μm 0.02 [55]
a3: a positive empirical constant Unitless 0.08 [55]
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Figure 1(e) or Figures 2(d) and 2(e), we can know
that the peak of phytoplankton density appears at
x � 0.1, and so, x � 0.1 is the optimal size for
promoting the rapid reproduction of the phyto-
plankton population.

(2) If x ∈ (0.1, 0.6], both the nutrient concentration and
phytoplankton density are concave-line decreasing
function of cell size x, which are shown in
Figures 2(b) and 2(e), respectively. As the density of
phytoplankton reaches its peak at x � 0.1, when the
cell size of phytoplankton exceeds its optimal size,
the phytoplankton density decreases with the in-
crease of cell size, but its density is still very high,
resulting in the decrease of nutrient concentration,
whereas the reduction rate of the nutrient concen-
tration is decreasing compared with that in
Figure 2(a).

(3) If x ∈ (0.6, 2.981219088), the nutrient concentration
is a concave-line increasing function with respect to
x (see Figure 2(c)), but phytoplankton density is a
concave-line decreasing function of cell size, as is
shown in Figure 2(f). Obviously, in this case, with the
increase of cell size, the density of phytoplankton
decreases dramatically with the rapid increase of
nutrient concentration.

4.1.2. Impact of Cell Size Effect on the Stability of the
Equilibria. +e analysis indicates that the plane is divided
into two regions (i) and (ii) by I − x parameters, as displayed

in Figure 3(a). However, when the phytoplankton cell x is
smaller or larger (x ∈ H1), there exists a unique boundary
equilibrium E1 in the area (i), which is globally asymptot-
ically stable (see +eorem 3). With the increase of cell size
(x ∈ H2), the positive equilibrium E∗ appears in (ii) and it is
globally asymptotically stable, but the E1 becomes unstable
(see +eorems 2 and 4). +en, we adopt x � 0.05 ∈ H1 and
x � 0.51 ∈ H2; the corresponding results concerning the
global stability of E1 � (11.76470588, 0) and
E∗ � (2.414081849, 4.754928396) are shown in (i) and (ii) of
Figure 3(b), respectively. It is worth noting that the only
difference between (i) and (ii) in Figure 3(b) is that the cell
size of phytoplankton is different. Actually, from the
Figure 3(a), it is clear that the increase of cell size can lead to
the stability changes at the boundary equilibrium E1: stable
(0<x< 0.07807216867)⟶ unstable (0.07807216867
< x< 2.981219088)⟶ stable (x> 2.981219088), and the
existence of positive equilibrium E∗ changes: nonexistence
(0<x< 0.07807216867)⟶ existence (0.07807216867
< x< 2.981219088)⟶ nonexistence (x> 2.981219088),
which indicates that the cell size plays an important role in
determining the existence and stability of the equilibria in
model (1).

4.2. Impact of Cell Size Factor in the Nutrient-Phytoplankton
Dynamics ofModel (3). Now, we turn to study the impact of
cell size effect on the stochastic dynamics of model (3) by
using the Milstein method mentioned in Higham [73]. In
this way, model (3) can be rewritten as the following dis-
cretization equation:
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Figure 1: (a–c) Bifurcation diagram of nutrient in model (1) with respect to x. (d–f) Bifurcation diagram of phytoplankton in model (1) with
respect to x. (a) and (d) for x ∈ (0.01, 0.07807216867). (b) and (e) for x ∈ (0.07807216867, 2.981219088). (c) and (f) for
x ∈ (2.981219088, 7).
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Nk+1 � Nk + I −
μ(x)Q(x)NkPk

a + Nk

− mNk Δt

−
δμ(x)Q(x)NkPk

a + Nk

��
Δt

√
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δ2

2
μ(x)Q(x)NkPk

a + Nk

ξ2k − 1 Δt,

Pk+1 � Pk +
μ(x)NkPk

a + Nk

− s(x)Pk − dPk Δt

+
δμ(x)NkPk

a + Nk

��
Δt

√
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δ2

2
μ(x)NkPk

a + Nk
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(88)

where ξk(k � 1, 2, . . . , n) are independent Gaussian random
variables N(0, 1).

4.2.1. Impact of Cell Size and Environmental Noise Effects on
the Survival of Phytoplankton. First of all, we fix x � 0.51
and vary δ � 0.1, 1.8 to investigate how environmental noise
affects the persistence of model (3).

When we take δ � 0.1, by simple computations, it is not
difficult to get that the condition (i) in +eorem 6 and the
condition in +eorem 8 are satisfied. From +eorems 6 and
8, it can be obtained that model (3) is persistent in the mean
and exists a unique stationary distribution, as is shown in
Figure 4. +is result signifies that the small environmental
noise disturbance can make model (3) maintain some sta-
bility in the random sense and drive the solutions to be
perturbed near the positive equilibrium of the deterministic
model (1).

When we obtain the noise intensity δ � 1.8, then the
condition (ii) of +eorem 7 is satisfied. Based on +eorem
7, the phytoplankton goes to extinction with probability
one, which implies that the larger environmental noise
can result in the extinction of phytoplankton. Figure 5(b)
clearly confirms this result. Further, in this case, the
nutrient concentration is found to increase to N � N1 �

11.76470588>N∗ � 2.414081849 (see Figure 5(a)), which
agrees well with Remark 2.

Next, we fix δ � 0.1 and change x � 0.001, 0.15,

0.45, 0.95 to see the effect of cell size on the survival of
phytoplankton in model (3). It is clear from Figure 6 that
if x � 0.15 or 0.45 ⊂ H2, the phytoplankton is persistent
and becomes extinct when x � 0.001 or 0.98 ⊂ H1, which
indicates that the smaller or larger cell size can result in
the extinction of phytoplankton (see the black and pink
curves) and the intermediate cell size is advantage for the
persistence of phytoplankton (see the blue and green
curves). Moreover, by comparing the green curve with the
blue curve, it can be found that the increase of cell size can
reduce the random variation of phytoplankton caused by
environmental noise disturbance and decrease the density
of phytoplankton.

4.2.2. Impact of Cell Size Effect on the Existence of Ergodic
Stationary Distribution. In order to explore how cell size
affects the existence of stationary distribution of phyto-
plankton and nutrient in model (3), we fix the noise intensity
δ � 0.1 and vary the cell size

x � 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, (89)
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Figure 2: (a–c) Bifurcation diagram of nutrient in model (1) with respect to x ∈ H2. (b–f ) Bifurcation diagram of phytoplankton in
model (1) with respect to x ∈ H2. (a) and (d) for x ∈ (0.07807216867, 0.1]. (b) and (e) for x ∈ (0.1, 0.6]. (c) and (f ) for
x ∈ (0.6, 2.981219088).
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which satisfy the parameter condition in +eorem 8. Hence,
there exists a stationary distribution of model (3), as is
shown in Figure 7.

In Figure 7(a), one can find that, with the increase of
cell size, the height of probability density function of phy-
toplankton decreases, but that of the probability density
function of nutrition increases (see Figure 7(c)), which
suggests that the increase of cell size is not conducive to

stabilize the nutrient-phytoplankton dynamics in a sto-
chastic sense.

In Figure 7(b), it is shown that the maximum value of
the boxplot for phytoplankton increases, while the maxi-
mum value of the boxplot for nutrient remains unchanged
(see Figure 7(d)), as the cell size increases. +is implies that
the probability density function of phytoplankton is pos-
itively skewed (from left to right), but the probability
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Figure 4: (a) and (c) are the solutions of nutrient and phytoplankton in the stochastic model (3) and its corresponding deterministic model
(1) with initial value (N0, P0) � (8.5, 2.4), respectively. (b) and (d) are the probability density function of nutrient and phytoplankton in
model (3), respectively.
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density function of nutrition is not shifted as the cell size
increases.

5. Conclusion

In recent years, many field and laboratory evidences in-
dicated that the plankton body size, especially the cell size
of phytoplankton, plays a key role in the metabolism,
growth, and interaction of phytoplankton [6, 51, 54].
However, little theoretical work has been done in this field.
Based on these facts, in this paper, we study analytically and
numerically a deterministic nutrient-phytoplankton model
taking into account the effects of cell size and its corre-
sponding stochastic version. +e consideration of the cell
size effect into our proposed model, in this study, makes it
different from the traditional nutrient-phytoplankton
models [12, 14, 15, 22, 39–45, 61]. +e main purpose of this
paper is to study the cell size effects on the nutrient-
phytoplankton dynamics within the deterministic and
stochastic environments.

Mathematically, we show that the existence and stability
of the equilibria for the deterministic model (1) can be
determined by the value of X (i.e., the cell size). In other
words, if X< (ma/I), there exists the only boundary equi-
librium that is locally and globally asymptotically stable (see
+eorems 2 and 3); if X< (ma/I), the positive equilibrium
appears, which is locally and globally asymptotically stable,
whereas the boundary equilibrium becomes unstable (see
+eorems 2 and 4). For the stochastic model (3), we first
prove the existence and uniqueness of the positive solution,
and then, the stochastic extinction and persistence in the
mean, as well as the existence of ergodic stationary distri-
bution for model (3) are further explored. Ecologically, via

numerical simulations, we find that cell size has rich and
complex impacts on the nutrient-phytoplankton dynamics
in model (1) and model (3) as follow:

(i) If the cell size is smaller or larger (0< x<
0.07807216867 or x> 2.981219088), the phytoplankton
cannot survive (see Figures 1(d) and 1(f )). In these
cases, the increase of cell size has no impact on the
nutrient concentration (see Figures 1(a) and 1(c)). As
the cell size increases to the intermediate size, that is,
0.07807216867< x< 2.981219088, the phytoplankton
appears and its density as well as nutrient concentration
begin to change significantly with cell size.

(i1) When 0.07807216867< x≤ 0.1, the increase of
cell size can lead to a rapid increase in phytoplankton
density and result in a significant reduction in nu-
trient concentration (see Figures 2(a) and 2(d), re-
spectively). However, the nutrient concentration is
still high at this time and the phytoplankton density
reached its peak at x � 0.1 (see Figures 1(e) and 2(d)),
which denotes that the intermediate cell size is the
optimum size for the growth of phytoplankton. +is
result is consistent with the experimental results
obtained in [6, 54].
(i2) When 0.1<x≤ 0.6, the increase of cell size is
capable to decrease the density of phytoplankton and
the concentration of nutrient at the same time (see
Figures 2(b) and 2(e)). +is suggests that this range is
most advantageous for reducing the risk of phyto-
plankton blooms and the possibility of eutrophication
of water bodies. Consequently, if the eutrophication of
lakes, rivers, and other water bodies, leading to the
occurrence of algal blooms, we can invest a number of
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Figure 7: +e effect of cell size on the existence of stationary distribution for model (3) with different cell size x � 0.01, 0.02,
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phytoplankton with cell size x ∈ (0.1, 0.6] to possibly
control these phenomena.
(i3) When 0.6<x< 2.981219088, the increase of cell
size can cause the significant decrease of phytoplankton
and the rapid increase of nutrient concentration (see
Figures 2(c) and 2(f), respectively). In this case, the
density of phytoplankton is very close to zero as the cell
size increases. Actually, based on +eorem 2, the
phytoplankton will be extinct and the nutrient con-
centration will eventually increase to a invariant
constant as the cell size continuously increases to
greater than 2.981219088. Consequently, the increasing
cell size of phytoplankton in this region can inhibit the
proliferation of phytoplankton (see Figure 2(f)).

(ii) When the cell size is smaller or larger, i.e.,
0<x< 0.07807216867 or x> 2.981219088, there exists
the only boundary equilibrium E1 in model (1), which
is globally asymptotically stable (see (i) of Figure 3(b)
and +eorem 3), but the positive equilibrium does
not exist in these cases (see +eorem 2); when
0.07807216867<x< 2.981219088, which lies in the
intermediate cell size, the positive equilibrium exists
and is globally asymptotically stable, while the
boundary becomes unstable (see (ii) of Figure 3(b) and
+eorem 4). Hence, if we can properly control the cell
size of phytoplankton to make phytoplankton and
nutrient coexist stably, the phytoplankton will not grow
rapidly in large quantities; thus, phytoplankton blooms
may not occur, which is consistent with the conclusion
in (i2) and (i3).
(iii) With a fixed value of cell size x, the smaller sto-
chastic environmental fluctuations are shown to be
unable to affect the persistence of model (3) (see
Figure 4 and +eorem 6), but the larger stochastic
environmental fluctuations can result in the extinction
of phytoplankton with probability one (see Figure 5 and
+eorem 7). With a fixed value of noise intensity, the
smaller or larger cell size is found to be capable of
causing the extinction of phytoplankton, while the
intermediate cell size is in favor of the persistence of
phytoplankton (see Figure 6). By comparison, the
smaller random environmental disturbances and the
intermediate cell size have similar positive effects on the
persistence of phytoplankton, but the larger cell size,
smaller cell size, and larger random environmental
disturbances have similar positive effects on the ex-
tinction of phytoplankton.

(iv) For the existence of the stationary distribution for
model (3), as the cell size increases, the probability
density function of phytoplankton has a positive shift
and its height is decreasing, but the probability density
function of nutrition has hardly moved and its height is
increasing (see Figure 7).+is indicates that the cell size
may be capable to significantly affect the distribution of
phytoplankton in water bodies.

In view of the above findings, the questions raised in
Section 1 have been partially well answered. Furthermore, in

comparison to the results with respect to cell size obtained in
[55–57], the results of this paper are richer and more
complex. +ough our study cannot directly confirm that cell
size is a factor inducing the phytoplankton blooms, we
believe that cell size has the potential to influence the for-
mation of this phenomena because it can affect the growth of
phytoplankton and the variation of nutrient concentration
in the aquatic ecosystems. Hence, the motive of this paper is
not to give a feasible theoretical explanation for the size-
dependent mechanisms of phytoplankton growth but to
provide a new insight into understanding the intrinsic law of
the nutrient-phytoplankton dynamics.
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